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Summary
This thesis examines the treatment of infants in the classical and 
Hellenistic ages of Greece. In the Introduction the scope and aims are 
described, and my use of ancient literary sources explained. Chapter One 
deals with the Care of Infants and examines the evidence for the 
treatment of newborn infants by women carers and medical men, looking in 
detail at the criteria by which the question of a newborn Infant's viability 
might have been decided, and what this might mean for the decisions 
whether to treat a sickly baby and whether to rear or expose the child. 
Swaddling and Feeding are also studied in this Chapter: the evidence for 
the practices in the period under study is collected and discussed. In 
Chapter Two the subject of the decision not to rear Is examined. The 
practice of killing unwanted Infants in Sparta was subject to special 
rules, and the related subject of the provision of land to infants who were 
reared is unique to Sparta, and they form the firs t part of this Chapter. 
The second deals with the practice of exposure everywhere else: most of 
the evidence is from Athens, Including evidence from New Comedy, which 
has been largely dismissed in modern scholarship and is here surveyed for 
what it can tell us about contemporary attitudes to exposure and motives 
for the practice. The laws and political and moral attitudes to exposure 
are next looked at, with reference especially to Athens, but also in the 
wider classical and Hellenistic world. The final section of this part 
surveys and comments on the "exposure debate" In modern scholarship. 
Part Three discusses the context to which most of the ancient accounts of 
exposure belong, that of myth and legend. It has been maintained that 
these tales directly reflect a practice and prevalence once found in real 
life, but other theories for their existence have recently been put forward 
which see them as the mythical expression of a ritual connected with
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puberty Initiation and a primitive form of education in the wilderness. 
The exposure of Cyrus is an important key to the understanding of this 
connection between myth and ritual in Greek myths and legends, and the 
same motives for ascribing exposure to Cyrus's early life apply to the 
exposure stories told of certain Greek historical characters. Chapter 
Three deals with the ceremonies performed for infants which admitted 
them to the family and phratry respectively, and with the significance of 
the performance of the ceremonies for the legitimacy and citizenship of 
the child. Orphans are the subject of Chapter Four, and their treatment 
under Athenian law is reviewed. The state of orphanhood applied to older 
children as well as infants: it  is included here for its value in showing the 
degree of protection awarded to the most vulnerable class of 
citizen-children, and the motives which prompted the Athenians to accord 
them this protection.
The concluding chapter of this thesis draws together the 
implications of some of the evidence collected, In particular regarding the 
significance of the high neonatal death rate. It is suggested that the 
subject of exposure and infanticide be looked at In this context (as an 
alternative, for example, to the more usual context of birth-control and 
population limitation). An attempt is made to understand the prevalent 
attitude of parents in ancient Greece to their youngest offspring and the 
state of Infancy. Some of the child-care practices are assessed, as far as 
this is possible, for their repressive and indulgent tendencies. 
Conclusions of a general nature about the treatment of orphans are put 
forward.
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Introduction
The treatment of children In ancient Greece Is a subject which has 
received little  scholarly attention, and most of It has been devoted to the 
subject of education. The lives of children In their pre-school years have 
been largely Ignored. The great exception to this neglect has been the 
subject of exposure and Infanticide, the area In which we find the Infants 
of antiquity suddenly Illuminated by the glare of the scholarly spotlight. 
But other aspects of their lives have generally been left In darkness or 
semi-gloom. Yet the treatment of Infants Is a subject worth examining, 
and the practices of Infanticide and exposure are worth bringing out of 
Isolation and setting In the context of general treatment. Infants are 
worth studying In their own right, as Inhabitants of ancient Greece and Its 
households, and also for the sake of a complete understanding of their 
parents, the men and women of the Greek world who expounded the 
theories, made the rules and carried out the practice of their treatment.
This thesis therefore alms to present a collection of the ancient 
evidence about the treatment of Infants, as much, that Is, as can be 
gleaned from the written sources. The evidence Is patchy, because no 
ancient author saw the need to describe details of everyday life that were 
familiar, and not particularly Interesting, to his contemporaries. The 
study of such evidence as exists w ill shed a litt le  light on certain 
questions: what were the experiences of Infancy In antiquity; which were 
the areas of the treatment of children thought to require regulation by 
rules and standards; by what Ideas or Ideals was treatment of infants 
regulated; how should we Interpret the attitude of adults towards their 
offspring, In the light of the evidence about their treatment?
The thesis is limited in scope to the classical and Hellenistic ages. 
This is made desirable by the nature of the evidence, which Is more 
plentiful for this period of Greek history than any other. By concentrating
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on this period it is possible to build up a picture of the treatment of 
infants which, although not complete, is not too sketchy to be of any use, 
and which is able to be set in the context of a society and culture about 
which a considerable amount is known. I have left out of the picture 
Hellenistic Egypt, because in spite of its Importance for Greek culture, in 
its social conventions it was in many important ways a world apart. It is 
not generally safe to apply evidence for practices in Hellenistic Egypt to 
the rest of the Greek world, and the treatment of children in that society 
perhaps deserves a separate study.
I define "infants" for the purposes of this study as children from 
birth to the age of about six or seven, but most of what I have to say 
applies particularly to children in the firs t few days, weeks and months of 
their lives. Greek authors referring to babies use the terms epeqjog, 
vriTfioQ, TTai6apiov and TTai&tov, the firs t of which usually refers to a 
young baby, while the others do not refer to any specific age-range within 
babyhood or early infancy. In addition, nat? and tekvov are sometimes used 
of an infant, where the context makes it  clear that a very young child is 
meant. (I refer to Infants of unknown sex by the neuter pronoun, purely as 
a matter of grammatical convention, and without any Implication that 
babies are less than fully human.)
It remains to outline my approach to the available sources for the 
period under study. I have confined myself almost totally to written 
sources, referring where appropriate to the excellent recently-published 
work of Hilde Ruhfel on children in Greek art.1
Tragedy does not have much to tell us about Greek infants, and 1 
have thought it  best not to rely on it  as a source, as the authors' dramatic 
and lyric purpose make it  not, generally, good evidence for everyday life: it  
is not always possible to distinguish references to fifth-century practices 
from allusions to pre-historical culture. Comedy, on the other hand, is a 
good source. In Old Comedy many jokes are based on the incongruity of a
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reference to contemporary life set In a fantastical or mythical context, 
and such contemporary references are easily recognised. The characters 
and households portrayed In the plays of Aristophanes are those of late 
fifth-century and early fourth-century Athens, with the addition of 
farcical elements and exaggeration of Idiosyncrasies. New Comedy Is 
likewise set in contemporary Athens, and the world of the household, 
rather than that of the city, Is its sphere of operation. Not all aspects of 
household life are seen in New Comedy (for example, there are few older 
children), but romantic love between a man and a woman is often at the 
centre of the plot, and babies are sometimes the product of these affairs. 
The baby often figures as an inconvenience, and later has its significance 
reversed to become, directly or indirectly, a means of bringing the lovers 
together, cementing a marriage already contracted or providing a 
compelling reason for a wedding. Incidentally we are told quite a bit about 
attitudes to unwanted infants and about contemporary Athenian law and 
custom.
The prose writings of orators, historians and philosophers 
occasionally refer to children. In law-court speeches children generally 
only merit a mention when they are of significance in disputes about 
inheritance, property, or citizenship. The class of children most 
frequently involved in these affairs is orphans, and the speeches, together 
with the occasional piece of legislation quoted in them, provide most of 
our evidence for the treatment of this category of children, which would 
have included infants. Philosophers and moralists, unlike historians, 
rarely make completely factual and neutral statements about children. But 
what they say may well reveal indirectly information about contemporary 
practices and attitudes, which they approve, or, more often, condemn. Of 
all philosophers, Plato was the one most interested in education and in 
influences upon the young. It seems to have been Plato who firs t 
expressed the idea that there was such a thing as op8f| Tpotpn ( Laws 788
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c), the correct way to bring up a child. Parents had probably always given 
at least some reasoned consideration to their children's upbringing, even 
without the benefit of Plato's thoughts on the matter. But Plato wished to 
make children's upbringing less a matter of an unscientific mixture of 
parental decisions and chiId-care traditions, and more a kind of Texvn, an 
art or science based on a rational footing. And so he gave considerable 
attention to the specific effects to be produced on children and the precise 
means by which they were to be achieved. Even infants, otherwise ignored 
by ancient education, come into the scope of this Tpotph, though in practice 
Plato has relatively litt le  to say about this stage of childhood.
Aristotle in his scientific treatises sometimes makes observations 
about the physiology and pathology of the young of the human species, and 
he is a valuable source for the ideas of earlier scientists. Book 7 of his 
HistoriaAnimalium , this book perhaps being a compilation of Aristotelian 
and Peripatetic knowledge and views, is about conception and the perinatal 
period, and contains much of the litt le  extant information about the 
treatment of newborn infants for our period. Aristotle either wrote or 
intended to write a work on the Management of Children, -nepl tfiq 
TTat&ovoutaQ {Pol 1335 B 5). But his extant works contain only a few 
paragraphs on the subject of the upbringing of Infants (especially at Poll, 
15).
In fact, the great preoccupation of parents in the ancient world was 
not so much how to bring up their young children as how to keep them 
alive and healthy. Infant mortality must have been, by modern standards, 
very high indeed, with perhaps half or more of all children born not 
reaching their fifth  birthday. This perhaps helps to explain how it came 
about that in the Roman Imperial age the public, both lay and professional, 
took as its guide to infant Tpocph the product of a quite different 
intellectual tradition to that begun by Plato. It was medicine, in the end, 
which was to produce the authoritative voice on the subject.
Greek medicine in the early days had litt le  to say about practical 
child-care. This was at that time largely in the hands of women, some of 
them professionals (in the sense that they pursued it as a kind of career 
for pay and professed an expertise, not that they necessarily had 
professional training or qualifications). Nevertheless the Hippokratic 
Corpus does provide quite a bit of useful evidence for the study of infants. 
In the firs t place, scientists and doctors investigated reproduction, 
pregnancy and embryology. In their writings on these subjects they 
sometimes touch on the subjects of neonatal care and nutrition, for 
example. What they say - and sometimes what they omit to say - repays 
detailed study and comparison with the other, meagre or later, evidence. 
Secondly, doctors sometimes worked alongside female healers and 
midwives, especially when treating gynaecological cases, and they were 
aware of the women's beliefs and practices, which they occasionally 
mention in their writing (and they were capable of being influenced by 
them too, as we shall see).
We have to wait until the second century AD before the body of 
knowledge collected by Greek doctors and midwives on infant care appears 
in an extant text. Soranus's Gynaecology is much more than that, of 
course. Soranus's thorough expertise in theoretical and practical 
medicine, his rationality and his common sense, his clear and confident 
advice, and his refusal to present his readers with advice that was 
dogmatic or socially unacceptable, won him great respect and admiration. 
The use of Soranus as a source for a period several centuries before him is 
not without its problems. His Influence In matters of child-care is not 
only to be seen in the fact that his advice largely dominated the nurseries 
of Europe until the eighteenth century. It has also cast its shadow 
backwards over the preceding centuries, where the lack of any such 
authoritative voice on practical Infant care has tempted students of the 
subject to ignore or treat superficially such evidence as exists for the
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earlier period, and sometimes to be too ready to flesh it out with excerpts 
from Soranus.2 A discriminating use of Soranus is, however, an 
appropriate means of illuminating and setting in context certain practices 
which are known to have existed in the classical and Hellenistic Greek 
world, particularly since it was his habit to observe and comment upon the 
practices of women child-carers which he found in currency. In a society 
where older women, who had already given birth to and brought up families 
of their own, were the helpers to whom women in childbirth and younger 
mothers normally turned, traditions in child-care must have died hard. It 
is not unreasonable to assume that many customs survived virtually 
unchanged for generations. But in Soranus’s detailed advice to midwives 
and wet-nurses (and, less often, to parents) there is less that is relevant 
to the study of earlier centuries. Even for his own day, it  is hard to 
believe that many midwives and wet-nurses measured up to the high 
professionalism of his Ideals; those who did must have been an elite group 
indeed. The assumption that all the practices advised by Soranus were 
employed In classical and Hellenistic Greece must be resisted.
One group of witnesses who might have told us much about the 
treatment of Infants has remained silent: the women of the ancient world. 
Even after men began to take an Interest In Infant care (In the theory of It, 
at least), It was largely administered by women. This fact may also have 
significance for the restricted contribution of philosophy to matters of 
infant care, with Its lofty contempt of the abilities of women. Medicine, 
which In the classical period neglected the subject but which, 
significantly, always remained In touch with women’s ways of doing 
things (even if it sometimes disagreed with them), had the last word on 
the practical treatment of infants.
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Notes to Introduction
1 Hilde Ruhfel, Das Kind in der griechischen Kunst: Von der
minoisch-mykenischen Zeit bis zum Heilenismus, Mainz am Rhein 1984; 
Kinderieben im k/assischen A then: Biider auf k/assischen Vasen, Mainz am 
Rhein 1984.
2 These tendencies are present, to varying extents, In the following 
treatments of the subject: M. Mo'issldes, "La pu^rlculture et l'eugSnlque 
dans l'antlquitS grecque" Janus 19, 1914, pp. 289 - 311; Wolfgang 
Lehmann, Die Ernahrung des Sdugiings im Laufe der Jahrtausende, Belp 
1954; Pierre Boulan, QueJques Notes sur I'Histoire de I'AUaitement, Paris 
1911 (Thesis for Doctorate In Medicine, Imprlmerle de la Faculte de 
M6dec1ne); W. Braams, Zur Geschichte des Ammenwesens im k/assischen 
A/terturq Jenaer medizin-historische Be i t  rage Heft 5, 1913.
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Chapter One
The Care of Infants 
Part One
The newborn Infant: Immediate post-natal care
The care of the newborn Infant was in ancient times the province 
of the midwife and the women of the household, but the medical writers of 
classical and later times gave some attention to the subject of bringing 
babies safely into the world. Among the writers of the Hippokratic corpus 
were those interested in embryology and in the newborn infant as a 
phenomenon to be observed. There was also much interest in the condition 
of women in pregnancy and the post-natal period. But very few 
prescriptions for the treatment of the newborn are made, in contrastwilh the 
hundreds of suggestions for treating pre- and post-natal conditions in 
women. Part of the explanation for this contrast probably lies in the 
obvious fact that adults are far easier to treat and more able to withstand 
the effects of treatment than are newborn infants. It was probably also 
accepted that many newborn Infants would not live, and that very litt le  
could be done about it. This section w ill investigate to what extent and for 
what particular reasons doctors acquiesced in this attitude, and how 
medical knowledge may have affected the lives of newborn Infants if at all. 
But firs t we must return to our original distinction between what 
midwives knew and did about the care of the newborn infant, and what 
medical men knew and were able to offer.
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Midwives and mothers
Babies had of course been brought safely into the Greek world for 
centuries before the existence of the art of medicine. The art of the 
midwife was one of the oldest known, and upon it continued to depend the 
well-being of mothers and babies throughout ancient times (and well into 
modern). The usual Greek word for midwife was pala, but the designation n 
6|j(pa\riT6|jo<; is also found, in honour of the midwife's main duty toward 
the newborn (Hipp. Mul 1. 46, VIII 106. 7 Li., Hlpponax 12. 2D = 19 West).1 
In the Hippokratic treatise On Flesh the termccKecrrpiQ, the feminine form 
of aKECTTfip, healer, is found in the context of childbirth : the author refers 
to "the female healers who attend women in childbirth" {Cam. 19, VIII 614.
11 Li.). The importance of the midwife for *he safe delivery of babies is 
acknowledged in the Aristotelian Historia Animaliurti in a passage on the 
birth of infants (7. 10, 587 A 9 - 25)2 Here o^a\oTopia, the cutting of 
the umbilical cord, is said to be the skill of the midwife which particularly 
requires intelligence. When the placenta came out in the normal way, the 
midwife would place a ligature of wool at some point on the cord 
(presumably near the umbilicus) and cut the cord above this point. When 
the cord healed up at the point of ligation, the remainder was left to fall 
off naturally3 Care had to be taken that the ligature did not become 
detached before this happened, for the infant might then die through 
haemorrhage. When the placenta did not emerge at the time of birth, two 
ligatures were put on the cord and it was cut between them.4 If the infant 
appeared lifeless, before the tying and cutting of the cord, the experienced 
midwife knew how to "force the blood back inside by pressing the cord", and 
thus revive the infant. It Is perhaps likely that in such circumstances an 
Intelligent midwife also knew how to let the infant receive a transfusion 
of placental blood by holding the infant below the level of the placenta.
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The passage does not say what the midwife would use to cut the cord. 
Soranus ( Gyn. 1. 27. 80, 250. 4 ff. Rose) recommends an iron implement and 
ridicules ai ttoAAccI tqv (jLcaounevcov who refuse to cut with iron because 
they consider it ill-omened for the firs t days of life, and use instead glass, 
a reed, a potsherd, or a crust of bread. Presumably any of these or any other 
sharp object might have been used by midwives throughout ancient times.5 
The risk of neonatal tetanus was of course not understood, and it must have 
accounted for many infant casualties 6
This passage in HA contains all that the work has to say about the 
immediate after-birth care given to infants, and the rest of classical and 
Hellenistic literature has only scattered references to the subject. The 
Hippokratic writings are for the most part silent on the subject of 
midwifery. Tfreir authors were evidently content to let the midwives 
exercise their traditional skills without interference, and would generally 
only have involved themselves in the practice of obstetrics when they were 
called in to help with a pregnancy or birth that was going wrong. In such 
cases, as well as in the practice of gynaecology in general, they probably 
sometimes worked side by side with the midwife or employed her as 
assistant.7 By contrast the Greek doctor Soranus, born in Ephesos and 
practising in Rome in the early 2nd century AD, gave full instructions to 
midwives in his Gynaecology. But caution must be exercised in using 
Soranus as a source for the practices of midwives in his own day, since 
many may not have followed or even read his advice, and even more for 
midwifery in the Greek world several centuries before. Even the 
traditional skills of midwifery may vary from time to time and in different 
localities. Soranus, when he appears to refer to widespread traditional 
practices of midwives, may be used with caution to expand upon practices 
attested by classical writers for their own day (see pp. 12 - 13 above).
One such practice is that of examining the newborn to see whether
it was worth rearing. Sokrates in Plato's Theaitetos makes repeated
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references to his role as a philosophical midwife, the point of the metaphor 
being that he has the ability to draw out ideas from his interlocutors and 
distinguish the real argument from the spurious. There can be no doubt that 
the art of discrimination, not of course between real and imaginary babies 
(cf. Tht 150 B), but between that which was worth rearing and that which 
was not, was one of the skills of midwives in Sokrates's day ; 
npocnpepou o\jv npog pe cbg updo paiag Oov koci ocvtov 
paieuTiKov, tea! a av epcoTco TTpoSupoO ottcoq otog T'el 
ouTcog aTTOKpLvaaBai- kou eav apa crKOTiovjpevog t l  cov av 
Aeyqg hyficrcopai ei6co\ov Kai pr) a\r|Beg, etTa 
UTre^ aipcopai Kal ocnoBocWco, pf) aypiaive cocmep ai 
TTpCOTOTOKOl Tiept Ta TTai&ia (151 B 9 - C 5).8
It is interesting that Sokrates presents the rejection, the "throwing away", 
of the baby as an act of the midwife herself. One would have expected that, 
at least in classical Athens, the midwife herself had no right to decide not 
to rear a substandard baby, and that it  was up to the head of the household 
whether he took her advice. Factors other than physical fitness must often 
have affected the father's wishes in the matter (see Chapter 2 Part 2 
below). The Theaitetos passage certainly shows that professional 
judgement on fitness to be reared was one of the traditional skills of 
midwifery.9 Soranus, five centuries later, instructed midwives to make 
the judgement according to specific criteria: whether the mother has had a 
healthy pregnancy, the baby has been born at term (seven, nine or ten 
months according to ancient belief - see pp. 21 - 32 below), the baby cries 
lustily when placed on the ground, and is physically perfect with respect to 
the shape, size, function and sensitivity of all its parts. To ascertain this, 
the midwife w ill examine all the newborn infant's orifices to make sure 
that they are free from obstruction, bend and stretch the joints, and press 
the body with her fingers to see if  the child has sensation in every part of
its body. From the opposites of these things one may recognise that which 
is not Suitable for rearing (ek 8e tcov evccvticov toiq Eipr||jEvoic; to ttpoq 
avaTpocpfiv aveTTtTf|66iov) says Soranus ( Gyn, 1. 26. 79, 248. 14 - 249. 17 
Rose). Soranus would have midwives perform this examination before 
cutting the umbilical cord, having firs t put the infant on the ground, and 
announced by a traditional sign whether the baby was male or female. 
Aline Rousselle has argued that the reason midwives of Roman imperial 
times cut the cord only after performing the examination was that they 
tied the cord properly only if they considered the baby worth rearing; if it 
was not worth rearing, they let It die through haemorrhage (1988, pp. 50 - 
51). It is d ifficu lt to tell whether midwives of classical and Hellenistic 
Greece took it upon themselves to do this. In classical times, some infants 
with congenital deformities are known to have lived and been treated by 
doctors (see below, pp. 155 - 157), and doctors were also able to make 
observations about the course of Illness in newborn babies (see pp. 4 4 -4 5  
below). So either the requirements of contemporary midwives were less 
stringent than those recorded by Soranus, or midwives tended to refer the 
decision about rearing to the father, who would sometimes be willing to 
attempt to rear a weak, il l or otherwise defective child.
Having delivered the baby, examined It, and cut and ligated the cord, 
what else did the midwife do for the newborn Infant? She must surely 
have removed the mucus from the baby's nose and mouth. Soranus mentions 
the clearing out of mucus In his section on cleansing {Gyn. 1. 28. 82, 252. 
23 - 25 Rose). She would also have wiped the baby to remove blood and the 
vernlx caesosa, and bathed It thoroughly. A fragment of Hlpponax's iambic 
trimeters reads:
tiq  opKpaXnTopoQ cje t o v  8icm\fiYoc
evncjG kocttgAouctev acrKap({ovTa; (Hipponax 12 Diehl = 19 West). 
Washing with water is almost certainly meant byoarEAoucrEv. The verb vau
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usually means to rub or smoothe, and here may refer simply to wiping the 
baby clean, but more likely to a vigorous rubbing of the newborn's body. 
Soranus recommends using salt and honey or olive oil {Gyn. 1. 28. 82, 252. 
9 - 2 3  Rose). A remark in the Hippokratic treatise On Regimen gives a 
vivid sketch of the treatment endured by infants, probably newborn infants 
on their emergence from the womb;
v a K o S e v c u  t e i v o x j c t i , T p i P o u a t ,  k t g v i ^ o u c t i , ttAv j v o u c t i- T a u T a
TTaiSicov 8epcoTeir| ( V/ct. 1. 19, VI. 492. 23 - 24 Li.)
(reading the kxOicc of Joly [Paris, Les Belles Lettres, 1967] instead of 
Littre's tocOtcO: "Leather-workers stretch, rub, comb, wash, the care of 
infants is the same" (cf. p. 56 below).
The purpose of cleansing the infant by rubbing and washing overlaps 
with another motive for carrying out these procedures, namely to toughen 
the infant and test its strength.10 Aristotle (Pol 1336 A 12 - 18) records 
that many non-Greek peoples dip babies in a cold river at birth, and he 
himself recommends accustoming babies to cold gradually from a very 
early stage. It appears from this that washing newborn babies with very 
cold water, or dipping them in it, was not a popular Greek practice in 
Aristotle's time, but during the centuries that followed it seems to have 
gained some Greek adherents, for Soranus remarks that "most of the 
barbarians, such as the Germans and Skythians, and even some of the 
Greeks, put the newborn infant into cold water for the sake of its firming 
quality, and to destroy as not worth rearing the infant that cannot bear the 
chilling. . ." ( Gyn. 1.28.81,251.8 - 12 Rose). Plutarch records (Lyk. 16. 
3) that the Spartans used to bathe babies with wine, as a test of strength; 
he does not specify newborn infants, but these are probably meant. Soranus 
records as traditional practices of unspecified people, bathing the newborn 
in wine mixed with brine, pure wine, the urine of an "uncorrupt" child, and 
wine finely sprinkled with myrtle or oak gall, but himself gives a warning
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against the cold dip and all of these methods as likely to harm a child that 
could otherwise live a perfectly healthy life (1. 28. 81, 251. 12 - 252. 4 
Rose).
According to the author of the Hippokratic Diseases 4, women fed 
newborn babies small quantities of purgatives to expel their firs t faeces 
after birth : , . . eTTfjv toc TTai&ia y e v r |T o a ,  ycopi£ou<Jtv aOTa ai ywaiKei; Ta 
avia (pdpucxKa (54. 2 Joly, VII 596. 5 - 6 Li.). "The same medicines" is not 
explained In the passage, but must refer to the purgatives that are implied 
In a Sentence a few lines above: aTTOTTaTel yap ale! Tf)V ecoXov k o t t p o v  ava 
TTacraQ fpepag. fjv Uyiaiveiv o avBpcoTToq (54. 1 Joly, VII 594. 22 - 23 
Li.). He introduces this information as part of his demonstration that flat 
worms are formed in the fetus's intestine while it  is s till in the womb, 
holding as he does the erroneous belief that fla t worms are found in the 
firs t faeces. The author's theory about worms is a scientific one, based on 
spontaneous generation, and he uses the example of a common practice 
among women as an indication (armfiiov) that he is right. The women 
themselves, in finding it necessary to administer purgatives to their 
newborn children, may have been influenced by primitive medical opinion or 
by supersltion about the necessity for this post-natal evacuation of stool.
Age of viability
Further Investigation Into the care of the newborn child takes us 
deeper into the realm of the medical and scientific writers. Ancient 
interest in reproduction and embryology goes back to the earliest 
philosophers, and the medical and scientific observations about the 
newborn infant found in writings of the fifth  century onwards are 
inseparable from the context of current ideas and accepted methods of
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inquiry in natural philosophy. At the same time, there was no strict 
demarcation between professional and layman, and popular ideas 
influenced scientific theories, while the latter further extended lay 
knowledge. This is exemplified by ancient theories about the ages at which 
the fetus was viable and non-viable as a newborn infant.
The author of a late fifth-century treatise belonging to the 
Hippokratic corpus, On Eight Months' Children, appeals to the experience of 
women themselves to confirm what he has to say about the non-viability of 
the infant born in the eighth month of pregnancy ;
Tolcri 5e BovAopevoicriv a \\o  t i  Aeyeiv e£eoriv, at 5e 
Kpivoucrai Kal Ta viKriTfipta 6i5oO<jai Tiepl toutou toO 
\oyou ale! epeoucri Kal (pfjCTOUcri tlktelv Kal eTTTajjinva 
Kal oKTapnva Kal evvapriva Kal 8eKa(jr|va Kal 
ev8eKapr|val Kal toutcov toc OKTapnva ou TTepiyiveaBai. 
toc 8'aXAa TTepiyivecrdai ( Oct.1 . 2 Gr., VII 442. 1 - 4 
L I . ) . "
Herodotos puts into the mouth of the mother of Demaratos of Sparta an 
account of the various possible lengths of pregnancy. Her husband Ariston 
had refused to believe that Demaratos was his son, saying that the ten 
months had not elapsed, but she refuted this by saying tCktowi yap ywaiKeq
Kal evveaprjva Kal eTTTapriva, Kal ou uaaai 6eKa pfjvas eKTeXecracrai, and adds
that her son was a seven months' child, and that Ariston later accepted her 
explanation (Hdt. 6. 69). Although Herodotos may well have heard the theory 
discussed and rationalised by doctors and scientists, he would hardly have 
put it  Into such a context had It not also been a traditional belief among 
women. So the non-viability of an eight months' child was probably a theory 
current among midwives and mothers long before It was taken up by 
scientists and doctors.12
Whatever the origins of the belief In the viability of a child born
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after seven, nine or ten months' gestation, and the non-viability of the eight 
months' child,13 it found many adherents among philosophers, scientists and 
doctors. The Pythagoreans pointed to the possibility of birth in the seventh 
month as exemplifying one of the special properties of the number seven.14 
Censorinus {De die na t.l. 2 - 7, p. 12 Hultsch) records that the fifth-century 
natural philosopher Hippon considered that birth was possible from the 
seventh t i l l  the tenth month, adducing various phenomena in human 
physiology said to depend on the significance of the number seven as 
analogues for viability in the seventh month. Censorinus mentions others 
who affirmed the possibility of birth in the seventh month, including 
Aristotle, the doctor Diokles of Karystos, Straton the Peripatetic 
philosopher, and Empedokles. Euryphon of Knidos (a medical contemporary of 
Hippokrates) denied it, but held that birth was possible in the eighth month; 
with the latter opinion almost everyone except Aristotle and Diokles 
disagreed.15
Empedokles's explanation for the ages of viability was based on 
cosmogonical analogy and number-symbolism. The firs t race of men to 
appear on earth was produced in a night and a day that lasted as long as ten 
months do in our age; later another generation grew up in a 
seven-month-long night and day ( VS 31 A 75 Diels-Kranz). Proclus records 
that Empedokles said that women were 6lyovoi , meaning that two lengths of 
gestation were possible (which Proclus says are seven and nine months), and 
that eight months' children were not viable ( VS 31 B 69).
A hebdomadic scheme for human life, similar to that attributed to
Hippon, is given in a passage in the Hippokratic treatise On Flesh : here
children are said to be born viable at seven and nine months, but not at
eight. The seven months' child is born after three tens of weeks, that is 210
days, and is viable because it has spent an exact number of tens of
hebdomads in the womb; at eight months none ever survives; but at nine
months and ten days it again has an exact number of tens of weeks to make
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it viable, namely four tens of weeks or 280 days {Cam 19, VIII 612. 1 ff. 
Li.). The writer backs up his claim with evidence from his experience, 
saying of birth at seven months "I myself have often seen it", and refers the 
reader who wishes further proof to the midwives. This is adduced as merely 
one of a number of examples of the significance of the number seven in 
human development.
The hebdomadic development of the fetus was the keystone of the 
embryology of Diokles of Karystos and Straton, as recorded by Nikomachos 
of Gerasa {apud [Iambiichus] Theologoumena Arithmetfcae 61. 5 ff. de 
Falco) and Macrobius (//? somn. Scip 1. 6. 63. ff.).16 They too said that the 
fetus was viable in seven months. Diokles, as we have seen above, was also 
said by Censorinus to have held, along with Aristotle, that birth was also 
possible in the eighth month, and we find this attribution to Diokles also in 
Aetius (5. 18. 3), who records that Polybos, Diokles and the Empiricists said 
that the eighth month is also capable of producing children, but aTovuiepov 
and that many eight months' children died5ia tnv a-roviav.17
In the Hippokratic collection of aphorisms known as nepl Tpocpfjg 
( Alim.), probably compiled in Hellenistic times,18 we again find the seven 
months' child and a hebdomadic development of the embryo linked together, 
in Aphorism 42 (IX 112 - 116 L i.) : "for formation 35 days, for movement 
70, for completion 210". An alternative set of figures based on the number 
nine follows: "others, for form 45, for movement 90, for delivery 270", 
referring to the fetal development of the nine months' child. Then follows a 
set of figures for the ten months' child: "others, 50 for form, for the firs t 
leap 100, for completion 300", a sentence missing in one of the MSS. A 
fourth scheme follows: "40 for distinction [i.e. of limbs], 80 for changing 
position (peTotfaCTiv), 240 for expulsion ( 6 k t t t c o c t i v ) " .  This obviously refers 
to the eight months' child, and the word £ k t t t g o ( j iq  cannot refer to live birth 
of an infant.19 After this the MSS. have the elliptical sentence oOk ecm m i
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e c m .  Aulus Gellius, in w riting  his discussion of lengths of gestation in 
humans, apparently had the text eoTiv Kai oOk ecjtlv Ta OKTapriva before him, 
fo r which he quotes Sablnus's explanation that the eight months’ child 
appears but does not live, therefore Is and is not (Gell, 3. 16. 7).
For an account of the age of viability that goes beyond mere 
arithmetical schemes we must return to the Hlppokratlc Oct,20 wherein is 
found the most detailed and sophisticated of the ancient theories about 
viability. The main contention of the treatise Is that the child born in the 
eighth month of pregnancy does not survive (2. 1 Gr. = VI1 452. 4 - 6 LI., cf. 
9. 4 Gr., VII 444. 12 -1 5  Li.). The main elements In the author's reasoning 
are 1: the significance of definite crisis periods in human pathology, in 
particular the significance of the 40-day period (tetrakontad) for pregnancy 
and birth 21 (1. 1 - 16 Gr. = VII 446. 12 - 450. 29 LI.), and 2: the inability of 
the fetus to survive two consecutive Illnesses (KccKOTraOeiai), one of which 
always occurs in the sixth tetrakontad of pregnancy and the other at birth 
itself (2. 1 - 2 Gr. = VII 452. 4 - 8 Li.). The KaKOTiaOeCai undergone in the 
womb during the sixth tetrakontad, which roughly coincides with the eighth 
lunar month, are caused by various changes (|jeTa0o\cu) which womb and 
fetus experience in this period 22 (5. 1 - 6. 3 Gr. = VII 436. 8 - 440. 4 Li.), 
and this fact is confirmed by women themselves, whose testimony about 
their experience Is not to be doubted (6. 4 - 7. 3 Gr. = VII 440. 4 - 442. 4 Li., 
9. 1 - 2 Gr. = VII 444. 1 - 8 Li.). The secondxai<cma9ein, that of birth itself, 
is described in terms of its potentially dangerous effect on the newborn (2. 
4 - 3. 8 Gr. = VII 452. 13 - 458. 10 Li.). A fetus which has left the 
sufferings of the eighth month behind it, or which has not yet reached them, 
may well survive those of birth, but no infant can survive both when 
experienced consecutively.
According to Oct. live b irth  of viable infants is possible from half a 
year, that is approximately 182 and a half days, from conception, onwards,
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excluding the sixth tetrakontad (days 201 to 240). The chart (Table 1) 
shows the lunar months in which viable birth is possible, depending on the 
date of conception, which the author considers the most important date to 
fix correctly in order to predict the period of suffering in the womb and 
make a prognosis for the viability of the child at birth (4. 2 - 7 Gr. = VII 
458. 13 - 460. 9 Li., 6. 5 - 6 Gr. = VII 440. 8 -12  Li.). By putting the date of 
conception early in the firs t (lunar) month of pregnancy, we can see from 
the chart that birth is viable during part of the seventh lunar month, but not 
in the eighth or the firs t few days of the ninth, if conception occurs 
towards the end of the firs t (lunar) month, viable birth is in fact possible 
for the firs t part of the eighth month but not thereafter until nearly the end 
of the ninth (cf. 6. 3 Gr. = VII 438. 21 - 440. 4 Li,). The author prefers to put 
the date of conception for most women at the middle of the month or 
later23; in the latter case, birth after 280 days' gestation w ill take place in 
the eleventh (lunar) month (4. 6 - 7 Gr. = VII 460. 4 - 9 Li.). He uses the 
terms "seventh month", "eighth month" and so on merely as terms of 
convenience (cf. 6. 6 Gr. = VII 440. 9 -1 2  Li.); his argument depends on the 
more accurate terminology of the tetrakontad, or the half-year, counting the 
firs t day of the firs t tetrakontad or the beginning of the year from the exact 
date of conception (2. 3, 4. 1, 10. 4 Gr. = VII 452. 9 - 13 ,  458. 11-13,  446. 1 
-5 Li.); thus he can say the seven months' children are born after 182 days 
and-a-bit, or half a (solar) year (4. 8, 4.1 Gr. = VII 436. 1 -2, 458. 11 - 13  
Li.). When he speaks, loosely, of the eight months’ child, he actually means a 
child born In the sixth tetrakontad.
There is a significant agreement with Oct in the second book of the 
Hippokratic Epidemics,24 where the sufferings In the womb at the eighth 
month are referred to in passing (2. 1. 7 = V 78. 13 Li., 2. 3. 17 = V 116. 10 
ff. Li.). The approach to the problems of childbirth In the two brief passages 
is reminiscent of that of Oct (cf. p. 31 below).
Aristotle, in his work On the Generation o f Anim ats, shows no
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interest in the power of significant numbers over the viability of infants, 
but attempts a purely physiological explanation. After explaining that the 
moistness and warmth of the body give rise to multiple births, and that body 
size dictates whether one or several children are born at any one birth, he 
goes on to say that this is also the reason why man is the only animal that 
has variable periods of gestation: "for both seven months' children and ten 
months' children are born, and children are born at intermediate periods, for 
indeed eight months' children do live, but less often" ( GA 4. 4, 772 B 7 ff.). 
Aristotle does not elaborate on his explanation here, but promises to set out 
his arguments more fully in Problems', these arguments however are not to 
be found there or elsewhere. The author of the Hippokratic treatise On 
Regimen also bases his explanation of the fact that some children are born 
viable at seven months and others at nine months on the theory that fetuses 
develop at different rates according to the fire and nourishment available to
each (OKOQ CCV KOc! TOU TTUpOQ TUXO GKOCCJTCC KCCL Tf|Q TpocppQ, Viet 1. 26, VI 498. 
17 - 23 Li.),
In the seventh book of the Historia Animallum a different 
explanation is given (7. 4, 584 A 34 - B 18)25 Concerning the variable terms 
of gestation in humans, we find the statement that babies born before seven 
months' gestation are completely incapable of survival. Seven months' 
children are viable, but most of them are weak - and for this reason they are 
swaddled in wool26; many have unformed passages such as ears and 
nostrils, but they develop as they grow and many survive27 Of eight months' 
children it  is stated that in Egypt and places where women give birth easily 
and often, some such are capable of survival,28 and there even eight months' 
children that are born deformed are reared, but in Greece very few eight 
months' children are saved and most die. And because of this assumption 
(6ia Tf|v CmoAriyiv) even if one is saved, they consider it not to have been 
born at eight months, but that the women had conceived before they realised
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it. The passage goes on to mention that the two periods of greatest distress 
to pregnant women are the fourth and the eighth months, and that when 
miscarriage occurs in these months the women themselves are frequently in 
danger of their lives, an explanation that has obviously been influenced by 
Oct. Likewise at 583 B 29 - 584 A 2 the statements that the womb opens in 
the eighth month to let the viable fetus progress down, and that the 
non-viable fetus does not make this Journey, are reminiscent of Oct. 5. 1 - 
6. 2 Gr. (= VII 436.8 - 438.21 Li.).29
We now come to the question of whether there prevailed a deliberate 
popular policy not to rear an eight months' child, and how far the theories of 
doctors and scientists influenced parents and midwives in their decision 
whether to rear. The evidence of the GA and HA passages cited above 
appears to show that some attempts at least were made to rear eight 
months’ children for it  is admitted that some do survive. But from the 
information that seven months' children are swaddled in wool (rather than 
the harsher cocoon of linen) we may infer that eight months' children were 
not accorded this concession to their weakness and this earnest of faith in 
the possibility of their survival. If we are to believe that eight months' 
children in Egypt and other places "even if they are born deformed" were 
more often successfully reared than in Greece, does this not suggest that 
the low survival rate in Greece was Influenced by a general preconception of 
their non-viability? There is one more piece of evidence which is relevant 
here. Aetius records of Polybos, Diokles and the Empiricists that they say 
that the eighth month is capable of producing viable infants, though they are 
less vigorous and for this reason many die; furthermore Ka9o\n<cbTepov hi
pri&eva Bo\j\eu8ai Ta oKTapqva Tpetpeiv, yeyevfjcr^ai 8e ttoXXouq 
oKTaprjviaiouQ av8poc<; (5. 18. 3 = Diokles fr. 174. 1 - 5 Wellmann). This 
confirms what can be inferred from the HA passage,30 namely the 
reluctance on the part of people in general to attempt to rear an eight
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months' child. But we must not overlook an important qualification to this 
conclusion: there is an assumption, according to HA 7, that they w ill not 
survive, so that any that do are denied to be eight months' children. Those 
who held the theory - and we must assume that the writer had in mind not
only ordinary people, but in this medical context with its extensive
borrowings from the Hippokratic corpus, doctors such as the author of Oct.
- preferred to revise the previously determined date of conception than to 
modify the theory. Even where the theory was strongly held, babies born 
during what had been thought to be the eighth month of gestation, were at 
least sometimes allowed to survive, even if  they were perhaps not given 
such encouragement as a soft swaddling in wool. The statement about the 
OttoXtiviq is also an important reminder that no very reliable means existed 
of calculating gestational age (cf. above, note 23). (It is not clear from the 
Aetius reference whether Diokles et a/., in affirming that there were many 
men who had been born in the eighth month, considered that this was 
because mistakes about the date of conception were often made.)
Furthermore, might it not also have been the case, even if neither source
says so, that when a weakly baby died shortly after birth, or was stillborn 
or deformed, the explanation was sometimes made that it  was an eight 
months' child? Thus the theory would have been strengthened.
As for the second part of our question, whether and how far the
medical and scientific men influenced parents and midwives in their
decision whether to rear an eight months' child, we have seen that popular
opinion appeared to go hand in hand with medical on the subject of its
non-viability. In particular, we should see the medical and scientific
theories as attempts to rationalise a popular idea and incorporate it into
embryological and perinatal theory. Probably medical opinion reinforced and
perpetuated popular belief on this matter, just as the latter influenced the
doctors (cf. Oct. 7. 1 - 2 Gr. = VII 440. 13 - 442. 4 Li., 9. 1 - 2 Gr. = VII 444.
1 - 8 Li, Carn. 19, VIII 614. 22 - 24 Li.). Centuries later Soranus, who when
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he considered a popular belief contrary to common sense and medical 
knowledge was quick to pour scorn on it, instructs midwives, in his 
recommendations on how to recognise that which is not worth rearing, to 
note Whether the baby is born kcctcc t o v  6( p e i \ o v T a  K o a p o v  . .  . p c c \ ic t tc x  p e v  t o v  
e v v o c to v  p f j v a  KCU e l  T u y o i  B p a 5 i o v ,  f|8ri 8e kou t o v  e f & o p o v  (1. 26. 79, 249. 2 -
4 Rose). This clearly implies advice not to rear those born in the eighth 
month, or at least to take an eight month pregnancy into consideration as 
one of the indications that the child was not worth rearing. There is no 
parallel for Soranus's injunctions to midwives in the Hippokratic corpus, 
and none of the writers, not even that of Oct., says that an eight months' 
child, or indeed any kind of child, should not be reared. Such language indeed 
makes a brief appearance at Oct 2. 3 Gr. (VII 452. 9 -11  Li.), where the 
author introduces the subject of the effect of the KccKOTTaOelai suffered in 
the womb during the sixth tetrakontad and at birth: "for even", he says, "the 
ten months' children, who I say are rather born in seven tetrakontads, are 
most suited to be reared and are most fully developed in their firs t forty 
days [i.e. after birth], yet when they are born many of them die." If it  can be 
said of these full-term infants pocAicttoc TTpoof|K6i eKTpecpecrOai,, presumably it 
was considered not worth rearing some of their less strong and fully 
developed fellows. However the author of Oct does not go so far as to 
state this, and towards the end of the treatise, when a similar point is 
being made in conclusion, he simply says of the ten months' or seven 
tetrakontads' offspring paXicn-a €KTpecpe(j9ai ( 10. 4 Gr., VII 446. 2 Li.).
The concern of the author of Oct was to make a reliable prognosis 
as to the date when a viable child could be born,31 rather than a 
recommendation to the parents whether to rear. Of great importance too is 
the ability to predict the crisis in the sixth tetrakontad. His prognosis for 
the seven months’ children is that "most of them perish . . .  But there are 
some of these seven months' children that survive, a few out of many,
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because the proportion of time during which they were nourished in the 
womb puts them in the position of sharing all that is possessed by the most 
fully developed fetuses, which are most likely to survive, and they leave 
their mother before suffering the illnesses of the eighth month" (5. 4 - 5 Gr. 
= VII 436. 15 - 438. 8 Li.). Of eight months' children he flatly states 
throughout that they do not or cannot survive (o\j TrepiyivecrBai, a&vjvaiov 
rrepiyeveaBai : 2. 1, 5. 6, 9. 4 Gr., VII 452. 6, 438. 9, 444. 13 Li.). Of those 
born In the ninth month he says they "survive no less than the seven months’ 
children, but few even of them are reared . . . They have most chance of 
survival if they are born at the end of the ninth month, since they are then 
born stronger and have left the Illnesses of the eighth month further behind 
them" (10. 1- 3 Gr. = VII 444. 17. - 446. 1 LI.). Those born in the tenth month 
have most chance of survival (10. 4 Gr., VII 446. 2 LI.)32
This prognostic approach Is well exemplified In Epid. 2. 3. 17 (V 116. 
10 ff. Li.), in a passage about pregnancy and childbirth which lists several of 
the considerations which must guide a doctor In his predictions. It starts: 
"the women to whom nothing happens Inside the prescribed time give birth 
to viable offspring", and goes on to mention in brief elliptical sentences 
matters such as the months and periods in which difficulties arise, the 
relationship between the number of days In which a fetus moves and its 
length of completed gestation, "what one must know for the seven months' 
children", whether the nine months are to be counted from the menstrual 
periods or from conception, and whether the nine Greek months make 270 
days, and more.
When a doctor who adhered to the school of thought exemplified in 
Oct and Epid 2 was called In to minister to a pregnant woman, his firs t 
concern would have been to ascertain the date of conception. According to 
the author of Oct. this would usually have been possible after menstruation 
had ended, and probably only a few days afterwards, so that he would
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generally be inclined to put it  about fifteen days after the onset of 
menstruation {Oct. 4. 2 - 7 Gr. = VII 458. 13 - 460. 9 Li.) It was a widely 
held belief that the woman herself, if sufficiently experienced, especially if 
she was a hetaira, would know exactly when she had conceived.33 Then he 
would be able to give a prognosis as to the expected critical periods in the 
pregnancy for both mother and fetus, and predictions as to the earliest date 
at which a viable infant could be born and the period during which birth of a 
viable infant was to be discounted. Whether a positive decision not to rear 
an infant born alive at such a date was taken probably depended on the 
circumstances and varied from doctor to doctor and household to household. 
What is certain is that litt le  attempt would be made to intervene medically 
to save the life of such an infant if  it seemed weak . Prognosis was all that 
could be offered in such a case.
Other signs indicating non-viability: superfecundation and viability34
There were signs other than length of gestation which indicated to
doctors that a newborn infant was not likely to live, and some of them are
mentioned in the Hippokratic work On Superfetation, a collection of
observations and instructions, probably compiled in the middle of the 4th
century,35 of which most deal with pregnancy, conception and menstruation,
between a fifth  and a sixth with management of obstructed labour, and only
one with superfetation or superfecundation. "When a child is born
non-viable 36 its flesh overlaps its nails, and the nails come short of the
hands and feet" (Superf. 3, VIII 478. 1 - 3 Li.). Possibly underdeveloped
nails were known to be a sign of immaturity, and it was this immaturity
which signalled non-viability, rather than the lack of nail development in
itse lf37; in any case, an association between underdeveloped nails and
non-viability had been established. Superf mentions two other signs that a
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baby w ill be born dead or non-viable, and both are signs in the mother 
herself: there is a danger of this if the woman in labour has a heavy, 
painless flow of blood before the child appears (11, VIII 482. 23 - 484. 2 
Li.), or if shortly before the birth the woman is seen to have sunken eyes, 
somewhat swollen face and body, swollen feet, white phlegm, whiteness of 
the ears and tip of the nose, and livid lips (17, VIII 484. 21 - 486. 6 Li.). 
Such women, says the author, bring forth either dead children or children 
who, though alive, are weak and not viable and anaemic as though ill 
(reading vocmXa eovTa with Lienau, for the MSS' vo8a ovtcc and vocrr^eovTa), 
or they have previously given birth to non-viable children. There follows a 
brief diagnosis of the women's problem - watery blood - and 
instruction how to treat them after the b ir th .T h e  words f\ ttpoetekov ou 
yovma, tacked on at the end of the sentence like an afterthought, are 
probably best taken to mean that a history of previous non-viable births is 
often an attendant circumstance in such cases. These medical observations 
have a prognostic value, in alerting the doctor to the fact that the baby is 
not to be expected to live, and to the need for particular care and treatment 
for the parturient woman.
The Hippokratic Mui 1. 27 (VIII 70, 1 8 -2 1  Li.) notes that when, 
around the seventh or eighth month of pregnancy, the fullness of the breasts 
and abdomen suddenly collapses, and the breasts become small and have no 
milk, the infant w ill be dead or, if alive, w ill be feeble (f)TTe8av6v).
There Is one paragraph in Superf. which recommends medical 
intervention to save a child born after a d ifficu lt and obstructed labour: "In 
the case of a woman who has a d ifficu lt labour, if the baby is stuck in the 
birth canal and does not emerge easily, but only with trouble and the 
intervention of a doctor, these babies are just alive [or "short lived", 
apT^cood One must not cut the umbilical cord of these babies until they 
have urinated or sneezed or cried, but leave the cord. The mother must stay
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as near as possible to the baby, and if she is thirsty, she may drink a 
mixture of honey and water. And if  the cord is inflated like a stomach, the 
baby w ill move or sneeze and utter a cry, and then the cord must be cut, if 
the baby is breathing. But if the cord does not inflate and the child does not 
move after some time has passed, it w ill not live" (15, VIII 48-k ■ - / Li.). 
There is an interesting contrast here between the trouble that must be 
taken to save the lives of babies that are considered apTifcxx, and the 
complete silence about any such efforts on behalf of those thought to be ou
8i6(ji|joc.
When,in a multiple birth, the smallest of the babies died, the theory 
of superfecundation might be invoked to explain its non-viability.39 This is 
suggested by the Hippokratic assumption that a superfetation, that is, a 
fetus conceived during an already established pregnancy, was non-viable.40 
Superf. 1 (VIII 476. 1 - 1 2  LI.) distinguishes two kinds of superfetation, 
and maintains that both are non-viable, and the non-viability of a 
superfetation is an assumption made elsewhere in the Hippokratic corpus.41 
Superf 1 says that a superfetation which shares the middle of the womb 
with the earlier fetus is aborted spontaneously early in the pregnancy, 
while one which occupies one of the two "horns” of the womb is delivered, 
dead or non-viable, after the birth of the firs t fetus. The latter example of 
superfecundation was probably often invoked to explain the death or 
stillb irth  of what was really one of a pair of twins, for ancient authorities 
would in fact have had no real means of distinguishing between the birth of 
twins and the birth of two babies whose conception was due to the 
exceedingly rare phenomenon of superfecundation (even though Aristotle 
claims that such an occurrence has been observed : 6A 4. 5, 773 B ID . A 
couple of examples in HA 7. 4 tend to confirm this suspicion (see below, 
next paragraph). The superfetation which remains in the womb after the 
birth of the firs t fetus may come away, if  it has not yet developed limbs, in
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the form of a piece of putrefied flesh, according to Superf. 1, and this is 
recorded as a case history in Epid. 5. 11 (V 210. 12-212. 4 Li.).
Aristotle distinguishes between the superfecundation in which the 
second act of intercourse has followed very soon (TiapeyyuQ) after the first, 
in which case the superfetation is viable, and the other kind of 
superfecundation, which he says is much rarer, in which the superfetation is 
conceived when the firs t fetus is already well developed( fj&ri too Kufii^ ctToc; 
nOLnMevou) - in this case the superfetation cannot proceed to completion 
and is always expelled, somewhat as in an ordinary miscarriage (GA 4. 5, 
773 B 7 - 18). HA 1. 4, 585 A 4 - 23 begins by treating the subject in a 
similar way to GA : superfecundation is rare in humans; when a second 
fetus is conceived a long time after the first, it cannot reach completion, 
but, causing pain, destroys along with it the firs t fetus (this detail is not in 
GA, cf. above note 41); but when the second conception occurs soon(eyyOg) 
after the firs t, women have borne both children, like twins, as in the case of 
Iphikles and Herakles, and in the case of a certain woman who bore two 
children in the same birth, one begotten by her husband and the other by her 
lover. But then two more cases are cited which do not f i t  in with the theory 
set out a few lines above and in GA : a woman pregnant with twins 
conceived a third fetus, and gave birth to two well-developed Infants and 
one five months' child, which died immediately, and another woman gave 
birth firs t to a seven months' child, then to two fully developed babies - 
the firs t died, and the other two lived. In neither of these cases did the 
so-called second conception take place "soon" after the firs t; but although 
they are examples of superfetations conceived "when the firs t fetus is 
already well developed" (GA 4. 5, 773 B 18) and "a long time after" (HA 7. 4, 
585 A 9), it  is not true of them that they could not remain in the womb and 
suffered a kind of miscarriage. The examples accord much more with the 
possibility allowed in Superf 1 - that of a superfetation which occupies
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a different "horn" of the womb from that occupied by the firs t fetus, or 
rather, in these examples, by the firs t twin fetuses. It is likely that 
whoever wrote this part of HA 7 was acquainted with the ideas expressed 
in Superf I,42 and thus with a theory of superfecundation that was 
sometimes used to deny the viability of a weakly or very small baby in a 
multiple birth and to explain its stillb irth  or early death.
Respiration
Another interesting aspect of the attitude of some doctors to the 
non-survival of certain newborn infants is to be found in relation to the 
ancient scientific and medical views of perinatal respiration. The ancient 
views are to be divided into those which saw the infant as drawing its firs t 
breath after birth and those which held the fetus to respire in utero. In the 
latter case, some thought that the fetus breathed through the mouth while 
in the womb, and others held that intrauterine respiration took place 
through the umbilical cord. A further matter of interest is the lack of any 
reference to attempts to assist with the initiation of respiration.
Diogenes of ApolIonia may have believed that the infant respired for
the firs t time after it  was born. Aetius records him as saying that babies
are born without life, but warm (yevvdcrBai pev tcc Ppecpn d\|Ajxa. evdeppa 6e,
Diels), and that as soon as the child is born its innate heat draws the cold
into the lung ( VS 64 A 28 ). Empedokles is also said by Aetius to have held
that the fetus, though alive, did not respire, and that the firs t breath was
taken at birth, when the moisture in the infant retreated and the outside air
entered in to open the vessels and f i l l  the vacuum {DoxographiGraeci} Diels,
425. 23 - 426. 4).43 The Pythagorean Philolaos of Kroton is said to have
described the firs t inhalation of air by an infant after birth, and in terms
reminiscent of Pythagorean cosmogony. Philolaos said that'our bodies are
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composed of the hot: the sperm and the womb are warm, and so too is the 
creature which is created from sperm and in the womb; as for its creation, 
he said that immediately after its birth the creature draws in the breath 
outside which is cold, and then as if of necessity it exhales it again, this is 
so in order that the drawing in of the breath from outside may cool our 
bodies which are too warm44 However, without more detailed and 
dependable evidence of the beliefs of Diogenes, Empedokles and Philolaos on 
this subject, it  is impossible to say much more about their theories.
In contrast to these, we find among the Hippokratic authors and in 
Aristotle and Diokles the belief that the fetus respired before its birth. For 
these writers the firs t post-natal breath was of course less significant 
than it would have been if the infant had not been thought to breathe 
pre-natally. The author of Oct, it  is true, does recognise that danger and 
difficu lty may attend the firs t post-natal respiration. For him it is the 
change in the method of respiration and in the matter which is breathed in 
that involves danger: od te Tpo<pod «al ai avomvoal acpaXepai
ijeTa\Aa<7C76fjevai (3. 1 Gr., VII 456. 4 Li.). He goes on to explain that if 
newborn infants absorb any diseased matter, they absorb it through the 
mouth and nose, and that Instead of breath and humours suited to the child 
which have surrounded the fetus in Its mother’s womb with a beneficent 
environment, the newborn child takes in completely unaccustomed 
substances, which are rawer and drier and less suited to humans. As a 
result, he says, there are necessarily many Illnesses and many deaths. He 
adds that even In adults changes In environment and diet often provoke 
disease ( 3. 1 - 3 Gr., VII 456. 5 -17  LI.). As far as change In what is taken 
in to the body is concerned, then, the danger Is not unique to the newborn 
infant. But the method of taking In air and food Is, for the umbilicus had 
until birth been the sole passage Into the body of the fetus, the other 
passages being closed until the moment of its emergence from the womb.
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At this point the other passages open up and the umbilicus becomes thin, 
closes and dries up; the other passages now take in and let out all matter 
entering ( toc ecriovTcJand leaving the body (3, 5 - 7 Gr., VII 456. 20 - 458. 9 
Li.). This passage shows that the author of Oct envisages fetal 
intrauterine respiration taking place only through the umbilicus, if tcx 
ecriovTcc (3. 5, 3. 7 Gr., VII 458. 1, 8 Li.) means breath as well as nutriment 
as it surely must in this context of Tpotpai and dvaTTvoou, nveOpa and 
XupoL45 The writer of Oct., then, is of the opinion that the firs t breath 
through the mouth and nose was drawn after birth, and he is aware of some 
potential difficulty or danger in this connection. But he accounts for it 
entirely by the change in respiration, which is just one of several peTaPoAou 
which the infant undergoes in birth and immediately afterwards. The theory 
that it  is changes which occasion the Kai<oTTa9eiai to which fetuses and 
newborn infants sometimes succumb is an important element in his thesis 
(cf. p. 25 above), and is summarised in a sentence which introduces his 
discussion of the sufferings that are experienced by babies at birth: 
avccYKafovTca yap tto W oc peTaAappdvovTa ev oAiyg xpovcp ttoAAa vocretv(2. 3 
Gr., VII 452. 12- 13 Li.).
The author of Nat Puer, on the other hand, maintains that the fetus 
respires through the umbilicus only during the firs t stage of its 
development. When it  develops a mouth and nose, during the course of its 
articulation, it  starts to respire through the mouth and nostrils, and 
respiration through the umbilicus is cut off (17. 2 - 3 Jo., VII 498. 2 -1 5  
Li.). So according to this theory, the fetus has been breathing through the 
mouth and nose for many weeks before it is born. The author concerns 
himself very litt le  with the condition of the newborn infant, but he 
evidently foresaw no difficulty particular to the firs t post-natal breaths. 
Respiration plays a very important role in his embryology, being responsible
for the formation of the parts of the fetus from the very earliest stage.46
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The Hippokratic Cam. contends that the fetus in the womb draws in 
breath through its mouth: TO 8e TTai8iov ev t^ yacrTpl cruvexov toc xeiXea pv)£ei 
£K tcov (iriTpecov Tfjg pr|Tp6<; kocI e\Kei tt)v te Tpocpf|v Kai to nveOpa Tfj Kocp8in 
elctcj (6, VIII 592. 1 1 - 1 3  Li.). The phrase eAKei . . . TT] K0cp8in ELCTGJ iS 
difficult: Littre translates "tire ... dans le dedans du coeur", and Joly "tire .
. . en lui, pour son coeur". I prefer to follow Deichgraber ("zieht. . .  auf dem 
Wege uber das Herz nach innen eln") and translate “draws both the nutriment 
and the nveOpa in by means of its heart", since line 14 (Deich., = line 5 Li.) 
above tells us that nveOpa h Kap8in e\kei (e\kei being a correction in the MS. 
for Exei, which Joly, however, preserves). But it  is also the case that breath 
is drawn into  the heart, since the heart contains nveOpa, according to the 
opening sentence of this chapter. The chapter has its difficulties, both 
textual and interpretatlonal47 (cf. Littre p. 592, Deichgraber pp. 39 - 41), 
but I think the author can be understood to mean the following: 1: -nveOpa (in 
the body) is warm, warmth produces movement, and warmth is fuelled by 
cold - these are his three main premises; 2: since the heart and hollow 
veins move constantly they must have the most warmth and contain (warm) 
nvEOpa, and the heart also draws In (cold) nvsOpa (i.e. air from outside) 
which is fuel for heat (Kal Tpocpf) ecttl t<£ &epp<£ to yvxpov, 592. 11 Li.); 3: the 
fetus draws in TTvsOpa through its mouth and by means of its heart (and also 
into its heart, see 2); 4: "theTTVEOpa is warmest in the infant whenever the 
mother breathes in" (592. 13 - 1 4  LI.) - presumably because the cold 
(outside air breathed in) is fuel for the hot; 5: heat provides movement in 
the fetus, as well as in the mother's body and in everything else (592. 14 - 
16 Li.).
Aristotle also believed that the fetus respired in utero , and, like 
Nat. Puoc he gave TTveOpa the function of articulation. But for Aristotle 
nveOpa in the fetus precedes respiration. It is the nveOpa neither of the
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mother nor of the fetus itself. This crupqjuTov - "connate" - TTveOpa is 
already contained in the semen and serves as the instrument which fashions 
the fetus. After the fetus has received its articulation, it  respires in the 
womb by means of its lungs ( GA 2. 6, 741 B 38 - 742 A 8).
In HA 7. 4 (583 B 31 - 584 A1) some fetuses are said to be, by the 
eighth month, not viable but airoTrenviYneva, and such fetuses, having 
become devoid of breath, w ill not be born alive. Those that lived were 
probably believed to have been breathing successfully through their lungs 
before birth. It Is significant that HA 1 sees no difficulty in the firs t 
post-natal breaths In the account of the midwife's duties at chapter 10, 
where the Intelligent midwife Is not shown as being concerned with the 
Infant's respiration at all: the problem with an apparently lifeless baby is 
seen as lack of blood (cf. p. 16 above). In fact In describing the Infant's 
firs t cry (e£e\96vTa 8' e09ug (p9eyYeTai, 7. 10, 587 A 27), HA does, perhaps 
unwittingly, describe the initiation of respiration in the newborn infant, and 
this is parallelled in Hipp. Superf. 15: toOtcov ov xph Tbv optpaXdv auoTaiiveiv 
TTpiv oupfjcrr) h nTapt) h (pcovf|an. and Kal fjv b opcpaXdg j^jnpuafiTai cjctttep 
CTTopaxoq, Kal Kivr|9r|creTai f\ TTTapet te to naiiiov Kal cpcovf)1' Ph^L kt\. (VIII
484. 11 -12, 14 - 15 Li.). In the Epitome of Aristotle's HA by Aristophanes 
of Byzantium (which also contains information on natural history culled 
from other works, Aristotelian and otherwise) we find a passage whose 
firs t few words appear to refer to HA 7. 10, 587 A 27 (quoted above): Poav 
5e ol'eTai eOOecjq Ta TiKTopeva, but which then continues with an explanation 
derived from some other source. The passage says that newborns cry out "in 
accordance with a contraction of the vessels and in accordance with a 
spasm because of the coldness of the air surrounding them; for out of 
warmth they arrive in a completely cold environment, out of an accustomed 
environment into an unaccustomed one, and Into a hard one out of a soft one"
(I. 93, pp. 28 - 29 Lampros). It is d ifficu lt to say where Aristophanes got
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this from. The reception of the newborn infant into cold air had a certain 
significance for Diogenes and Philolaos, as we have seen above, but for them 
the cold played its primary role in respiration itself, whereas in the 
Aristophanes passage inhalation of the air is not actually mentioned. The 
second half of the sentence reminds one very much of the firs t part of Hipp. 
Oct 3. 3 Gr. (VII 456. II - 15 Li.).48 The Aristophanes passage, whatever its 
derivation, points to the coldness (and unaccustomedness and hardness) of 
the environment as stimulating not respiration, but the infant's firs t cry. If 
it assumes that the firs t cry heralds the initiation of respiration, it does 
not say so, and in this respect it  accords with HA 7. 10, 587 A 27, where no 
connection between firs t cry and firs t breath is made. A few lines further 
on in HA 7. 10 another remark also fails to connect the two: "before its 
emergence the infant utters no sound, even if the birth is d ifficu lt and the 
head is out while the rest of the body remains within" (587 A 34 - 35).
Part of the hebdomadic theory about human life, and the perinatal 
period in particular, held by Diokles was that a non-viable infant cannot 
breathe for more than seven hours after it  is born (fr. 177 Wellmann)49 He 
believed, like his contemporaries, that babies are born breathing. If an 
infant can be kept alive for more than seven hours, this is a sign that it is 
viable.
The belief that TTveOmx was conveyed to the fetus in utero is taken 
for granted by Soranus. According to him material containing blood and 
TTveOpioc was conveyed to the fetus by the umbilicus50 Like his predecessors, 
Soranus Ignores the Initiation of respiration In the newborn Infant, even 
though he deals with the care of the newborn Infant more thoroughly than 
any of the authors mentioned above. Just as does HA 7. 10, he notes that the 
infant begins its life with crying (1. 27. 80, 250. 9 -1 0  Rose), and he too 
falls to make any connection between this and healthy respiration. This is 
especially noticeable from the vagueness with which he accounts for a
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failure to cry lustily soon after birth: the third sign which he advises 
midwives to look for as an indication that the child is worth rearing is that 
"when put on the ground it cries with appropriate vigour, for one that 
continues some length of time without crying or that only cries fitfu lly  is 
to be suspected of being in this condition on account of some [sc untoward] 
circumstance" (8id tivcc TTepioToccjiv, 1. 26. 79, 249. 7 - 8 Rose)51
If Diogenes believed that newborn infants only after they were born 
took breath into their bodies, which he seems to equate with the entry of 
wxh (cf. Xenophanes's view that h w o i TTveOpa, D.L. 9. 19), it is clear that 
Aristotle, HA 7, Diokles and the Hippokratic authors discussed above 
disagreed with him. They all saw the fetus as partaking, in some sense, of 
ttveOjjcc while In the womb.52 Respiration was therefore not so much 
initiated after birth, as continued. It was continued, according to Oct:, in a 
completely different manner, but in the view of those such as the authors of 
Nat Puer, Cam. and probably HA 7, Aristotle and probably Diokles, 
respiration through the mouth and nose (and, Aristotle says, the lungs) was 
already well established before birth.
For these authors ttveOijcc was for different reasons an essential 
element in the fetus's formation, and it is not so very strange that some 
should have supposed it to be taken in through the mouth and lungs. These 
organs are, after all, seen to be ready to fu lfil their function when the baby 
is born. It is in fact the case that fetal lung movements mimicking 
respiration, by drawing in and expelling amniotic fluid, are an essential part 
of fetal lung development, and those infants deprived of this by being born 
many weeks before they are due usually do not survive because of the 
immaturity of their lungs.53
Does this neglect by doctors and scientists of the initiation of 
post-natal respiration tell us anything about the practices of midwives? We 
have seen that doctors did not theorise in a vacuum: they were aware of the
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beliefs and practices of female patients and midwives, sometimes appealing 
to these to back up their theories, and sometimes incorporating popular 
beliefs, often rationalising them, into their theoretical schemes. They were 
also perfectly capable of ignoring both women’s experiences and observable 
facts when it suited their theories to do so54 It may be significant that we 
find no mention of the initiation of respiration in either HA's description of 
a midwife's duties or Soranus's lis t of signs that told the midwife that an 
infant was not worth rearing, or his account of what the midwife must do 
for the newborn child. In fact, in most normal, healthy babies respiration is 
initiated a few seconds to two or three minutes after delivery, by means of 
various stimuli including change of temperature, a fall in the oxygen-level 
of the infant’s blood, handling, and, perhaps, noise, and all that is usually 
required of the midwife is to extract any mucus that may have collected in 
the infant’s mouth and air passages. But it  is common midwifery practice to 
help to stimulate the initiation of respiration by such methods as slapping 
or massaging the infant’s back, or moving its arms and legs, or tickling it, a 
tradition that persists today in many obstetrical units (despite the opinion 
of some experts that it Is unnecessary). Perhaps this was not part of the 
ancient Greek midwife's repertoire of traditional skills.
As for the doctors, they were faced with a high perinatal mortality
rate which they were for the most part powerless to do anything about.
Anything which helped to explain or forecast Individual neonatal deaths or
stillb irths, such as the theory of the non-survival of the eight months’ child,
was to be welcomed. In respect of respiration, the attitude of the writer of
chapter 15 of the Hippokratic Superf. (see pp. 33 - 34 above) seems to be
typical of ancient doctors. He advises the doctor called in to help with a
d ifficu lt labour to watch the infant carefully, as it w ill probably be barely
alive. If the baby shows various signs of life, including respiration, the
cord may be cut. There is no reference to the baby’s starting  to breathe and
no attempt is advised to do anything that might be thought to help it start
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breathing. The writer obviously believed, in common with the others 
mentioned above, that the fetus respired in the womb, and that healthy 
babies are born breathing. The corollary to this is that babies that did not 
breathe after birth had ceased to respire some time before birth (cf. pp. 40 - 
42 above and note 53). For such a child, nothing could be done.
Other medical observations
The attitude of Greek doctors of the classical and Hellenistic age to 
illness in newborn infants, in so far as it  can be ascertained from the extant 
literature, had two areas of significance. Very litt le  or no medical 
intervention seems to have been offered to a newborn infant that appeared 
to be weak or diseased, and doctors based their reputation in this area of 
medical practice on their ability to give a prognosis of survival. Secondly, 
they observed certain conditions in newborn infants and attempted to 
incorporate an explanation for them into their various theories of 
embryology and childbirth, using these examples, where they seemed 
appropriate, as indications that the theories were correct55
A few examples of the latter practice are worth looking at here. The
theory found in Oct, that changes in environment, diet and so on provoke
diseases that may be fatal, could be made to account for many neonatal
conditions. What change could be more radical than that made by the
newborn Infant from the safe, enclosed, totally supportive environment of
the womb, to the outside world with its unaccustomed substances? There
is the potentially traumatic event of the birth itself, when the baby may
present itself feet—firs t, or get the umbilical cord wrapped around its neck:
many such babies are born having within themselves the beginning of the
illness from which some die while others survive but remain sickly (2. 4 - 7
Gr, VII 452. 13 - 454. 13 Li.)56 Some babies that are born easily swell up
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soon afterwards, and this may prove fatal: if  it does not go down in less 
than three days neonatal oedema may be accounted for by the fact that they 
have suddenly been expelled from a confining space (2. 8 - 9 Gr., VII 454. 14 
- 456. 3 Li.), We have seen above (pp. 37 - 38) what he has to say about the 
changes in feeding and breathing which accompany birth. The same applies 
to clothing: instead of being enveloped in flesh and liquids which are tepid 
and moist and congenial, babies after they are born are clothed in the same 
materials as men (3. 4 Gr., VII 456. 17 - 20 Li.). We have also noted his 
theory that infants born with deformities acquired them during the 
illnesses suffered in the womb during the sixth tetrakontad, by the 
aTTOCTTaaig, the settling down, of the disease into one part of the body (see 
note 21).
The author of Genit. and Nat Puer attributes some of the 
deficiencies and illnesses in newborn infants to the conditions in the 
mother's womb: a child might become diseased in the womb if it  was more 
open than normal, so that some of its nutriment escaped ( Genit 9. 1 Jo., VII 
482. 3 - 9 Li.),57 or if all the children born to a mother are weak, the cause 
is the constriction of the womb, which gave insufficient space for the fetus 
to grow ( Genit 9. 2 Jo., VII 482. 9 -1 4  Li.). A deformed child may have 
received its deformity either as a result of a contusion, such as a blow to 
the mother in the region of the womb or a fall, or as a result of the 
constriction of the womb in the part where the fetus's deformed part was 
formed {Genit. 10. 1 - 2 Jo., VII 484. 1 - 14Li.). Inadequate nutrition is also 
given as an explanation of the fetus's lack of growth or diseased state, for 
growth and health depend on what nutrition arrives from the mother into her 
womb: the health or disease of the child corresponds to that of the mother 
( Nat Puer 22. 1 Jo., VII 514. 6 - 8 Li.). The author’s explanations of infant 
diseases reflect his preoccupation with intrauterine development and 
nutrition58
The limitations of ancient medicine in the field of therapy must
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have been even more marked with regard to life-threatening conditions in 
infants, especially in the newborn, than for diseases in adults. The distinct 
absence of therapeutic prescriptions from Genit., Nat. Puer. and Morb 4 
accords with what is known of their author from his contribution to the 
gynaecological works in the Corpus. The parts of MuJ. 1 written by him, 
identified by Grensemann as one of three distinct strata (labelled Mu/ C), 
display a distinguishing characteristic of a complete absence of therapy59 
Other authors do make suggestions for treating gynaecological conditions, 
the absence of any reference to the treatment of infants in this author’s 
embryological treatise therefore is not evidence for the lack of therapeutic 
medicine for infants in general. Yet such an absence is in fact noticeable in 
the Hippokratic corpus as a whole, though there was no lack of interest in 
either the newborn infant or therapy. The ability to predict which child 
would live and which would die, on the other hand, and to a certain extent to 
describe the aetiology of infant diseases, was evidently considered to be of 
some value. Outside the Hippokratic corpus this tendency is confirmed. 
Diokles, as we have seen, affirmed the importance of the firs t seven hours 
in the life of an infant in deciding whether it lived or died. This approach is 
paralleled in HA 1. 12 (588 A 8), where it is stated that children are given 
their names only after seven days have passed, since it is likelier that 
having survived these they w ill live (cf. p. 257 below).Tc return, to the 
Hippokratic corpus, Infants born sickly are said In Oct. (1.14 Gr., VII 450. 
11 -16 LI.) to be stronger and more mentally aware if they survive the firs t 
forty days after birth. Doctors were unable to prevent many of the neonatal 
deaths which occurred even among infants that were born fully mature, as 
Oct. 2. 3 reminds us (cf. p. 30 above). As for those born at what were 
calculated to be earlier dates, many of them were not expected to live at 
all. If it was a common practice among midwives of Sokrates's day to give 
advice not to attempt to rear certain infants (cf. pp. 17 - 19 above, p. 155
below), the medical men seem not to have challenged It.
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Part Two 
Swaddling
Swaddling of newborn babies appears to have been an almost 
universal custom in the classical and Hellenistic world. The many 
representations in Greek art of a neatly parcelled infant provide ample 
evidence of the practice, even if the few glimpses of it afforded by the 
literary sources make it rather more difficult to reconstruct a complete 
picture of it in its everyday, real-life, context.
Many of the literary references to swaddling bands, toc airapyava, 
and wrapping in swaddling bands, crTrapyavoOv, or aTrapyavav, come from 
mythological or legendary subjects. Pindar conceives of the infant Herakles 
attracting Hera's attention as he lay In his "saffron swaddling" (Nem. 1. 37 - 
38), and nobly coloured swaddling clothes are also attributed by him to 
Jason, who was sent off to Chelron "In purple swaddling bands" {Pyth. 4.
114). The Homeric Hymn to Delian Apollo tells how the goddesses washed 
the newborn god and swaddled him In a white cloth, fine and newly woven, 
and fastened a gold band around him (lines 120 -122), and in the Hymn to 
Hermes the infant Hermes, who was born at dawn, had Invented the lyre by 
noon, and stole the cattle of Apollo in the evening, hides in his cradle 
"wrapping his swaddling bands about his shoulders, Just like a litt le  baby", 
snuggling down "in his fragrant swaddling bands" and curling up like a baby 
going to sleep, and later reveals himself by pushing the swaddling bands 
from his shoulders up round his ears (151, 237 - 241, 305 - 306); Apollo 
addresses him mockingly as ctttocpyocvigdtoc (301), According to the account 
of Apollodorus, Rhea, when Zeus was born, wrapped a stone in swaddling 
bands and gave it to Kronos to swallow, as if it were the newborn child (1. 
1. 7). These fanciful references to swaddling do not tell us much about its 
nature in real life,60 but the words of Orestes's former nurse in Aischylos's
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Choephoro/ present a much more realistic picture: she reminisces about 
her care of her young charge, saying "a child s till in swaddling bands does 
not say a word, if  it is hungry or thirsty or wants to urinate 61, the young 
bowels of infants act in an independent way. Of these things I was the 
forecaster, but often, I think, I was mistaken and had to wash the child's 
swaddling bands - I served as both launderess and nurse" (755 - 760). In 
the Agamemnon Aigisthos says that after the atrocious banquet Atreus 
drove out his father Thyestes along with himself "while I was s till a 
nursling in swaddling bands" (1606). A similar reference to swaddling 
bands as the motif of the very young infant is made in Plutarch's essay On 
the Fortune or Virtue o f Alexander {/io r 337 D), in which Chari llos, newly 
born heir to the Spartan kingship, is said to have been carried by Lykourgos 
in his swaddling bands into the mess-hall and proclaimed king. The 
connection between baby and swaddling was evidently so deeply rooted in 
the ancient mind that the phrase ek ttpcjtuv crnapyavcov could come to mean 
"from babyhood", much as we might say "from the cradle"62
In Euripides's Ion there are a couple of references to the infant 
Ion's cmapYccva, which are far from being conventional swaddling bands. 
Hermes had been told by Apollo to take the exposed baby 
auTcp cpjv ayyei crTTapyocvoicri 9' oig eyei (line 32).
These aTrapyava may naturally be taken to be Kreousa's \\\hx\ ("ornament") 
which she had attached to the baby when she abandoned him (line 26). 
Exactly what this consisted of is revealed later, in the scene in which the 
identities of mother and son are discovered by means of the contents of the 
ayyog (cf. line 1351 Where the Pythia tells Ion ev9cc&e kekputttcci CTTTapyccv' 
olq evfjaBoc m3). There are three things : the robe which Kreousa had woven 
as a girl, and which she had wrapped round her baby (line 1417, cf. line 955:
... £v opcpvq cjTKxpyocvoDcjocvTeg TT£TiA.oig)j ornamental snakes, derived from the
story of Erichthonios, which she used as a necklace for the baby (1427
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1431), and a wreath of Athena's sacred olive tree (1433 - 1436). The woven 
robe does function as a wrapping for the baby, but the cmapYccva as a whole 
in this play are the tokens left with the abandoned baby. Menander in his 
Per/ke/romene, in telling how the woman who reared a foundling baby girl 
later told her about her origins and gave her the ctttccpyocvcc with which she 
was found, probably also uses the word in a similar sense: birth tokens 
certainly play an Important rble in the later recognition scene (15, 352 ff. 
Koerte). Donatus in his Commentary on Terence's Eunuchus (753) tells us 
that the "monumenta" produced as birth tokens which identify an exposed 
child were called anrapYccvcc by the Greeks. In Sophokles's Oedipus Tyrannos, 
Oedipus refers to his maiming as an abandoned baby as 6eivov . . . 6vei6o<; 
cmapYavcov (1035), apparently using the word in the sense of a token or 
mark left with him on his exposure which would later contribute to his 
recognition. Later references (In Nlkolaos of Damascus, Fragments, p. 15, 
12 - 13 Dlndorf, and Schol. Eur. Phoin. 26) to a legend in which tight 
swaddling bands were the cause of Oedipus's lameness have inclined A. D. 
Fitton Brown to believe that the version of accidental maiming by swaddling 
was the original one, and that Sophokles invented the story of the 
foot-piercing for his own dramatic purposes.63 If this is the case, 
Sophokles's use of cmapYava in OT 1035 may be a subtle exploitation of the 
ambiguity of the term, even though he chooses to ignore swaddling as the 
cause of maiming. But perhaps it was Sophokles's reference to cmapYocva 
and a too-literal understanding of it by commentators that gave rise to the 
alternative story of accidental crippling by swaddling. This may indeed be 
more likely, especially if  we consider that a baby destined for exposure and 
death would not have been thought of originally as having been swaddled at 
all. In real life some exposed babies - those whom their parents hoped 
would be picked up and reared - would have been swaddled (and, indeed, 
the warmth provided by the bands would have prolonged their lives outdoors
perhaps for several days). This is the most likely explanation for the 
extension of the meaning of (jnapyava into tokens left with an abandoned 
baby
Leaving aside the infants of myth and legend, we read in Aristotle’s 
Historia Animalium that seven months' babies are the firs t to be born 
viable but most are weak, "and for this reason they swaddle them in wool" 
(7. 4, 584 B 2 - 4), The inference to be drawn is that it  was more common to 
swaddle healthy babies in something else - presumably in linen bands. 
Soranus recommends the use of woollen bands exclusively, "because of the 
softness of the material and because the linen ones shrink with sweat" ( Gyn. 
1. 29. 83, 254. 7 - 8 Rose). This suggests that babies were commonly too 
hot in their swaddling bands and sweated profusely. Diphilos wrote a 
comedy called lwTpo<poi, evidently about people who had been brought up 
together as children, probably foundlings, in which a character jokes: 
"There's the makings of a good dyer in the infant - he’s produced for us 
his swaddling bands completely dyed!" (fr. 73 Kassel and Austin). This 
confirms what Orestes’s Nurse tells us (above, pp. 47 - 48): that babies 
were swaddled In such a way that the faeces were caught in the swaddling 
bands, as in modern nappies. A. D. Fltton Brown ([1975] p. 17) says that "one 
reason for tight swaddling was to Inhibit evacuation" and that the Nurse In 
Choephoroi was concerned to interpret Orestes's cry of discomfort 
correctly In order to avoid having to wash the bands. It is true that very 
tight swaddling might have such an effect64; but on the whole I think the 
most that the Nurse hoped for was to employ guesswork, sharp observation 
and quickness to save herself some of the trouble of laundry work. Soranus 
says that the baby's nurse should be a cleanly person lest the stench of the 
swaddling bands upset the baby's stomach, or the irritation keep it awake or 
cause ulceration (1. 32. 88, 264. 9 -11 Rose). No doubt some chlld-carers 
left babies In a state of filth  and discomfort in swaddling bands much less
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fragrant than those of the infant Hermes (above, p, 47) for considerable 
periods, but the lazy way out of frequent changes may just as often have 
been to leave the offending area unswaddled for much of the time. This is 
implied by Soranus's condemnation of the practice of leaving the lower part 
of the body uncovered in order to save trouble, and he mentions a method of 
swaddling in which a separate cloth is put around the loins in order to catch 
the faeces. But if the baby's skin becomes irritated while it is in swaddling 
bands, he advises replacing the bands with a small tunic (Oyn 1. 29. 84, 
256. 9 -1 5  Rose, 39. 111, 286. 16 -19  Rose).
Did swaddling cause damage more permanent than ulceration or 
skin irritation? There is no doubt that excessively tight bandaging could 
restrict blood circulation or cause deformity, and European writers on 
infant-care of the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries often 
allude to the latter.65 There is an interesting allusion to deformity of the 
foot in infants in the Hippokratic treatise On Joints 62 (IV 262. 10 - 264. 
10 Li.). The author has evidently observed many cases of club-foot in 
infants, which he takes to be congenital (ex yevety;) deformities, caused by 
"the constant holding of the foot in a constrained position", by which he 
must mean, if he is using the term ex yevefj? strictly and consistently with 
his use of it  elsewhere in this work,66 the retention in a bad position of the 
fetus's foot in the womb. But intrauterine damage of this kind would be 
most unlikely, and the culprit would be much more likely to be bad 
swaddling. The doctor says that most of these cases are curable, if the 
dislocation at the foot Is not very great and if the child has not grown much, 
he gives detailed instructions for treatment, including manipulation, 
bandaging and special footwear at a later stage, and rejecting Incision and 
cautery. The references in Nikolaos of Damascus and the Scholiast on Eur. 
Phoin. (mentioned on p. 49 above), to Oedipus's lameness confirms what we 
must suspect: that some infants were crippled by inexpertly applied
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swaddling bands.
In the Hippokratic treatise On Fractures there is a reference to the 
swaddling of infants in their beds, which implies that swaddled infants 
were strapped into their cradles. Describing a method of setting a broken 
leg, the doctor advises the use of a hollow splint which extends from thigh 
to foot, with a band loosely tied at the knee to include the splint, coanep toc 
uat6ia ev T f jc r i koitt^cti cruccpYavoOTai (22, III 492. 1 Li.). The infant thus 
treated, then, is swaddled and put into a cradle like a bandaged leg which is 
put into a hollow splint, and an extra band is tied round the cradle, 
presumably to prevent the baby falling out. The necessity for this is easy to 
understand if we think of the cradle as having a rounded base on which it 
rocks. A much more stringent form of swaddling is mentioned by Soranus, in 
which the infant is completely immobilised in a kind of cradle called 
"Thessalian". In this method, the baby is covered as far as the loins with 
bandages, and laid on a sack filled with straw or chaff and covered with a 
rag, which has been placed In a hollowed-out log; the baby is then tied fast 
with bands passed through notches In the sides of the log. Soranus 
disapproves of this as being cruel and hard to endure ( Gyn. 1. 29. 83, 253. 16 
- 23 Rose). Soranus also records that, after swaddling, the Thracians and 
Macedonians tie the baby down on a flat board, in order to flatten the back 
of the head and the part around the neck, a practice which he rejects 
because of the ulcerations and bruising that may be caused to the body and 
the unsuitable shape thus given to the head (1. 30. 85, 256. 17 - 25 Rose).
It was probably this kind of contraption that Aristotle had in mind 
five centuries earlier, when he alludes to the "mechanical devices used even 
now by some peoples" to keep the Infant's body straight and prevent 
distortion of its soft limbs ( Pol. 7. 15. 2, 1336 a 10 ff.). This comes In the 
context of the lawgiver's measures for ensuring good physical condition in 
children (1334 B 29 ff.): following a long discussion of marriage and
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procreation, Aristotle makes a few recommendations about rearing newborn 
children. He touches on the subject of diet, and then says that it is 
beneficial to have them make as many movements as are possible for 
creatures of such an age. He continues:
npo<; 6e to (if] 6ioccnpe(pecr0aL toc ueAr) 61' ocnaXoTriTa
Xp£>VTai kcci vOv ev ia  tgov e0vcov opyavo it; T ia i (jtixocvikoIq
a  to crcopa Trotei tq v  toioutcjv 6«JTpaPe<;,
and goes on to say "It is beneficial from the firs t also to accustom them to 
cold . . .  ", Some scholars have interpreted Aristotle's allusion to the 
mechanical devices as a recommendation to use them,67 and others as a 
condemnation of the practice.68 The practice certainly appears to be in 
conflict with his advice to encourage all possible movement in newborn 
infants, and Aristotle does not say how the two could be combined. In fact 
swaddling itself seriously restricted the movement of the newborn infant, 
and Aristotle does not recommend abandoning swaddling - which would 
indeed have been a very radical step. He neither explicitly condemns nor
advises the use of body-straightening devices, but simply records it, as
practised by some non-Greek peoples, and then seems to imply approval by 
following it  with the words "it is also beneficial . . .". But Aristotle does 
not, when all is said and done, go into this subject in detail. A very general 
recommendation about encouraging movement, with no reasons put forward 
to justify it, followed by a passing reference to a custom in use in other 
cultures, does not indicate that Aristotle gave much thought to the subject. 
Perhaps he realised that traditional practices of women in relation to 
newborn infants were too deeply rooted to be successfully challenged.
Plato, in contrast, gave serious attention to the importance of
swaddling, and was quite ready to encounter the hostility of women to his
plans for infants in the state of the Laws In this work the Athenian
explains to his companions that creatures are exercised beneficially by
being carried about or rocked, and suggests that in formulating the ideal
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laws they must risk being laughed at and propose that "the newborn be 
moulded like wax, while it is soft, and be kept in swaddling bands until it is 
two years old . The law should also compel nurses to carry the children 
everywhere until they become able to stand, and even after that to keep 
carrying them until they reach the age of three, to prevent any twisting of 
the legs caused by pressure (789 E). That these requirements would meet 
with ridicule and obstinate disobedience from contemporary Greek 
nuresmaids "with their feminine and servile mentality" is readily 
acknowledged by the Athenian. Nevertheless it is to be hoped that the 
citizens w ill realise the importance of right management both of domestic 
and public affairs, and voluntarily adopt these things as customs (790 A - 
B).
In desiring children to be swaddled for two years and prevented
from walking until they are three, Plato shows less awareness of the nature
of infants than Aristotle, who at least knew that litt le  children cannot be
expected to keep still.69 Yet in attaching importance to swaddling as a
means of moulding the infant's body into a desirable shape Plato merely
followed convention. This was undoubtedly the ancient rationale behind
swaddling, and it can be seen in the assumption of the Hippokratic treatise
On Airs, Waters, Places that one of the reasons that the Skythians have
crooked and flaccid bodies is that they are not swaddled as infants.70 It
was known that the bones of infants were soft: in the Hippokratic treatise
On Wounds in the Head we read that "the bones of infants are thinner and
softer, because they contain more blood and are hollow and porous, and are
neither dense nor hard" (18, III 250. 9 -11  Li.); we have noted Plato's
comparison of the newborn's body with wax (Laws 789 E), and Aristotle's
observation of its softness {Pot 7. 15. 2). Plato anticipated no arguments
about the Athenian's statement that "the most beautiful bodies . . . must
grow from earliest childhood as straight as possible" {Laws 788 D), and it
was this idea above all that lay behind the practice of swaddling.71 Doctors,
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such as the author of the Hippokratic Nat Puer.t in writing about 
deformities sustained by means of knocks and bad positions in the womb (cf. 
p. 45 above), must both have been influenced by the popular conception of 
the newborn infant as a fragile creature which required bandaging, and have 
helped to perpetuate the belief, The aesthetic and protective function of 
swaddling - the two aspects are not distinguished in the ancient sources 
- is confirmed by Soranus. He gives detailed instructions to midwives on 
how to swaddle, stating the principle that "one must mould each part 
according to its natural shape, and if any part has become distorted during 
the time of delivery, one must arrange it correctly and bring it back to its 
natural shape." He prescribes the material and exact size of the swaddling 
bands, and the precise manner in which each part of the infant is to be 
swaddled, paying careful attention to the effect each part of the swaddling 
w ill have on the body underneath {Gyn. 1. 29. 83 - 84, 253. 14 - 256. 15 
Rose).
The originality of Plato's prescriptions lies in his desire to 
combine movement, which he considers absolutely necessary for the infant's 
development, with measures to protect the soft body and ensure its 
straightness. We have seen (above, p. 53) that Aristotle, while accepting 
that both of these were necessary, gave no attention to the means whereby 
they might be combined.72 Plato's thinking on the subject begins with a 
concern to make bodies and souls as beautiful and good as possible by means 
of "right upbringing" (6p9f| Tpocph), and the observation that the most 
beautiful bodies must grow as straight as possible from infancy. All bodies 
benefit from movement such as shaking and swinging, and therefore it is 
important that pregnant women walk to exercise the unborn child, and that 
infants be swaddled and carried about by their nurses. From the fact that 
children may be rocked to sleep we can see that external motion overpowers 
internal disturbance and quiets it; exercising children by motion w ill teach
them courage and cheerfulness {Laws 788 c-791 c).
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The desire to form the bodies of infants into shapes that were 
thought pleasing seems to have been one of the preoccupations of ancient 
chiId-care, Greek and non-Greek, and swaddling was not the only means 
used. Plutarch records that nurses in Sparta had special diligence and skill 
(eTTi(je\eia tlq uetck texvfiq), so that they reared the babies without 
swaddling bands and left their limbs and forms free {Lyk. 16, 4). This may 
imply that the nurses substituted something else for swaddling, a certain 
technique which enabled them to do without it; we are not told what it was, 
though Plutarch does record their practice of bathing babies with wine to 
strengthen and harden their bodies. Like the other laws and institutions 
attributed to Lykourgos, this probably describes what was believed to have 
been the practice in earlier Sparta. After the fifth  century the Spartans 
departed in many ways from observance of the old laws and customs, and 
Plutarch uses the past tense to record these practices. Nevertheless we 
should not rule out the possibility that the nursing practices mentioned by 
Plutarch lived on, and became traditions, as child-care practices often do 
long after the original reason for them has been forgotten.
"Leather-workers stretch, rub, comb, wash; the care of infants is
the same": this Hippokratic remark shows that as early as the classical age
(and probably much earlier) infants were thought to require vigorous manual
attention (see p. 20 above). Soranus describes in great detail how the nurse
should manually manipulate every part of the baby's body, including the head
and face, to give it the desired shape and suppleness {Gyn. 1. 36. 101 - 103,
275. 26 - 278. 27 Rose)73 Probably the Greeks of the classical and
Hellenistic age employed practices similar to those described by Soranus.
There was certainly an interest in the use of techniques of "moulding' and
other methods as found in non-Greek nations. Head-moulding is attributed
by the author of On Airs, Waters, Places to a tribe called the Makrokephaloi,
who are said to find long heads the most distinguished in shape. As soon as
a baby is born they start to model the s till soft head with their hands, and
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apply bandages and appropriate devices, to destroy the roundness of the head 
and increase its length. The author claims that eventually the members of 
the tribe came to be born with long heads, although long-headedness among 
them is less prevalent now than it once was, owing to mixture of races. He 
adduces this as an example of the influence of heredity (Aer. 14, II 58. 11 - 
60. 8 Li.)74 The same author says that the women of a Skythian tribe called 
the Sauromatai, who ride, shoot and kill before marrying, have no right 
breast, since their mothers perform cautery on this part of their baby 
daughter’s anatomy, in order to prevent the breast from developing and thus 
channel all the strength and growth into the right arm and shoulder (17, II 
66. 4 - 68. 2 Li., cf. Hdt. 4. 110 - 117). He also mentions the use of 
cauterisation in general among the Skythians to dry up the moistness of 
their bodies and give strength to the joints (20, II 72. 22 - 74. 8 Li.)75 
Among the customs of the Persian royal family recorded in Plato's 
Aik ib fades I (121 D) is the upbringing of the royal child "not by a female 
nurse of litt le  worth" but by the most highly commended eunuchs in the 
king's entourage, who are entrusted with the entire care of the newborn 
child, in particular with making (pTixavacrBai) him as handsome as possible, 
by moulding (avaTTAdTTovTag) the child's limbs and straightening them 
(kcctopSoOvtocq); the passage does not Indicate the actual methods used.
Swaddling seems to have been the method for shaping the bodies 
of infants that was most favoured by the Greeks. Its popularity probably 
rested on the tenacity of traditional usage as well as on the benefits which 
it was thought to confer on the bodies of children, and there were no doubt 
advantages in it for the chiId-carers themselves, A swaddled baby would be 
all but immobilised, and could be put down anywhere - on a hard floor, on 
the ground in a field - and ignored.75 Special diligence would indeed be 
required to look after an unswaddled child, as Plutarch s words hint (above, 
p. 56). For the newborn infant it must also have provided the covering
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necessary to prevent heat loss. It has been said that swaddling was useful 
as a means of preventing babies from rolling or crawling into danger,77 but 
this would be true only if it was continued into the fifth  to eighth months 
and later. Swaddling also produces a placid state in the great majority of 
babies so treated, and results in more sleeping, less crying, and lowered 
cardiac and respiratory rates: this was shown by Lipton, Steinschneider and 
Richmond (1965) in their laboratory tests.
On the question of the age at which swaddling was discontinued,
lack of evidence compels us to resort to conjecture. Plato's two years
would have made Greek women laugh; Soranus tells us that some release the
infant about the fortieth day, and most about the sixtieth, but others even
later (Gyn. 1. 29. 111, 285.16 - 18 Rose). Probably two months was about
the usual duration in Plato's day too. In funerary reliefs, representations of
tiny babies, evidently newly born to a mother who has died in childbirth,
depict them in swaddling clothes, but babies who appear to be a few months
old are naked, or clad in a thin tunic or lightly wrapped in the end of the
cloak of the woman holding them.78 Soranus advises discontinuation of
swaddling whenever the infant's body seems sufficiently firm and in no
danger of distortion, and recommends removing the bands gradually.
Removal of swaddling bands one by one may have been usual in classical
Greece: Plato reproves nurses and mothers for their ignorance and stupidity
in bringing about the uselessness of the left hand - an entirely
unnecessary circumstance since there is no difference between the
capacities of the right and left feet and legs (Lawsl94 D 8 ff.). Perhaps he
had in mind the unswaddling process: Soranus assumes that freeing the
right hand firs t, which he recommends, makes it stronger by giving it
exercise earlier, and doing the opposite causes left-handedness {6yn. 1. 39.
I l l ,  286. 7 -1 0  Rose). There is in fact evidence that some infants who are
swaddled for more than the firs t two or three months are reluctant to give
it up, and have to be weaned from their swaddling clothes gradually79
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Considering the pacifying effect of swaddling upon most newborn 
babies, it  is obvious that ancient Greek mothers and nurses who practised 
swaddling were not guilty of any conscious cruelty. Excessively tight 
swaddling, especially that which was continued beyond the firs t two or 
three months, and filthy swaddling bands that were seldom changed, would 
indeed have been uncomfortable and probably harmful to the child, and 
Soranus criticises the thoughtlessness and laziness of the nurses and 
parents who permitted this. We must not assume that the practice of 
swaddling excluded any possibility of play with the babies, or the evocation 
of responses from them, such as reaching out, waving their arms and so on. 
Lipton, Steinschneider and Richmond ([1965] pp. 563, 56) found that although 
babies when swaddled responded less frequently to external stimuli, 
newborn infants s till had the capacity to respond viscerally in much the 
same way as when unrestrained. They warn against the assumption that 
people who swaddle their infants are concerned only to induce passivity, 
never playing with or stimulating their babies. These things would largely 
have depended on the length of time for which swaddling was continued, the 
extent of the swaddlng Itself (whether arms were sometimes left free, for 
example), and the habits and character of individual families.
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Part Three 
Feeding
Initial feeding
Soranus in his Gynaecology advises the withholding of all food 
from the newborn child for up to two days, because the child's internal 
organs are upset and its whole body s till contains food ingested from the 
mother before birth which has to be digested. The mother's own milk is not 
to be used for the firs t twenty days,80 and when after this period it is given, 
the firs t of the milk must be sucked out by an older child or expressed 
manually, since the firs t thick liquid is unsuitable for babies ( 1. 31. 86 - 
87, 257. 19 - 259.21 Rose).
When we look at the evidence for the classical and Hellenistic age, 
we find no reference to delay in feeding milk to infants or avoidance of the 
colostrum period81 Aristotle's HA 7. 10 (587 A 28 - 33) says that the 
matter evacuated by infants soon after they are born, which women call 
iani<6 viov, is at firs t bloodstained and very dark, like pitch, but soon 
afterwards becomes milky in appearance, "for the infant sucks the breast 
immediately". This is confirmed elsewhere. The Hippokratic corpus 
contains no such advice on the care of the newborn infant as Soranus gives, 
but the theory of human milk production found in Nat Puer.i21. 3 - 4 Jo., VII 
512. 7 - 2 3  Li.) accords with Aristotle's account in GA 4. 8 (776 A 15 - B 
3), where Aristotle says that human milk is xphcniiov, f i t  for use, from the 
time of birth .82 Nature, he says, has supplied animals with milk for the 
purpose of external nourishment, in such a way that it is neither deficient 
nor superfluous at the time of birth. In humans, who have several possible 
gestation periods, milk is of necessity ready at the earliest gestation 
period: it is useless before seven months, after which it becomes f i t  to use.
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Not only does its time of readiness serve a purpose, it  also follows 
necessarily from the circumstances of its formation: in the earlier stages 
of pregnancy the nutriment is mostly used for the formation of the fetus, 
the sweetest and most concocted 83 part of it being drawn off for this 
purpose, so that what is left is salty and foul-tasting, as the fetus 
approaches completion, more residual nutriment is left over and this 
residue is sweeter and better concocted than formerly. For this reason it is 
f i t  to use when the baby is ready to be born84 HA 7. 5 (585 A 29 - 31) has 
a brief reference to the subject, which appears to have been drawn at least 
in part from the account in 6AA. 8 : milk which is formed before seven 
months is useless, but as soon as the infants are viable the milk is also f it  
to use (xpficriijov); but the firs t milk is also salty, just as in sheep. (What is 
said in HA 3. 20, 522 A 2 - 4, may appear at firs t sight to contradict this: 
"Milk is not produced in any animal, in general, until it becomes pregnant. 
When the animal is pregnant it is produced, but the firs t is not f i t  for use, 
nor is the later milk." But to ttputov in this passage must mean the milk 
produced during pregnancy before the fetus is ready to be born; ucnepov 
w ill refer to the milk produced at the end of the suckling period, when the 
young creature is ready to be completely weaned.)
It is evident then that the medical and scientific writers, drawing 
on their observations of animal life and of the feeding practices of women, 
accepted that, with the possible exception of very premature babies, 
mothers' milk was f it  for consumption by newborn infants from the very 
firs t day, and that the colostrum secreted during the firs t few days after 
birth need not be avoided. In fact there were s till, in Soranus's day, those 
who advised feeding by the mother from the firs t day, as Soranus himself 
tells us (1. 31. 87, 259. 9 - 14 Rose) 85 The use of colostrum would actually 
have increased the newborn infant's chance of survival, although there was 
probably no awareness of this in antiquity.
An_excursus on theories of fetal nutr i t ion  
The medical and scientific writers held theories about fetal 
nutrition which are in accord with the idea that the infant was ready to 
suck the maternal breast as soon as it was born, and which may even in 
some cases partly stem from observation that all newborn infants in fact 
did so. Let us therefore take a look at these theories.
That the fetus is nourished in the womb appeared self-evident to 
all those who studied embryology. But while some believed that the unborn 
child derived all its intrauterine nourishment throughout gestation through 
the umbilical cord, there were several who thought that the fetus, at least 
in its later stages, sucked milk from "cotyledons", or teat-like suckers, just 
as it would suck milk at the breast when born.86
The author of On Eight Months' Children, as we have seen, believed 
that the fetus derived breath only through the umbilical cord, and his theory 
about fetal nutrition (in so far as it can be known from what he writes in 
O ct) accords with this in the way we should expect: the umbilical cord is 
the sole channel through which the fetus is fed in the womb, and all other 
orifices open only at birth (Oct 3. 5 Gr., VII 456. 20 - 458. 2 Li.). Probably 
Empedokles thought so too: Soranus says that material consisting of blood 
and TTveO|jicx is conveyed to the fetus for its nourishment through the vessels 
of the umbilical cord, and that Empedokles thought that these vessels were 
implanted in the liver (1. 17. 57, 225. 16 - 19 Rose = VS 31 A 79 
Diels-Kranz). According to Censorinus, Anaxagoras also said that the fetus 
is fed through the umbilicus (De die natb. 3 = I # 59 A 110 D-K).
The nutrient material itself is the mother's blood in Empedokles's 
theory (and probably all those who held nutrition to be umbilical agreed). 
This is clear both from Soranus’s information ( b \ n  a i n a - r i K f )  k c c I  T T v e u n a - r i K h )  
and from Aristotle's refutation (in GA 4. 8 , 111 a 7 - 15) of Empedokles s 
statement that milk is putrefied blood (VS 31 B 6 8 ). The author of Nat
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Puer, who establishes an important part of his embryology on his theory of
the fetus's nutrition, also ascribes the nutrition of the fetus to blood. The
fetus depends for its growth and health entirely on the nutriment it gets
from its mother {Nat. Puer, 22. 1 Jo., VII 514. 6 - 8 Li.), the nutrient
material being blood, which coagulates to form flesh (Nat Puer. 14. 1 - 2
Jo., 492. 8 - 21 Li.), and it is drawn into the fetus's body by its respiration
( Nat Puer 13. 4 - 15 Jo., VI11 492. 7 - 494. 8 Li.). The blood that serves as
nutriment for the developing fetus is the same as menstrual fluid, and it is
this that is later concocted into milk, as Aristotle describes in detail {6AA.
8 , 776 A 15 - 777 A 27, Lonie (1981) pp. 204 - 206, gives a full account of
this theory of lactation). The womb and breasts are connected by blood
vessels, a point on which Aristotle and several Hippokratic authors agree,
which when the milk has collected in the breasts (a process which begins
when the fetus starts to move inside the womb, that is, at quickening), also
serve as channels through which a litt le  of the milk arrives in the womb,
"and the fetus partakes of a little  of it" {Nat Puer 21. 2 - 4 Jo., VII 510. 24
- 512. 23 Li.). The same words are used a little  later in the treatise: the
fetus "draws to itself the sweetest part of the blood, and at the same time
also partakes of a little  of the milk" (30. 5 Jo., VII 534. 14 -1 5  Li.).
Exactly how it  takes the milk, the author does not say. Since he believed
that nutriment in the form of blood is conveyed by the umbilical cord right
up until the time of birth, he may have thought that the small amount of
milk is absorbed by the fetus in the same way.87 The way in which the
combined nutrition of blood and milk are described in 21. 2 - 4 and 30. 5
perhaps suggests that this was so. But the author must have known of
another possibility, advanced by Diogenes of ApolIonia and others after him,
that of the sucking by the fetus at so-called cotyledons in the womb88
Demokrltos and Epikouros were said by Aetius to have believed that
the fetus is nourished in the womb by sucking "certain teats and mouths',
and that this is why as soon as it is born it reaches for the breast with its
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mouth ( VS 68 A 144). Censorious attributes the same belief to Diogenes of 
ApolIonia and Hippon ( VS 38 A 17, cf. 64 A 25), and Aristotle criticises 
those who say that infants are nourished in the womb by sucking a bit of 
flesh (ctccpkl8 i6v ti, GA2. 7, 746 A 19 - 20). Diokles described breast-like 
growths in the womb which he called "cotyledons" (KOTv\r|86va i, the same 
word that is used of suckers on the arms of octopuses), "tentacles" 
(nXeKTavoa), and "horns" («epouca), created by nature for the purpose of 
acquainting the fetus with the habit of sucking at the breast (Sor. Gyn 1. 3. 
14, 180. 20 - 181.3 Rose = Diokles fr. 27, 10 ff. Wellmann). Werner Jaeger 
advanced the opinion that Aristotle's arguments against the function of 
cotyledons as feeding apparatus are directed principally, if tacitly, at 
Diokles, who was, according to Jaeger, his contemporary and pupil89 One of 
those with whom Aristotle disagrees at GA 2. 7 may well have been the 
author of the Hippokratic treatise On Flesh, who says that the infant in the 
womb "compressing its lips sucks from the mother's womb and draws the 
nutriment and breath into its heart". He gives two proofs of this: the infant 
is born with faeces in its intestine, which it evacuates as soon as it is born, 
and it would not have them if it did not suck in the womb; moreover, it 
would not know how to suck the breast as soon as it is born if it did not also 
suck in the womb (6 , VIII 592. 11 - 594. 4 Li. )90 One of his proofs had 
already been noted by Alkmaion of Kroton, who, according to Rufus (apud 
Oreibasios 3. 156, CMG VI 2. 2. 136) thought that the fecal matter found in 
the bowel of newborn creatures owed its existence to the fetus's eating 
with its mouth while in the womb ( VS 24 A 17). Aetius, on the other hand, 
attributes to Alkmaion the idea that embryos are fed through the whole 
body, and absorb nourishment like a sponge ( VS ibid.). The two statements 
may be reconciled if  Alkmaion in the latter case was thinking of the embryo 
in its early stages, before a mouth had developed, and he may have seen, or 
thought he had seen, early abortuses which confirmed him in this belief,
Alkmaion may have believed that once the fetus had developed a mouth and 
become recognisably humanoid, sponge-like absorption was replaced by 
feeding through the mouth.
Aristotle thought that birth is initiated by the exhaustion of the 
fetus s food-supply through the umbilical cord and the consequent collapse 
of the vessels of the cord, and that at the same time the milk becomes f it  to 
use and collects in the breasts ( GA 4. 8 , 776 B 4 - 111 a 27). There is no 
possibility here of a milk-supply into the womb. It is through the 
blood-vessels of the umbilicus, which are rooted on to the uterus, that the 
fetus is nourished ( GA 2. 4, 740 A 34 - 36; 2. 7, 745 B 23 ff.), on, of course, 
blood. The cotyledons were noted by Aristotle in his dissections of animals, 
and described by him as cavities in the wall of the uterus, the hollow side 
toward the fetus, in which the blood vessels of the umbilicus, extending all 
over the uterus, terminate.91 He assumed their existence in humans also. 
The Aristotlelian cotyledons function as storehouses into which the 
sanguineous nutriment for the fetus is put "just as into breasts", and they 
gradually become crowded together during gestation and shrivel up and 
disappear by the end of the pregnancy. Aristotle emphatically denied that 
the fetus sucked at cotyledons, on the grounds that it  was never observed to 
do so in dissections of non-human species, and because of the existence of a 
barrier in the form of the membranes and the chorion which contain the 
fetus within the uterus.
For ancient scientists and doctors who believed that milk was akin
to, or a form of, blood, and who thought that veins ran between the womb
and breasts, there was no reason to deny that the fetus was nourished on
milk as well as blood while in the womb. Moreover to ancient observers,
meconium, the thick green matter evacuated by newborn infants soon after
birth, was evidence of intrauterine nutrition and proof that the fetus's
nutriment passed through its digestive system. This was a reasonable
assumption to make, and it is a fact that meconium is produced as a result
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of the fetus s swallowing small amounts of liquor amnii and desquamated 
cells, though no actual nutrition is derived therefrom, Both of these ideas 
could be accepted by those who denied the existence of cotyledons that 
provide milk for intrauterine sucking, The impulse to believe in the latter 
may have come partly from observation of non-human fetuses and placentas. 
But perhaps it was observation of the behaviour of newborn humans that led 
Diogenes, Hippon and the others to conclude that human fetuses too had 
access to cotyledons from which to draw nutriment. The only part of its 
anatomy over which the newborn infant appears to have immediate mastery 
is its mouth. Babies are born fully equipped with the ability to suck (or, 
more accurately, to draw off liquid by compressing a teat between the 
tongue and the roof of the mouth) and swallow, and a newborn infant appears 
to be no stranger to the maternal breast. In observing the strong sucking 
and swallowing mechanisms of newborn infants, and inferring therefrom 
that the fetus had sucked and swallowed while in the womb, Diogenes and 
the others were essentially correct, for the fetus does swallow some 
amniotic fluid and this does help to develop the swallowing mechanism, and 
it may also suck its thumb, which helps to establish the strong sucking 
reflex present at birth. When they also noticed the newly born baby's 
rooting reflex, its unfailing tendency to open its mouth and seek the nipple 
when touched gently on the cheek, it is no surprise that they inferred that 
the infant appeared to know what the breast was for and that it had met 
with something similar in the womb. 1 think that these inferences would 
come naturally to persons who had the opportunity to observe newborn 
infants put to the breast immediately after birth, before they had a chance 
to lose the sucking reflex.
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It is time to return to the main subject of this section, the initial 
feeding of infants. Another element in Soranus's advice on the feeding of 
the newly born infant is honey. Honey, alone or mixed with goats’ milk, may 
be fed to the infant for the firs t three days (that is, presumably, the firs t 
three days of the feeding regime, not the firs t three after birth), followed, 
if no wet-nurse is available, by the mother's milk (I. 31. 87, 259. 14 ff. 
Rose). Honey, moderately boiled with water, is the only substance Soranus 
w ill permit the newborn infant to be given to lick after its two days’ 
enforced abstinence (he rejects butter and various pungent substances) in 
order to prepare its digestive system for the reception of food ( 1. 31. 86 , 
258. 6 - 20 Rose). But, on the subject of giving honey as the firs t food to 
infants, evidence for the classical and Hellenistic period is lacking. There 
is, on the one hand, evidence that this was customary in later ages, and on 
the other there are many honey-fed newborns in the world of myth and 
legend, something which may well reflect a very ancient custom. In order to 
determine what, if  anything, these allusions tell us about the period under 
study, it  w ill be necessary to examine them in more detail.
The most famous of the divine infants to be fed on honey was Zeus.
The first-century BC grammarian Didymos in his Commentary on Pindar is
quoted by Lactantius (0/V Inst 1. 22) as recording that Melisseus was a king
of Crete who introduced new rites into religion, and his daughters Amalthea
and Melissa ("Bee") fed the infant Zeus with goats’ milk and honey, which is
the origin of the poetic story that bees flew up and filled the infant’s mouth
with honey.92 One of the poetic versions is given in Kallimachos’s Hymn to
Zeus (47 - 53) in which the infant Zeus is said to have sucked the udder of
the goat Amalthea and fed on sweet honeycomb. There must have been many
versions of this tale. Diodorus Siculus tells how Rhea gave Zeus to the
Kouretes, who carried him off to a cave, where they gave him to the Nymphs
to tend. They fed him on a mixture of milk and honey and gave him the udder
of the goat Amalthea to feed at (5. 70). In Apollodoros’s version the Nymphs
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who fed Zeus on the milk of Amalthea were again daughters of Melisseus, 
though here named Adrasteia and Ide ( 1, 1, 6 - 7), Dionysos was in infancy 
fed honey by Makris, daughter of Aristaeus (Apoll. Rhod. 4 . 1129-1134)93 
Often the feeding of honey to an infant is seen to prefigure his later 
eloquence or g ift of prophecy, lamos, the son of Euadne who was abandoned 
by her where he was born, was, according to Pindar, fed honey by two snakes 
at the bidding of the gods {01 6 , 45 - 47), and he was destined to be a 
prophet and to be the founder of the prophetic lamidai94 There are a number 
of references to the legend that Pindar himself was given honey by bees as 
an infant95 Plato's future skill with words was promised when as an infant 
bees settled on his lips (as was Virgil's) 96 In Hieron's case it was his 
future kingship that was indicated when bees fed him as an infant exposed 
by his father (Justin Epit 23. 4. 7) 97 Throughout antiquity, then, legends 
circulated that honey was given to certain distinguished individuals when 
they were newborn or very young children.
But when we look for evidence for the practice outside the realm of 
myth and legend, we find the earliest authorities for it only in the early 
second century AD. Soranus is the more important of these. The other is the 
author of the Apocryphal Epistle o f Barnabas which belongs to the early 
second century, probably to the firs t part of the reign of Hadrian.98 Here we 
find an allusion to the custom in the exegesis of the phrase "a land flowing 
with milk and honey", which contains the words on ttpcjtov to ttoci6 iov 
ijeAiTi, etia yaXccKTi {cooTToieiTai (6 . 17). The reference was drawn to the 
attention of modern scholars by the seventeenth-century commentator Isaac 
Vossius, who rightly explains this as an ancient custom, and quotes the 
sixth- and seventh-century medical writers Paulus of Alglna and Aetius of 
Amlda In support of this.99 A reference to the custom of giving honey to 
babies as their firs t food, found among the scholia to the Ars Grammatica 
of Dlonyslos of Thrace, probably also goes back to the second or third
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centuries AD. Dionysios explains that letters (toc ypappocTa) are so called 
because they are formed by lines (ypappcxiQ) and scratchings (LvapatQ) (6 
Uhlig, in Grammatlci Graeci, Leipzig, 1883, I. 1), in the commentary 
recorded by the Scholiast Melampous or Diomedes the concept of letters 
being formed by a kind of scratching leads the commentator to the idea that 
Dionysios had in mind the writing of letters on wax tablets, "In order that, 
just as honey is the firs t food for babies, so also what is left over from the 
honey [that is, the wax] may be for the reception of the study and learning of 
language [or prose? (XoytKfiQ)] by the children".100 The commentary variously 
attributed to both Melampous and Diomedes was probably ultimately derived 
by both commentators from an older, anonymous work, and the content of 
such chapters as that commenting on D. T. 6 has been attributed to a source 
not much later than the time of Apollonios Dyskolos and his son Herodianos, 
in the second or third century.101
The custom is also alluded to by the Scholiast on Aristophanes's 
Thesmophoriazusai 506. In the play Mnesilochos complains about the 
practices of women, like the one who had a baby smuggled in to her in order 
to pass it off as her own, its mouth stuffed with honeycomb to prevent it 
from crying:
t o  8' eicrecpepe ypccGc; ev X^Tpa T° t t c u 8 i o v
Tva ph Po<£r|, Kfjpig Pepvcrpevov (505 - 506).
The Scholiast connects honeycomb with infant feeding, and reports that 
"they did not give babies milk at first, but honey to lick. Menander is wrong 
in making newborn babies need milk". In fact the Aristophanes lines are not 
about feeding at all, and cannot be used as evidence for the practice of 
feeding honey to babies in Aristophanes's day. Another scholion, on Ar. Ach. 
463, makes use of the earlier scholion on Thesm. 506 to explain a reference 
to xvtp l8 iov cjttoyylv pepuapevov, with the conjecture that the pot contains 
a sponge filled with honey, "which they used to put into the mouth of babies
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so that they might be quiet and not cry wanting food". The fact that both 
lines contain the word BeBucrpGvov, and probably also the xGtpcc of Thesm. 
505 and xutpi&iov of Ach 463, no doubt explain why the information 
contained in the one scholion was incorporated into the other, the 
irrelevance to Aristophanes's text of the firs t being greatly surpassed by 
that of the second. The false information contained in the scholion on Ach 
463 was accepted as fact by Vossius (p. 311, cf. above, note 9 9 ), who 
connects the use of the honey-filled sponge with the feeding of infants with 
honey, rather than with a method of keeping babies quiet. It was 
transmitted thence to Schneider, whom Boeckh quotes on the subject in his 
Commentary on Pindar 01, 6 . 47.102 In fact the only element in all of this 
with any relevance to the actual practice of infant feeding, is the reference 
In the scholion on Ar. Thesm. 506 to giving babies honey before they were fed 
milk, which simply shows that the Scholiast knew of this practice but tells 
us nothing about its antiquity.
The feeding of honey to some infants of myth and legend may well 
indicate that it was a custom practised in remote antiquity in the Greek 
world. What its significance may have been is open to conjecture, and 
various opinions have been advanced on the subject.103 It would not be at all 
surprising if Greeks throughout antiquity made use of this pre-dlgested food 
for children, including babies. But the giving of honey to newborn babies 
before letting milk pass their lips Is a specialised use of honey, and a 
different matter from Its simple Inclusion In an Infant’s diet. If it was 
practised In classical and Hellenistic times - and there is no direct 
evidence that It was - nothing of certainty, or even of probability, can be 
said about Its significance for Greeks of that time. It is necessary to make 
this negative point because It has sometimes been reported, without 
adequate evidence, that the custom was followed throughout antiquity, and 
unwarranted conclusions have been drawn about its significance.104 It Is
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clear from Soranus that by his time the custom had arisen of giving any one 
of a number of special substances to a newborn infant to lick before it 
tasted milk. Giving honey to infants before any other food, as well as 
feeding with a mixture of animal-milk and honey, was a practice to which 
Soranus added the weight of his approval, on the ground of its benefit to the 
infant's health. It may have been an old established custom which he thus 
upheld, or it  may have been a fairly new vogue in infant care which he now 
endorsed and which became popular and well known in the Roman Imperial 
era.105
Feeding of babies with human milk
Aristotle says in the Politics that the kind of nurture given to 
children when they are born must be deemed to make a great difference to 
their bodily strength. He goes on to say that it is clear from looking at the 
other animals and from the peoples who are concerned to maintain a warlike 
way of life that the diet best suited to infants' bodies is one that is rich in 
milk, and which contains little  wine because of the illnesses it causes (7. 
15, 1336 A 3 ff.). Like several other aspects of infant care, feeding with 
milk was too obvious to require written testimony, and so it is d ifficu lt to 
determine from the ancient sources answers to such questions as how 
common suckling by the mother was relative to feeding by a wet-nurse, for 
how many months infants were usually suckled before being weaned, and 
how and to what extent human milk might have been replaced by the milk of 
animals. It is nevertheless worth looking at all of these questions in the 
light of such evidence as exists.
Lysias in his speech On the Murder o f Eratosthenes ( 1 . 9 - 1 0 )
presents us with a picture of normal domestic life as it was lived in an
Athenian citizen household of moderate means. The speaker explains that he
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lives in a small house with two floors, each of the same size, the upper 
floor housing the women's quarters and the lower the men's. "When the baby 
was born to us , he says, "its mother suckled it, and in order that she might 
not be at risk by descending the steps whenever it had to be washed, I took 
to living upstairs and the women below. And by this time we had got so 
used to the arrangement, that often my wife would leave me and sleep 
downstairs near the baby, in order that she might give it the breast and stop 
its crying." That it  was common for mothers themselves to feed their 
babies in classical Athens is confirmed by the words that Xenophon gives 
Sokrates in Mem. 2. 2. Sokrates, having noticed that his eldest son 
Lamprokles was in a bad mood with his mother, gives him a lecture on the 
subject of ingratitude, involving a disquisition on the unselfishness of 
mothers, which it may be as well to quote at some length here. "The man 
maintains the woman who is to produce children with him", says Sokrates, 
"and for the children that are to come he provides all that he thinks w ill 
benefit their lives, and as much of it as he can. The woman receives the 
seed and carries it, and is weighed down with it and risks her life for it and 
shares with it the food with which she herself is fed. And when with much 
trouble she has borne it to the end and given birth to it, she then rears it and 
cares for it, not in return for any reward, and without the baby’s being 
aware of the person who benefits it or able to communicate its wants to 
her. But the mother's instinct tells her what the baby needs and likes, and 
she tries to supply them, and she nurtures it for a long time, putting up with 
trouble day and night, not knowing what gratitude she w ill get in return" (2 . 
2. 5). There is no particular emphasis on breast-feeding, but that Tpecpei 
signifies or at least includes this, is certain from the context. The weight 
of moral obligation in this speech lies on the child to show gratitude rather 
than on the mother to care for her child, but the words of course contain the 
strong implication that such a mother's behaviour is laudable and right.
More than that, it is expected of her by her husband. But this is the nearest
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approach of any classical author to a moralising stance on the subject of the 
caring for and feeding of a child by its own mother. It was left to later 
moralists to insist on a mother's duty to nurse her children at her own 
breast and not leave them to wet-nurses, a theme on which they could be 
dogmatic.106
Soranus, in contrast, treats the subject unemotionally, giving equal 
consideration to the needs of mother and baby. He advocates feeding with 
the mother's milk, provided that the mother fitted his requirements as to 
age, health, body-size and temperament, since maternal feeding has certain 
advantages for the infant, being conducive to a more sympathetic 
attachment to the child on the part of the mother, and her milk being more 
suited to it. But if there was any reason why a particular mother should not 
suckle her child, Soranus welcomed the use of a wet-nurse as a way of 
freeing the mother from a task which he saw as exhausting and likely to age 
the woman and make her less f it  for future child-bearing; feeding by a 
suitable wet-nurse, if the mother herself was prevented from feeding, could 
also have a certain benefit for the child, which, just as a vegetable grew 
more quickly if transplanted into a different soil from that in which it had
sprouted, would grow stronger if  fed by a woman other than its mother ( 1.
2 6 0 .
31. 87, 259. 21 - 21 Rose). As a doctor, Soranus would have been consciousK
of the state of physical weakness in which women were left by frequent 
pregnancies, and of the complications arising from childbirth which might 
prevent them nursing their offspring.
Feeding by a woman other than the infant's mother, a wet-nurse, 
was also common in the Greek world throughout antiquity. G. 
Herzog-Hauser's article "Nutrlx" in Pauly’s RE (\1. 2, 1491 - 1499) collects 
the ancient evidence on the subject, and gives a useful comparison of the 
words titGti. Ti8f)vr), and Tpocpog and their meanings. TitBti, derived form 
titBoq or titB iov, synonyms of uaaTog, is a wet-nurse, and the form nBhvn
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(derived from GficrQai, see LSJ) is also found. Although h Tpotpog properly 
signifies the nurse who undertakes the care of a child that has been weaned 
(Eust. iomm, on / /  6 . 399), it is sometimes used synonymously with i i idr\  
(see Herzog-Hauser for examples). In a grave-inscription from Egypt, 
reconstructed by Adolf Wilhelm, 107 enough of the inscription survives to 
enable us to see that the memorial is dedicated to a Tpocpog, jointly by her 
children and a former nursling whom she suckled (. . . < T > a  t e k v c c  k c u  o v  
efthAaaag). Nursing by the mother and nursing by wet-nurses existed side by 
side and, until the strictures of certain moralists in Roman Imperial times, 
apparently without conflict. Both methods of feeding babies co-exist in 
Homer, where we read of Telemachos feeding at Penelope's breast and 
Hektor at Hekabe's, while Odysseus had been nursed at the breast of 
Eurykleia (whom he calls pocta) and Astyanax had a TuBfivr).108
Whatever the practices in real life may have been in the early Greek 
world, it  is evident that in the classical and Hellenistic ages both mothers 
and wet-nurses breast-fed babies. Evidence comes from the comic stage as 
well as from real-life sources. One of the women in Aristophanes's 
Thesmophoriazusai has her baby and its t i t 8ti along with her (608 - 609). 
There are several inscriptions from fourth-century and later Attic 
grave-memorials to wet-nurses. One such, accompanying a relief of two 
female figures, is to a titOti called Melitta, daughter of a metic laoTeAhc, 
set up by her former charge Hippostrate: ". . . Here Earth covers over the 
good Nurse, the Nurse of Hippostrate. And now she mourns you. And I loved 
you while you lived, Nurse, and now I s till honour you below the earth as you 
are, and I shall honour you as long as I live. I know that even below the 
earth, if  there is glory for the good, honours are in store for you above all, 
Nurse, from Persephone and Plouton" i/6  i i2 7873). Most of the memorials 
to tit&oci merely announced their name and their office, and sometimes also
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a place of origin other than Athens. The popular epithet xpncn-f) is 
sometimes used of an esteemed nurse.109 These nurses evidently retained 
the love and esteem of their former nurslings for the rest of their lives.
A poetic testimony to such a relationship is provided by 
Kallimachoss Epigram 51; which he may have composed for a friend, a 
certain Mikkos, as an epitaph for Mikkos's old nurse: "Phrygian Aischre, the 
good milk-nurse [literally aya&ov yaAa] did Mikkos while she was alive care 
for in her old age with every good thing, and when she passed away he set 
[sc  this] up, for posterity to see, so that the old woman receives thanks for 
[sc  the milk of] her breasts". Perhaps Aischre was a slave in the household 
to which Mikkos belonged. In Athens too some wealthy households had a 
domestic slave who served as wet-nurse to the children of the family. 
Alkibiades had a Spartan ihdr] called Amykla (Plut. Aik, 1. 2), who was 
probably a slave. Such women might be fortunate enough to obtain their 
freedom, and even to be suppported in later life by their former nurslings, 
as in the case of the former titQti of the speaker in a speech of 
Demosthenes (Against Euergos and Mnesihouios, on a charge o f giving raise 
testimony, 47). The speaker describes how his opponents burst in on his 
wife, children and old nurse at home, seized the furniture, and attacked the 
nurse. "Moreover, . . .  my wife happened to be having lunch with my young 
children in the courtyard, and with her was an elderly woman who had been 
my nurse, a good and faithful person, who had been given her freedom by my 
father. She lived with her husband after she had been set free, but when he 
died and she was an old woman with no one to look after her, she came back 
to me. It was impossible for me to let my nurse or my paidagogos live in 
poverty, and at that time I was about to set sail as trierarch, so that it was 
my wife's wish that I should leave such a companion to live with her (47. 
55 - 56). (The speaker claims that the nurse was so badly injured when she 
tried to prevent his opponents from taking away a cup, that she died six
days later, despite the attentions of a doctor.) This arrangement was 
evidently not unusual. It Is reflected in the world of fiction, where 
Moschlon s old tltS ti in Menander's Samia was a household slave to whom 
Demeas had given her freedom, and she Is appparently s till in the household 
(237, 302, etc., cf. below, note 115). We come across two more freedwomen 
titOocl in an inscription recording the names of those who dedicated a cpia\n 
on the occasion of their acquittal in a 6 i k o  o c t t o o t c c o T o u ,  a legal action 
brought against a freed slave by his or her former owner apparently for 
breach of certain duties. Lampris is simply described as t [ l ] t 9ti, and 
Eupeithe is recorded as being t t g c i & U o v )  t l t & ( t i ) -  both were acquitted in an 
action brought by the same man.110 But it is unclear whether refers 
to their office in their former master's household, or to the occupation they 
took up as freedwomen.
The majority of freeborn wet-nurses, like Melltta of !G i i2 7873, 
would have been metics who hired out their services. But there were also 
some citizen women who took employment as wet-nurses, according to a 
speech which Demosthenes wrote for a certain Euxitheos, appealing against 
the decision of his deme to exclude him from citizenship, and basing his 
plea on the citizenship of both his parents {Against Euboui ides, 57). One of 
the accusations against which Euxitheos is obliged to defend himself is that 
his mother was not a freeborn woman, since she had earned money as a 
wet-nurse. Euxitheos does not deny that she was a nurse, when at a time of 
national crisis, d ifficu lt circumstances afflicted many families, but he 
warns his hearers not to draw the wrong conclusion: "... for even today you. 
w ill find many citizen women who are nurses, whom I w ill mention to you 
by name if you wish. If indeed we were rich, we should not be selling 
fille ts, nor be in need of anything. But what connection is there between 
this and our birth? None, I think" (57. 35). He presents evidence that his 
mother is freeborn and a citizen, and explains the circumstances in which
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she took up wet-nursing: Some time later, when she had already borne two 
children, and while my father was away on campaign serving with 
Thrasyboulos, and she herself was in material difficulties, she was obliged 
to take Kleinias the son of Kleidikos to nurse. As regards the danger that 
has come upon me now, she did me no service, Heaven knows, for from this 
nursing has sprung all the slander against us, but as regards the poverty we 
were in, she did perhaps what was necessary and appropriate" (42). He 
points out that poverty is not cause for exclusion from citizenship, and that 
fortunes may fluctuate: "For, as 1 am told, many women have become nurses 
and wool-workers and vineyard-workers because of the hard times the city 
has suffered in their day - citizen women; and many have now become 
rich who were poor" (45). Wet-nursing was evidently one of those humble 
occupations which a respectable citizen woman might take up to save 
herself and her family from starvation, but wet-nurses of freedwoman and 
metic status must have greatly outnumbered those who were of citizen 
birth. It was unusual for a citizen woman to earn money by working for an 
employer at all.
Many of these non-slave wet-nurses, instead of living in the 
household of the baby's family, took the infant to live with them while it 
was being suckled. In Menander's Samia Chrysis, who is looking after the 
baby which Moschion has fathered, having recently given birth and lost her 
own baby, reassures Moschion that Demeas w ill get over his anger when he 
hears about the baby. But, in any case, she says, "1 think I'd put up with 
anything rather than have some wet-nurse <bring up> the baby in a tenement 
(84 - 85).111 Such women were indeed likely to be poor and to live in poor 
accommodation. Moreover, not being under the everyday supervision of the 
child's parents, they perhaps could not be relied upon to care for the child 
properly.112 These women may also have nursed several children 
simultaneously. In breast-feeding increased demand stimulates increased 
milk supply.113
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We have seen above some evidence of the respect in which some 
nurses were held by their former charges, but in contrast to this we find in 
Attic comedy that nurses are often caricatured as greedy and self-indulgent. 
The nurse who puts eating and drinking, especially the latter, 114 before 
everything else, is presented in several plays, including Roman adaptations 
of Greek originals. Phidippus says sarcastically to the nurse in Terence's 
Hecyra "but when you have eaten and drunk your f ill,  see that the boy is fed 
too" (769), and in Plautus's TrucuJentus the courtesan Phronesium demands 
money from Stratophanes, whose son she claims to have borne, saying ". . . 
the nurse has needs - in order that she may have milk, she must drink 
large quantities of vintage wine day and night" (903 - 904). A character in 
Menander's Pseudherakles makes a promise to the tit9tv- "about wine, Nurse, 
say not a syllable. If you are blameless in other respects you shall 
celebrate always the sixteenth of Boedromion the whole day through" (fr. 
454 Koerte). (Plutarch records that after the victory of the Athenians under 
Chabrias at Naxos in 376 BC Chabrias used to give the Athenians a 
wine-festival every year on the 16th of Boedromion.) In Menander's Samia 
the slave Parmenon, referring to the old tit9 ti, calls into the house, 
"Chrysis, give the cook everything he asks for. And keep the old woman 
away from the jars, for heaven’s sake!" (301 - 303).115 In Euboulos's 
PamphiJos there Is a Tpoq>o<; who drinks: it seems that a young man 
attempts to get access to a girl by making her Tpcxpog, who evidently is s till 
her companion, drunk. It is not difficult to do: he simply has the innkeeper 
of a tavern nearby mix a xoOq of wine for the nurse, and watches her drink it
with astonishing speed.116
Does all this reflect an undue propensity on the part of real nurses 
to overindulge in wine? Aristotle expresses the opinion that wine is not 
good for infants nor for their nurses, and adds that It perhaps makes no 
difference whether It is the Infants themselves or their nurses who drink it
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( Somn. 3, 457 a 14 - 16), and he believed that it was one of the ways in 
which epilepsy might be caused in a young child ( ibid 457 a 7 ff ). It is 
quite likely that Aristotle had observed the fact that the effects of alcohol 
are passed on to an Infant through the milk of the nurse who drinks a large 
quantity of wine. Soranus certainly knew about it: one of the reasons why 
the wet-nurse must not be given to drinking is that the consumption of an 
excessive amount of wine affects the milk and makes the baby sluggish and 
drowsy, and may even cause trembling, apoplexy and convulsions, just as 
sucking pigs become sluggish and stupefied when the sow has eaten the lees 
of wine (1. 32. 88 , 263. 17 - 21 Rose). The comparison with the behaviour of 
pigs perhaps suggests that the phenomenon was more often to be observed in 
pigs than in humans. At 1. 34. 96 (272. 3 - 7 Rose) Soranus warns against 
thinking that because the wet-nurse is not harmed by wine the infant w ill 
not be harmed either; wine is too strong for the infant's constitution, and 
most of those fed carelessly w ill be seized with epileptic fits. In Muscio's 
Latin version of Soranus's Gynaecology, part of the remedy for watery milk 
is "let them wash less often and drink wine frequently" (99, 35. 21 Rose), 
but Soranus's actual advice for ameliorating this condition is, among other 
things, "a litt le  wine" (oivapicp), if the baby whom the nurse is suckling is 
old enough (1. 35. 98, 274. 6 - 7 Rose). On choosing a wet-nurse, Soranus 
advises looking for the quality of self-control, both in sexual matters and in 
drinking (1. 32. 88 , 263. 7 - 21 Rose). It is very unlikely that doctors 
prescribed large quantities of wine for nursing women (except in the case of 
Musclo just quoted), or that they considered wet-nurses specially bibulous. 
Nurses, like everyone else in ancient Greece, would have drunk wine, but the 
significance of the tippling old women in comedy, who often happen to be 
former li iBon, is above all a comic significance. They were stock figures 
on the stage. We are not Justified in concluding that this notoriety was 
earned by real-life nurses, any more than that of apoplectically angry
fathers or slaves who tried to orchestrate their masters' lives.
In a fragment of Antiphanes's Misoponeros (159 Kock) we find 
wet-nurses mentioned in a comic catalogue of dislikes: "Then, aren’t the 
Skythians extremely wise, who give their babies as soon as they are born 
the milk of horses and cows to drink? And, by God, they don't bring in those 
witches, wet-nurses, and paidagogoi in their turn, a greater <evil than whom 
does not exist, next to> midwives, Heaven knows. They surpass all, after 
mendicant priests, by God. For they are by far the most disgusting tribe of 
all, not to mention fishmongers . . ". Prejudice against nurses was not 
confined to the comic stage. In a passage by the third-century BC Cynic 
philosopher Teles, on how pleasure is not an end in Itself, preserved by 
Stobaios in his FJorilegium (4. 34. 72 Hense), we find the following reasons 
why early childhood is not enjoyable: "If the infant Is hungry, the nurse puts 
It to bed. If it  Is thirsty, she washes it. If It wishes to go to sleep, she 
takes up a rattle and makes a noise". The nurse Teles is writing about is a 
Tpotpoq, but in the next sentence he says, "if it  makes Its escape from the 
wet-nurse .. ." (eL 6' eKTreipevye T f|v  t i t 8 t ) v ) ,  which shows that he is thinking 
of nurses In general, wet and dry. This Is not merely a disparagement of 
nurses: It also Implies the Inability of the Infant to make its wants clearly 
known, an Idea we have already seen expressed by others (above, pp. 47 -48  
and 72). Moreover, when the child has escaped from the nurse, it falls into 
the hands of Its teachers of gymnastic, reading and writing, music, and 
drawing, and so on, and Teles goes on to catalogue the other disagreeable 
experiences that await the Individual on his journey through life. The 
account is entertaining, and the criticism of nurses should not be taken 
literally. It Is Interesting, however, as resembling the kind of low view of 
nurses and their habits with which comic dramatists liked to entertain 
their audiences, and as echoing the scornful attitude of Plato towards 
women chlld-carers, especially nurses. But even in comedy there are old
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servants, former wet-nurses, who loyally stand by their mistresses, and 
such women are familiar from tragedy too. In both comedy and tragedy they 
are stock characters, close enough to their real-life counterparts to be 
believable, but with characteristics exaggerated and stereotyped for the 
purposes of stage convention. Affectionate illustrations of these nurses 
with infants in their arms are found in terracotta figurines, dating from the 
period when Menander wrote his comedies.116®
The cheapest way to feed a baby was for the mother to breast-feed 
it herself, and it is therefore to be expected that most families of low or 
moderate incomes used this method, except when ill-health or difficulty in 
suckling on the part of the mother prevented it. (Though the fact that 
doctors sought to remedy cases of dried-up milk supply and other 
breast-feeding difficulties, suggests that some women preferred to try to 
overcome their difficulties rather than give in straight away, cf. Hlpp. Nat 
Mut 93, VII 410. 10 ff. LI, Mu/ 1. 44, VIH102 LI, Ep/dA. 10, V 148. 24 Li.). 
It would also have been welcome, when breast-feeding continued, as it 
probably often did, for up to two years, as a convenient, If not entirely 
reliable, means of birth control - of helping to leave a gap of two to three 
years between children. (And breast-feeding on demand is a more effective 
contraceptive practice than feeding by a pre-determIned schedule.) On the 
other hand, If another child was wanted as soon as possible, this would have 
been a reason for the mother not to breast-feed herself, or to give it up 
after a few weeks. There was, in the classical and Hellenistic periods, no 
apparent censure of women who preferred, and could afford, to give their 
babies to nurses to feed. From the abundant allusions to titScci, we may
infer that many of them did so.
Lactation, once successfully established, can continue, given
continued stimulus from an Infant's sucking, for several years, a fact which
would have enabled a wet-nurse to stay in business for long periods
between the births of her own children.117 An observation by the author of
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H A l . W  (5... 5 27 - 30) suggests that breast-feeding women did continue 
to suckle their children for a lengthy period, by modern European standards 
at least. [Women] have milk until they again become pregnant". Soranus 
would have solid foods introduced from about six months onwards (see p. 93 
below), but approves the continuation of breast-feeding until the infant has 
enough teeth to bite and chew properly, at the age of about eighteen months 
to two years (1. 41. 115 - 116, 287. 25 - 289. 17 Rose). Plutarch's little  
daughter s till had a wet-nurse at the age of two, when she died (Ator 608 D, 
610 E). In the absence of evidence to the contrary, we should assume that, 
in previous centuries also, most children continued to be given the breast 
for over a year and often for two years, and that for much of this time 
breast-milk was supplemented by other foods.
We have seen above (pp. 62 - 66 ) that several philosophers and
physicians taught that the fetus partook of its mother’s milk while in the
womb. We find in their writings occasional references to the subject of
milk-feeding after birth, though no detailed ancient study of the subject
exists, and the matter was evidently one which in this period men were
content to leave for the most part in the hands of women. Later writers
seem to have taken more interest in the subject, and we find in Soranus and
in Aulus Gelllus (quoting Favorinus) opinions about various aspects of the
breast-feeding of infants. A couple of these merit brief attention here, and
it seems to me that they are the kind of thing that might have originated as
popular beliefs, which were current for centuries before they were written
about. The belief that indulgence in sexual intercourse by a nursing woman
spoils her milk is found in Soranus, who claims that the diversion of sexual
pleasure cools affection towards the baby and spoils and diminishes the
milk, or even dries it up completely by stimulating menstruation or bringing
about conception (1. 32. 88 , 263. 8 -13  Rose).118 The earliest allusion to a
belief of this kind appears to be in an Egyptian papyrus of 13 BC, where a
contract with a wet-nurse for a female slave-child forbids her to spoil her
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milk, sleep with a man, or become pregnant during the period of
breast-feeding (B6U IV 1058, pp. 86 - 89). I can find no allusion in any
author belonging to the period under study to a belief that it was better for
a nursing woman to abstain from sexual intercourse in order to preserve her
milk and not spoil it. Medical and scientific writers of the fourth century
BC held that the recurrence of menstruation diminishes the milk,119 but
evidence is lacking to show whether they thought that sexual intercourse
stimulates menstruation or that the act of intercourse itself spoils the
milk by disturbance. Another belief associated with the feeding of infants
was that the infant takes in the qualities of its nurse with the milk. Aulus
Gellius attributes this to the moralist Favorinus {NoctesAtticae 12. 1), as
one of the arguments that a mother must breast-feed her children herself.
Favorinus declares that, since milk is formed from blood, it is just as
important as blood and semen in forming parental likeness of mind and body
in the child, another's milk w ill harm the newborn's nobility of body and
mind, especially if the wet-nurse is a slave or a barbarian, dishonest, ugly,
unchaste and bibulous; the temperament and quality of milk of the nursing
woman is important in forming character, as milk is imbued from the
beginning with the material of the father's semen, and transmits as well
mental and physical characteristics of the mother. His argument is based
partly, it  appears, on popular prejudice and superstition, and partly on a sort
of pseudo-science, and, lest these should fail to convince, he quotes Homer,
on the influence of the sea and hard rocks in begetting Achilles, and Virgil,
on Dido's taunt to Aeneas: “fierce Hyrcanian tigresses suckled you". Soranus
does not support this view of the influence of milk. He simply says that
parents must choose a wet-nurse who is not bad-tempered, since the baby
grows to be like the nurse In disposition (1.32. 88, 264. 1 - 3 Rose). But he
probably does not mean that temperamental qualities are transmitted in the
milk, but rather that the infant w ill tend to be influenced by and copy the
nurse's temperamental habits. Soranus was probably aware of the belief we
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have seen advanced by Favorinus, and, characteristically, he does not 
endorse an argument for which he could find no scientific basis, but he does 
not reject the, probably popular, view that the nurse's temperament does 
have some influence on the nursling's. For the period under study, the view 
seems to have found written expression only in poetry: Theokritos says of 
Eros that he is so cruel, he must have been suckled by a lioness ( /tf 3. 15 - 
16).
Let us look at one theory about the feeding of milk to infants that 
is found in classical authors, before we leave the subject of the feeding of 
human milk to babies. One of the functions of milk, according to two 
authorities, namely Demokritos and the author of the Hippokratic On Flesh, 
was to form teeth. Demokritos is known to have held the following views on 
the deciduous teeth from what Aristotle says in criticism (OA 5. 8 , 788 B 
10 f f .): animals shed their teeth because they are formed prematurely (ttpo 
copag); according to nature creatures grow their teeth when they are mature; 
and the cause of their premature formation Is suckling. It is Intrauterine 
nutrition that Is partly responsible for tooth-formatlon, according to Cam. 
(12, VIM 598. 1 1 - 1 7  Li.): the firs t teeth are formed from the diet In the 
womb, and after birth from the milk sucked by the Infant. Demokritos, like 
the author of Cam, was one of those who thought that the fetus took 
nourishment with Its mouth (see above, pp. 63 - 64), and it is possible that 
he, like Cam, held that the Intrauterine nutriment also contributed to the 
formation of teeth. However that may be, Aristotle Is vehement in his 
refutation of Demokritos, saying that nature does not provide what Is not 
needed, and that teeth are only necessary for the creature to process Its 
food after suckling has ceased, and he asserts that "suckling Itself 
contributes nothing". But he does accept that the temperature of the milk 
has something to do with the growing of teeth, saying the warmth of the 
milk makes the teeth appear sooner", adducing the proof that sucklings
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that get warmer milk grow their teeth sooner, and explaining that heat is 
conducive to growth.120 HA1. 10 (587 B 16 - 18) echoes Aristotle's remark, 
all those whose nurses have warmer milk grow [teeth] more Quickly". It is 
interesting that Cam, connects healthy teeth with healthy eating; 
remarking that the teeth formed from the firs t nutriment (reading, with 
Deichgraber, < o l  o c t t o  > T f | ?  t t p u t t i i ;  T p o t p f y ; )  fall out when the child is seven 
years old, the author says that in some children they fall out even earlier if 
they are formed from unhealthy nutriment (VIII 598. 14 -1 6  Li.) Although 
this authors reasoning is based on his theories of tooth-formation, it is 
possible that what he observed were cases of scurvy, which is indeed 
caused by inadequate nutrition.
Non-breast feeding of infants: Weaning
There is no direct evidence for the use of the milk of animals, such 
as goats and cows, for feeding babies in the period under study.121 In the 
words of the character in Antiphanes's flisoponeros (fr. 159 Kock) who 
envies the Skythians their good sense in giving babies the milk of horses 
and cows to drink (quoted above, p. 80), lies the implication that Greeks not 
only did not use these animals' milk for the purpose, but did not usually give 
their babies non-human milk at all. Certainly, when authors such as 
Aristotle mention the feeding of milk to babies, human milk is meant
Nevertheless, it would be surprising if animals' milk, particularly
that of goats, was not sometimes used too. Greek literature gives a couple
of hints about this, Herodotos tells a story of an attempt by Psammetichos
of Egypt to discover which was the oldest nation on earth. He had two
newborn infants placed under the charge of a herdsman, with strict
instructions that they were to hear no human voice, and the herdsman
brought goats to them to feed them (2 . 2 ): it has been noted that this means
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. . goats not milk that the babes may nurse not drink".122 A leap across the
centuries takes us to Longus s Daphnis and Chloe, where an exposed baby is
discovered by the goatherd Lamon being suckled by a goat, who bestrides the
infant carefully, so as not to tread on it with her hooves, while the baby
draws the milk just as if it was at its mother's breast. Lamon takes the
child home to his wife, and they decide to keep it as their own and entrust it
to the goat to suckle, naming it Daphnis ( 1 . 2 -  3 ).12^  Daphnis and Chloe
later put their own children under a goat and a sheep to feed ( 1. 39 ).
According to Hyginus, the herdsmen who found the baby Aigisthos put him to
a goat's udder to feed (Fab. 87 Rose), These stories might be classified
along with all the other tales of miraculous nurturing by animals, were it
not for the fact that foundlings of more recent times are known to have been
put directly to the udders of goats to feed. The significance of this for
ancient practices has been pointed out by William Calder III in a recent
article, where he draws attention to an account of the use of goats to suckle
children in the Foundling Hospital in Florence in the last century - "not a
modern innovation but an ancient survival",124 Direct nursing at a goat’s
udder may well have been a useful standby in the countryside, if the
mother's milk failed or the mother had died, and no wet-nurse was
available, as well as for foundlings picked up to be reared, in an age when it
was d ifficu lt to keep supplies of milk fresh, direct udder nursing would
have presented itself as an obvious solution in emergencies. I think that it
is unlikely that this practice was known in the towns. It does not occur to
Plato to make use of it in the Republic for the offspring of the Guardian
class who are to be reared in a nursing-pen apart from their mothers.
Instead, the mothers are to be taken to the pen to give suck, supplemented
when necessary by other women who have milk, and the officials in charge
of the nurslings must "contrive by every possible device that mothers do
not recognise their own children. Childrearing is to be made as easy as
possible for the women of the Guardian class (460 c - D). If direct udder
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nursing from goats had been a sight familiar to fifth-century Athenians, 
might not Plato have anticipated the foundling hospitals of Europe?
Animal milk may also have been given to babies by means of small 
vessels with a spout ending in an artificial teat, a number of which vessels 
have been found, some of them in the graves of infants.125 But these vessels 
were also used for giving children water and wine mixed with water, as 
mentioned by Soranus,126 and perhaps less often for milk (cf. pp. 91 -  93 
below), though the goats' milk mixed with honey which he recommends for 
some newborns may have been given by this method (see n. 121 above).
Wine mixed with water was always one of the fluids given to
children of all ages in antiquity. In Homer we read of Phoinix offering wine
to the child Achilles, which did not always go down well: "Often you would
wet the front of my tunic, spitting out the wine in your sorry helplessness"
( / / 9.  489 - 491). In classical times wine was offered even to very young
infants (id naidia .. .toc vfpua, Hi pp. Salubrb, VI 80. 18 ff. Li.). Medical and
scientific opinion appears to have been unanimous in its attitude to this:
whenever it is mentioned, it is to advise giving wine well-watered or little
in quantity. The Hippokratic treatise On Regimen m Health advises bathing
infants in warm water for a long time and giving them to drink
watered-down wine that is not completely cold. The purpose of this is to
minimise swelling in the stomach and flatulence, which in turn w ill reduce
the risk of convulsions, and result in bigger babies of a healthier colour (6 ,
VI 80. 18 - 82. 2 Li.).127 Aristotle took a very similar view to this when he
gave in On Sleeping and Waking (3, 457 A 4 ff.) an explanation of the causes
of epilepsy, particularly epilepsy that strikes in sleep: wine causes
flatulence, especially red wine, and when breath is carried upwards in
quantity, it  then descends and swells the veins and blocks the passage
through which respiration takes place; this is why wine is bad for infants
and for their nurses, for possibly it makes no difference whether it is they
themselves or their nurses who drink it, and why they must be given it
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watered down and in small quantity. The author of HA 7. 12 obviously 
draws on this when he writes, of convulsions in infants, "harm is done, in 
regard to this illness, by wine, red rather than white, and wine that is not 
mixed with water, and most foods that induce flatulence . . . "  (588 A 5 - 
8).128 In his very brief treatment of the subject of infants' diet in Politics 
(7. 15) Aristotle simply says that infants should be given little  wine, 
because of the illnesses it causes. The author of the Hippokratic treatise On 
A irs Waters Places gives another reason for giving infants well-watered 
wine. He associated it with that other ancient plague of infancy, bladder 
stone. Milk that is not wholesome but too warm and bilious in nature is a 
major cause, since it heats the bowels and bladder, thereby also heating the 
urine, thickening it and producing sediment. The author indicates that he 
considers wine also to be a possible contributory factor with the words "and 
1 maintain that it is better to give infants wine watered down as much as 
possible, for it heats and dries up the veins less" (9, II 40. 5 - 7 Li.) 
Finally, the aphoristic work On Nutriment hints (more than this it is 
impossible to say) that wine is not good for babies, in the words; "Milk [is] 
nutriment, for those to whom milk [is] a natural nutriment, for others not, 
for others wine [is] a nutriment, for others not" (33, IX 110. 7 - 8 Li.)
Soranus too recommends the use of water or a litt le  watered-down 
wine for an infant's thirst, after a meal of solid food, or a small piece of 
soft bread that has been dipped in wine mixed with water (1. 41. 115, 288.
14 - 24 Rose). None of these authorities states that infants should be given 
no wine at all. The most that can possibly be expected is that infants w ill 
be given only a little , and well diluted with water. Therefore we should 
infer that the use of wine for infants was universal, and that it was not 
always as well watered as the doctors would have liked. Water that was 
less than pure would have had some of the harmful bacteria destroyed by the 
alcoholic content of the wine, and perhaps the hygienic aspect of adding
wine to water for infants (though not the reason for it) was appreciated.
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Wine was regarded as a wholesome, strength-giving drink, and so it was 
considered natural to give it to infants. Its immediate effects, if not the 
possible longer-term ones, would probably have been welcome to most 
child-carers, in that it rendered babies sleepy. A lone voice pleading for the 
complete absence of wine from children’s diet is Plato's, who in the Laws 
proposes, as one of the measures to encourage children to be keen on 
singing, a complete ban on wine for children up to the age of eighteen, 
"teaching that fire must not be poured upon fire either in body or in soul, 
before they proceed to set to work at their tasks, thus bewaring of the 
excitable nature of the young" ( 666 A).
Bladder stone in children is a condition that is several times
mentioned in the Hippokratic corpus, and this may provide a clue about
inadequate nutrition given to some infants in classical Greece. The
connection has been pointed out by Paul Todd Makler in an article in which
he applies recent discoveries about bladder stone in children living in the
poorest countries of the world to the problem of its occurrence in the
ancient world.129 The author of On Airs Waters Places describes bladder
stone in infants, a condition he has noticed in boys more than in girls (9, II
40. 2 - 42. 6 Li.). He attributes the formation of the stones to the heating of
the bladder and urine, and the consequent production of solid matter out of
the urine. He describes the effect this has on urination, and the behaviour of
children thus affected. He mentions unwholesome milk as one of the causes;
hot and bilious milk heats the bladder and urine, producing the effects he
has described. The greater warmth of the bladder and the whole body of
infants is given as the reason for the occurrence of bladder stone in infants
and its non-occurrence in adults by the Hippokratic treatise On the Nature of
flan {\ 2, VI 62. 21 - 64. 10 Li.). The author of Diseases 4 gives a much
more detailed description of bladder stone in infants (55. 1-7,  VII 600. 3 -
604. 17 Li.). He too attributes it to unwholesome milk, from a nurse whose
own diet is impure. The impurities in the milk are passed through the
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Infants digestive system into the bladder, where they become concreted
into sediment and then stone. This process is described in detail, as are the
symptoms to be observed in those affected. In Aphorisms 3. 26 (IV 498. 4 -
5 Li.) stone is listed as one of the common complaints occurring in children
who have passed babyhood, and Epidemics(6. 3. 7, V 296. 3 - 4 Li.) notes
that 'concretion after urination [occurs] more in infants" and asks "is it
because they are warmer?" Refusal to cut for stone is one of the
undertakings given in the Hippokratic Oath (IV 630 Li,). The condition was
evidently well known to classical doctors, In contrast, idiopathic bladder
stone in children is almost unknown in the developed countries of the
modern world. But in Europe before the 20th century and in many of the
poorer nations today it was and is quite common. In 1972 the World Health
Organisation held a conference on the subject, and it was revealed that
bladder stone affecting children aged about one to three years (and more
boys than girls) was common in communities accustomed to begin feeding
their infants rice gruel at an early stage - even as early as one week -
with a corresponding reduction in milk feeds. It is generally agreed that the
condition is caused by a diet deficient in protein and fat, which brings about
a chemical imbalance and the formation of stones in the urinary tract. The
disease disappeared from Europe in the early 20th century because of
improved nutrition. But in poor countries many undernourished mothers have
inadequate milk, and gruel is substituted in the diet of babies, this
substitution may become a custom and continue even when mothers have
enough milk. Makler concludes that we may assume that the population of
the ancient world shared many of the economic conditions of impoverished
regions today, and that the causes of bladder stone in children then were the
same as now. Poverty led to inadequate milk production in some nursing
mothers, and to the substitution of non-protein food for milk in early
infancy. This substitute, Makler suggests, was probably barley gruel, which
was a staple of the ancient world’s diet and is very frequently mentioned in
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the Hippokratic corpus.
A confirmation that very early feeding of cereal was practised in 
Soranus s day is found in Soranus's criticism of those women as too hasty 
who after only forty days try to give their babies cereal food. "Until the 
baby has become firm it should be fed only on milk" advises Soranus (1. 41.
1 15; 287. 26 - 288. 5 Rose). And it may be no coincidence that one of the 
Hippokratic authors who describes bladder stone in infants also mentions 
the lack of milk experienced by many mothers in a particular area, though he 
ascribes this not to inadequate nutrition; but to the hardness and harshness 
of the water found in a district exposed to cold winds with hard; cold water 
{AerA, II 22. 6 - 8 Li.).
Thin gruel may have been one of the foods given to infants by means 
of clay feeding vessels, some of which have been found in children's graves 
(cf. p. 87 above.) Water, milk, watered wine and honey-mixtures may also 
have been given in this way. The only literary reference to them is found in 
Soranus, who says, in the context of weaning: "If the baby sometimes 
becomes thirsty after its meal, water or watered-down wine may be given 
to it by means of the artificial teats (uetpiXoTexvnpevcov BnAuv). For the 
baby draws the liquid safely from them little  by little  just as from the 
breasts" (1. 41. 115, 288. 20 - 23 Rose), Such vessels were in use for 
centuries before Soranus's time, as the archaeological evidence shows. If 
they were used for milk or gruel they must have been responsible for many 
infant deaths, for most of them were impossible to clean thoroughly, and 
this puts these litt le  pots in a rather macabre light, found, as they were, in 
infants' graves.
They have been described and illustrated in several articles and
books (see Figure 1, following p. 97).130 Many of the small "guttus -type
vessels were used to f i l l  lamps with oil, but others, which appear to be
related to the lamp-fillers in form, have a spout that is conical with a
pointed end and a very small opening. There is general agreement that these
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vessels were used as feeding bottles for infants, and that they are the
vessels referred to by Soranus as having artificial teats. What their
everyday name was is unknown. They are distributed all over the
Mediterranean region. The lamp-filler type dates from the fifth  century BC
onwards, and many are of Attic make. Attic feeding bottles of the late
fourth century are particularly common. Snijder conjectures that the hard
thin spout of the feeding bottle was somehow covered round, to make it
more teat-like.131 Snijder went on to identify a certain variant on the
guttus, which had until then been confused with the simple feeding bottle,
and, like it, was found in children's graves, but which had in fact a
somewhat different function. This is the breast-pump: it was used to
extract milk from the breast of a lactating woman, which might then be fed
to the baby through the spout. The breast-pump looks at firs t sight like the
conventional ancient feeding bottle, though it is usually higher and more
domed than the fairly flat-topped guttus. The essential difference is found
when the base of the pump is observed: it has a round opening from which a
vertical channel leads inside the vessel. Snijder had the ancient apparatus
tested by his colleague Professor van Rooy in the women's clinic at the
University of Amsterdam, where it was found that it suited the purpose of
breast-pump very well. The experiments revealed two possible ways of
using the vessel. It could be filled with water and then placed with the
opening in the base over the nipple and with the spout facing downwards,
opening and closing the hole of the spout with the finger lets small
quantities of water escape, and creates an intermittent vacuum inside the
vessel; this produces suction and draws out the nipples to make them longer
and freer, thus the milk soon begins to flow and the baby can attach itself
more easily to the nipple. Alternatively the vessel, empty of water, could
be placed over the nipple, and suction of the spout by the mouth employed to
produce a much stronger sucking action and f il l the cavity with milk, which
might then be given to the child. The breast-pump might have been used in
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the latter way by women suffering from the painful condition of fissured 
nipples, for whom it was imperative that they continued to breast-feed; and 
relieving the fissured nipples of the infant's sucking would have been the 
best way of treating them.132 Some of the breast-pumps illustrated by 
Snijder have a phallus-shaped spout, a feature shared by some of the feeding 
bottles. Snijder interprets this, like the Medusa head found on others of the 
vessels, as a potent symbol for protecting children from the evil eye.133 
Some of the gutti are decorated with pictures of children playing.134
Infants were commonly fed at the breast for a year, and often for 
as long as two years, and cereal and other foods were introduced during this 
period. But the occurrence of bladder-stone and the criticism by Soranus of 
those who introduce cereal meals at forty days suggest that some babies 
were weaned from milk at a very early age (see pp. 8 9 - 9 1  above). The 
Greek verb for weaning is onroYccXccKTtfeiv. Some nursing women 
discouraged their charges from seeking the breast by putting a 
bitter-tasting substance on the nipple.135 We learn this from a snatch of 
dialogue from a fragment of Diphilos's comedy Synor/s (7SK; .0:
A: "He's angry? A parasite - and he's angry'2"
B: "No, but he has anointed the table with gall and weaned himself 
of it, like the babies."
Soranus disapproves of this method, saying that it is harmful to wean 
suddenly by smearing something bitter and foul-smelling on the nipples, 
because the sudden change has a damaging effect and the injury done to the 
stomach by the drugs can make the infant ill (1. 41, 116, 289. 13 -1 7  Rose) 
Soranus would have weaning done gradually, by the introduction of solid 
foods from six months onwards, and the gradual withdrawal of the breast 
when the child is around eighteen months or two years old. He gives various 
instructions about which foods to introduce and which to avoid, about the 
best season for weaning, and about the general management of feeding at 
the period of weaning.
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Pre-mastication of food for infants was another practice of nurses 
and parents. Aristophanes uses this as a metaphor for Kleon's treatment of 
the Athenian people: "And you feed him [sc. the demos] badly, just as the 
nurses do. You chew [the food] and put a little  in his mouth, and swallow 
down yourself three times as much as he" (Knights 716 - 718, cf. Souda T 
687 Adler).136 Athenaios reports a story from Klearchos's Lives that 
Sagaris the Mariandynian was so lazy that he was fed from his nurse's 
mouth right into his old age, so that he might save himself the trouble of 
chewing (530 C). It is one of the habits of Theophrastos's Unpleasant Man 
that he w ill "take the baby from the nurse and feed it himself with food he 
has chewed, and call it  pet names, while making loud kissing-noises and 
calling it 'Daddy's litt le  scally-wag'" ( Characters 20. 5). It is the 
tastelessness of such behaviour, rather than the unhygienic aspect of the 
feeding, that Theophrastos finds so repulsive. Since there was no 
knowledge in the ancient world of germs and bacteria, feeding an infant 
with food chewed in another's mouth was found acceptable by most people. 
The firs t caution against the practice in the extant sources comes from 
Soranus, who advises sometimes giving the infant a piece of bread softened 
by diluted wine, "for food chewed up into morsels is harmful because it is 
imbued with phlegm" (1.41. 115, 288. 23 - 26 Rose).
The word for feeding infants by putting morsels into their mouths 
is In Aristophanes's Lysistrata (17 - 19) Kalonike, while
assuring Lysistrata that the women w ill come, explains that domestic 
responsibilities make it d ifficu lt for them to get away: "One woman has to 
fuss around her husband, one has to waken the servant, one has to put the 
baby to bed, another to wash it, another to give it its food (evcbpiaev).137 
According to Aristotle {Rhet. 1407 a 2 - 3) Perikles said that the Samians 
were like litt le  children who accept the morsel of food (tov ycouov), crying 
all the while. A litt le  bit of bread was probably the most usual yco|j6<; or
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vcoMLcrija. In Aristophanes's Clouds (1380 - 1385) Strepsiades rebukes his 
son Pheidippides for ingratitude and catalogues all the things he did for him 
when he was an infant: "Considering that I was the one who reared you, you 
shameless wretch, for I understood all your baby-talk, whatever you meant1 
You only had to say "bru" and I'd know what it was and give you a drink. 
"Mamma" you'd say, and up I’d come with bread for you. And you could hardly 
say "kakka" before I'd have you out the door holding you out in front of mei" 
(cf. commentary ad Joe in Dover's edition of Clouds, Oxford 1968)
Feeding of older infants
When children became able to put food into their own mouths and 
thus feed themselves, the time had come for them to acquire some 
tab 1 e-manners. The writer of the treatise On the Education o f Children, 
which has been incorrectly ascribed to Plutarch, deplores the neglect of 
serious educational matters by parents who think it important "to accustom 
their young children to t ake their food with their right hand and scold them 
if they stretch out their left" {Mor. 5 A). The Scholiast on Aristophanes's 
Peace 123 quotes an ancient saying applied to greedy children who ask for 
what they ought not to have:
f j v  8 ’ o l v o v  a t i q ,  k o v 8 \ ) \ o v <; o o j t c p  S l S o v ,
"if he asks for wine, give him a taste of your f is t”. There seems to be a pun 
on kovSuAoq, knuckle, depending on its similarity to KavSuXog, a kind of rich 
dish or sauce, and this saying explains why Trygaios in the comedy tells his 
daughter, on his departure in search of food, that when he returns she w ill 
get
x o M O p a v  ( j t e y a A r i v  K a l  k 6 v 5 u \ o v  o y o v  eTT’ a U T q
(cf. notes ad. loc. in Rogers's edition , London 1913, and Platnauer’s edition,
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Oxford 1964). Greed and bad behaviour at the table were probably among the 
things which, we are told in Plato's Protagoras, parents sought to 
discourage "with threats and blows" (325 c - d): "Beginning from when their 
children are small, and continuing throughout their lives, they both teach 
and rebuke them. As soon as the child can understand what is said to him, 
nurse, mother, paidagogos, and the father himself make every effort to have 
the child turn out as well as possible, teaching him and demonstrating to 
him by every act and word that this is right and that is wrong, this is good 
and that is bad, this is holy and that is unholy, and that he must do this and 
not do that. And if he obeys willingly, good, but if not they straighten him 
with threats and blows as if he were a bent and twisted piece of wood. 
After this they send him to school...".
When children began to be able to chew solid food and feed 
themselves they were probably given smaller quantities of the sort of food 
eaten by the rest of the household. Girls were probably given less to eat 
than boys. Xenophon in his Constitution o f the Lakedaimonians (1.3) says 
that in states other than Sparta girls who are well brought up and who are 
eventually to become mothers are reared on the most moderate amount of 
food that is practicable and on the smallest possible quantity of delicacies. 
They are given either no wine at all or only watery wine. He goes on to point 
out that girls are expected to work their wool sitting down, and complains 
that lack of exercise w ill hardly f i t  them to produce magnificent children, 
and contrasts this with the Spartan insistence on exercise for girls. It is 
unclear whether Xenophon also has female infants in mind in what he says 
about feeding; certainly the remarks about the sedentary occupation of girls 
can hardly apply to children under the age of five or thereabouts.
It was in Sparta that the diets of boys were carefully regulated to
prevent over-eating. Our authority for this is again Xenophon, who contrasts
the austere upbringing given to Spartan boys with the treatment received by
children elsewhere. Other Greeks, he says, "consider their childrens
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stomachs the measure of the food they need", whereas Lykourgos ordained 
that the boys undergoing the Spartan agoge should have small meals, so that 
they might become accustomed to working on an empty stomach, and that 
they might grow up slim and tall, and with the capacity to forage for 
themselves (Lak Pol 2. 1, 5, 6, 7). These prescriptions are for the training 
of boys past infancy. Did the deliberate under-feeding of Spartan children 
begin before this? Plutarch says that one of the disciplines imposed by 
Spartan nurses on their infant charges was that they made them contented 
with their diet and unfussy about food (TToietv .. . euKoika Tatg Sioutcxk; kocI 
acriKxa, Lyk, 16. 4). Behind his words may lie the implication that they did 
not indulge Infants in their demands for quantity, any more than for quality 
and type, of food.
It is likely that with the possible exception of Sparta, Greek girls 
were given less to eat than their brothers, though at what age this 
distinction in feeding began Is unclear. Soranus advises his readers to pay 
no heed to the people who advocate weaning baby girls six months later than 
boys, and notes, correctly, that some female babies are stronger and 
fleshier than many males (1, 41. 117, 289. 24 - 290. 2 Rose). Some parents 
and nurses throughout antiquity may have offered baby girls more food, if 
they shared the idea, criticised by Soranus, that they were weaker. Others 
may have fed their daughters less than their sons from Infancy onwards, 
believing that boys required more food because their growth and health were 
more important. Many children throughout antiquity would have been 
malnourished simply because there was not enough food to go round (cf. pp. 
89 - 90 above).
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Notes to Chapter One
1 Sokrates, who describes himself in Plato's Theaitetos (149ff.) as 
the son of a midwife, claims to practise midwifery in a metaphorical 
sense. He says that midwives are always women who have borne children, 
but are past the age for childbearing and that their skills consist in 
diagnosing pregnancy, alleviating labour pains by drugs and incantations, 
easing difficulties in childbirth, causing abortions, and matchmaking. This 
last skill, according to Sokrates, they take even more pride in than they do
in opupakoToiJLia. although they usually decline to practise it for fear of 
being thought to be procuresses.
2 The authenticity of Book 7 of HA has been questioned, firs t by 
Aubert and Wimmer (Aristoteles Thierkunde, Leipzig, 1868, pp. 7 - 11), 
who conclude, mainly from the infelicity of some expressions used in it, 
that it was not written by Aristotle. Dittmeyer, in his Teubner edition of 
1907 (pp. vii - ix) agreed, citing H. Kuhlewein's research into 
correspondences between Book 7 and various Hippokratic passages 
( Philologus 1884, 42, pp. 127 - 132), and pointing out several 
un-Aristotelian expressions. D'Arcy Thompson remarked that nearly half of 
the contents of Book 7 may be closely parallel ed with GA Books 3 and 4 
( The Works o f A ristotle translated into English, Vol. 4, Oxford, 1910, note 
on 581 A). But French scholars later reaffirmed the book's authenticity (J. 
Tricot, Aristote, Histoire des Animaux, Paris, 1957, and Pierre Louis, 
Aristote, Histoire des Animaux, Paris, Les Belles Lettres, 1964, Vol. 1, pp. 
vii - xi), on the ground that Its faults are hardly more serious than those to 
be found in certain other Aristotelian works. Pierre Louis, in his 
introduction to the Bude edition, discussing Books 1 to 9, explains their 
defects by the suggestion that Aristotle must often have added new 
information to his scientific works or reproduced old notes without always
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taking care to integrate them into the whole, and elsewhere he maintains 
that HA "comme la plupart [des ouvrages] du Corpus aristotelicum, 
renferme des d£veloppements qui appartiennent certainement a des 
moments divers de la carriere du philosophe" ("La classification chez 
Aristote" in Autour dAristote: Recueil d'Ctudes de Phiiosophie ancienne et 
medievaie o ffe rt a/i. A. Mansion, Louvain, 1955, p. 302, cf. note 32). Simon 
Byl has more recently made a study of Aristotle's debt to the Hippokratic 
corpus (Recherches sur les grands traites bio/ogiques dAristote: Sources 
ecrits et Prejuges, U.L.B., 1973, pp. 73 - 141) and has redirected attention 
to a pamphlet by Franz Poschenrieder, Die Naturwissenschaftlichen 
Schriften des Aristoteies in ihrem Verhditnis zu den Buchern der 
hippokratischen Sammlung Bamberg, 1887; I have not had access to either 
of these works. Cf. S. Byl, "Les grands traites biologiques d’ Aristote et la 
Collection hippocratique" in Corpus Hippocraticum: Actes du Coiioque 
Hippocratique deMons (22 - 26 Septembre 1973), ed. by R. Joly, pp. 313 - 
326, especially pp. 315 - 316, 319 - 321. While Byl may have succeeded in 
proving that the borrowings from the Hippokratic corpus found in HA1 no
more indicate non-Aristotelian authorship than those found in GA or 
elsewhere, it seems to me that enough doubts remain to make the 
suggestion of Otto Regenbogen a welcome one, especially as applied to Book 
7, viz that Aristotle's successors in the Peripatetic school used his HA as 
a basic text which they augmented and expanded with their own 
observations (Kieine Schriften , ed. by Franz Dlrlmeier, Munich, 1961, p. 
274).
3 This normally happens, after modern methods of cutting and 
clamping or tying, between the fifth  and tenth days from birth (A. J. Keay 
and D. M. Morgan, Craig's Care o f the Newiy Born infant, Edinburgh etc., 7th 
edition, 1982, p. 118). Soranus gives as the time three or four days or 
more, Gyn 1. 38. 110, 285. 3 - 4 Rose.
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4 eocv 6e pf| ctuve e^XOi  ^ EbObg to ucttepov, e£cj ovTog ocOtoO tou ttcu&lou.
6ctq ocTTOTepveToci cnTo6e9iEVTOQ toO opcpaXoO (Dittmeyer). Cutting Inside (i.e. 
between) two ligatures must surely be the significance of ectco. . .  opupaXou, 
according to the best emendation of the corrupt text of this sentence. Even 
if the original text is not recoverable, it is s till most likely that cutting 
between two ligatures was the procedure here described. Cf. Soranus, Gyn
1. 27. 80 (251. 2 ff. Rose): M-rj e^prmevoo 8e toO yopiou kcctcx &bo tottouq 
coToPpoxtfeiv 6et tov obpayov (used here interchangeably withopcpaXov) k<xI
tote (iETa^O 8iaK0TTTEiv k t\., showing that this was the recommended
practice in the 2nd century AD. Dittmeyer's emendation is to be preferred 
to that of Aubert and Wimmer in AristoteJes Thterkunde : eav 8e uh
ctwe£;eA8i3 to ucttepov, e^ co ovTog ocutou toO ttcci£>iou, ouk EuOug cxttotepvetcu
aTTo8E8EVTog toO 6jj(pa\oO, although it is probably the case, even if not 
stated in the HA passage, that it was generally considered better to 
extract a retained placenta before cutting the cord, if  possible. In the 
Hippokratic Mul 1. 46 (V III 106. 6 -  8 Li.) it is explained how the 
afterb irth  is sometimes retained in the womb so that it can only be 
expelled w ith difficulty: toOto 8e yivetou qv payf) o opcpaXdg n apccOiq 
UTTOTapq h 6p<pa\riT6|iog tov 6p<paX6v toO Tiai8 iou upocrdEV t\ to xopiov 
E^iEvai ek tcjv |j.r)Tpecov. The prominent word apaSiq implies that if the cord 
is cut skilfu lly  in such circumstances it may be done without harm; and the 
unusual verb uTTOTocpq presumably signifies something different from the 
usual aTTOTEpvco, such as "cuts away from under". Soranus seems to advise 
delaying the cutting of the cord in such circumstances, unless the operation 
to extract the placenta required more than a lit t le  time {Gyn. 1. 22. 73, 244. 
5 - 1 3  Rose).
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5 Aline Rousselle, in Porneia: On Desire and the Body in Antiquity 
(translated by Felicia Pheasant), Oxford 1988, p. 52 says that the avoidance 
of any metal tool for cutting the cord was a Roman taboo, whose 
abandonment was urged by the Greek doctors Soranus and Galen. Vet there 
is surely a possibility that the Greeks also had a superstitious aversion to 
iron for this purpose: Plutarch reports that people do not take iron into a 
sanctuary, and that the archon of Plataia was not allowed to touch iron 
{/dor 819 E, Aristeides 21.4). Cf. also G. E. R. Lloyd, Science, Foikiore and 
ideology, Cambridge, 1983, p. 170 and note 195.
6 Cf. D'Arcy Thompson's translation of HA in The Works o f A ristotie  
(above, note 2) 588 A 1 - 12 and his note 9, where he suggests that the 
convulsions beginning with spasms in the child's back might be a symptom 
of neonatal tetanus.
7 For gynaecological work cf. Hipp. Mul 1. 68 (VIII 144. 22 - 24 LI.):
Tf|v &e InTpevoucrav Ta crTopocTa (SC. tcov OaTepcjv) paXBaKco? e^avoiyeiv, Kal 
hpejjia toOto 8pav, optpaAov 5e £uve(pe\Kecj8(xi tcp epPpGcp - the female 
medical assistant here may well have practised on other occasions as a 
midwife. The double role can be seen clearly at Hipp. Cam 19 (VIII 614. 8 - 
12 Li.) where midwives are referred to as "female healers who attend 
women In childbirth"; such women would have practised their healing arts 
on their own, as well as occasionally collaborating with male doctors. Cf. 
Fridolf Kudlien, Der griechische Arzt in? Zeitaiter des He/ienismus, 
Abhandlungen der geistes- und soziaiwissenschaftiichen K/asse der 
Akademie der Wiss und der Literatur, Mainz, Jahrgang 1979, No. 6, p. 89; 
G. E. R. Lloyd (1983) pp. 69 ff. There is epigraphical evidence for the 
combined role of midwife and doctor in an Athenian gravestone set up by a 
former patient to a "midwife and doctor" called Phanostrate i/6  1 i/iii2 
6873, cf. Christoph W. Clairmont, Gravestone and Epigram, Mainz on Rhine,
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1970, 53, pi. 25, pp. 130 - 131). The inscription reads: 
pocia kcu laipoQ $avoorpaTr| evOa&e keitcci,
[ojuOsvi \uTTri<p>a. Traaiv 5e OavoOaa tto9eivt|- 
The re lie f depicts the female dedicator seated, clasping the hand of the 
midwife-doctor, with three young children standing and seated around. The 
role of female medical practitioner is discussed by Helen King in her 
article "Agnodike and the profession of Medicine" PCPS 212 (N.S. 32), 1986, 
pp. 53 - 77, especially pp. 59 - 60: "The validity of a distinction between 
‘m idwife’ and ‘obstetrician1.. .  must be questioned". In Lysias's lost speech 
Against Antigenes there is a reference to a general agreement among 
midwives and doctors that a fetus is a living creature: cocnrep oi iccTpol kou. 
al patai aTTe(pf)vavTo, fr. 8a Thalheim.
8 Cf. also 157 C - D: . . .  eIjju ccutcjv ayovog. ere be pcueuopcu . . 
E^ax&evroQ be to t ' r\br\ cjKEYopai eiV avepiatov eite yovipov ava<pavf)creTai. 
Also 160 E - 161 A and passim, ending with 210 B: oOkoOv TaOTa pev navia h 
paieuTiKf| f)MLV texvti avepiata (pnci yeyevfjcrdai Kal ovk a^ia Tpocpfjg;
9 I disagree with M. F. Burnyeat, who says that this aspect of
Sokrates's midwifery "has no analogue In ordinary midwifery”: “Sokratlc 
midwifery, Platonic Inspiration", BiCS 24, 1977, p. 8.
10 The manifold Implications of the bathing of newborn infants are
discussed by R. G1nouv6s In Baianeutlkt : Recherches sur Je bain dans 
i'antiquitd grecque, Bibiiothbque des dcoies franqaises dAthbnes et de 
Rome, Fasc. 200, Paris, 1962, pp. 235 - 237.
11 Cf, Hipp. Carn. 19 where the author refers anyone who might wonder
at a baby being born at seven months to the female healers who attend
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women in childbirth: el 6£ tiq poOXeTcu Kal toOto iXey^oa, pd6iov- Trpog tocq 
aKecrrpi&ccg cci TTocpeicri t^cti TiKToOa^aiv e\Quv tjxjBegBcj (VIII 614. 10 - 12 
Li.).
12 It s till enjoyed popular recognition in Menander's time, as we can
see from Gellius's quotation from Plokion (fr. 343 Koerte) and his 
discussion of it (3. 16. 3). In a passage about the length of gestation in 
humans he quotes the line yvvfi toiei &eKoc pfjvas; (or 6e«apTiva), adding that 
Caecilius, who wrote a play with the same name and plot and extensive 
borrowings from Menander's play, included the eighth month as a possible 
period of delivery, although it was omitted by Menander:
"soletne mulier decimo mense parere?
pol nono quoque
etlam septimo atque octavo".
We may infer that the character in Menander's play affirmed that birth was 
possible in the seventh, ninth and tenth months. Plato makes use of the 
same popular assumption in Rep. 5. 461 D - in the ideal state children 
w ill not remain with their parents after they are born, and to avoid any 
danger of unwitting Incest later on, fathers w ill consider all children their 
offspring who were born in the seventh or tenth months after they became 
bridegrooms. The firs t mention of a seven months' child is found in Homer 
/ /  19. 114 - 124, where Hera makes the wife of Sthenelos give birth to 
Eurystheus In the seventh month of pregnancy, and prevents Alkmene from 
giving birth at the due time, so that Instead of Herakles, Eurystheus 
inherits Zeus’s prophecy and promise that the man born on that day would 
be lord of all around. Probably of much later origin was the idea that 
Apollo, who enjoyed an association with the number seven (e066ueiog and 
eP&onaYeTTis were among his epithets, and he was said to have been born on 
the seventh day of the month - see Pauly's RE 2. 22 - 23) was a seven
months' child; Schol. on Plnd. Pyth. hypothesis (Boeckh II p. 297), Schol. on
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Kali. Hymn. 4. 251 (Schneider p. 128). Lucian makes Hermes tell Poseidon 
that Dionysos was removed from Semele's womb as a s till unfinished fetus 
of seven months and was put into Zeus's thigh to reach completion and birth 
in the tenth month (D Deor. 9), cf. a passage wrongly ascribed to Cornutus 
in De Nat. Deor p. 10 (Osann). This must be the kind of thing Arnobius had 
in mind when he refers scathingly to goddesses giving birth to seven 
months' children ( 3. 10).
13 Cf. W. H. Roscher, Die enneadischen und hebdomadischen Fristen und 
Wochen der aitesten Griechen, Abhandlungen der phi I-h is t Klasse der 
Konigi Sachsischen Gese/ischaft der Wissenschaften, 21, No. 4, 1903, 
especially pp. 67 - 68.
14 Alexander of Aphrodisias, in Met 28. 30 ff. (p. 38 Hayduck). Cf. 
Prob. 2. 47 (I. 65 Ideler): "Why are seven months’ babies viable ((Gbcjipa), 
and eight months' not? Because the number seven Is perfect by nature, as 
Pythagoras and the arlthmologers and the muslcol^gers testify. But eight is 
Imperfect." Cf. also Diogenes Laertius 8. 29, of Pythagorean belief: "The 
embryo firs t congeals In 40 days and receives its form, and the baby is 
completed and brought forth according to the ratios of harmony In seven or 
nine or at the most ten months".
15 Sarah George, Human Conception and Fetal Growth, A Study in the 
Development o f Greek Thought from the Presocratics through A ris to tle , 
Ph.D thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 1982, devotes Chapter 4 of her 
thesis (which I read only after writing most of this chapter) to "The 
Importance of Number", and discusses numerical theories found In the 
Presokratlcs, Hlppokratlcs and Pythagoreans in relation to viability. Her 
Interest, and therefore her emphasis, Is different from mine In that It 
relates to theories of number In fetal development rather than the
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influence of theories of viability on the treatment of the newborn infant. 
Her view that popular belief in the viability of the seven months' child 
pre-dates and influences its treatment by scientists and doctors coincides 
with mine. She sums up: . . there are enough Indications to the effect
that the Greek tendency to seek order, proportion and harmony in nature did 
play a role in their embryological thinking. But there is certainly no 
consistency" (p. 225).
16 The hebdomadic schemes of Diokles and Straton are discused by J. 
Mansfeld in The Pseudo-Hippocratic Tract tiepi 'ebaomaaqn ch. I - 11 and 
Greek Philosophy, Assen, 1971, pp. 162 ff., where he gives a wealth of 
Interesting detail about the hebdomad in medicine and embryology in 
particular, passim, especially pp. 156 - 204. The relevant passages in 
Nlkomachos and Macroblus are presented in parallel by W. H. Roscher In "Die 
hlppokratische Schrift von der Slebenzahl in ihrer vlerfachen 
Uberlleferung", Studienzur Geschichte undKu/tur desAitertums, 6, 3 and 4, 
Paderborn, 1913, pp. 91 - 98.
17 Cf. Galen Phil H ist 122 (644. 23 Diels): Diokles and Eplkouros said
that the eighth month was viable, aTov6iepov 6e. About the Stoic language 
attributed to Diokles by Nlkomachos (65. 1 - 2 de Falco) see J. Mansfeld 
(1971) p. 168 and note 65.
18 R. Joly, Hippocrate, VI 2, Les Belles Lettres, 1972, pp. 131 - 137.
19 It is elsewhere in the Hippokratic corpus used to refer to
dislocation of a joint (Fract: 1), expulsion of the afterbirth (Aph 5. 49), 
decay of flesh, sinews, etc. (EpidZ. 4) and detachment of the eschars {A rt 
11): L.S.J. eKTTTcoatQ II. Cf. K. DeichgrSber, Pseudhippokrates Ober die
Nahrung, Abhandlungen der geistes~ und sozialwissenschaftlichen Klasse
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der Akademie der Wiss und der L it in Mainz, Jahrgang 1973, No. 3, pp. 59 - 
60.
20 The manuscript traditions and order of the chapters are discussed 
in detail in the editions of H. Grensemann, Hippokrates Oder 
Achtmonatskinder, Uber das Siebenmonatskind (unecht), C. M. G I 2. 1, 
Berlin, 1968, and R. Joly Hippocrate, XI, Paris, Les Belles Lettres, 1970, and 
in the critical reviews of each, by R. Joly in Gnomon 42, 1970, pp. 329 - 
332, and by A. Anastasiou in Gnomon Ab, 1973, pp. 531 - 535, respectively; 
further in J. Jouanna, "Tradition manuscrite et structure du traite 
hippocratique Sur ie foetus de huit mois", R E G  86, 1973, pp. 1 - 16; R. 
Joly "La structure du Foetus de huit mois", L Antiquite Ciassique 45, 1976, 
pp. 173 - 180; and Ch. Irmer, "Monacensis Arabicus 805 und Scorialensis 
Arabicus 888; Zwei arabische Bearbeitungen zu de octim estri p a rtu ", 
Hippocratica, Actes du coiloque hippocratique de Paris, 4 - 9  Sept 1978, 
1980, pp. 259 -264. Grensemann's ordering of the text (he prints Hipp. 
Sept as part of O c t) and his numeration are used here, followed by the 
equivalent in Littre's edition of 1851. The question of authorship does not 
concern us here; suffice it to point out that Grensemann has argued for the 
authorship of Polybos, son-in-law to Hippokrates: Der Arzt Polybos a/s 
Verfasser hippokratischer Schriften, Abhandlungen der geistes- und 
sozialwissenschaftlichen Klasse der Akademie der Wiss und der L i t  in 
Mainz, Wiesbaden, Jahrgang 1968, No. 2.
21 The firs t 40 days of pregnancy are, according to this theory, the 
most critical, for then the danger of miscarriage is at its greatest. At the 
end of the firs t 40 days male fetuses are completely formed. The firs t 40 
days after birth are also critical, and if the newborn survives these 
unimpaired it  has a good chance of thriving. The critical sixth tetrakontad 
is the main subject of the treatise ( 1. 9-  16 Gr., VII 448. 21 - 450. 27 Li.).
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The crisis periods for pregnancy and fetal development correspond to 
observable periods at which significant stages in postnatal development 
are reached (1 Gr., VII 446. 12 - 452. 3 Li.). Cf. Epid.2. 6. 4 (V 134. 2 - 4 
Li.), where the child is said to develop in the seventh, ninth, and tenth 
months, in which the voice develops and it gains strength and control over 
the hands. Here pre-natal and post-natal development may be clearly seen 
to have been, in the author's mind, mirror images. The birth of infants with 
deformities {Oct. 9 Gr, VII 444. 1 - 1 5  Li.) is adduced as a further 
indication of the sufferings of the eighth month, which in such cases reach 
an aTTocTTacric at this period, that is, a crisis point after which the harmful 
effects of the Illness become concentrated in one part of the body, allowing 
the rest of the organism to come through. This too is a parallel with adult 
or post-natal pathology. We should note here too that the hebdomad Is not 
completely neglected by the author of Oct, who says that the firs t seven 
days after conception are the ones on which miscarriages most commonly 
take place, the seventh month is the earliest at which birth can take place, 
and children undergo various changes In the seventh month of life Including 
the cutting of teeth. Finally, the full-term children are born after seven 
tetrakontads in the womb ( 1 . 3 - 4  Gr., VII 446. 19 - 448. 4 Li.). Cf. the 
importance accorded to multiples of seven at Oct 1. 8 Gr. (VII 448. 11-21 
LI.).
22 One of these Is the displacement of the fetus In the seventh month, 
when it  is said to pass into "the part which has yielded" (eg t o  vmeUav), 
after the membranes which previously contained it have slackened; there it 
usually continues to be nourished and wait out its time (6. 1 Gr., VII 438. 
12 - 17  Li.). Cf. HA 7. 4, 583 B 30 - 31, see p. 28 above. Could this be the 
author's way of describing the so-called lightening, when the fetus s head 
descends into the pelvic cavity at the end of the eighth month in a firs t 
pregnancy? (The discrepancy in time need not worry us too much: there are
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lots of such inaccuracies in ancient medical observations.)
23 The date of conception is d ifficu lt enough to ascertain exactly even 
with today's advanced state of knowledge, and in fact the modern method of 
calculating gestational age relies, for the sake of convenience, on counting 
from the firs t day of the last menstrual period, which strictly speaking 
gives menstrual rather than gestational age. (Even then, mistakes may 
easily be made, and gestational age is repeatedly checked by reference to 
the fetus's development and size, by means of ultrasound scan for example). 
Since in a 28-day cycle ovulation w ill normally occur around the 14th day, 
the estimation of conception at the fifteenth day of the cycle would usually 
have been fairly accurate.
24 Dated to the beginning ot the 4th century by K. Deichgraber, Die
Epidemien und das Corpus Hippokraticum, Berlin, 1971, pp, 74 - 75. For the 
relationship of Ep/d 2 to Oct. cf. Grensemann, Der A rzt Polybos (above, 
note 20) pp. 68 -77.
25 Along with the other divergences from GA we find an inclination
towards a hebdomadlc structure for certain aspects of gestation and 
Infancy. For a discussion of these and their implications see J. Mansfeld 
(1971) pp. 176- 178.
26 it  is Interesting that ancient Greeks (presumably mothers,
midwives and nurses) knew of the benefit to premature Infants of contact 
with wool. This knowledge was rediscovered by the medical profession in 
Britain in recent years, and premature babies are now laid on woollen 
fleeces, on which It has been demonstrated that they thrive more.
27 Cf. 6A A. 6, 7 ’5 A 1 - 4, where the same thing is stated.
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28 At 6A 4. 6, 775 A 33 - B 2, it is women belonging to nations in
which the females have a life of hard work who are said to give birth
easily.
29 The many correspondences between HA 7 and certain Hippokratic 
writings including Oct. have been noted by H. Kuhlewein and others, cf. note 
2 above.
30 Diokles and Aristotle are linked by Censorinus in their belief in the 
viability of the eight months' child, cf. p. 23 above. Wellmann, Die 
Fragmente der SikeHschen Arzte Akron, Philiston und des Diokles von 
Karystos, Berlin, 1901, prints both the Aetius and the Censorinus passages 
together as Diokles fr. 174.
31 Cf. Orensemann, Der Arzt Po/ydosiabove, note 20), p. 79.
32 It is worth noting that 280 days is nowadays said to be the average
duration of pregnancy, calculated from the firs t day of the last menstrual 
period, not from the date of conception as Oct would have it. The period of 
gestation from the date of conception is actually about 266 days. Modern 
"delivery at term" is said to occur between the end of the 37th and the end 
of the 41st week (i.e. from the 259th to the 287th days). Cf. note 23 above, 
In Britain today, a baby is said to be viable at the 28th week of pregnancy 
at the earliest, and abortion may legally be performed before this date 
(even though in practice with modern medical care some infants born at 22 
weeks may survive and grow up). The nearer the birth is to the 40th week 
of pregnancy, the more mature and therefore the more likely to survive the 
baby is said to be. (Keay and Morgan [1982] p. 52; Gordon Bourne, Pregnancy 
London and Sydney, 1984, pp. 79, 84, 113).
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33 E.g. Carn. 19 (VIII 610. 3 - 5, 10 - 12 Li.), Genit. 5 Jo. (VII 476. 23. 
ff. Li.), Nat Puer. 13. 1 - 2 Jo. (VII 532. 14 ff., 534. 8 ff. Li.). References to 
the Hippokratic On Seed and On the Nature o f the Child are from Robert 
Joly's edition in Hippocrate Vol. XI, Paris, Les Belles Lettres, 1970, and 
their equivalents in Littre’s edition.
34 I am grateful to Mrs. Miriam Mcllvride for reading Part One of this 
chapter in draft and making several suggestions about obstetrical matters.
35 Cay Llenau, Hippokrates Uher Nachempfangnis, Gedurtshilfe und 
Schwangerschaftsleiden C. ft. 6. I 2. 2 Berlin, 1973, pp. 66 - 67.
36 Reading, with Lienau, okotocv <pf)> yovimov yevriTai Troa&iov.
Cornarius, and following him, Llttre, proposed <o0> yovi[iov.
37 Nat. Puer. 19. 2, 21. 1 Jo. (VII 506. 9 - 11 ,  510. 18 - 21 Li.)
describes the fetal development of nails, saying that nails take root in 
about three months for males, and about four for females. (HA 1. 4, 585 a 
26 - 28 says that women who have eaten too much salt give birth to infants 
without nails.)
38 Swelling of the face, feet and so on (oedema) Is one of the 
Indications of pre-eclampsia, which would Indeed have constituted a great 
danger to the fetus In ancient times. Whiteness of the ears, nose and lips 
(and possibly the sunken eyes, Indicating tiredness) could perhaps be an 
Indication of maternal anaemia - Is this what is meant by "watery 
blood"?
39 For the sake of clarity I use the term "superfecundation" to mean
the conception of another fetus when a woman has already conceived
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(either immediately after the initial conception [which is possible] or some 
time after [which is impossible, but was thought possible in ancient times, 
see note 40]), and "superfetation” to refer to the fetus so conceived. The 
Greek terms for the superfetation are to emKvrma, to emKvriOev, to 
eniKvovpevov and to eTuyovov. Superfecundation is f) GTiLKvricriQ or f) 
eTTicrviMriVi'C ■
40 Ancient belief in superfecundation held that it  was possible for a
woman to conceive a second time during pregnancy at some point, either
sooner or later, after the firs t conception. Modern medical science accepts 
that superfecundation is possible, but only if two ova are released during 
the same menstrual cycle, and two acts of sexual intercourse follow 
closely one upon the other. Ancient belief in superfecundation is outlined 
by Lienau (1973) pp. 98 - 99, and an account of the ancient sources is given 
by the same author in "Die Behandlung und Erwahnung von Superfetation in 
der Antike", ClioMedica, 6, 1971, pp. 275 - 285.
41 Epid'h. 1 1 (V 210. 12 - 212. 4 LI.); Viet. 1. 31 (VI 506. 8 - 13 Li.). 
In the latter passage, it is said that the superfetation also destroys the 
previously existing fetus. Cf. for this point HA1. 4, 585 A 4 - 23.
42 Cf.C. Lienau (1973) pp. 50-51.
43 But cf. Dox. Gr 411. 26 - 412. 18 (= VS 31 A 74) where the MSS.
say something very similar about the firs t breath tov ttputov foov, 
followed by a sentence beginning ttiv 6e vOv kcxtgxovctocv, which perhaps 
makes Diels's excision of ttputov redundant: cf. W. K. C. Guthrie, A History 
o f Greek Philosophy Cambridge, 1969, II, p. 219, note 4. There Is some 
slight evidence suggesting that Empedokles may have believed that the
fetus respired in the womb, or at least that it contained the element of air: 
I. M. Lonie The Hippocratic Treatises "On Generation", "On the Nature o f the 
Child", "Diseases IV", A Commentary Berlin and New York, 1981, p. 152.
44 VS 44 A 27, cf. Kirk and Raven, The Presocratic Philosophers, 
corrected reprint, Cambridge, 1963, 445, p. 341, note 1, and Guthrie (1969)
I pp. 278 - 279.
45 I. M. Lonie (1981) pp. 188 - 189 notes that the author of Oct held 
that the fetus respired in the womb, presumably through the umbilicus 
until birth. But Lonie's "presumably" is unnecessary.
46 Lonie (1981) pp. 147 - 156 deals thoroughly with pre-natal 
respiration in Nat Puer and in ancient embryology as a whole. To 
summarise respiration in Nat Puer, the seed "acquires breath", and the 
breath finds its way out again, and a second lot of breath Is drawn In from 
the mother. It continues In the same way, firs t of all being warm from its 
warm environment (everything which is heated emits air and draws in cold 
air by the same passage) and drawing in cold breath from its mother's 
breathing (12. 1 - 5 Jo., VII 486. 1 - 488. 13 Li.). The embryo grows (flesh 
growing from its mother's blood) and distinct members are formed by 
breath, by a process whereby like is attracted to join like. Head, shoulders, 
arms, legs, sinews, mouth, nose, ears, nostrils, eyes and genitals are 
formed. The upper parts of the body now respire through the mouth and 
nostrils, and the Intestines, filling with air, cut off and end respiration 
through the umbilicus. All its parts are formed by means of respiration 
(17. 1 -3  Jo., VII 496. 17 - 498. 17 Li.).
47 Hipp. Carn 6 (VIII 592. 1 - 1 6  Li.): "And the heat is greatest in 
quantity in the veins and the heart and this is why the heart has [though
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Deichgraber reads £A«ei for exei] pneuma, being the warmest organ in the 
human body. It is easy to perceive that the pneuma is warm [but Llttr6 
reads Tpetpov for Oeppov]: the heart and the hollow veins are in constant 
movement and the heat is greatest in quantity in the veins <and in the 
heart> [Delch.]. And this is why the heart draws [g \ k g i Li., Deich., following 
a correction in main MS., but Jo. has uncorrected reading exei] pneuma, 
being the warmest organ in the human body. There is another way of 
knowing this: if  someone decides to burn a fire in a house when no wind is 
blowing in [Deich. omits the negative] the flame moves, sometimes more, 
sometimes less; and a lamp burning moves in the same way, sometimes 
more, sometimes less, when no wind moves it [Deich. again omits the 
negative] that we can perceive to be blowing; and the cold is nutriment [or, 
fuel - Tpcxpnl for the heat. The infant in the womb compressing its lips 
sucks from its mother's womb and draws both the nutriment and the 
pneuma in by its heart; for this [sc. the TTveOpia: t o O t o  is a correction in the 
MS. for t o . but Deich. reads the original t o  - i.e. "the greatest mass of 
warmth is in the child when . . ."] is warmest in the infant whenever the 
mother breathes in. The heat provides the movement in it [i.e. the child, 
though Li. takes to mean the air] and in the other body [i.e. the mother's, or 
the rest of the mother's body], as well as in everything else."
4 8  Kcc! ocvtI  T T v e v p a T o g  t g  koci x v h &h ' o u tc o q  auyyGV'GGov', okgo? o u g i [& ']  
ocvayK r) e v  t ^ ctl pf|Tpt)CTi y L v e o S o c i o w r | 0 e i r | v  t g  g x o v t c c  k c u  G u p c v G ir iv . ttoccti
^ G V O IO T  X P h T a L  c b |J lO T G p O lC J l TG KCCl $ q p O T G p O lO l  KCCl fjo 'O 'O V ' G £r)v8p C O TT lC T |JG V 'O lQ ,
g£ cbv a v a y K r i  t t o v o v c  y iv G a S o c i ttoM oO q . ttoA A o O q 8 g koci 8 a v a T O U Q  (Cf. 3 . 4  
Gr.).
49 post partum vero utrum victurum sit quod effusum est an in utero 
sic praemortuum ut tantum modo spirans nascitur, septima hora discernit.
ultra hunc enim horarum numerum quae praemortua nascuntur aeris halitum 
ferre non possunt: quern quisquls ultra septem horas sustinuerit,
Intellegitur ad vitam creatus, nisi alter forte, quails perfectum potest, 
casus eriplat (Macrobius, fn somn. Sc/p. 1. 6. 67). Also recorded for Diokles 
by Nikomachos (64. 19 - 65. 3 de Falco): ... toc  t g  0 p e c p r i. g o c h tg p  G c r n a p n  t g  koc! 
K a T a  y a c j T p o ?  e B 8 o p a 8 i  5 i q ) K f ] 8 q .  o u t g o  K a l  p g t o c  t t ) v  y g v g c t i v  g t t to c  p g v  G o p a i?  
T f |V  K p iO T V  lO 'X e L  T o O  { f | V  f j  ( i f ) -  G p T T V G O V T a  y a p  T T a V T a  T p Q  p f j T p a ?  G ^ G p X E T a i  TOC 
T c A c a c p o p a  K a l  o u  v g k p o c  a T T o ic u r |8 G V T a ,  T rp o ?  8 g  T q v  t o O  a v a T T v c o p G v o u  a c p o ?  
T T O C p a 8 o X f lV . U (p ' O U  T O V O U T a i  T O  T f j?  V U X h C  e i 8 o ? .  K p iC TipG O TO C TO  B G B a i O U T a i  T Q  C
copa g t t i daTGpov. ?\ ftofiv f) davocTov. Cf. 6 1 .5 “ 13 de Falco, which compares 
the f irs t seven hours of the newborn child to the firs t seven hours of the 
sperm in the womb.
50 Of the opcpaXo?: o u y k g k p it o c i 8 ' gk < tgttocpgov> t o v  a p i f t p o v  Suo
cpA gBgo8 gov K a l 8 u o  a p T r ip iu v ,  & i' cov gl? B p G y iv  u X r| a tp a T iK f )  K a t TTvcupaT ik t )
TTapaKopi^GTai Tot? epBpuoi?, 1. 17. 57 (225. 16 -1 8  Rose); again of the 
umbilical cord: tcov EVTOcu9a ayyGiGOV to a n d  Tfj? kuouot)? atpa Kal TTVGupa 
&iaKoviKco? GTTiKGXopnyriKOTGov Tcp aupaTi tou 0pG(pou?, 1. 27 80 (250. 19 ~21 
Rose); Cf. . . .  o ti koAAti&gv 8gi to oTTcppa 8iaTpe(pecr9ai, XapBavGi 8g Tpocpqv 
a n d  Tfj? GTTKpepopevri? uAtiq alpaTiKq? tg Kal nvGupaTiKfjg 1. 10 38 (204. 4 - 6  
Rose). At 1. 17. 58 (226. 26 - 227. 6 Rose) Soranus speaks of respiration 
(avaTTvof)) taking place through the umbilicus, as part of the argument of 
those who deny the existence of the amniotic membrane.
51 Cf. Gyn. 1. 28. 81 (251. 22 - 25 Rose) where Soranus, remarking 
that the sudden drop in temperature occasioned by the newborn infant's 
f irs t exposure to air provokes immediate crying, also fa ils to connect this 
crying w ith the f irs t establishment of healthy respiration.
52 Sarah George (1982) has a useful discussion of nveOpa at pp. 151 
ff. On the connection between breath and soul or life, she writes: ". .. the 
association of life with breath or air is a commonplace among peoples 
everywhere. A new-born infant must begin to respire at birth in order to 
live, and the cessation of breathing was ...  a sure sign of death. This kind 
of observation led, in many cases, to an identification of breath with soul. 
Among the Greeks, a belief In the connection between soul or some divine 
entity and breath or air was a part of their philosophy virtually from the 
beginning, and so probably represented . . .  one of their fundamental 
presuppositions" (pp. 153 - 154). However I differ with her in her 
contention that the evidence on the fetus's reception of "this vitalizing 
force . . . seems to come down on the side of breath entering after birth" 
(pp. 1 5 4 -  155).
53 In saying that some non-vlable fetuses are "smothered" or "devoid
TT6of breath" (ano.TTviYpepoc) by the eighth month, HA 7. 4 (583 b 31 -  584 A 1)K
perhaps hit upon the truth: prolonged lung deflation, due to absence of 
sufficient amniotic fluid, would indeed deprive the newborn infant of its 
chance of survival.
54  Cf. I. M. Lonle's discussion of the relationship between theory and 
experience in Hippokratic authors, (Lonie [1981] pp. 158 ff.) and the 
examples of popular beliefs which figure in ancient medical theory cited by 
G. E. R. Lloyd (1983) pp. 82 -  83. Examples of mistakes about observable 
phenomena: the length of lochial discharge in Nat. Puer. 18. 1 - 8 Jo. (VII 
498. 27 - 506. 2 Li.), and certain observable facts of childbirth such as 
uterine contractions, also in Nat Puer. (30 Jo., VII 530. 20 - 538. 28 Li.), 
cf. Lonie's commentary, esp. p. 245.
55 It may be as well to mention here that my conclusions here and in
the final Chapter (Conclusions) differ slightly from those of R. Etienne in 
his paper Ancient medical conscience and the life of children," Journal o f 
Psychohistory 4, 1967, pp. 131 - 161 (translated by Michele R. Morris), 
especially pp. 152 - 154, although he does not restrict his interest to the 
newborn, as I do here. He comments that "infant medicine was the poor 
relative of ancient medicine", and is of the opinion that doctors were not 
very interested in it. Although he refers to a wide body of evidence, he 
makes very litt le  of the Hippokratic work On Dentition . This is a 
collection of thirty-two brief statements about infant nutrition and 
pathological conditions in infants (mostly in unweaned infants), of 
uncertain date, but probably post-classical. It offers no theories or 
arguments, but appears to be simply a catalogue of observations already 
known to medicine, perhaps handed down through several generations of 
doctors. It might have been used as a manual for paidiatric practitioners. 
Some of the observations are true, some wide of the mark. Some of the 
symptoms mentioned are symptoms of tuberculosis, gastroenteritis, 
tonsillitis and diphtheria. The work is mostly wrong about the causes and 
associated symptoms of these diseases. Many of the statements contain an 
element of prognosis, some of which are broadly correct. No specific 
advice about therapy is given, but treatment, albeit unspecified, is 
mentioned (12, VII 544. 22. - 23 LI.). This litt le  work shows that doctors 
did attend cases of illness in infants and offer prognosis and advice about 
treatment (though newborn Infants are not mentioned, and illness in 
newborn babies was probably a different matter, as I argue in this thesis). 
It is also a reminder that there was litt le  chance of success in curing an ill 
baby, even one past the neonatal stage. I am grateful to Dr. Colin Crawford 
for his helpful comments on Dentition.
56 The wrapping of the umbilical cord round the neck of some babies is 
a notably accurate observation by this author. Such infants often suffer
from oxygen deprivation, and this can lead to health problems, mental 
handicap, or even stillbirth.
57 The author may have observed that pregnant women who lose 
amniotic fluid for days or weeks before a premature birth often give birth 
to babies that do not survive. This has of course nothing to do with fetal 
nutrition; the loss of liquor amnii deprives the fetus of the means of 
inflation and deflation of its lungs, with the result that the lungs are 
insufficiently matured by the time of birth.
58 For some of the ideas behind these theories of sickness and 
deformity in infants cf. I. M. Lonie (1981) pp. 139 - 140.
59 H. Grensemann, Knidische Medizip Tell I, Berlin and New York, 
1975, pp. 80 - 115.
60 But does the fastening of a band of gold around the infant Apollo 
reflect an everyday practice using a more mundane material? It is just 
possible that the character in Kal lias's comedy Pedetai who says "because 
when I was a child I was bound with a sheaf-band" (ot' apaXXeicp uai? £>v 
efceOnv, fr. 18 Kassel and Austin) is referring to a band that bound him as a 
swaddled baby. It may also be related to the band passed around the cradle 
which held the swaddled baby, referred to in Hipp. Fract 22 (see p. 52 
above).
61 A similar observation is made by Sokrates in Xenophon's account of 
the philosopher’s lecture to his son Lamprokles about ingratitude to one's 
mother: "she . . .  cares for it, not in return for any reward, and without the 
baby's being aware of the person who helps it or able to communicate its 
wants to her", Mem. 2. 2. 5 (cf. above, p. 72).
62 Sextus Empiricus Adversus Mathematicos 1. 41. Cf. Pindar fr. 193 
(Snell): TrEVTaETripi? e o p T a  1 B outtoijitto?, e v  gc ttp c o to v  EulvacrO riv ayaTTaTO ?
Otto CTTTapyavoi?: the poet refers to his birth with the phrase "when I was 
firs t put to bed in swaddling bands". Cf. also Herodian’s phrase about 
Maximinus's fear lest the Senate and his subjects should pay more 
attention to -ra Tfjg y g v e c t e c o ? euTeXfi crnapyava than to his present position, 
7. 1. 2 Stavenhagen, and the phrase e v  crTTapyavoi? Kal yaXa^iv used of the 
infancy of the art of painting, by Aelian, VH 8. 8.
63 " Pannis invoJutus : a note on the vocabulary and practice of 
swaddling", Proceedings o f the Classical A ssociation,!!, 1975, pp. 17- 18.
64 William Cadogan, "the father of modern child care", wrote in An 
Essay upon Nursing, and the Management o f Children, from the ir B irth  to 
Three Years o f Age, London, (1st published 1748) 10th edition 1772, p, 11. 
"But besides the mischief arising from the weight and heat of these 
swaddling-cloaths, they are put on so tight, and the Child is so cramped by 
them, that its bowels have not room, nor the limbs any liberty, to act and 
exert themselves in the free and easy manner they ought".
65 Eg., William Cadogan (1772) p. 11: "To which [sc  tight swaddling] 
doubtless are owing the many distortions and deformities we meet with 
every-where". E. L. Lipton, A. Steinschneider, J. B. Richmond, "Swaddling, a 
child care practice: historical, cultural and experimental observations", 
Pediatrics, 35, 1965, pp. 521 - 567, quote more references to the subject.
66 In A rth ra l gk y e v e t i?  is opposed to fj Kal g t i  vrjTucp e o v t i  (IV 238. 2 
- 3 Li.), and a similar distinction is made at 60: o t a i  b' a v  v t i t u o i c j i v  g t i  
e o O o t t o  a p B p o v  o u tc o ?  o X ia O a v o v  p f) g p ttg o x i, fj Kal gk yEVEfj? o u tc o  yGvrjTai
k t\. (IV 258. 13 -1 4  LI.). At 29 gk YEvcfj? 5g fj ev au$f|crGi is opposed to 
nu^ GpGvcp (IV 140, 2 - 4 Li., cf. 236. 6 - 7 Li.). On the whole, therefore, I 
think that this author uses g k  yevEfj? to describe congenital conditions, and 
not loosely to describe conditions produced in the perinatal period.
67 W. L. Newman, The Politics o f Aristotle, vol. Ill, Oxford, 1902, 
comm, on 1336 a 10 - 12; Jean Aubonnet, Aristote, Politique, vol. Ill, part 
1, Les Belles Lettres, Paris, 1986, p. 108, note 13.
68 6. Lafaye, art. "Fascia" in Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire des 
Antiquites, vol. II. 2, p. 979; M. Mo'issldes, "La puericulture et I’eugenique 
dans l'antiquite grecque", Janus, 19, 1914, p. 295; R. Etienne (1976) p. 147.
69 Pol 8. 6. 1 (1340 B 27 ff.): Aristotle gives a partly humorous 
reason for his opinion that children ought to learn music by singing and 
making music themselves: Archytas's invention of the rattle was a good 
idea; "they give it  to Infants so that by using it they may not break the 
things in the house, for the young child cannot keep still. Just as this is a 
suitable occupation for babies, so is education a rattle for older children".
70 Aer. 20 (II 7 4 .  8  - 11 LI.): p o i k o c  5 g y ^ t o c i  Kal 3\a8Ga. t t p c j t o v  i j l g v  
o t i  o u  CTTTapYO cvouvTai g o c t t t g p  g v  AlYUTTTcp- o u  yocp vopuC ouC Ti 5 i a  T f)v  'iTTTTacririv, 
o k c o q  a v  g u g 8 p o i  g c j c t i v ,  H. Dlller ( Hippokrates Ober die Umwelt, CMG\. 2, 
Berlin, 1970). p o i k o c  and pXafcca were suggested by Wilamowitz for the 
MSS.' p o 'iK a  ("flabby") and n X a T G a  ("squat"), o u  y«p Is Heiberg's emendation 
of o u 8 g .  Others have wished to read GjerTTGpouS1 g v  A l y u t t t c p  v o m ^ o u c t i ,  on 
the ground that the Egyptians probably did not practise swaddling: see 
note ad Joe in W. H. 5. Jones's Loeb edition (Vol. I, London, 1923). The 
general sense is not in doubt; the Skythians have crooked and flaccid
bodies because they have not been swaddled; swaddling would help to 
produce the kind of physique useful for horsemanship.
71 Cf. Anec. Gr 1. 304. 14 -1 6  Bekker: aTTapyocvoMocTa: "the firs t 
bandages, bands In which the body of newborn Infants Is bound, to arrange 
it into a more straight and pleasing shape". Exactly the same idea lay 
behind the swaddling that was s till almost universal In Greece in the 
1950s, where babies were swaddled "to keep them from going crooked and 
to make their backs firm. The gesture of mother love is one of holding a 
firm, s tiff, straight bundle against the breast, not the crooking of the arms 
to accomodate a cuddling baby." Traditional swaddling, in which the baby 
was swaddled all over, was s till largely practised In the 1950s in the 
villages, and the custom of partial swaddling (e.g. leaving the arms and legs 
free by day after the fortieth day) was beginning to replace It, especially in 
the cities: Margaret Mead (ed.), Cultural Patterns and Technical Change, 
UNESCO, 1953, p. 83, pp. 97 - 98.
72 Aristotle saw a connection between movement In the fetus and 
newborn and a danger to the physical condition: he noted that in humans 
more males are born deformed than females, and explained that male 
fetuses move about more than female ones, and so tend to get broken more. 
The young creature ( t o  veov) Is easily damaged because of Its weakness (GA
4. 6, 775 A 4 ff.). It Is also worth noting here that he made several 
observations on movement In Infants: rising heat and moisture In the body 
produce sleep, and Infants sleep a lot because all the nourishment is 
carried upwards; the upper parts of infants are so full of food that for five 
months they do not even bend their necks, since much moisture rises 
upwards, and it  is probably the same condition that makes the embryo at 
firs t lie s till Inside the womb ( Somn Vlg 457 a 4 - 21); It is some time 
before Infants can control their head movements, because of the weight of
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the brain; later s till do they gain control over the movement of the upper 
parts of the body, and last of all over the parts whose movement is not 
connected with the brain, such as the legs ( GA 744 A 32 - 35); bipeds must 
have a lighter top half and a stronger and heavier bottom half to be able to 
walk, as is shown by the fact that infants cannot walk upright because they 
are top-heavy; as they get older the lower parts grow more, until they get 
big enough to enable them to walk upright ( /A 1 1 0 B 5-18).
73 M. Moissides (1914), p. 297, records that moulding of babies'heads 
was practised by women in Greece in his day: in Epeiros the midwife 
presses the baby's head vertically from top to bottom, and in Chios and 
elsewhere the pressing is done in circular fashion around the temples.
74 On artific ia l deformation of the skull from prehistoric times
onwards, see Srboljub 2ivanov1p, Ancient Diseases, translated by Lovett F. 
Edwards, New York, 1982, pp. 200 - 204.
75 It is worth noting here that the Amazons were said to dislocate the 
Joints of their male offspring while they were babies, some at the knees 
and some at the hips, in order to make them lame and thus unable in later 
life  to conspire against the female sex. Males were used as manual 
workers In sedentary occupations, The author of the Hippokratic treatise 
On Joints , after recording this, adds "whether this is true, I do not know. 
But I know that this would be the result of dislocating joints In Infants", 
Arthr. 53 (IV 232. 7 - 13 LI.).
76 Cf. Menander Samia, 225 - 226: "The baby was lying on the couch
where it had been dumped out of the way, howling".
77 A. D. Fitton Brown (1975) p. 17.
78 Hilde Ruhfel, Das Kind in der Griechischen Kunst: Von der
minoisch-mykenischen Zeit bis zum Heilenismus, Mainz am Rhein 1984, p. 
152, Abb. 36, 37, 60 - 63.
79 Lipton, Steinschneider and Richmond (1965), p. 539: "The literature 
seems to indicate that infants are often tolerant of prolonged restraint and 
may even demand to be swaddled later in the firs t year of life when 
weaning from the restraints is attempted. Others, however, readily give up 
the restraints and may demand early freedom." Cf. on p. 532, the experience 
of parents whose baby had been tightly swaddled in the Moscow hospital 
where she was born: "Upon reaching home and unbinding the child the 
parents discovered that she cried incessantly until she was rebound 
tightly." This is also attested to by the Navajo Indians, who keep their 
babies swaddled and bound to a board up to 18 hours a day for the firs t 
three months and thereafter gradually less and less: "... babies do get very 
attached to their cradleboards which they come to regard as a place of 
comfort. They clamour to be put on the board rather like western babies 
demand their bottles": from an article in the Sunday Times, 16.7.78, to 
which my attention was kindly drawn by Mr. A. F. Garvle.
80 Because the figure of twenty days seemed to contradict Soranus's 
statement in 31. 87 that maternal milk may be given after feeding with 
goats’ milk and honey for the firs t three days, Ermerins emended the MSS.’ 
eiKocri to Tpicov. But Soranus only permits maternal milk after the firs t 
three days If no wet-nurse can be procured for this period; moreover, he 
surely does not mean the firs t three days after birth (since for the firs t 
two of these no food Is to be offered at all), but the firs t three days of the 
feeding regime (above, p. 60). Twenty days does seem a surprisingly long 
period to withhold the mother’s milk, given that the colostrum period (not 
explicitly mentioned by Soranus) lasts only two to three days; and in order
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to prevent the milk from becoming a discomfort to the mother and then 
drying up, it  would have to be pumped out or sucked out by someone else 
during this time. Nevertheless, twenty days may well be what Soranus 
wrote: Caelius Aurelianus (or possibly Muscio) in his Latin version of 
Soranus's Gynaecology reads "maternum enim lac usque ad XX dies est 
separandum (Caelius Aurelianus Gynaecia, Fragments o f a Latin version o f 
Soranus's Gynaecia from a thirteenth century manuscript, edited by Miriam 
F. Drabkin and Israel E. Drabkin, Baltimore, 1951, Supplement to the 
Bulletin o f the History o f Medicine No. 13, p. 44); Aetius of Amida, who 
based this part of his medical work largely on Soranus said that it is 
preferable not to give the mother's milk before the fourth day, but his 
treatment of the subject is brief and cursory, and he may well have had in 
mind Soranus's advice about using the mother's milk after the firs t three 
days if  no wet-nurse is available, in 31. 87.
81 Colostrum is the translucent fluid, high in protein but lower in 
sugar and fat than milk, secreted by the maternal breast for the firs t two 
or three days after birth. It gradually changes in composition, until by the 
third or fourth day more milk than colostrum is produced, after which the 
proportion of colostrum continues to fall (Keay and Morgan [1982] p. 133). 
Colostrum helps to protect newborn babies from dangerous illness: its high 
content of lactoferrln inhibits the production of harmful bacteria, which 
might otherwise multiply in the baby's stomach and intestines and cause 
the vomiting and diarrhoea that in ancient times would generally have 
proved fatal. The Greek term for it is ttv6c, usually translated "beestings"; 
it  more often refers to the firs t lactation in animals than in humans, and 
was evidently prized as a delicacy.
82 Wolfgang Lehmann, Die Erndhrung des Sdug/ings im Laufe der 
Jahrtausende, Belp, 1954, p. 15, mentions that Hlppokrates advised waiting
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four days before giving the mother's breast; but I have been unable to find 
any reference to support this in the Hippokratic corpus. Aristotle's account 
is identical in most respects to that of Nat; Puer., and this theory of 
lactation may go back to Empedokles: cf. Lonie (1981) pp. 204 - 206. It 
probably also accords with an obscure reference to milk in primiparae, in 
Hipp. Epid. 2. 3. 17 (V 118, 9 - 10 Li.), which seems to connect the 
readiness of the milk with a change in the nutriment, at the end of the 
eighth month: t t p c o t o t o k c j v  toc yocAccktoc, T h e  p e v  O K T a p h v o u  a 7 T a p T i£ o u c r r ie .  T h e  
b e  Tpcxphe peTapaWoOoriQ.
83 GA 776 B 4 ff. gives an account of the concoction of the nutriment; 
milk is concocted blood; lactation and menstruation cannot take place 
together. Cf. Hipp. Epid 2. 3. 17: the next part of the reference to milk 
Quoted in note 82 above reads: 8io toc y & A o c k t c x , a&eAcpa t c o v  eTupnvicov, npoe 
8e«apr)vov t g l v o v t c j v  yevopeva, k o ck6 v  ("wherefore milk, which is related to 
the menses, when produced in women who are approaching the tenth month, 
a bad sign").
84 Cf. I l l  A 22 - 27 where Aristotle makes a similar point about the 
coincidence of the fitness for use of the milk and the birth of the child.
85 "For this reason Damastes deserves criticism for his advice that
the mother offer the breast Immediately to the baby, on the grounds that
nature has provided the early production of milk so that the baby may have
nourishment straight away. They also deserve censure who follow him in
this matter, such as the book they call "Apollonlon". For they wish by
persuasive language to make a clever evasion of the clear facts." The
reason given by Damastes, whoever he may have been, for the presence of
the mother's milk supply as soon as the baby was born, and his opinion of
its purpose, perhaps implies that he followed Aristotle on this subject. If
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the practice of suckling by the mother soon after birth required to be 
upheld by skilful arguments, it must have lost ground - to the school of 
opinion exemplified by Soranus - since Aristotle's day.
86 For much of what follows on theories of pre-natal nutrition, 
especially as expressed in Nat. Puer., 1 have made use of Lome's detailed 
commentary (1981).
87 The author apparently forgot that at a certain stage in the fetus's 
development, umbilical respiration, one of whose functions is to enable the 
fetus to draw off the nutrient material carried by the umbilical cord, is cut 
off, and replaced by respiration through the mouth and nose. Cf. above note 
46, and Lonie (1981) commentary on 17. 3 (p. 188) and p. 209.
88 Lonie (1981) concludes that his silence on the subject indicates 
that it  was probably not a view he shared: pp. 208 - 209.
89 D/ok/es von Karystos, BerlIn 1938, pp. 166 - 167.
90 The presence of fecal matter in the intestine of newborn babies 
was also noted by the author of Nat. Puer. and Mort). 4, who thought that flat 
worms are sometimes found in it, produced apparently out of putrefied milk 
upon which the fetus has fed while in the womb, Morb. 4 54. 2. Jo., VII 594. 
24 - 596. 10 LI. However this author does not say that the fetus imbibes 
milk through the mouth, as we have seen (above, p. 63).
91 What he saw w ill have been the clusters of chorionic v illi, the 
sponge-like or finger-like growths reaching from the placenta into the 
uterus, which are observable in many ruminants, and which in humans are 
only present in this form for the firs t 12 weeks of gestation.
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92 M. Schmidt, Didymi Chaicenteri Grammatici Alexandria! Fragmenta 
(1854), p. 220 fr. 14.
93 A. B. Cook in "The bee in Greek mythology", JHS 15, 1895, p. 6,
suggests that Euripides may have been familiar with this legend, since the 
Bacchants in his play draw milk, wine and honey from the soil. Ovid credits 
Dionysos with the discovery of honey, Fasti 736.
94 The prophetic connotation is also found in the Homeric Hymn to 
Hermes 552 - 563, where the Moirai feed on honeycomb and because of this 
declare the truth willingly; if deprived of honey they tell lies.
95 Ael. VH 10.21, 12. 45; Dio Chrysostom 64. 23; Philostr. !m. 2. 12; 
Eust. Vit Pfnd (in Scriptores Graeci Minores, Westermann) gives two 
versions: one in which Pindar while out hunting at Helikon lay down and fell 
asleep, and had honeycomb put in his mouth by a bee, and took this as a sign 
that he must compose poetry, and another in which the sign of the bee 
happened when he was an infant. Pausanias records a tale of bees covering 
Pindar’s lips with honeycomb when he lay down near the road on his way to 
Thespiai (9. 23. 2).
96 Clc. Div. 1. 78, Pliny NH 11. 55, Val. Max. 1. 6 ext. 3, Olympiod. Vit
Plat. 382 - 383 Westermann; Focas Vit Vfrg 28. 32. Homer and Menander 
were also said to have honey carried to their lips by bees, but not 
necessarily in infancy kAnth. P a ll. 342 - 343, 9. 187).
97 Cf. Hes. Theog. 81 - 84: when the Muses see a king at his birth, "they 
pour sweet dew upon his tongue, and from his mouth flow soothing words .
98 J. G. Muller, Erkldrung des Barnabasbriefes, Leipzig, 1869, pp. 17 -
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20; T. W. Crafer (ed.) The Epistle o f Barnabas, London, 1920, The Society for 
Promoting Christian Knowledge, Texts for Students no. 14, pp. iv - v; 
Pauly's RE 3. 25, "Barnabas".
99 S. /gnat// Martyr is Epistoiae Genuinae . . . adduntur S. ignatii 
Epistoiae. . .  adhaec S. Barnabae Epistoia edidit et notas addidit Isaacus 
Vossius, London, 1680, 2nd edition, pp. 310 - 311. The Paulus passage 
quoted is from 1. 5, and says that the firs t food given to the newborn child 
should be honey and then milk, twice or at most three times a day. When it 
seems eager for it  and appears able to digest it, it  may be given a litt le  
solid food. The Aetius reference says that honey must be given before any 
other food, being most easily skimmed off for the infant to lick, butter 
being avoided as bad for the stomach. Then a tepid mixture of honey and 
water may be given in drops. After this the mother may give the child her 
milk, having firs t drawn off the thick part of it  and washed her breasts 
with warm water (4. 3).
100 Scholia in Dionysium Thracem, Commentarius Melampodis seu 
Diomedis in A rtis  Dionysianae, ed. A. Hllgard, in Grammatici Graeci 1. 3 p. 
35, lines 14 - 21.
101 Pauly's RE\5. 399 - 404Gudeman, especially 403, 404.
102 A. Boeckh, Pindari Opera, Pindari Epiniciorum interpretatio Latina 
cum Commentario Perpetuo, Leipzig, 1821, p. 158.
103 Notably by H. Usener, "Milch und Honig" Rheinisches Museum fclr 
Phiiologie N.F. 57, 1902, especially pp. 193 - 194. Cf. Pauly's RE "Milch", 
15. 1570 - 1571, 1578 Herzog-Hauser, and "Mer’, 15. 379 - 383 Maur and 
Schuster. A. B. Cook (1895) pp. 1 - 24 identifies connections of bees and
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honey with chthonic deities, nymphs, and the rebirth of the soul.
104 Boeckh (following Schneider), Usener and the authors of the Pauly's 
/Rf"articles (above, note 103) all report the custom; an example of an 
unwarranted assumption about its significance is found in the Pauly article 
on "Mel", 381, namely that a child might be exposed before having tasted 
honey, but exposure of a child after it  had tasted honey counted as murder.
105 Cook (1895) p. 3, notes that a related custom turns up in 
nineteenth-century Rhodes, where infants are placed in a cradle eight days 
after birth and have their lips touched with honey by an older child, with 
the words, "Be thou sweet as this honey".
106 [Plutarch] On the Education o f Children 5 (ffor. 3 c - F): the unknown 
author of this essay says that mothers ought to suckle their own children. 
They w ill perform the task with true affection, whereas wet-nurses and 
nursemaids have a spurious and assumed affection since they love for pay. 
Nature provides mothers with milk for the purpose of nursing, and the 
feeding bond enhances the natural affection mothers feel for their 
offspring, Mothers must make the greatest effort to feed their children, 
but if  they are prevented by physical infirmity or because they are in a 
hurry to bear more children, nurses should be chosen with extreme care. Cf. 
Favorinus's discourse on the necessity for a mother to feed her child 
herself in Aulus Gel 1 lus’s Noctes Atticae 12. 1. Plutarch himself sounds 
much more like Xenophon's Sokrates than the essay falsely attributed to 
him (see above): he commends his wife on her noble behaviour and real love 
for her son Charon who had died in childhood - she had nursed him at her 
breast and had undergone surgery when her nipple was bruised. This Injury 
was probably the reason why a later child, their litt le  daughter, on whose 
death he consoles his wife, had a wet-nurse: "for she used to ask her nurse
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to offer her breast and feed not only other babies but even the toys and 
playthings she was fond of, just as if inviting them to her own table, out of 
kindness sharing the good things that she had ., Consolation to his Wife 
5 i/io r. 609 E), 2 (608 D).
107 "Tpo(po<;", G/otta 16, 1928, pp. 274 - 279.
108 Od. 11. 448 - 449, / /  22. 82 - 83, Od. 19. 482 - 483, / /  6. 388 - 
389, 466 - 467, 22. 503. It is not clear whether TiOfivn here signifies a 
wet-nurse, as we should expect from the term. Cf. Eust. Comm, on / /  6. 
399, and Herzog-Hauser in Pauly's RE, loc. c it(above, p. 73).
1 0 9  A rm n T p io c  T iT 0 r | ,  N o u p n v iQ  t i t 9 t i, I v iv e t t i T iT 0 r | ,  < I>iA vpa T iT 0 r | ,  X o ip iv r )  
’A p T e u U c n a ]  t i t 9 [ t i]: iG I I 2 1 1 0 8 4 ,  1 2 3 3 0 ,  1 2 6 8 2 ,  1 2 9 9 6 ,  1 3 0 6 5 ,
10843; $dviov KopivBia TiT0[r|]: iG II2 9079; <e>v9a&<e> yfj xocTexei TtT0r|v 
■nai&cov AioxeiTov ex lleXoTTovvficrov TTjv&e 5iKaioTccTr|v. MaXiya KvOepia, iG 
1i2 9112; IcjTTaTpa Maxeia TiT0r) xpncrTf), Neapa t i t 9 ti xP<n>o"rh. T i t 9 ti 
XpncxTfi, T<i>T0ri XPhcrcTTfi, riai5evcriQ t i t 9 ti XPhcrTfilg}, iG i i2 9271, 12242, 
12815, 12816, 12387. Cf. also iG 1i212812 and 12813.
110 /G II2 1559, lines 60, 63. Cf. Marcus N. Tod, "Some Unpublished 
'Catalogi Paterarum Argentearurrf, Annual o f the B ritish School at Athens 
8, 1901 - 1902, pp. 197 - 230. There were "numerous freedwomen 
described merely by the title  ttcu& i o v , who in all probability acted as 
domestic servants", p. 210.
111 According to the usual Interpretation of the play, as given by F. H. 
Sandbach, Chrysis is able to feed Moschion’s baby because she has recently 
given birth herself, but lost her own child. Moschion would have explained
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this in an early speech, no longer extant. It is this circumstance which is 
alluded to in lines 54 ff.:
t o  t t ] c u & i o v  y e v o j j e v o v  EiXricp' o v TTaXcu 
o c t to ]  T a v T o p a T o u  b e  a\j|iBe(3r|K€v koc I  |jaXa 
]v p Xpuaig • KaXoOpev t o O t o  yap
TTaXcu.
Sandbach follows earlier editors in restoring a form of tiktgo in line 56: 
[ e t l k t e Jv  in his OCT edition, and emending p a X a  in line 55 to p a X '  eO. It is 
the circumstance that Chrysls has milk and so is able to suckle Moschion’s 
child, and that she has lost her own child (during Demeas's absence) and so 
is able to substitute Moschlon’s without provoking suspicion in the mind of 
Demeas, that Is referred to In line 55 as a lucky coincidence. Sandbach has 
made clear his belief that Chrysls's intervention saves the baby from the 
only alternative fate possible for it, namely exposure ("Two notes on 
Menander (Epitrepontes and Samia): . . .  2. Had Chrysls In Samia lost her 
own child?", Liverpool Classical Monthly 11, 1986, pp. 158 - 160). He 
argues for this interpretation in opposition to the view expressed by 
Christina Dedoussl and accepted by others, that Chrysls had not recently 
given birth, that she had no milk, and was merely using the breast to pacify 
the baby when Demeas spotted her, and that he wrongly Jumped to the 
conclusion that she was suckling. Dedoussl replied to Sandbach, defending 
her view, In "The future of Plangon's child In Menander’s Samia"} Liverpool 
Classical Monthly 13, 1988, pp. 39 - 42. In my view, only If more of the 
text of the play had been preserved would It be possible to be certain 
whether Chrysls had borne and lost a child. As things stand, both views are 
arguable. For discussion of what the baby's fate would have been had 
Chrysls not taken him In, see pp. 168 - 170 below. I Incline to the view 
that exposure was not being considered for Moschlon’s baby, and that he 
wanted if possible to rear him. If this is true, then it was not necessary 
for the purpose of the plot for Chrysls to have milk. But it does not rule
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this out, and Chrysis's ability to suckle may be considered a neat solution 
to the practical problem.
112 Fuller sources of evidence for the farming out of children in the 
period under study are lacking. But there are documents from Ptolemaic 
Egypt, of the period just after this, which give an interesting insight into 
the practice as it existed there and then. One such is P Oxy 1. 37, an 
account of a lawsuit of AD 49, about the identity of a child, a foundling 
which had been claimed as a slave by Pesouris, and given to Saraeus to 
nurse. The nurse claimed that the child had died while with her, but 
Pesouris claimed as being his own a child which Saraeus was nursing, 
which she maintained was her son. Judgement was given In Saraeus's 
favour, on the ground that the child resembled her in its features, on 
condition that she pay back the money she had received for nursing it. P. 
Oxy 1. 38 shows that Pesouris (here called Syrus) refused to accept the 
judgement.
113 See Keay and Morgan (1982) p. 141, for evidence from a 1907 study 
of the milk supply of a wet-nurse who suckled a varying number of infants 
over a period of days: "As the demand increased so did her milk supply."
114 Observations on this subject are found in Horst-Dieter Blume, 
Menanders "Samia": Erne Interpretation, Darmstaadt, 1974, pp. 105 - 106, 
especially note 45; K. Schmidt, "Die griechlschen Personennamen bei 
Plautus", Hermes 37, 1902, p. 181 (Canthara); James Curtis Austin, The 
Significant Name in Terence, University o f H/inois Studies in Language and 
Literature, Vol. 3, no. 4, Nov. 1921, pp. 58 - 60 (Canthara); H. 6. Oeri, Der 
Typ der komischen A/ten in der griechischen Komodie, seine Nachwirkungen 
undseine Herkunft, Basle, 1948, pp. 53 - 58.
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115 Cf. line 237 where Demeas explains that the old woman whom he 
overheard talking about the baby is Moschion's tCt8ti, who was once his 
slave and is now free. It w ill be this person, s till around in the household, 
to whom Parmenon refers In line 302. Cf. Gomme and Sandbach, Menander: A 
Commentary Oxford, 1973, note on Samia 237.
116 Fr. 80 Kassel and Austin (= frr. 80 - 82 Kock, In R. L. Hunter, 
Eubuius: the Fragments, Cambridge, 1983). Cf. Hunter's commentary ad Joe
116a Hllde Ruhfel (1984) I pp. 194 - 197, Abb. 76 - 78.
117 What Aristotle says in HA 3. 20 (522 A 4 - 6) suggests that some 
elderly wet-nurses also managed to start suckling again some time after 
their normal lactation had ceased: "in females that are not pregnant, a 
litt le  milk has been produced by using certain foods, and indeed it has been 
produced in elderly women (upeaBvTepaiq) by milking - enough, In fact, in 
some of them to suckle an Infant". R. S Illingworth, TheNormaiChild:Some 
Problems o f the Early Years and their Treatment, 7th edition, Edinburgh, 
London and New York, 1979, p. 2, confirms the existence of the phenomenon 
of "non-puerperal lactation" in primitive peoples, mentioning the 
breast-feeding of babies by their grandmothers among the Javanese, 
Maoris, North American Indians, South Americans and Africans, and citing 
two cases of menopausal women lactating copiously as a result of 
breast-feeding their grandchildren in Lagos, Nigeria. So the elderly nurse 
typical in Greek art and literature may not always have been redundant or 
retired! There is a reference to non-puerperal lactation in Hipp. Aph. 5. 39 
(IV 544. 14 - 15 Li.): "If a woman who is neither pregnant nor has given 
birth has milk, her menstruation has ceased".
118 Also 1. 35. 98 (274. 8 - 9 Rose): milk is spoiled by sexual
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intercourse; and cf. 1. 37. 105 (279. 17 - 21 Rose): milk is spoiled by the 
disturbance immediately after taking a bath.
119 Aristotle GA 111 A 14 - 19: women while suckling do not 
menstruate or conceive, in the natural course of events, if they do conceive 
the milk dries up because the nature of milk is the same as that of 
menstural fluid, and nature cannot supply enough to produce both; while one 
of them is secreted the other is lacking, unless something violent or 
abnormal is done. Cf. Lonie (1981) pp. 204 - 206, commentary on Nat Puer. 
21, Hipp. Mul. 1, 73 (VIII 152.22 - 154. 8 LI.); [Ar.J HA 1. 11, 587 B 30 - 31.
120 Heat is given a different function in the formation of teeth In Carn, 
which attributes the hardening of teeth to their relative hotness, saying 
that the glutinous and fatty content of bone is, in the case of teeth, dried 
up by the heat: 12, VIII 598. 7 - 11 LI.
121 But Soranus advises giving a newborn baby goats’ milk mixed with 
honey for the firs t three days of feeding, if there is no wet-nurse (see 
above, p. 67).
122 William M. Calder III, "Longus 1. 2: the she-goat nurse" CP 78, 
1983, pp. 50-51.
123 Likewise Chloe is fed by a ewe in the cave where she has been 
abandoned, 1.5.
124 See note 122 above. This is confirmed by Augusto Guida, "More on 
she-goat nurses", CP 80, 1985, p. 142, with evidence of the use of goats 
to feed Infants whose mothers had died in the plague, in 16th-century 
France. There is a delightful story of animal-nursing quoted by Sir J. G.
Frazer in his Commentary on Pausan/as's Description o f Greece, 2. 26. 4 
(Vol. 2, p. 235), from the 1865 number of Transactions o f the Ethnoiogicai 
Soceity o f London: "Mr. Francis Galton says: 'It is marvellous how soon 
goats find out children and tempt them to suckle. I have had the milk of my 
goats, when encamping for the night In African travels, drained dry by 
small black children, who had not the strength to do more than crawl about, 
but nevertheless came to some secret understanding with the goats and fed 
themselves.'"
125 G. A. S. Snijder, "Guttus und Verwantes", Mnemosyne, 3rd ser., vol. 
1, 1933 - 1934, pp. 34 - 60; Dieter Klebe and Hans Schadewaldt, Gefasse 
zur Kinderernahrung im Wandel der Zeit, Frankfurt, 1955, pp. 5 -1 6 .
1 2 6  1 . 4 1 . 1 1 5  ( 2 8 8 .  2 1  -  2 2  Rose): vGcjp f j  OGapeg olvapiov G o t e o v  ocO t Q  
Gia t c j v  TrecpiAoTexvrmevcov O t i A c j v .
127 Grensemann, Der Arzt Po/yhosisee above, note 20), p, 82 wishes to
connect this advice with the statement in Oct, which he attributes to 
Polybos, that the sudden change from the congenial environment of the 
womb to unsuitable and unaccustomed substances produces illnesses.
128 Perhaps some such idea about the effect of wine on babies 
influenced Spartan women in the practice which Plutarch attributes to 
them of bathing Infants in wine as a test of health, on the grounds that this 
causes convulsions and loss of consciousness in epileptic and sickly 
children (Plut. Lyk. 16. 3). Or it could be that the reason Plutarch 
attributes to the women for doing this has been drawn from the idea that 
wine causes convulsions in infants.
129 "New information on nutrition in ancient Greece , Kiio 62, 1980,
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pp. 317 - 319.
130 Snijder (1933 - 34), and Klebe and Schadewaldt (1955); J.H.C. Kern, 
"An Attic ‘feeding bottle1 of the 4th century BC in Leyden", Mnemosyne 10, 
1957, pp. 1 6 - 2 1 ;  Anita E. Klein, Child Life in Greek Art, New York, 
Columbia University Press, 1932, p. 6.
131 Possibly with a teat made of parchment or tanned udder-nipple: 
Klebe and Schadewaldt (1955) p. 8.
132 Also, human milk was prescribed by ancient doctors for various 
conditions in adults. There are a number of references to this in the 
Hippokratic corpus: in pessaries for gynaecological use (Mui 1. 74, VIII 156. 
10 LI.; 1. 84, VI11 206. 13, 19, 208. 10 Li.; Mui 2. 158, VI11 336. 8 Li.; 2. 162, 
VIII 340. 7 LI.; 2. 179, VIII 362. 13 Li.; 2. 205, VIII 394. 9 -10 , 396. 5 Li.; 
S te rii 243, VIII 458. 2 Li.; Nat Mui 32, VII 352. 13 LI.; 109, VII 426. 6 Li.); 
in a drink to predict female fe rtility  ( 5 te rii.2 \A , VIII 414. 18 Li.); in an 
ophthalmic preparation {Mui. 1. 105, VIII 228. 12 -1 3  Li.); In a preparation 
to inject into the ear (Morh 3. 2, VII 120. 9 Li.). The breast-pump might 
have been used to extract milk for such purposes. The instrument most 
commonly used in ancient medicine to draw off body fluids was the 
bell-shaped cupping-glass, jikOti, which was heated and placed on the 
appropriate part of the body. This might be used on the breasts in order to 
suppress menstruation, according to Aph 5. 50 (IV 550. 5 - 6 Li.): ywaiKi 
T a  KocT<xpf|vt'oc h v  BoOAq dm crXG tv, criio jriv coq ( je y ic t t t iv  ttp o q  to u q  t i t 9 o u < ;  
TTpocreaMe. Snijder (1933 - 34) pp. 55 - 56, suggests that a secondary 
function of the breast-pump might have been as a substitute for the cma/n 
in certain cases: in use on the female breasts the criKOn presented the 
danger that the whole breast might be sucked in and swell up so much that
it  would be d ifficu lt to free It, whereas the breast-pump presented no such
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problem.
133 In the belief of ancient Greeks the evil eye (otpdocXpoQ Boccjkcxvoq) 
was an especial danger to children, and Plutarch explains how il l-w ill can 
be transmitted through the eyes to produce a physical effect on the object 
beheld (Mor 680 D). He says, "We know of persons who seriously injure 
Infants by looking at them, and the infants’ bodily condition is affected by 
them, because of its softness and weakness, whereas the strong and 
compacted bodies of older people are less affected". The effect can be 
produced even unintentionally by some people: "If we reckon to be true what 
many people say about those bewitched by the evil eye, I suppose you are 
aware that even friends and relatives, and, by a few people, even fathers, 
are thought to have the evil eye, so that women do not show their babies to 
them, nor let them be looked at for long by such people” (Atar 682 A). Cf. H. 
de Ley, "Beware of blue eyes! A note on Hippocratic pangenesis iA e r ch. 
14)", LAntiquitd Ciassique 50, 1981, pp. 192 - 197, especially note 12; 0. 
Jahn, "Ober den Aberglauben des bosen Bllcks bei den Alten", Berichte Oder 
die Verhandiungen der Sdchsischen Geselischaft der Wissenschaften zu 
Leipzig, ph ii.-h is t K/asse, 7, 1855, pp. 28 - 110, especially pp. 34 - 35, 40 
- 45.
134 Klebe and Schadewaldt (1955) Add 10, II.
135 According to M. Molssides (1914), p. 310, this practice was s till In
use in 1914.
136 Cf. Aristotle Rhet. 1407 A 8 - 10: Demokrates likened the orators
to the nurses who swallow down the morsel of food and daub the infants’
lips with saliva. Sextus Empiricus (Adv. Math. 2. 42) characterises the 
demagogue in similar terms: "In word and In appearance he promises to do
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everything for the public good, but in truth he provides nourishment from no 
healthy source, being like the nurses who give the babies a litt le  piece of 
pap and swallow down the whole".
137 Cf. Ar. Thesm. 692:... toOto 6’ o066ttot6 ctv ycoiJieic.
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Chapter Two
Exposure and Infanticide
There are many references in Greek literature and inscriptions to 
getting rid of unwanted babies at birth. In most states the preferred method 
was exposure, the abandonment of the child in some place outside the family 
property. The scope of this thesis entails restricting ourselves to studying 
the evidence from the classical and Hellenistic ages, though the practice of 
abandoning or killing unwanted newborn infants continued into the Roman 
age. Much of the modern scholarly debate on this subject has centred on 
Athens, and we w ill look at this in detail in Part Two of this Chapter. Much 
of what can be said about exposure in Athens w ill also have been true of it  
elsewhere in Greece. But there is one notable exception to this, and this is 
where our study of the subject must begin.
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Part One 
Infanticide In Sparta
In his Life o f Ly/courgos(\6. 1 - 2) Plutarch says the following about 
the treatment of newborn infants in Sparta:
to  <5e yevvr|8ev ovk rjv kupioq  o yevvf)crcc<; Tpetpetv, ocAX' etpepe 
Xa0£>v els tottov T iva  Xeoxn^ KaXovpevov, ev cp Twv
cpuXeTCov o i TTpeo-0\JTO(Toi KaTapa86vT€Q t 6 TTai&apiov, e l pev 
evmayeg eir| kou pcopaXeov, Tpetpeiv eKeXevov, KXfjpov ocvtQ tgjv 
evociacrxiXlcov TTpocrvelpavTec- el 6' ayyeves Kal apopcpov 
aTTeTTepTTov els tocq Xeyopevas ’ATioSeTocs. Tiocpa to  TaOyeTov 
0 a p a 9 p 6 6 r i tottov, cbs o u t 1 ocutcp £fjv ocpeivov outg t ^ ttoXgi to  
pf] xaXcos eufrjs  e£ apxn s  npos eue^lav kcxi p6pr|v  TTetpuxos.
As Plutarch himself says in the opening sentence of this biography, nothing 
about the life and work of Lykourgos is absolutely certain. Even the 
existence of Lykourgos the Spartan lawgiver has been disputed in modern 
times. But this uncertainty does not Invalidate what Plutarch writes about 
the system Lykourgos was said to have Imposed on Sparta, many of whose 
features certainly did exist.
What are we to make of this custom of official control over the 
rearing of newborn infants and official discarding of undesirables? 
Unfortunately there Is no other direct evidence about this Spartan practice. 
The matter Is further complicated by Its connection by Plutarch with Spartan 
land tenure, since this Is a Spartan Institution about which our Information 
contains blanks and apparent contradictions. Plutarch attributes the reason 
for the custom to what might be called a policy of eugenics, but It has been 
argued In recent times that the motivation was a less-than-ratlonal fear of 
deformity or monstrosity. The special nature of exposure in Sparta, the 
existence of an official system to decide whether to rear or not, its
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connection with land distribution, and its precise motivation are special 
problems worthy of examination. There is also the question of whether this 
official inspection to decide on what was worth rearing applied to female 
infants as well as male. We must bear in mind also that Plutarch in his 
Lykourgos is writing not of the Sparta of his own day but of what he knows 
of a much earlier Sparta, and that references to Sparta in Plutarch and other 
authors show that many of the "Lykourgan" institutions fell into disuse 
before or during the classical age.
Unwanted children
Plutarch says that the elders of the tribes, when they judged a 
newborn infant to be ill-born and deformed "sent it  away to the so-called 
Apothetai, a pit-like place by Mount Taygetos”, and makes it clear from the 
words that follow that this meant death for the infant. Whether these 
infants were thrown to their deaths into the pit-like place, or simply 
abandoned there alive and left to die, is unclear from the passage. The 
mention of a 0apa8p66ng t6ttoq, presumably a natural chasm, perhaps gives a 
hint of the purpose to which such a topography might have been applied. On 
the other hand, we know that at Athens and elsewhere in Greece the usual 
means of getting rid of an unwanted baby was by exposure, cmoBecriQ, the 
simple abandonment of the child, and the Spartan ’AnoSeTai may serve to 
remind us of it; moreover, those who wanted to dispose of newborn infants 
generally chose to expose them alive partly at least out of a desire to avoid 
the religious pollution that affected those guilty of homicide. Nevertheless 
it is not impossible that the unwanted infants at Sparta were thrown into 
the chasm, the gruesome task perhaps delegated to a helot (whose state of 
religious purity or pollution would not have mattered to the Spartans).
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However this may be, there Is an important respect in which the Spartan 
disposal of Infants differed from exposure elsewhere, in that it was always 
Intended to deprive the child of life. Whereas in the rest of the Greek world 
"exposure" does not invariably equal "Infanticide”, in the Spartan state no 
exposure" that did not equal "infanticide" was known.1 For this reason I 
think it permissible to allude to the Spartan practice as "Infanticide" rather 
than "exposure", while withholding judgement as to whether that infanticide 
was direct, by throwing to death, or indirect, by abandoning to die.
Plutarch is, however, perfectly clear about the chief feature which 
distinguished the Spartan practice with regard to rearing infants from that 
found among other Greeks: "The father did not have authority to rear his 
offspring, but carried it to a place called a /esche where the elders of the 
tribes sat and examined the baby, and, if it was well-formed and strong, 
ordered him to rear it . . .". In other Greek cities the male head of the 
household acknowledged and named the newborn offspring born to him, or if 
he did not wish to rear it gave the order for It to be exposed. In Sparta the 
decision was not in the father's hands. The elders of the tribes were 
probably the eldest men of each tribe into which all Spartan citizens were 
organised. The Iesche was a meetlng-place for Spartans in their leisure 
hours, and probably each tribe used a different one, for there were several.2 
Glotz in his article "Exposltlo" (see p. 180 below) expressed the belief that 
only if a Spartan wished to rear his son did he take the child to the elders to 
have the decision ratified, and that he would only submit one son to this 
examination but did not have to ask permission to expose his other children, 
whom he exposed, almost without fall, on his own account. But this is not a 
satisfactory interpretation of Plutarch's words, and it is difficult to believe 
that normal and healthy younger children of Spartan citizens were almost 
always denied life, the state declining to interfere in this wholesale 
disposal of its future citizens. It Is contradicted by a remark of Aristotle's, 
that the legislator encourages Spartans to have several sons by means of
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certain incentives (see p. 149 below), and it cannot be what Plutarch had in 
mind, for he appears to have thought that the state provided a secure future 
means of livelihood for each healthy and well-formed child: " . . .  [they] 
ordered him to rear it, assigning it one of the 9000 lots". This matter of 
land distribution as it affects the interpretation of Plutarch's account w ill 
be discussed in due course. Another question is raised by D. M. MacDowell in 
this context: whether the infants' Spartan parentage was investigated at this 
stage. He says: "Since a Spartan citizen had to have Spartiate parents, it is 
highly probable that the elders did satisfy themselves on this point before 
admitting a boy to the tribe . . . ,  even though there Is no evidence for it. But 
a healthy boy found to have a non-Spartan parent did not have to be exposed; 
this was a class from which some mothakes were drawn" ([1986] p. 54).
The fate of babies not deemed well-formed and strong was as 
follows: "If it  was ill-born and deformed they sent it  away to the so-called 
Apothetai, a pit-like place by Mount Taygetos, on the basis that it was better 
both for itself and for the city that that which was not from the beginning 
naturally well-fitted for health and strength should not live". Plutarch 
makes clear the purpose of the Spartan custom of infanticide: it  was to weed 
out at birth children who appeared unlikely to grow into robust and 
able-bodied adults, both for their own sakes and for the sake of the Spartan 
state. The latter sought to avoid burdening itself with citizens who would 
be unable to contribute to its military strength. It is in the context of 
rearing hardy children that Plutarch mentions infanticide. The upbringing of 
Spartan boys, from the age of six onwards, would have had the effect of 
shortening the life of most congenitally weakly children: they would hardly 
have survived the rigours of the m ilitaristic discipline and demanding 
outdoor life (though Agesilaos managed to do so, but the extent and origin of 
his lameness are not known, cf. p. 152 below). It seemed to the Spartans 
better for such a child himself to destroy him at birth rather than see him 
slowly destroyed by the Spartan dgoge. The same thinking underlay the
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womens practice of bathing newborn infants in wine instead of water, as 
Plutarch's next sentence makes clear, and he goes on "for it is said that the 
epileptic and sickly ones are made to lose consciousness by the unmixed 
wine and fall into convulsions, while the healthy ones are rather hardened 
and strengthened in their constitution". These things constituted a policy of 
eugenics, carried out not as an expression of an ideological belief about the 
purity of the race, but as the practical firs t step in a system 
single-mindedly devoted to the raising of stalwart citizens for the army.
Plutarch does not clearly indicate whether both sexes of Infants 
underwent the tribal examination, but we are probably safe in assuming that 
to yevvr|9ev includes female as well as male offspring. There is no likelihood 
that deformed and sickly girls would have been reared when boys were not. 
Although women were not required to fight in the army, they were expected 
to lead healthy and active lives and to produce healthy children for the 
future. Spartan girls did not go through the agoge but they were drilled in 
physical exercises and encouraged to participate in competitive athletics. It 
is unlikely, though, that K\fjpoi were assigned to females, since Spartan 
women were able to be supported by the landed property of their fathers, and 
after marriage by that of their husbands, and women did not have to keep up 
contributions to a common mess.
Since the reason for the Spartan practice of infanticide for unwanted 
babies Is clear from Plutarch's words and fits  with what is known of the 
Spartan way, there is no need to attribute it to any other kind of motivation. 
The attempt by Marie Delcourt to attribute it to a superstitious fear of the 
T^pag, the offspring pf| £oikqq toTq yoveOcnv, which engendered fear in 
ancient societies and was the sign as well as the cause of the anger of the 
gods, has been refuted by P. Roussel.3 Delcourt bases her argument on the 
premise that the state in ancient times only demanded exposure and death of 
infants who were Tepoaa and whose continued existence would bring
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calamity upon the whole community, and this kind of exposure she says is 
always meant by the term onr68e(jis and its cognates. Exposure by parents 
was carried out, she says, for reasons of illegitimacy or poverty, and was 
not always required to result in the baby's death: this is termed eK0eais. 
Roussel has shown that these distinctions between air69eatg and eKdeaiQ, and 
between state-controlled exposure of -repaid and parental exposure for 
social reasons,are mistaken. Delcourt argues that if the object of the state 
was simply to rid itself of the "ill-born and deformed", it would suffice 
simply to exclude them and their offspring from citizenship and 
participation in public life. The question implied is, why expose them? But 
a Spartan might well have asked, why not expose (or kill) them? They were 
of no use to anyone; they were "not worth rearing", a concept familiar to 
ancient Greeks everywhere. That a child so deformed as to be deemed a 
TGpag also engendered fear in the minds of Spartans is credible, but the 
custom of infanticide described by Plutarch cannot have been motivated 
solely, or even principally, by such a fear. Plutarch contrasts the fate of the 
infant considered evmay^ s xai pcopaAiov With that deemed ayyeveQ xal 
apoptpov, the "well-formed and strong" with the "ill-born and deformed". The 
latter are not only the Tepaia, but must Include those with various kinds of 
physical deficiencies, including general weakliness.
Granting of lots to Infants reared
We now come to the more problematical part of Plutarch's testimony,
namely the assignation of one of the 9000 lots of land, x\fjpoi, to each
healthy Infant. If the state was to have an adequate supply of land for this
purpose, the lots must have reverted to the state on the death of their
occupants. Vet Plutarch says elsewhere that Spartan sons regularly
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inherited their fathers' estates. Again, if each Spartan was allocated a 
parcel of land, how could the state of affairs which Aristotle describes have 
come about, namely Inequality in property ownership, the land having passed 
into the hands of a few, with a consequent, and disastrous, fall In the number 
of those who qualified for Spartan citizenship? Are we to think of the lots 
being allocated to each healthy Spartan while he was s till a baby, or was the 
decision made at that stage simply one of affirming the infant's right to a 
lot, which would actually be allocated to him when he reached maturity? In 
discussing these questions It Is necessary to bear In mind that the system of 
land-ownershlp at Sparta was, at least for part of Its history, peculiar, in 
that an equal allocation of property to Spartan citizens had at some period of 
time been made, and for some period of time Spartans appear to have enjoyed 
equal shares in part of the state's territory. The question of Spartan land 
distribution has been tackled by many scholars, so that all that Is really 
required here is to survey what Is already well-trodden ground.
Scholarly conclusions on the matter have varied enormously from 
each other.4 For example, P. Cartledge has argued the case for a once-for-all 
distribution of lots In the seventh century, which then became private 
property and were thereafter divided among the children of the family. The 
fact that qualification for citizenship depended on owning enough property to 
be able to contribute to a common mess may have encouraged a general 
malthuslanlsm, with the object of creating a single heir for family property 
(especially where the family was rich) and keeping that property intact, and 
with the consequence of a decline In citizen population.5 But D. Asherl 
concludes that there once was a system In force at Sparta which allowed 
only one heir to occupy his father’s estate, and provided all the other sons 
with lots of their own. If this was the case, the problem of keeping family 
estates Intact was not a motive for limiting the size of families.6 What Is 
not In dispute Is that a system whereby land was allocated to Spartans at 
birth by the state (or approval was made for 1 and- a 11 ocat ion later) would
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have peculiar implications for the laws of succession and inheritance. The 
three main aspects of Spartan land tenure of relevance to Lyk 16 are the 
supposed equality of ownership, inalienability (and indivisibility) of land 
allotments, and inheritance.
The 9000 lots mentioned by Plutarch at Lyk. 16. 1 had already been 
described by him as equal, each capable of producing 82 medimnoi of barley 
with a proportionate quantity of liquid crops {Lyk. 8. 7). Polybios also 
attributes to Sparta the equal distribution of public land (TfjQ ttoAitikt^ 
xcbpa?) of which no citizen may possess more than another (6. 45).7 Plato in 
the Laws says that at the time of the Dorian invasion Sparta's legislators 
established a certain equality of property among the citizens, and he uses 
this feature of Spartan organisation as a model for his own ideal state (684 
D). Plutarch's account in his Life o f Agis of the means by which Spartan 
wealth came to be concentrated in the hands of a few, is in accord with the 
institution of equality of property until a certain point in Sparta's history: a 
certain ephor called Epitadeus, who had quarrelled with his son, proposed a 
law to permit Spartans to give during their lifetime or bequeath their o i k o q  
and K\fjpo<; to anyone they wished. The Spartans accepted his proposal, 
thereby destroying their excellent constitution and bringing about the 
concentration of wealth In the hands of a few and consigning the rest to 
poverty ( Agis 5. 3 - 4). So, according to Plutarch, equality of ownership 
once existed at Sparta, but did not last. Aristotle in the Politics criticises 
the gross inequality of property that obtained in Sparta In his own day: it has 
come about, he says, that some Spartans own far too much property, while 
others have a very tiny amount, and as a consequence the land has passed into 
the hands of a few (1270 A 16 ff.). Underlying this we may assume the belief, 
which Aristotle would have shared with Plato and others of his time, that 
originally the land was more evenly distributed among all. He blames the 
law permitting gift or bequest of already existing property (Thv
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uTTapxouijccv), and the practices of giving large dowries and giving heiresses 
in marriage to men already wealthy for the disastrous o^iyavapconia 
afflicting Sparta, and says that it Is better for a city to make itself full of 
men by the equalisation of property (1270 A 20 - 40).
Modern scholars have made various comments about equality of 
property in Sparta. Some hold that it was a myth invented in the fourth 
century, arising from a tradition about the approximate similarity in size of 
original holdings; that complete equality in fact never existed, and as time 
passed inequality grew.8 Cartledge, as we have seen, takes a view close to 
this, suggesting that the land that was divided into roughly equal lots was 
the territory conquered in Messenia, and that this has led to the tradition of 
strictly equal allotments; he believes in a distribution at the time of the 
conquest, and that the lots then became private property, resulting in 
inequality of ownership ([1979] p. 168). Since the Spartan citizens called 
themselves opo io i, they must have thought themselves equal in some 
respect: W.6. Forrest suggests that the equality was not of ownership, since 
there was private land, nor of the right to make political decisions, but 
equality of all citizens as citizens, that is, equality under the law and an 
equal duty to serve the state.9 Another feature of this equality, Forrest 
claims, was the K\fipoQ, an allocation of land made equally to all citizens 
(many of whom also possessed private land). If the xXfipoi were allotted at 
birth, as Plutarch says, then the potential opoioi were designated even 
before they became adults, and we have to assume that the number of 
available xXfipoi was about the same as the number of opoioi desired by the 
state.
The division of the land into private property and state-controlled 
property which was allocated in equal lots is behind the distinction which Is 
mentioned in one of Herakleldes Lembos’s excerpts from Aristotle s 
Constitutions'.
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T T c o X e t v  be y f j v  A a K e & a i p o v i o K ;  a l a x p o v  v e v o p i c j T a L .  T r j g  a p x o a a Q  
(joipag o06e e£ecm (12, D lltS).
It was considered shameful in Sparta to sell land, and selling the ancient 
portion was not even permitted. This is confirmed by Plutarch in his 
treatise on "The Ancient Customs of the Lakedaimonians" {Mar. 238 e), where 
he reports that "some have said that any foreigner who submitted to the way 
of life of the regime in accordance with the plan of Lykourgos had a share in 
the portion allocated from Of old (peTetxe Trig apxh$ev 5iaTeTo;Ypevri<; 
polpag); but selling it was not allowed". It may be inferred from this that 
the ancient portion could not be sold by anyone. Even after the rhetra of 
Epitadeus, the sale of the K\f)poQ, the ancient portion, was not permitted by 
law, though giving and bequeathing it was, and by taking advantage of this 
law some men contrived to acquire a multiplicity of estates (Plutarch Agis
5. 3 - 5). Aristotle in the Politics (1270 A 20 - 22) says that the legislator 
made buying property or selling the existing estate iif\v  vmapxovcjav) not 
honourable (oO k o \ o v ),  but permitted giving or bequeathing by anyone who 
wished, In another part of the Politics Aristotle probably had Sparta in 
mind, among other states, when he says that In ancient times there was in 
many cities a law against selling "the original lots" (1319 a 11 - 12). From 
all of this evidence we may understand that this law against sale of lots 
remained in force, but Its effect was considerably weakened by the rhetra of 
Epitadeus permitting g ift or bequest even of the original kAhpoq. It was this 
measure which ended the inalienability of KXfjpot, and eroded the system 
whereby each Spartiate was assured of a piece of land of which he might 
enjoy the usufruct during his lifetime.
The question of inalienability is linked to that of heritability, and
both lead on to the problem of how the KXfjpoi were allocated and
transmitted. Plutarch's account of the distribution of KXfjpoi at Lyk. 16. 1
makes no mention of inheritance. It seems to suggest that there was always
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an adequate supply of lots for allocation, which might lead us to think that 
the K \f jp o < ; must have reverted to the state, or the tribe, on the death of its 
occupant. But at Agis 5. 2 Plutarch clearly states that each father left his 
kAtpoq to his son. After saying that Spartan affairs began to sicken and
decline soon after the conquest of Athens filled Sparta with gold and silver, 
he goes on:
o\> pfjv a U a  Kai t g d v  o i k c j v  o v  o A \ j k o O p y o q  copiae cpuAaTTovTcov 
apiSpov ev T a t g  8 i a & o x a i Q ,  k o c !  t t o c t p o q  nai& i t o v  KAfjpov 
aTToAeiTTovTOQ, ap.co<; ye t t o q  f |  t c c ^ i q  o c v t t )  Kai I c t o t t p  6iapevo\jcra 
Tf|v t t o A i v  e k  t c j v  aAAcov avecpepev apapTTpaTcov.
He then describes the rhetra of Epttadeus and its effect. This passage does 
not say how provision was made for more than one son. By the time Aristotle 
wrote his Politics  some large families with litt le  property were unable to 
provide adequately for all their sons: the legislator, says Aristotle, 
encouraged the citizens to have as many children as possible, and there is a 
law making the father of three sons exempt from military service, and a 
father of four sons exempt from all taxes. And yet, he says, it is obvious 
that when many are born and the land Is so divided many of necessity 
become poor (1270 B 1 - 6). By this time much of the land had become 
concentrated In the hands of a few people, and If there had at some time been 
a system which granted a lot to each son who did not inherit his father’s lot, 
it was evidently no longer possible to operate It.
The evidence has been interpreted in different ways by scholars. L. 
Ziehen (1933) has argued that the state must always have held a 
reserve-pool of kAt p o i  for allocation to younger sons of Spartans whom the 
father's kAtpos was too small to support. D. Asheri ([1963] pp. 5, 6) has 
argued that the KAfpoq could support no more than one male Spartan at a 
time, that only one son could be allowed to inherit it, and that for the other 
sons the state provided by assigning unoccupied lots. A compromise between
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the pool theory and the inheritance system is presented by Oliva, who 
interprets Polybios's TToXmKfi y6pa as the property, throughout antiquity, of 
the Spartan state; KXfjpoi were occupied, not owned, by Spartans, and often 
Spartan sons would be allocated what had been their father’s KXfjpog, and this 
system operated like the usual inheritance system, but formally the state 
owned the land and its allocation of xXfjpoi became a symbolic act 
representing the state's supreme ownership, a kind of formal confirmation of 
the sons’s right to co-own and later occupy by himself his father's K\npos 
([1971] pp. 36 - 37). Cartledge, on the other hand, does not believe that a 
pool of inalienable estates was ever held by the state; the "ancient portions" 
were simply those held by aristocracy in Lakonia before the land in Messenia 
was annexed, and, according to his interpretation, Sparta always had the 
usual Greek system of partible inheritance ([1979] pp. 168, 309). Michell 
argues that the kMipoq was state property and was entailed to the son of the 
occupant; It was Inalienable and the occupant could not dispose of it by w ill 
(and no Spartan was ever left landless), but he could mortgage it and run up 
debts, and poverty came about through these last two activities ([1964] pp. 
208 - 211). A recent contribution to the subject has been made by D.M. 
MacDowell, who points out the effort made by the Lykourgan system to 
maintain an unvarying number (9000) of households In Sparta, each with one 
kMipoq ; one son Inherited his father's KXqpoc, and there was probably a law 
enabling any other sons to be adopted as heirs by men with no son of their 
own; there was probably also a law enabling the kMpoq of a man with no son 
to be held after his death by his daughter and her husband; but in the fifth  
century the number of Spartiates was already falling, and some xXfipoi must 
have been left unoccupied, and It was probably In the later fifth  century that 
the rhetra of Epltadeus changed the Lykourgan system in the way already 
described; this In Itself, along with other changes in the laws about
heiresses and w ills which must have taken place around the same time, by
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allowing the concentration of land in the hands of a few and the 
corresponding impoverishment of some other families, accelerated the 
decline in Spartan manpower. The freedom thus given to Spartans to dispose 
of their property, both private land and kXppoq, as they wished, ensured the 
final destruction of the Lykourgan system of a fairly constant number of 
9000 households and destroyed the system whereby every Spartiate who had 
been allowed by the elders of the tribes to survive could expect, even if he 
had several brothers, to possess a «Xf|po<; for his own use ([1986] pp. 89 - 
110).
This last interpretation of the evidence allows a harmonious 
reconciliation of Plutarch's testimony at Lyk. 16 with that at Agis 5. Before 
the system broke down (some time in the fifth  century), babies passed as f i t  
to be reared were destined upon reaching manhood to take possession of a 
KXf|poQ in the land belonging to the city, which would produce the 
wherewithal for his essential contribution to the common mess. Usually it 
would be the father's «\fipos which supported the adult son in this way, and 
the kXhpoq was regularly passed on from father to son. A younger son for 
whom his father's land could not provide, would be adopted by a childless 
man or would marry the daughter of a man with no son of his own, and so 
enter upon his xXfipos. Perhaps when neither of these solutions was availatte 
to a younger son the state could assign to him a KXfjpog which had fallen 
vacant (by the dying out of a household). The inspection at birth and the 
rejection of babies unfit to be reared was a measure calculated to ensure 
that Sparta was populated only with able-bodied soldiers. It was not a 
measure for limiting the population. Producing plenty of healthy sons, not 
lim iting their production, was the concern in Sparta. The guarantee of an 
equal share for each citizen in the city's land was part of the design to keep 
the population at an optimum level. The assignation of lots must have been 
nominal while the Spartan was a baby: it was in effect a promise of a piece
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of land sufficient to support him in adulthood, and this was a measure 
intended to enable the Spartan soldier, so carefully reared and trained, to 
live the life of a soldier in the service of his country, and to free him from 
the need to earn a living. The regime which demanded of all Spartan citizens 
that they spend all their lives in the service of the state, and which was 
capable of organising the upbringing of boys and the discipline of men on the 
required scale, was certainly capable of running the ''Lykourgan" system of 
land distribution.
After the system of the equal distribution of 9000 KXfjpoi had broken 
down it must have become impossible for the elders of the tribes to allocate 
a lot to each healthy baby (or rather to guarantee his later possession of a 
lot). Did the inspection for fitness to be reared fall into disuse at the same 
time? Plutarch certainly writes of it In the past tense. I think that this 
custom would have been continued as long as the agoge of boys and the 
rigorous training of soldiers was maintained, since It was the firs t step in 
that process. The fact that King Agesilaos (born AAA) was lame at least 
from boyhood (Plut. Ages. 2. 3) does not necessarily Indicate that the custom 
was already being abandoned at this date - It could be that the offspring of 
kings were not Inspected In the same way as other Spartan babies, Just as 
kings did not undergo the usual agoge (Plut. Ages 1. 2); in fact, Agesilaos 
was exceptional In that despite his royal birth he was given the agoge and if 
it  Is correct that the law about Inspection continued In force as long as the 
agoge persisted, then It would not have been abandoned by this date. In any 
case, we do not know that Agesilaos was actually impaired from birth, (Cf. 
Mlchell [1964] p. 110 n. 3.) Many aspects of the Lykourgan system started to 
crumble in the later part of the fifth  century and many of Its institutions 
were abandoned during the fourth century. By the mid-third century, we are 
told, King Agis wanted to restore the ancestral agoge (Plut. Agis A. 2). 
After the tribal Inspection of Infants was discontinued, Spartan families
may well have exposed unwanted children on their own account.10
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Part Two 
Exposure in Athens and elsewhere
To rear or not to rear?
In Plato's Theaitetos 160 E 5 - 161 a 4 Sokrates, carrying on the 
metaphor that Theaitetos is pregnant with ideas and he himself as midwife 
w ill help to deliver Theaitetos of them and then inspect them, compares 
the definition of knowledge offered by Theaitetos to a newborn infant:
t o O t o  p e v  6f), cog eo iK ev, (jioA lq  t to te  eY e vv h c ra p e v , o t i  bf\ t to te  
i"U‘YXa v e '< bv. p e T a  6e  t o v  to k o v  toc a p q n d p o p ia  a p T o O  cog 
aAr|&cbg ev kPkXcp n e p id p e K T e o v  Tcp Xoycp, crKOTiovpevovg p f) 
q p a g  oPk a £ io v  ov Tpocpfjg t o  Y iy v o p e v o v , a A A a  a v e p ia t o v  Te K a i 
v eO d o g . fj crP o ie i  navTcog 6 e tv  t o  y^ crov Tpecpeiv K a i p f| 
aTTO TiO evaL, f) K a i a v e ^  e X e Y X o p e v o v  opcbv, K a i oP acpodpa  
XocXeiTavelg  e a v  tic ; crop cog ttp c o to to k o u  o P t o  Pcpaipfi;
An earlier passage in the Theaitetos has the same theme:
n p o a q je p o u  ouv u p o g  p e  t ig  TTpog p a i a g  Pov K a i o P t o v  
p a ie u T iK o v ,  K a i  a  a v  epcoTcb i rp o B u p o O  oTicog o to g  t '  e l  oPTcog  
a T T O K p iv a o ’O a i '  K a i e a v  a p a  aK O TToP pevog  t i  gov a v  XeYQQ  
f iY h c rc o p a t e i6 c o \o v  K a i p f)  a \ r ) 0 e g ,  e lT a  p T T e ^ a ip c b p a i K a i  
aTTO ^aX X co , p f)  a Y p u x iv e  coorTep a i  t tp c o to to k o i n e p l  T a  T r a t d ia  
(151 B 9 -C  5).
These passages show that if a newborn infant was considered oP k d £ io v  
Tpocpfjg it might be taken from its mother, even if it  was her firstborn, and 
"put away". The verb dTTOTi8evai is commonly translated "expose", by which 
is meant putting the newborn baby out of the house and abandoning it. A 
common consequence would have been the death of the baby,.especially if
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the place in which it was abandoned was lonely and frequented by beasts of 
prey. But some babies were picked up and rescued by passers-by, often to 
be reared as slaves; this would have been more likely to happen in 
populated places, and it was perhaps the thought that the child might be 
picked up which consoled some parents and absolved them from the guilt of 
direct infanticide.11
The Theaitetos passages are important evidence for the practice of 
exposure, even though it is only referred to metaphorically, for the 
metaphor is picked up several times in the dialogue, and no Greek author 
gives the specific and direct information on the practice that we should 
like to have. What, then, does the Theaitetos tell us about the putting 
away of unwanted children? It tells us beyond doubt that some newborn 
infants in fifth-century Athens were taken from their mothers and exposed. 
This was the fate of those infants considered "not worth rearing" (160 E 8, 
210 B 9). What made an infant not worth rearing Is a question about which 
the Theaitetos tells us little . Sokrates w ill dispose of that which is 
ve06og, ei6co\ov or pq txXr\Qeq (150 C 2, 151 C 4 - 5, 161 A 1), and since a 
baby cannot be false, a phantom, unreal or untrue (a point made at 150 a 10 
- B 2) these words must refer to the arguments themselves. He also refers 
to that which is avepiatov (157 D 2, 161 A 1, 210 B 9), the "windy" or "wind 
egg". The word avepiatov is sometimes used with gov, and tmnvepia is 
used by Aristotle of eggs produced without impregnation (64 750 B ff., HA
6. 2, 559 B 21 - 560 A 9). A "windy" pregnancy is what is nowadays 
referred to as a phantom pregnancy, a false pregnancy in which a woman 
experiences many of the symptoms of pregnancy, including amenorrhea and 
swollen abdomen, without fetation, and it was a phenomenon known in the 
ancient world.12 But a newborn infant cannot be avep ia tov, and Sokrates 
therefore uses this term of the spurious or unfruitful argument, the term 
of course having been suggested by its connotation with pregnancy. It is 
contrasted with yovipov (157 D 2, cf. 150 c 2) which can mean productive
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or fru itfu l, or, of an inf3nt, likely to live, th3t is, visblo. So yovihov may
refer either to the 3rgument or to the met3phoriC3 l Infant, 3nd Plsto 
probably exploits the ambiguity of the term.
We must be C3reful not to take out of a mere metaphor more than is 
justified, but 1 think that one of the things the midwives would have 
inspected the newborn infants for was their viability; yovhjov n ov yovhjov; 
was the question which all concerned with the birth would have asked 
themselves, and the question of viability and non-viability and how to 
recognise them was one of the matters which medical men addressed at 
this period (above, pp. 21 - 32). It Is not known what were the signs 
indicating viability which the fifth-century midwife would look for in the 
newborn infant. Many centuries later Soranus listed several specific signs 
that midwives w ill consider, and said that from the opposite Indications 
the child unfit to be reared might be recognised (above, p. 18). But all that 
we can say for fifth-century Athens is that some In some way physically 
defective babies were rejected. Soranus's testimony has at least one thing 
In common with that of T h t: the midwife plays a key rble In identifying 
that which Is not worth rearing. Her experience of newborn Infants would 
perhaps have given her a certain expertise In recognising those neonatal 
problems that were especially serious, and this was supplemented, no 
doubt, with a good deal of mldwlves' lore. The ultimate decision whether 
to rear would surely have been taken In accordance with the wishes of the 
head of the household, and factors other than the midwife's opinion would 
have Influenced It, such as, for example, whether the baby was a first-born 
son, and how much an addition to the family was wanted. A decision not to 
rear must often have caused anguish to the mother, and this in fact is clear 
from the Theaitetos passages.
There Is no evidence that all babies born with physical deficiencies 
were rejected (except in Spartlate households, see above, ch. 2 part l) .13 
The author of the Hlppokratlc treatise On Joints Is able to describe various
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kinds of congenital deformities and dislocations, and methods for treating 
them. The physicians to whom the writer addresses this work include those 
who practise in populous cities (72, IV 296. 6 - 7 Li.), so that it is not 
inappropriate to discuss his remarks in an Athenian context. Some people 
were congenitally weasel-armed (o i  KaXoOpEvoi 8 e  e k  y e v e h q  y a ^ ia y K c jv e s ,  
Arthr. 12, IV 1 14. 1 Li., cf. 53, IV 236. 5 - 238. 1 Li.), having "shrivelled 
upper arms and swollen elbows" 14; this sounds a rather distressing 
deformity, though we are told such people are well able to use the arm (IV 
114. 8, 236. 17 - 21 Li.). Another congenital deformity of the arm is where 
there is complete ankylosis of the elbow, with the bones below the injury 
shortened {A rth r 2\, IV 134. 5 ff. Li.). Congenital dislocations of the hand 
and of the finger joint are described {Arthr, 28 and 29, IV 138. 14 - 15, 
140. 2 - 4 Li.), More serious are congenital dislocation of one or both hips 
{Arthr. 53 and 56, IV 238. 2 - 6, 242.18 - 244, 10 Li.), and of the head of the 
thigh bone {A rthr and 58, IV 240. 19 ff., 252. 17 ff. Li.). Congenital 
dislocation of the knee is known {Arthr. 82, IV 322. 11 Li.) as is that of the 
bones connecting the foot with the leg (85, IV 324. 1 - 2 Li.) and of the foot 
(87, IV 326. 14 -1 5  Li.). Congenital club-foot is also described by this 
author, along with its treatment (it has been argued above [p. 51], though, 
that some cases of club-foot which the author took to have been caused in 
the womb may possibly have been caused by bad swaddling). It seems, then, 
not to have been the case that all infants who were born with such defects 
or sustained them during birth were rejected and left to die. Some, if not 
all, were reared and given medical treatment to cure or correct the 
deformity, and the author of On Joints was enthusiastic about giving such 
treatment: in the case of dislocation of the thigh bone he says
T T X e io r r iQ  E T r ip e X e l r i?  S e o v T c a  o tc r iv  a v  v n T u c j T a T o t a i v  
e o O c r iv  ocutf) rj crupcpopri y e v r i T a i -  i jv  y a p  a p e ^ B c o a i  vfiTTioi  
e o v t e q , a x p f j i o v  T T a v T a n a c r i  Kai a v a u ^ e ?  o \ o v  t o  ctkeX oc; 
y i v E T a i  (55, IV 242. 1 1 - M L l.),
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snd he gives similar advice in cases of club-foot ek yeve^ (62, IV 264. 2 - 7  
Li.). He states what he believes to be the proper attitude to treating the 
kinds of cases he describes in this work, including those that are congenital, 
in the following words: "Someone might object that such matters are outside 
the scope of medicine. Why, after all, should one take any further thought 
about cases which have become incurable? This attitude is far from being 
the right one; for to understand these matters too is part of the same 
science, and it is impossible to separate them. It is important to devise 
means of treating the curable cases so that they do not become incurable . . 
And it  is important to study the incurable cases so as not to in flict 
unnecessary harm. Clear and masterly prognoses are possible by discerning 
in what direction and in what manner and at what time each case w ill have 
its outcome, whether it turns to the direction of curability or incurability" 
(58, IV 252, 8 -1 7  Li.), This sums up the attitude taken by this physician to 
what some people evidently thought to be hopeless cases. The author appears 
to be replying to the kind of contention expressed by a fellow Hippokratic 
writer in On the A rt o f Medicine (VI 4, 18-6. I, 26. 7 - 9 Li.), that it is no 
part of the art of medicine to treat incurable diseases. But in the opinion of 
the author of Joints, all cases must be examined in order to determine which 
ones can be helped and in order to learn what needs to be known to enable one 
to offer helpful prognosis. One of the things to be forecast was whether and 
how much the patient would be able to use the afflicted hand or arm or leg. 
Orthopaedia was an area of medicine in which real help, and not just 
prognosis but therapy too, could be given, especially, as the author points 
out, when the patient was treated while young. This Hippokratic treatise 
provides evidence that some babies who were physically less than perfect 
were reared, and that some doctors at least were happy to treat them. Of 
course the kind of defects mentioned in this work were mostly not 
life-threatening and did not affect a baby's viability.
It was not always the father of the child who decided to expose it. A
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number of references to exposure in comedy present it as an unmarried girl's 
method of getting rid of her baby. In Clouds (530 - 532) Aristophanes, 
addressing the audience through the Chorus, mentions an earlier play of his 
which he gave to someone else to produce. He describes this metaphorically 
in terms of a TrccpOevog who gave birth to a child and exposed it, whereupon 
another girl picked it up and gave it a home:
K a y 6 ,  T T o c p O e v o c ;  y a p  e i '  h v  k o P k  e £ f | V  M o * -  T e x e i v
e £ e O r|K a , ttocI q 6 ' e T e p a  T ig  A ocBoO ct' a v e iX e T o .
u p e t g  8 ‘ e $ e § p e v o ( T e  yevvocicog KaTrai8e\jcrocTe.
By TTapOevog Aristophanes must mean "unmarried girl", not "virgin". The ease 
of reference to the exposure and picking up of a baby implies that the 
audience were familiar with such events in real life. There were many 
stories about unmarried girls of myth and legend who exposed babies, but 
Aristophanes does not compare himself to one of these. He envisages 
himself as an ordinary ttocp$<e v o q , and the person who picks up the foundling 
as "another girl". The motive for exposure in such a case must have rested on 
the unmarried state of a girl who was "not allowed to give birth". Exposure 
of illegitimate children, either by their unmarried mothers, or members of 
their mothers' families, was probably common throughout antiquity, and 
indeed has been in many other ages since.
These then are two categories of children whom it was sometimes 
deemed necessary to expose in fifth  century Athens: illegitimate babies, and 
those whom inspection showed to be "not worth rearing" presumably because 
of physical deficiency. Unless this were the case, the use of references to 
exposure to illustrate a different point in Theaitetos and Clouds would not 
make sense.
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Evidence from New Comedy
There are many references to exposure in the plays of New Comedy. 
They are interesting and instructive because they may tell us something 
about the attitude which the playwright might expect Athenians of his day to 
take towards exposure, and they may also show what were thought to be 
understandable motives for exposure. They cannot tell us anything about the 
frequency of exposure in Athens. The plays are set in contemporary Athens 
and the subjects which Menander and other playwrights chose for their plots 
had to be things that audiences would understand and recognise, and the kind 
of things which just might happen to them one day.15 But mundane incidents 
do not make successful plots, and so plays had to feature incidents of a 
romantic and exciting nature. They also had to have happy endings - for all 
but the wicked characters. So it would be a mistake to read the plays as 
straightforward evidence for real life, or to expect the frequency of events 
such as exposure and subsequent reunion of family members to be a direct 
reflection of their incidence in reality. No one disputes that exposure was 
practised in Athens of Menander's time, as it was before and after, and it is 
legitimate to use the plays as a window on some of the attitudes and 
motives connected with exposure which Athenian audiences might be 
expected to understand.
We find in New Comedy motives for exposure besides the common one 
of fear and shame on the part of an unmarried mother. Menander's 
Perikeiromeneis about the re-discovery of children exposed by their father 
because he was too poor to keep them. The goddess Agnoia tells how a 
woman rescued twins, who, it is clear from what follows, were exposed by 
their father. The girl, Glykera, she kept and reared as her own daughter, and 
the boy, Moschion, she gave to a rich woman called Myrrhlne. When the 
children grew up, Moschion fell in love with Glykera. Before her adoptive 
mother died, Glykera was told by her of her origin as a foundling, and told of
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the existence of a brother. Glykera finds out that her brother is Moschion, 
but tells no one for fear it  should spoil his chances in life, accepted as he is 
as the real son of a rich woman. Glykera regards the tokens as proofs of her 
origin:
]\ay6a[v
TOU|JO0 TTCCTpOQ Kai pTlTpOQ, £ l[
a e l  n a p '  e p a u T T i j  T a O T a  K a i  T r i p [ e t v  ( 7 4 2  -  7 4 4 ) ,
In the recognition scene the children's father, Pataikos, examines Glykera's 
tokens, starting with some embroidery, the work of his wife (755 - 773). 
Further questioning leaves litt le  room for doubt that he has found his 
children: Glykera knows that they were found by a spring, and Pataikos says 
that the slave whom he Instructed to expose the children did leave them in 
such a spot ( 7 9 6  -  8 0 0 ) .  Glykera asks why he exposed them. Pataikos 
blames the uncertainties of fortune: his wife died the day after the 
children were born, and at the same time he became a poor man when he 
lost all his property at sea ( 8 0 1  -  8 0 9 ) .  In explanation of his motives he 
says:
e (p o \K ia
hyn crd ijm v 8 f) tttc jxo v  S v T a  T ra id ta
Tpecpeiv a f lo u ^ o u  TTavreXcoc; avGpoc; t p o t t o v
("Well, I thought that for a beggar to take young children in tow and rear 
them would have been the action of a man devoid of sense", 8 1 0  -  8 1 2 ) .  
Whether he uses these words to justify his action, or simply to explain it 
while admitting he was wrong, depends as Sandbach has pointed out, on the 
force of 8f), whether indignant or explanatory.16 But perhaps (pace 
Sandbach) we do not need to know how common exposure was in the fourth 
century, as an indication of what the audience would have felt about 
Pataikos's action, in order to decide this point. I think that the 
overwhelming misfortunes which Menander gives Pataikos ( 8 0 1  -  8 0 9 )  
indicate that the playwright does not wish the audience to judge him
1 6 0
harshly. This is not to say that the audience was to be expected to condone 
the exposure of any child born into impoverished circumstances. Pataikos 
is presented being confronted by his daughter’s sorrow and regret (tccXcuv' 
eycoye -rfo tGxtis, 810) and by her wondering inquiry into his reason for 
exposure; a father would require a very strong reason for exposing his 
children, in order not to appear heartless in such a scene, and such a reason 
Menander gives Pataikos - the double reason, in fact, of the death of his 
wife and the loss of all his money. Apparently the reunion of father and 
daughter is a loving one: ouKen Ka8e$co. (pi\Tai[ri, xatpe], (824). Glykera's 
laments are directed at bad fortune, rather than at her father's action 
(807, 810, cf. 805). It is an emotional scene, and Pataikos must be 
supposed to feel its poignancy too. There is no Indication in the extant text 
that he feels anything as strong as remorse, not does any character speak 
in condemnatory terms about him. Menander must surely intend his 
audience to accept as reasonable Pataikos's actions and the explanation 
given for them. It is not unreasonable to assume that most members of the 
audience, if placed in Pataikos's circumstances and dealt such a blow by 
Fate, might have done the same as he.
Terence adapted his Heautontimoroumenos from Menander's play of 
that name. If the scene in which we learn that a girl had been exposed 
because her father, Chremes, did not want a daughter, is a faithful 
reflection of a Greek original - as we might expect - then it tells us 
something about the conflicting feelings and values in relation to exposure 
that might have operated In a Greek household. In this scene Sostrata 
reminds her husband Chremes of his order many years ago to do away with 
their baby daughter:
"meministin me gravidam et mihi te maxumo opere edicere, 
si puellam parerem, nolle tolli?" (626 - 627).
Sostrata has a confession to make: instead of ensuring the baby did not 
survive she had given her to an old Corinthian woman to expose (629 - 630).
Chremes takes Sostrata to task about her disobedience of the real 
intention behind his order.
.. si meum
imperium exsequi voluisses, interemptam oportult, 
non simulare mortem verbis, reapse spem vitae dare" (634 - 636). 
He supposes that she did it out of pity, but blames her for abandoning the 
child to an unknown fate thinking "It doesn't matter what happens, as long 
as she stays alive". This was a completely irresponsible attitude, 
according to Chremes - their daughter might have ended up by being a 
prostitute or sold as a slave (632 - 643). Sostrata makes a further 
confession - she gave the old woman her ring to put with the exposed 
child, for she did not want her to die without any share of their 
possessions. Chremes in his exasperation makes what is surely a sarcastic 
reply: "Oh, well done - you saved your conscience and the baby" (653). 
Sostrata has now rediscovered the ring in the possession of Bacchis, a 
courtesan who is staying in their house. (The ring belongs to Antlphila, 
who of course turns out to be their long-lost daughter, and this makes 
possible her marriage to Cllnla.) The exchanges between Chremes and 
Sostrata in this scene are full of interest for the subject of exposure. 
Chremes, after criticising his wife's disobedience to him and 
thoughtlessness about the future, attributes his former attitude to his 
daughter to his less fortunate circumstances then. But now he would like a 
daughter:
"non licet homlnem esse saepe Ita ut volt, si res non slnlt. 
nunc Ita tempus fert ml ut cuplam f 111am: olim nil minus" (666 -
667).
Chremes has forgiven his wife but says he is too easy going. This must 
strike the audience as ironic in view of his dealings with his wife and 
daughter (and Sostrata is s till afraid of his harshness at lines 664 - 665). 
Although there is a little  irony in the characterisation of Chremes here, he
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is allowed by the playwright to excuse his past decision in just two lines, 
and he is not made to admit to any guilty feelings. Sostrata on the other 
hand is full of apologies and meekness. We are led to the conclusion that 
Chremes's actions and values, as a head of the household who expects his 
commands to be obeyed and admits to no good in any action that disregards 
his authority, would have appeared to Menander's original audience 
(assuming that Terence has taken over this scene directly from Menander) 
as not at all unusual. If the female members of the Greek audience (if there 
were any) might have sympathised more with the wife’s action, no account 
is taken of this by the playwright, and it must remain a matter for 
speculation. There is another point of interest which this scene brings out. 
Chremes's words make it clear that, for him, mere exposure was not 
enough, because there was a chance that the child might be rescued (a 
chance made more likely by the accompanying ring? - cf. line 653). What 
he wanted was the death of the baby. (It is not specified how Sostrata was 
expected to bring this about; suffocation, for example, springs to mind as a 
well-known traditional method of Infanticide.) In entrusting the baby girl 
instead to a woman "exponendam", Sostrata harboured the hope that she 
would survive. There must have been a fairly high chance of rescue for 
exposed babies in populated places, and no doubt parents who cherished this 
hope for a healthy normal child would have put the baby out well wrapped 
up, or even swaddled.
Chremes's prejudice against a daughter is the only specific example 
in comedy of the exposure of a child because she is a girl and not a boy. In 
a fragment of Poseldlppos's Hermaphrodites (11 Kock) we find the 
startling generalistaion that:
Oiov Tpecpei nag xav nevrig Tig gov tOx o .
9\jyaTepa 8 ' e im 9r|c ri xav nXoCicnog.
The firs t part of the statement Is contradicted by Pataikos s action in 
Menander's Perfkeiromene\ he exposed both twins, male ahd female, and
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the second by Alexis fr. 162, where a daughter and a son are brought up in a 
very poor household. The second part is even more of an exaggeration than 
the first, and belongs to a class of quotations in which characters lament 
the uselessness and expense of bringing up girls, including the following: 
e 05 c u p o v ia  t o O t '  i - o r i v u l d s  voOv excov-
a \ \ a  SuyaTrip k t t^ ' ecmv epyu5e<; ncapi (Men, AnepstOi fr. 54
Koerte),
XccXeuov/ ye Svjyairip KTqpa kccI 6\Jcr6ia0eTov (Men. Ha/ieus> fr. 18
Koerte),
T T e p i a ^ c o  T f ) v  e p c a j T o O  O u y a i e p a  
T f ) v  ttoX iv  o i B o u X o p e v o i  T o r u T T i v  X a B e l v
X a X e i T e ,  T T p o crK O T T e ic rB e  tttiA ikov kockov
XhvecrS'... (Men. fr. 581 Koerte),
and
KopnQ 6cTTa\AaTT6pe9a Taptelov tukpoO (Anaxandrides fr. 78 Kock =
Diphilos fr. 134 Kassel and Austin). 
These in turn belong to a much wider class of derogatory remarks about 
women. The Poseidippos fragment is much less useful than it would have 
been if we knew by what character and in what circumstances it was said. 
It is clearly an exaggeration, but as Sandbach points out, there must have 
been something to exaggerate ([1973] p. 35). Perhaps when the head of a 
household wished to lim it the size of his family, because of lack of means, 
to just one or two children, girls would have been less welcome than boys, 
since the latter might in time contribute to the family income, while the 
former would require a dowry. But it has been argued that economic 
pressure might work in favour of girls, since they were probably less 
expensive to bring up than boys (they were fed and educated less) and their 
dowry would not deplete the family's landed property, whereas boys would 
each be entitled to inherit a share of the family farm (where there was
one) which, i f  i t  was small , would not bear too much subdivision.1"7
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Considerations such as these would have varied according to the nature of 
the economy of Individual households. Perhaps, If girls were in general less 
welcome than boys (though there is no demographic evidence that they were 
exposed In greater numbers, pp. 206 - 207 below), It was due not so much 
to conscious economic forecasting on the part of their parents, but rather 
to a fairly general prejudice which favoured sons over daughters.18
But we may be sure that the birth of a baby was often greeted with 
worries about the financial strain that it represented. In Plautus's 
Truculentus Phronesium bewails the expensiveness of children and 
catalogues the needs of a household with a baby: they need food for the baby 
and his mother, they need a maid to wash him, a nurse with milk to feed 
him - and large quantities of wine for the nurse to drink day and night! - 
they need wood, coal, swaddling clothes, pillows, cradles, clothes, oil, corn 
(902 - 908). But the list is comically exaggerated: in a household where a 
mother fed her baby herself, the needs of a newborn baby would not be very 
great. It would only be as the child grew older that It became more 
expensive to keep him or her, and some families would probably have to 
think of the future when deciding whether or not to rear a child. A 
character In Menander's Plokion says:
CJ TpiCTK0CKo8aL|JG)V, OOTIQ OV TT£VT|Q Y ^M ^t
Kai TTai&oTToietS' (fr. 335 Koerte).
In Terence’s Hecyra, adapted from Apollodoros's play of the same 
name, an exposure Is planned but not carried out. Phllumena is about to 
have a baby, conceived as a result of a rape by the man she later married. 
Neither Is aware that her husband Pamphllus is the father. Phllumena's 
mother assures him that the child w ill be exposed, and she w ill tell her 
husband that It was stillborn. She uses these reassuring words:
",,, dicam abortum esse: sclo nemlnl allter suspectum fore 
quin, quod veri slmllest, ex te recte eum natum putent. 
contlnuo exponetur: hie tlblst nil qulcquam Incommodl.. ( 3 9 7  -
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Thus faces w ill be saved all round. But Philumena’s father finds out, and, 
thinking that the baby was conceived properly in wedlock, upbraids his wife 
for planning to do away with the child, and, as he thinks, break up the 
marriage. The baby is saved from the fate which was planned for it by 
Pamphilus's mistress, Bacchis. She had been given a ring he had taken from 
the girl he raped: the ring is recognised as being Philumena's and Pamphilus 
is revealed as the child's father. This exposure was planned because 
Philumena's mother regards it as a disaster to have to rear a child whose 
father they do not know:
"hoc mi unum ex plurimis miseriis relictuom fuerit malum 
si puerum ut tollam cogit, quoius nos qui sit nescimus pater" (570
- 571).
Her attitude accords with family law and custom of classical and 
Hellenistic Athens, where a child's paternity was the key to his or her 
acceptance Into the family.
Davus in Terence's Andria> adapted from Menander, takes the same 
view as that taken by the mother-in -law of Hecyra of bringing up a baby 
whose existence w ill cause embarrassment. Pamphilus and Glycerlum have 
decided to acknowledge the child she is expecting: "quidquid peperisset 
decreverunt tollere", which intention Davus describes as "amentium" (218 - 
219). Later Pamphilus confirms his intention:
"... polllcltus sum suscepturum. Dav. o facinus audax! Pam. ftanc
fidem
sibl me obsecravit, qui se sciret non desertum iri, ut darem"
(401 - 402).
The slave assumes that an illegitimate child, whose existence might get in 
the way of a desirable marriage, should not be acknowledged, literally 
"taken up", by the father. He does not have to state what its fate would 
then have been. But the only exposure in this play is a pretended one, when
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Davus makes Glycerium's maid pretend to expose Glycerium's newborn baby 
on his master's doorstep (721 - 796). In Plautus's Amphitryo (the original 
of which may have been Philemon's NuxMakra) explicit instructions are 
given by the departing father-to-be to rear the baby, from which we may 
infer that the possibility existed of not doing so. Jupiter says to Alcmene, 
who is about to bear the child he has fathered:
"menses iam tibi esse actos vides.
mlhi necesse est ire hinc; verum quod erit natum tollito" (500-501).
Mention must also be made here of several plays in which a child is 
exposed by its mother because, like Aristophanes’s play (above, p. 158), it 
was conceived while she was unmarried, usually as a result of forceful 
seduction. Menander's Epitrepontes is about what happened when a 
shepherd found an abandoned baby and picked it up along with the trinkets 
he found with it. This child had been borne by Pamphlle five months after 
her marriage to Charisios, while the latter was away, and she had exposed 
it in the countryside. But Charisios, who must have heard about this on his 
return, and not realising that he was the baby's father (as a result of his 
drunken rape of an unknown girl at a festival), left his wife. All ends 
happily, of course, when the man chosen to arbitrate between claimants to 
the baby's trinkets turns out to be the baby’s grandfather, and true 
identities are established by recognition of the ornaments. The extant text 
of the play does not allow us to draw any firm conclusion about Pamphile’s 
feelings about her exposure of her baby; there is a possible clue in fr. 8 
where a speaker, presumably Pamphlle, says
G^eTCKpriV (JLEV oGv
kAc c io w ' o X cjq,
and she may be referring to her feelings after abandoning her baby (Gomme 
and Sandbach [1973] p. 357), but the words might instead refer to her 
feelings after Charisios left her. Plautus's Cistellaria is an adaptation of 
Menander's Synaristosai The play is set in Sikyon, and we are told that a
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man from Lemnos raped a girl at a festival, and she bore a baby girl and 
gave her to a slave of her father to expose; he did so, at or near the 
race-course, and stayed to watch a procuress pick her up and take her back 
to her courtesan friend. Years later, the Lemnian, now a widower, came 
back to Sikyon and married the woman he once raped, and sent the slave to 
find the abandoned child. The girl is found and sent back to her real family, 
with the "crepundia" which were left with her as a baby, "parentes te ut 
cognoscant facilius" (636). Her mother immediately recognises the tokens, 
and says to the slave:
"crepundia
haec sunt, quibuscum tu extulisti nostram filiolam ad necem"
(663 - 664).
The daughter is reunited with her parents, and her marriage to the man she 
loves is now possible. The mother is shown to be overjoyed to reclaim her 
daughter, but there is no trace of any feelings of regret about the exposure 
in CisteUaria. Whether there was a scene in the Greek original similar to 
that of Glycerium's confrontation with Pataikos in Perikeiromene is 
impossible to know.
There is no exposure in Menander's Samia, in which the baby of 
Moschion and Plangon, as yet unmarried, is an embarrassment to the young 
couple and a potential cause of paternal wrath. But there has been recent 
scholarly discussion on the subject of exactly what fate was planned by 
Moschion and the others for this child. The argument turns on the role of 
Chrysls as the baby's saviour: did she Intend to keep the baby permanently 
and pass it off for the future as the offspring of herself and Demeas, or 
was her care only to be a temporary expedient until Moschion and Plangon 
had obtained permission to marry and could reveal their baby's existence? 
It is impossible to be sure whether Chrysls was actually represented in the 
play as having milk: see Chapter 1 note 111. But on the subject of the 
alternative fate of the baby it is possible to be a little  less tentative.
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Sandbach envisages no alternative fate for the baby but exposure, and he 
argues that it is the intention of Chrysis to keep the baby for good. Only 
when events take an unforeseen turn (Nikeratos spies Plangon giving the 
baby the breast) does Moschion decide to reveal to Demeas the baby's true 
parentage. Christina Dedoussi, on the other hand, thinks that the baby could 
never have been intended for exposure, because Moschion had already 
acknowledged his paternity and promised to marry the mother.19 Chrysis’s 
care for the baby is only a temporary solution, and it is intended all along 
that Moschion and Plangon w ill take their son back when they are married. 
The extant text of the play gives no explicit answer to the problem. But 
what is, I think, clear, is what might have happened to the baby if Chrysis 
had not been willing to take him. She herself says, in explanation of her 
willingness to risk Demeas's anger.
TrpoTepov 6 ' e y o r /e  t t c c v t ' a v  v m o u e tv a i 6 okcj
r\ t o O t o  T iT $ r |v  ev o u vo ik iq c  t i v i  (lines 84 - 85).
(There follows a lacuna in the MS.) The assumption is that Moschion would 
have given his son to a wet-nurse living in a tenement somewhere in 
Athens. This shows that he had at least considered keeping him, and this 
would have necessitated only finding a temporary nurse for him. This 
makes more likely the possibility that Chrysis was only to keep the baby 
until he and Plangon were in a position to take him back. I think it is 
Chrysis’s allusion to the hired wet-nurse that casts doubt on exposure as 
the alternative fate for the baby. It is not the case, as Dedoussi argues (pp. 
4 0 -41 ), that "It was . . .  impossible for an ancient audience to think that 
this child’s future could be exposure." Actually Moschion could have had the 
baby exposed, and neither the fact that he had informally acknowledged his 
paternity nor the fact that both parents were Athenian citizens who hoped 
to be united in marriage could have saved the child from this fate. This 
hypothetical point has no direct bearing on the play, but it is worth making 
as part of a discussion of exposure In Athens. Moschion's position
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vis-a-vis his child is not what it would have been for a married father 
who had expressed the intention of rearing the child born to him. Such a 
father would have performed the naming ceremony, thus formally 
acknowledging the child as his, a few days after birth (see Chapter 3 Part
2 ).
New Comedy is not a straightforward record of social history, but 
the Incidents and attitudes we find in plays must bear some relation to real 
life in Athens. Exposure of unwanted babies is, like the rape of unmarried 
girls at festivals, one of those things that sometimes happened in Athens, 
and that lent itself to exploitation in the plots of romantic comedies. It 
has been argued by Gilbert Murray that these elements in the plots of New 
Comedy have little  to do with real life in Athens, and that they are rather 
elements of myths associated with a kind of fe rtility  ritual appropriate to 
the worship of Dionysos.20 He examines and compares the plots of plays 
involving exposure and recognition by Euripides and Menander, and argues 
that rapes, illegitimate birth, exposure, and recognition in New Comedy are 
elements "modelled on the supernatural myth" that lay behind this kind of 
"Ritual Play". Speaking of New Comedy he says: "If anyone Is s till disposed 
to think that these somewhat disreputable plots are due merely to a 
realistic presentation of the manners of the 'young puppies' of an immoral 
age, and not to some fixed fe rtility  pattern, conscious or unconscious, let 
me shatter his complacency with one blow. Plutarch says expressly that in 
all Menander's hundred dramas there is no case of TTcu&dq otpp€vog epos 
( Quaest. Conv.%. 3. 8 ).... A realistic description of an immoral age would 
have abounded in appnv epcog. A fe rtility  ritual has no place for It" (p. 51).
I think it is possible to answer this argument by admitting that the 
prevalence of such elements In the plots of New Comedy probably does owe 
much to tragedy, and behind that, myth (cf, pp. 172 - 173 below), while 
maintaining that the treatment of these themes in the plays can s till tell 
us something about practices and attitudes in real life in Athens. The
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setting of the plays is contemporary Athens. The characters are meant to 
represent ordinary Greeks. Much of the dialogue and action is of a fairly 
mundane nature. The plays do not present events of a supernatural 
character, but restrict themselves to the realm of the possible, ranging 
from the improbable to the predictable. The motives and plots may 
originate in traditions of various kinds, and many aspects of contemporary 
life undoubtedly are ignored, but, within the given themes and plots and in 
the aspects of life that are included, the treatment has to make sense in 
the context of contemporary Athenian life.
The significance of exposure in comedy does not lie in its 
prevalence, and it is true that it proves nothing about the frequency of its 
occurrence in real life. But comedy must not be dismissed as evidence for 
attitudes to exposure. Menander often used it in his plots, and he does not 
appear to put forward any view on exposure that challenges the common 
understanding of it.21 These plays shed light on aspects of the Hellenistic 
Athenian understanding of exposure. In Perikeiromene Pataikos is not 
presented as a man who wantonly exposed his children, but is instead given 
an apparently compelling reason in the form of sudden overwhelming 
misfortune. In Heautontimoroumenos, on the other hand, Chremes is not 
condemned as heartless for exposing a daughter simply because he did not 
want one. In the play on which Terence based his Andria the idea of 
exposing an unwanted Illegitimate child was presented as the sensible 
course of action. In Epitrepontes and Synaristosai babies are exposed by 
unmarried girls. All these things point to a general assumption in Menander 
and his audience that these various circumstances could constitute 
adequate reasons for exposing an unwanted child.
AfLexcurgus Qn related aspects of the treatment of infants in 
Comedy
Ai. Recognition, of .exposed children
The plays of New Comedy do not tell us how frequent exposure of 
unwanted babies was in contemporary Athens, but we may be sure that 
exposure, whatever its commonness, occurred far more often than reunion 
of parents with children lost to them in infancy or abandoned by them as 
babies. Recognition and reunion of this kind, though, is a prominent feature 
of Middle and New Comedy, and a little  must be said about it before we pass 
on.
The Scholiast who wrote:
e X O M e v  T ia p a  t o i q  k c o m ik o l q  o t i  T i v a  t q v  e K T e S e v T c o v  ttoci6 c jv  octto 
t iv g d v  c m i je i c jv  e v  ccO t o i q  o v t g j v  a v e y v c j p t f o v r o  (Kock III p. 465, 
fr. 313)
probably had in mind Menander's Epitrepontes and Perikeiromene among 
others. In Epitrepontes the disputed matter which is taken to arbitration 
’s the possession of the trinkets found with the abandoned baby. Daos the 
shepherd picked up baby and trinkets, and gave the baby to Syros the 
charcoal burner to bring up. Syros claimed the trinkets too, and after 
making some compelling arguments, Including the argument that the baby 
might be from a noble family and the trinkets necessary for its later 
recognition, wins the backing of the arbitrator. This was the stuff of stage 
dramas, as a character In the play himself reminds us: Syros refers to a 
play about Neleus and Pel las, the sons of Tyro, in which children discovered 
their parentage by means of tokens picked up with them22 and he also cites 
a couple of incidents of recognition by means of tokens in other, unnamed, 
plays (lines 325 - 343). He attempts to prove his point by invoking 
instances from the plots of romantic plays (Tpayy6oOQ. line 325), rather 
than by arguments from "real life". Recognition of lost children by means
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of tokens was also a familiar ingredient of plots on the comic stage, it 
occurs in Menander's Sikyonios, and Plautus's Cist e ll aria, Rudens and 
ViduJdria The titles of many of the lost plays also seem to betray some 
such content.23 It is quite probable that in real life many exposed children 
were accompanied by such trinkets; some mothers may have entertained a 
wild hope that they might enable the child, if it survived, to trace its 
parentage in later life,24 and that they might indeed enhance its chances of 
rescue in the firs t place. And if it died, the baby would at least "not be 
without a share in [its parents'] possessions" (Ter. Heaut 652); it would 
have been laid out, so to speak, for death with some funeral ornaments, cf. 
Plaut. Cist 663 - 664, see p. 168 above. The Greek terms for such tokens 
were crTTapyava and (as instruments of recognition) yvcjpicnjaTa. and the 
Latin "crepundia"25 Leaving tokens with an abandoned child may have been 
common, but instances of their leading to a later recognition cannot have 
been. The o r iin  of the recognition motif in comedy may be traced to 
tragedy and myth.26 Plays were then written with recognition plots and 
everyday, non-mythological characters.27 The recognition of lost children 
provides the comedies with the elements of excitement and romance, and 
the happy ending, that are essential to the plot.
B: Suppositious children
In his Titthe Menander makes a nurse say, probably to the audience: 
"Has any of you ever begged or lent a baby, dearest gentlemen?" (fr. 396 
Koerte). Borrowing and lending of babies are fairly common transactions on 
the comic stage. A fragment of Alexis's Stratiotes (209 Kock) preserves 
the following dialogue:
A: "Take this."
B: "What is it?"
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A: The baby I got from you people, I've brought back."
B: "Why? Don't you want to bring it up?"
A: "No, for it's not ours."
B: "It's not ours either,"
A: "But you lot gave me it."
B; "Not gave."
A: "What then?"
B: "We gave it away."
A; "What it's not right for me to accept?"
In real life mothers of unwanted children probably often preferred to pass 
their baby on to someone who would find another home for it, rather than to 
abandon it to the much more uncertain fate of exposure. And slaves 
instructed to carry out the task of exposure must sometimes have managed 
to pass the baby on to someone else. Many healthy babies who were exposed 
must have survived long enough to be picked up in the days following 
exposure. So it seems to have been possible in fifth - and fourth-century 
Athens for a woman who needed a baby to procure one. This would 
generally be for the purpose of providing her husband with a child, 
preferably a son, when her own baby had died or been stillborn. 
Aristophanes even implies that It was done by women who failed to 
conceive at all (see below). The purpose of marriage was to provide an heir 
for the husband, and wives who failed to do so might have feared divorce. It 
would surely have been possible to practise the deception only on a husband 
temporarily absent on campaign or business, though Aristophanes in 
Thesmophoriazusai pictures It happening under the husband's very nose. 
Even allowing for comic exaggeration, several passages in this play 
Indicate that Athenian women were suspected by men of deceiving their 
husbands in this way. Included in a curse against people who cheat women 
is the person who "informs against her who brings in a suppositious baby" 
(340). Euripides is accused of making husbands so suspicious of their
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wives that women can no longer do any of the things they used to: "Why, a 
woman who can t have children and wants to pass one off as her own, can't 
even get away with this, for their husbands now sit right next to them" 
(407 - 409). Mnesilochos, in female guise, mentions that he knows of a 
woman who pretended to be in labour ten days, while she sent out to buy a 
baby; the husband is running around trying to buy something to help with 
the birth, while the old midwife brings in a baby in a pot, its mouth stuffed 
with honeycomb to keep it quiet; the wife then cries out that she's giving 
birth, the baby Is produced, and the smiling midwife congratulates the 
husband on a child so like himself In every particular. "Don't we do these 
wicked things? Yes, by Artemis, we dor (502 - 518). This again is one of 
the crimes Mnesilochos accuses women of In a later scene: “Nor [have I yet 
told] how you took for your own the baby boy your slave gave birth to, and 
swopped It for your baby daughter" (564 - 565). This practice of secretly 
substituting another's child for one’s own was known as uttoBccM ecjBcci and 
the child thus brought in to a household was Otto0o\ iijccios, "suppositious". 
Implying that someone was a suppositious son was an insult which, in Old 
Comedy, Telekleldes threw at Charikles (cbg e<pu to nTyrp! TTai6ov ttpcjtoq ek 
B c c M c c v t C o u ,  fr. 41 Kock), and Eupolis at the sons of Hlppokrates (fr. 112 
Kassel and Austin). It was not confined to the stage: Demosthenes uses it 
against Meidias, the secrets of whose origins were "just like a tragedy" 
(21. 149).28 These references to bringing in suppositious babies show it as 
a wrong done to a husband (in deceiving him into thinking that another's 
flesh and blood Is his own) and a matter of shame to the child in later life 
(who suffers the Indignity of being told that he has been bought and the 
general social stigma of having irregular origins). Repudiation by the 
supposed father and loss of inheritance rights might be the fate of a 
suppositious child whose secret was found out. But in New Comedy these 
considerations are of less importance than the usefulness of this practice 
as the basis of plots in which real identities were to be established in the
course of the action. This was probably the outcome in those comedies 
entitled HypoboJimaios, written by Alexis, Eudoxos, Philemon, Kratinos the 
Younger (whose play is also referred to as PseudhypoboJimaios ), and 
Menander (whose HypoboJimaios is alternatively entitled Agroikos, and 
was adapted by Caecilius as HypoboJimafos or Rastrana). There was also 
a HypobaUomenai written by Epinikos. In Plautus's Trucu/entus, whose 
original is unknown, Phronesium obtains a baby to pass off as her own, in 
order to gain money from her lover, by means of sending out maidservants 
here, there and everywhere to seek out a baby; eventually one is found by 
her hairdresser, whose work took her to many households.
The law: Athens
There was in Athens no law prohibiting a father from exposing his 
newborn children. The passages about exposure in Plato's Theaitetos (see 
above, pp. 153 - 154) imply that the rejection and exposure of a child by its 
father was not prohibited by law. And fathers in New Comedy who 
rediscover the children they or their wives had exposed as infants do not 
hesitate to make this past action known and evidently do not fear 
prosecution or punishment. Nor was there any Athenian law that explicitly 
empowered a parent to expose his newborn child, and there was no need for 
such a piece of legislation. Athenian law took no interest in the fate of 
children whose parents decided not to rear them. As A. R. W, Harrison puts 
it, ". . . the act of exposure was legally negative in character", and he 
describes the Athenian father's right to expose his child as "the absence of 
a duty to introduce it into the family".29
Did Athenian law forbid the killing by means more violent than 
exposure of a newborn infant by its father? I think that Athenian law was 
probably powerless to prevent this. Those responsible for bringing a
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prosecution in homicide cases were the victim's relatives,30 but a newborn 
infant who had not yet been acknowledged by its father and accepted into 
the family had no relatives, for legal purposes.31 So when we hear 
Chremes in Terence's Heautontimoroumenos telling his wife that she ought 
to have killed their baby daughter and not simply exposed her 
("interemptam oportuit", line 634, cf, p. 163 above), perhaps we are 
entitled to suppose that the character in Menander's original actually said 
this - it need not be a slice of Roman patriapotestas imported into the 
play by its Latin author. Of course once a child had been acknowledged by 
the father and the family had begun to rear it, it could not be killed with 
impunity: there was no law that explicitly empowered a father to k ill his 
child and the statement of Sextus Empiricus that a law of Solon's 
permitted parents to k ill their own children is rightly rejected by almost 
all authorities32; and a child that had been accepted into a family did have 
champions in Athenian law.
Athenian law gave the person who picked up an exposed baby and 
reared it no rights over the child. A. R. W. Harrison ([1968] I p. 71) points 
out, "The finder of an exposed child might at his discretion treat it  as slave 
or free, but he acquired no rights over it and he could not even adopt it, 
since adoption of a minor was a reciprocal transaction between the adopter 
and the adopted child's father or his representative". If the child was later 
found by his or her father, parental rights remained in force, and the plots 
of New Comedy reflect this.
In view of the fact that declaration of paternity was at Athens a 
formal act, consisting in the naming of the child before witnesses (see 
Chapter 3 Part 2), it  is interesting that in New Comedy fathers who have 
never formally acknowledged their children but instead exposed them, on 
rediscovering them years later simply and without ceremony resume 
parenthood. It seems that in these cases the father, by the simple and 
informal act of receiving and welcoming the returned child, must be
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presumed to make thereby a declaration of his paternity and the child's 
legitimacy (for these children are not v o 9 o i ) .  This point is hypothetical, 
since no instance is known of an exposed child returning to his or her 
original family in real life. It is presumably not a contingency which would 
have been covered by an actual piece of legislation.
The law: Gortvn
The law code of Gortyn in Crete, inscribed in the fifth  century BC, 
laid down the law on the exposure and rearing of a child born after divorce.
I quote the relevant part of the law in the translation of R. F. Willetts.33
"If a wife who is separated (by divorce) should bear a child, (they) 
are to bring it to the husband at his house in the presence of three 
witnesses; and if he should not receive it, the child shall be in the mother's 
power either to rear or expose; and the relatives and witnesses shall have 
preference in the oath as to whether they brought it. And if a female serf 
should bear a child while separated, (they) are to bring it to the master of 
the man who married her in the presence of two witnesses. And if he do 
not receive it, the child shall be in the power of the master of the female 
serf; but if she should marry the same man again before the end of the year, 
the child shall be in the power of the master of the male serf, and the one 
who brought it  and the witnesses shall have preference in the oath. If a 
woman separated (by divorce) should expose her child before presenting it 
as is written if she is convicted, she shall pay, for a free child, f ifty  
staters, for a slave, twenty-five. And if the man should have no house to 
which she shall bring it  or she do not see him, there is to be no penalty if 
she should expose the child, If a female serf who is unmarried should 
conceive and bear, the child shall be in the power of the master of her
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father; but in case the father should not be living, it shall be in the power 
of the masters of her brothers." (Col. Ill line 4 4 -Col. IV line 23).
The laws set out above determine which individual was to have 
jurisdiction over a child born after the legal separation of its parents. A 
divorced free woman was required to have her newborn child brought to the 
house of its father, who had the right to rear it. If he declined to do so, it 
returned to its mother, who then had the right to choose whether to rear or 
expose it. If she exposed it without firs t having it presented to her former 
husband, she was liable to a fine of f if ty  staters. But if  the ex-husband had 
no house to which the child could be brought, or could not be found, the 
woman was entitled to expose her child without incurring any penalty. In 
the case of a divorced serf-woman, the child was offered firs t to her 
ex-husband's master; if  he did not receive it, it  passed into the power of 
her own master. If the divorced serf went ahead with the exposure of her 
child without complying with this law, she was to be fined twenty-five 
staters. The child of an unmarried serf-woman was by law the property of 
her father’s master (or if her father was dead, her brothers' masters). 
Children born to free parents s till legally married were in the power of 
their father, as the next lines of the code show: "The father shall be in 
control of the children and the division of the property and the mother of 
her own property" (Col, IV lines 23 - 27, Willetts's translation). This 
meant that the undivorced father of a child had the right to decide whether 
to rear or expose it. The law code does not have to state this explicitly, 
because it can be assumed that the right of a father to expose his newborn 
child is part of his legal power over his children ( t o v  T r a - r e p a  t o v  t g k v o v  . . .  
KapTepdv epiev, co 1. IV, 22 - 23). Only the exception to this rule, namely 
when the parents are divorced and the child is born after this, needs to be 
stated, and this is what the law code does here.
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The law: Thebes
A Theban law prohibiting exposure is recorded by Aelian ( VH 2. 7), 
who approves of it  as being particularly humane. It is forbidden, he says, 
on penalty of death, for a Theban man to expose an infant or cast it out into 
the wilds, but if  the father of the child is in extremes of poverty, whether 
the child is male or female, he may bring it to the authorities straight 
after its birth in its swaddling bands. The authorities take the baby and 
give it to the man who pays the lowest price (or "who pays a price, however 
low" - T c p  T i p i f i v  e \ a x t c T T T i v  6 o v t l ) .  An agreement and compact is made 
with him that he rear the baby and when it has grown keep it as his slave, 
receiving its service in return for the expenses of rearing it. Aelian 
records this in the present tense, but gives no indication of the date of the 
law. G. Glotz in his article "Expositio" in Daremberg and Saglio’s 
Dictionnaire des Antiquites (2. 1, pp. 937 - 938) saw in it a suggestion 
both of the desire evident in Romans under the Flavians to define the legal 
condition of rescued children and of the Roman institution of a!imenta> and 
he conjectured that the Theban law may belong to the 1st or 2nd century 
AD. C. Patterson has suggested that it  may be Hellenistic ([1985] p, 122). 
She observes that under this law the parent does not sell the child: "[The 
child] is apparently worth very litt le  until a potential owner invests the 
cost of its rearing." Or it could be that the Theban authorities were 
concerned not to set up a market in unwanted babies: perhaps this is the 
significance of the Tipf) e\axicm-|.
The law: Ephesos
Undated also is a law of Ephesos mentioned by Proclus in his 
Commentary on Hesiod's Works and Days 494. A propos of Hesiod s remark
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about the idle man who w ill suffer in winter and "press his swollen foot in 
his thin hand", Proclus discusses one of the effects of sedentary life in 
swelling the feet, and of starvation on the body in swelling the feet and 
making the upper parts thin. He mentions a law of Ephesos which forbids a 
father to expose his children "until his feet are swollen through starvation"
( koci 6 iq vouoq  ev Ecpeccp uf) e ^e tva i ttoctp'i  TTai6aq aTTodecrSai ecoq a v  6 ia  X ip o v
Tiaxvvdfj ToOq TToGag). This Ephesian law, then, forbade exposure except by 
families who could show evidence of the direst poverty.
These laws of Thebes and Ephesos show evidence of a desire to 
restrict the practice of exposure, In the one case by banning it altogether 
and making an alternative arrangement for Infants whose impoverished 
families simply could not rear them; in the other by limiting the use of 
exposure to those affected by extreme poverty. The laws may perhaps 
belong to an age when exposure was, for ethical reasons, found less 
acceptable by public opinion - when It was considered that only the 
poorest people had any justification in ridding themselves of 
supernumerary children. It is at attitudes to exposure on the part of 
philosophers, moralists and public opinion (Insofar as this last is 
ascertainable) that we must look next.
Exposure In a political and moral context
In Book 5 of the Republic (457 c - 461 E) Plato deals with the 
subject of marriage and procreation among the class of guardians. He 
argues that It w ill be found both useful and practicable for all the guardian 
women to be wives In common of all the guardian men, and for all their 
children to be brought up together in common. He begins his argument about 
the methods for ensuring excellence in successive generations of guardians
by having Sokrates observe that in breeding dogs, birds and horses it is 
desirable to breed from the best of them, and while they are in their prime. 
Sokrates readily obtains Glaukon's assent to the proposition that failure to 
breed in this way would result in deterioration and that this applies to the 
human race also. In order to apply these principles to the guardians, the 
rulers w ill have to practice a certain amount of deception, just as a doctor 
might do when administering medicines. How is this to be done? :
Aet pev . . . t o u q  a p io T o u g  to u q  ocpicrTcciQ cruYYLyvecrBai 
t tX e lc jtc x k lq , t o o ?  &e cpocuXoTaTouQ T a t?  (pocuXoTccToaQ  
TovjvavT iov. « a i tco v  p e v  toc ekyovoc tp e c p e iv , tco v  &e pf). 
peX X ei t o  t t o ip v io v  o t i  o ckp o to c to v  e ivoci, kocI tocOtoc ttocvtoc 
YiYv OMeva XocvOocveiv ttX tiv  o tu to u q  to u q  apxovTocQ, e i a u  f) 
ayeX n  tco v  (puXaKcov o t i  p a X ia T a  acTTaoiacrTOQ e a T a i ( 4 5 9  D 7 -  
E 3).
Sokrates goes on to propose that festivals be instituted at which the 
marriages may take place, and that the rulers control the number of unions, 
in order to keep the population stable, taking account of such things as 
wars and epidemics, so that the city may become neither too large nor too 
small. Devices must be Invented to ensure acceptance by all of the greater 
opportunities for breeding given to the better guardians. As soon as they 
are born, children w ill be taken into the charge of the officials:
toc p € v  6 f |  t c o v  ocy<x 8 cov . . . X a B o O a o c i e lQ  t o v  c jtik o v  o i c r o u a i v  
n a p a  T i v a g  T p o c p o u g  X ^ P ' ^  O L K o u a a Q  e v  t l v i  p e p e i  t t iq  ttoX ecoq  • 
toc Si t c o v  x e ip o v c o v ,  koc!  e a v  t i  tc o v  e T e p c o v  avocTTTipov Y L Y V 'h ^ i ' ,
EV OCTTOpp’T)TCp TE KOCL a 6 f lX c p  KOCTOCKpUyOUCJLV COQ TTpETTEl ( 4 6 0  C I ~
5 ) .
And as for those children born of guardian-class parents above or below the 
permitted ages for procreation (twenty to forty years of age in the case of 
women, twenty-five to fifty -five  for men), they w ill have been born 
without the benefit of the sacrifices and prayers that are offered for
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regular marriages, but are instead "born out of darkness with dangerous 
intemperance". The same law w ill apply to offspring of parents of the right 
ages but not officially united: the child w ill be said to be "a bastard and 
illegitimate and unholy" ( v o 9 o v  k c c I  o c v e y y x j o v  k c c !  a v i e p o v ) .  Men and women 
past the age of procreation may associate freely (provided no incestuous 
union takes place), after a solemn warning that if a child is conceived it 
must not see the light of day, and that if by chance a child is born it must 
be dealt with on the understanding that there is no rearing for such (cjq oOk 
oucttiq TpcxpfjQ iQ ToiovTg). Glaukon accepts all this as reasonable (peTptcog 
\ e y e T c c i )  ( 4 6 0  C 6  -  4 6 1  C 8 ) .
These measures are to apply to the guardian class only. It is only 
the purity of the guardians with which Plato Is concerned. The security of 
the state is to be entrusted to the excellence of its ruling caste. The strict 
rules for breeding do not apply to the whole population.
With his words at 459 D 7 - E 1 Plato makes it clear that any 
offspring born to the worst of the guardians must not be reared. To all 
Greeks of his day ph Tpetpeiv carried the implication of exposure. That was 
what was normally done with newborn Infants who were not reared, in the 
context of newborn Infants Tp&peiv and Tpoqm indicate rearing in the sense 
of acknowledging, keeping and maintaining the baby, as opposed to 
rejecting it. Examples of this usage may be found in Plut. Lyk. 16. 1, Plat. 
Tht. 160 E 5 - 161 A 4, Men. Pk. 810 - 812, Poseidlppos fr. 11 Kock, Gortyn 
Code III. 49, Arist. Pol 1335 B 19 ff., Polyb. 36. 17. 5 - 10 (pp. 139, 153, 
1 6 0 ,  163, 178 above, pp. 189, 193 below). No modified sense of T p e c p e i v ,  
such as educating or bringing up in a special way, is possible in the context. 
A litt le  further on Plato says that the offspring of the inferior parents, 
along with any defective child that is bom to the good parents, must be 
hidden away in secret (ev ooropphTg te koci a&hAcp KcaaKpOvovaiv). This 
expression is less explicit than pf| Tpeq>eiv. It is periphrastic, and has been
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thought to contain two possible types of ambiguity: does it mean depriving 
the child of life or not, and does it have spatial reference - "in a secret 
place" - or just a generalised meaning "in secret”? Some scholars have 
argued that the words ev 6cTToppf)Tg Te koc! refer obliquely to an
actual place in the territory of Plato's city-state where these infants were 
to be exposed, like the Spartan ’A^eTca of Plutarch Lyk 16. 2. This view 
is argued by H. D. Rankin34 Rankin seems to imply that what Plutarch 
writes at Lyk 16. 1 - 2 about the Spartan 'ATTodeTai Is taken from this 
passage in the Republic, (1 do not think this likely: Plutarch has several 
details about the Spartan procedure which he could not have got from 
Plato.) Rankin argues secondly that ev aTToppfiTcp k t A .  should not be taken as 
a generalised adverbial phrase, but that ev should here retain its spatial 
significance; 6oroppf)To<; means "forbidden" or "secret", the phrase has 
connotations of a matter which Is too solemn and serious - possibly in its 
ritual or religious implications - to be divulged or mentioned openly. 
Although he says of c c 6 t i A o q  that it is "[not] primarily ’spatial' in its 
emphasis", he tentatively concludes that "a6nAo<; added to dnopphTog tends 
to reinforce the spatial or topological aspects of the phrase ev onropp. k o c !  
d6fj\.". But ev  onToppiyrcp is usually used by classical authors to mean "in 
secret" without any reference to place (see examples in LSJ II, 1), and it is 
most natural to understand I t  In this way here. The phrase ev aTropphTv ie 
koc! 6c6hXcp is basically tautological, but the use of ocTToppf)Tcp gives the 
phrase a solemn flavour and fits  in with the "intensity and fervour" of 
Plato's language at 461 A3 - B 7 that has been noted by Rankin ([1965], pp. 
413 -  4 i 4 ). it  is natural to understand the phrase ev airopphTv k t \ . ,  
standing as it does in the context of ph [Tpecpeiv] and o\)« o O c t t i q  Tpocpfjc, as ’a 
euphemism for infanticide"35 But other commentators deny that ev 
ocTToppf)Tcp k t \ .  carries any implication of infanticide, and by them the
phrase may also b6 taken either In a genera 1 ised sense - "in secrecy and in 
mystery - or have spatial reference, not to a place of exposure, but to 
another place In the city where these Infants w ill be brought up, their 
origin as guardians children unknown.3^  in order to reconcile their 
interpretation of ev ooTopphTg k t \ .  with the passage at 459 D 7 - E 1, these 
scholars advance the interpretation of pf] [Tpecpeiv] as denial, not of any 
rearing whatever, but of rearing and education as guardians. The same 
significance is applied by them to the denial of Tpocpn to infants born to 
guardians past the official age for procreation (461 c 6): Tpocpn here must 
refer not to physical rearing but to educational upbringing.37 In other 
words, such infants would be allowed to live, but would be deprived of the 
upbringing given to the guardian class, so that they would have to be 
relegated to a lower social group. As I have argued above (p, 183), no such 
sense for Tpecpeiv and Tpcxph is possible in the context.
Those who deny that Plato intended exposure or infanticide as the 
fate of the infants mentioned In these passages in the Republic support 
their claim by reference to two other passages, one in Republic, the other 
In Timaios. At Timaios 19 A I - 5 there is a summary of Republic's 
discussion of this subject:
«c d  p f|V  o t l  ye toc p e v  tcov  ccyocOcov 8peTTTeov ecpocpev e t v a i ,  t o c
5 e  tcov kcckcov e l?  T f|V  a X A r iv  Aoc8p<? & ia & O T e o v  ttoA i v -
eTTocvi^avopevcov 8 e  q ko ttoOvtocq a e l  t o u q  oc^ Covjq ttocA lv  ocvccyeiv
5 e iv ,  t o u q  6 e  T T a p a  a c p ia iv  a v a ^ i o u ?  e i?  T f jv  t c o v  e T ia v c o v T c o v
Xcopocv peTO cM dcTte iv;
According to this, the offspring of good guardians should be reared, and
those of bad guardians secretly dispersed in another part of the city; as the
guardians’ children grow up they should be assessed for their own qualities
and promoted or demoted accordingly to the appropriate class. And in Book
3 of the Republic (115 A 7 - C6) Sokrates says that the rulers must keep a
careful watch on the mixture of metals - gold, silver, bronze, iron - in the
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souls of the o ffspr ing  of guardians: children w ith  bronze or iron elements 
in th e ir  nature, even i f  they are the offspring of guardians, must be put 
among the farmers and artisans, and children w ith  gold and s i lve r  qualit ies 
who are born to parents of the lower class must be put in the guardian or 
aux il ia ry  class.
It is certainly true that in Timaios demotion and not destruction of 
sub-standard children born to guardians is intended. The firs t sentence of 
Timaios 19 A 1 - 5 does conflict with an interpretation of Repubiic 459 D 
7 - E 3 and 460 c l  - 5 as advocating the denial of rearing - that is the 
denial of life - to such children. The second sentence ( errav^avoijevcjv ... 
neiaManeiv;) merely summarises Republic 415 A 7 - C6, a passage which 
is not concerned with weeding out sub-standard children from the guardian 
class at birth, but with allocation of social class, on the basis of the 
qualities which appear In them as they grow, to all surviving children later 
in their childhood. Neither the passage at Republic 415 a 7 - c 6 nor the 
second sentence of Timaios 19 A 1 - 5 conflict with the interpretation of 
"not rearing" and "hiding away In secret" as denial of life. The conflict 
between this Interpretation of the Republic passages and the summary 
given of them In the firs t sentence of Timaios 19 a 1 - 5 shows that Plato 
had changed his mind or was simply being inconsistent at this point.38
Another argument that has been advanced by those who deny that 
Plato Intended the exposure of sub-standard guardian-class Infants in 
Republic Is that denial of life to such children would be unnecessary.39 
The discussion at Rep 459 - 461 is about the means whereby the guardian 
class is to be kept pure, and it seems unnecessarily drastic to expose 
children who are expected to turn out not to be good enough for the guardian 
class but who w ill after all be no worse than many others In the lower 
strata of the city. But what Is important Is not how such a measure strikes 
us today but how it would have seemed to Plato and his contemporaries. 
The closest approximation of any real Greek state to the ideals and
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methods laid down in Republic was of course found in ancient Sparta. The 
entrusting to state-officials of the decision whether to rear infants born 
to the ruling class was (or had been) actually practised in Sparta, and Plato 
must have known of it. Denial of life to sub-standard infants did not strike 
the Spartans as an unnecessary measure that had to be mitigated by finding 
another way of excluding them from Spartiate society. And when Plato says 
that certain infants in the Republic should not be reared (nh [Tpecpeiv]), 
that "there is to be no Tpcxpfi for such", he could expect to be perfectly well 
understood by his Athenian contemporaries for whom the choice between 
rearing and not rearing their offspring was a real choice. When he wrote 
Timaios Plato seems to have thought of another way of ridding the 
guardian class of unwanted newborns. But he had not had this idea in mind 
when writing the Republic.
But It must be admitted that Plato In the Republic stops short of 
naming cnToftecnc as the means by which rearing was to be denied. H. D. 
Rankin has noted his reticence on the matter of exposure and abortion (|W>‘ 
eiq cpCbq x^cpepeiv kOtujcc, 461 C 5, unmistakably means abortion but is a 
periphrastic expression rather than the straightforward a|i0>acn<eiv). He 
attributes it to a carefully maintained eO<pnuia due to emotional and moral 
scruples (Rankin [1965] pp. 415 - 416). The same sensitivity which made 
him exclude stories about the quarrels of the gods from his ideal state also 
prevented him from being explicit about exposure. Rankin's conjectures 
about the mind and feelings of the philosopher are plausible. But Plato's 
periphrastic expressions In some of these passages In the Republic can, I 
think, just as easily be explained as being a matter of style and taste. He 
uses euphemism at 460 C 3 -5, but at 459 D 7 - E 1 and 461 c 6 - 7 his 
references to "not rearing" are straightforward. Adam's comments s till 
ring true (even after several attempts in the Intervening decades to show 
that exposure was not very common in Athens): . . .Platos abolition of
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marriage would strike the Greeks as far more revolutionary and offensive 
than his toleration of infanticide", and ".,, it seemed to him as ... it would 
have seemed to many, if not most, of his contemporaries, by no means one 
of the most peculiar and distinctive features of his commonwealth" (Adam 
[ 1902] vol. I pp. 358 - 359), Plato does not explicitly name exposure as the 
means whereby the state is to be rid of newborn infants of inferior or more 
elderly guardians as well as of deformed infants born to the other 
guardians, partly because he does not need to do so in order to be 
understood by his contemporaries, and partly perhaps because to do so 
might have seemed tasteless and stylistically harsh and have detracted 
from the elevated language of this passage.
In Plato's Laws the quality of all the citizens and not just of the 
topmost class is of great concern, and excellence in the citizens is taken 
care of by the rigorous nai8eia and the flawless laws, not by a policy of 
breeding from the best. In fact a balance of qualities is to be aimed at by 
mating people with dissimilar qualities.40 Plato does not say whether all 
children born are to be reared. The great problem of the state in the Laws 
is to keep the size of the population stable, so that there shall be no 
shortage or accumulation of property. In Book 5 the plan for keeping the 
number of land-holdings at 5040 is described (740 b - 741 a). The 
lot-holder must leave the land to one heir only. Of his other children the 
females are to be given in marriage, and the males are to be given to 
childless citizens to adopt. But if there is a general surplus of children or 
indeed a shortage, the decision about what to do w ill be referred to the 
highest authority, who w ill find out a device to keep the number of 
households at no more than 5040:
jjirixocvoct b '  e lo iv  t t o M c c l  • kocI yap eTncrx^0’eL? yevecjecjQ o iq  ocv
s v p o v Q  c i  y e v e c r i Q ,  K a i  T o v v a v T i o v  e T T i p E X e i a i  « a i  o r r o ' u & a i
TT\f]$ovQ yevvrpaTcov eicnv (740 D 5 ~ 8).
There are many devices: there are ways of checking birth when the
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birth-rate is high, and in the case of the opposite problem, rewards may be 
given for procreation, if all these measures fail to lim it the population, as 
a last resort citizens may be sent away to form a colony.
The eTTicrxecreiQ yevecrecoc; are presumably chiefly contraceptive and 
abortive practices. In the Laws some measure of birth-1 imitation would 
be achieved by the law requiring men to wait until they are thirty before 
they marry. Sending out colonies is reserved as the means of dealing with 
surplus population in the last resort. Exposure is not mentioned, and while 
it may be that it is to be numbered among the many, unspecified, 
traditional (jmxavcu, it is also true that exposure was not a traditional 
method in any part of Greece for limiting the size of the population. It was 
used by families for disposing of unwanted newborn infants and In Sparta 
by the elders of the tribes for killing weakly and deformed babies. There is 
no mention in the Laws of the problem of sub-standard babies and its 
solution; It would be In such a context that exposure might have a place, as 
In Republic.
Aristotle In his discussion of the Ideal constitution in his Politics 
does make some recommendations about what should be done with 
unwanted children. In Book 7 (1335 A - B) he describes the measures that 
should be taken by the legislator for ensuring that the bodies of the young 
be as good as possible. Marriage and procreation must be made the subjects 
of legislation: women should marry at about eighteen years of age, men at 
about thirty-seven, and they should have their firs t child soon afterwards. 
He touches on the various arrangements that must be made to ensure health 
and fitness In those who are to be parents, and In particular In women 
during pregnancy. Then he deals with the exposure and rearing of offspring:
T r e p l b e  ocTToG ecrecog koc i T p o c p fjq  t c o v  y i y v o p e v c o v  ecrTco  v o p o g  
p r i& e v  T r e T r r ip c o p e v o v  T p e c p e iv  ■ 6 i a  6 e  T r \ f j 8 o < ;  t c k v g o v  e a v  q  T a ^ i g  
t c o v  e G c o v  K c o \0 q  ( j q d e v  a T T O T i8 e c r 8 a L  t g v  y i y v o i j e v c o v .  c b p i c r $ a i  
b f ]  b e l  T f jg  T C K V O T T O u a ?  T O  o q .  e a v  6 e  t i c j i  yiyvnTai n a p a
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tcojtcc c r u v 6 u a c r 8 e v T c o v l -rrplv a ic r O r ia r iv  e y y e v e c r O a i  kcu (cofiv, 
e u T T O ie ta O a i  6 e t  T f |v  a p B A c o c r iv -  t o  y a p  o c r io v  K a l  to  p f ]  
S ic o p ic r i je v o v  t ^  a l c r B f i a e t  K a l  Tcp £ f jv  e a T a i -  ( 1 3 3 5  B 1 9  - 2 5 ) .  
"Concerning exposure and rearing of newborn infants, let 
there be a law against rearing any deformed infant. But on 
account of a large number of children, if the arrangement of 
customs prevents the exposure [sc. for this reason] of 
infants born, the rate of procreation must be limited, and if 
a child is conceived by people who mate in contravention of 
this, abortion must be employed before sensation and life 
have begun; for the distinction between what is lawful and 
what is not shall be decided by the possession of sensation 
and life."
The firs t sentence of this is clear enough both in text and 
interpretation: in effect Aristotle advocates a law like the Spartan one, 
which saw to it that no deformed child lived. Exposure of physically 
defective newborns was widespread outside Sparta too, though it was not 
enjoined by law and some parents chose to rear infants born with 
dislocations and deformities, as we have seen above (pp. 1 5 5  -  1 5 7 ) .  But 
Aristotle here anticipates no objections to compulsory exposure of the 
deformed.
The second sentence has difficulties, both textual and 
interpretatlonal. The firs t eav Is omitted by some of the MSS., which has 
the effect of making f\ T a $ u ; t u v  e8<2>v KcoXOei parenthetical (and one editor 
has proposed h y a p  Ta£i<; t c o v  e&cjv k c j A O g i ) ;  if this reading is accepted, 
Aristotle may be understood to say that custom in general forbids exposure 
as a means of limiting the population. If e a v  is read, he acknowledges that 
custom may forbid it, or that custom forbids it in some places. In fact 
there is no evidence that any Greek society practised exposure for the
purpose of population limitation. Individual families practised it as a
1 9 0
crude means of family limitation, but that is a different matter from 
organised exposure for the common interest or the interest of the state. 
Plato in Republic Book 5 proposed a careful control of the number of sexual 
unions in order to keep the population stable (460 a 2 - 6 ); in Laws Book 5 
he is vague, perhaps deliberately so, about the "devices" for limiting the 
population (see pp. 182 and 189 above). But, with the exception of Sparta, 
real Greek states were not organised in such a way as to enforce exposure 
for the interests of the state. If by 8 i a  & e  n X f j O o q  t € k v g o v  k t \ .  Aristotle 
means a surplus of population in the state, as opposed to too many children 
in individual families, then it might be argued that, as Aristotle could have 
had no means of knowing whether custom would in fact rebel against 
exposure of infants for the purpose of population control, the reading eav is 
slightly more likely (though I would not wish to press this argument).
A second difficulty is posed by the punctuation after Tpecpeiv. Some 
editors place a comma after Tpecpeiv, which makes ecrrcj vopo? govern 
aTT0Ti8e<j$ai (and a comma is needed after KcoXOijtoo). A stop must be put 
after aTTOTi9ecr9ai tqv yiyvopevcjv. One would translate: "Concerning 
exposure and rearing of newborn infants, let there be a law against rearing 
any deformed infant, and, on account of a large number of children, if the 
arrangement of customs prevents exposure [sc. for this reason], let there be 
a law against exposure [sc. for this purpose] of infants born." With this 
punctuation, Aristotle advocates a law against exposure of supernumerary 
children, even where the practice is already forbidden by custom. It also 
entails understanding 6cTTcm9ecT9ai with kuAOig as well as with e c t t c j  
vopog.41 It is better to place a stop after Tpecpeiv, in common with immisch 
in his Teubner edition of 1929, and with Viljoen (1959, pp. 66 - 68 ): 
Aristotle recommends that procreation be limited by law, as he does not 
wish to risk offending against customs that may prevail by advocating 
exposure as a means of population limitation, when this legal measure fails
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to prevent conception of unwanted children, abortion must be used in the 
early stages of pregnancy.
Aristotle suspected that there would be opposition to exposure of 
supernumerary children in the interests of population control. He seems to 
have had some sympathy with this feeling himself, and was ready to make a 
concession to it in his ideal constitution. It is interesting that he 
anticipated no such opposition to the use of enforced abortion for the same 
purpose (even though abortion would put the health and even life of the 
mother at risk, in addition to killing the child). His stipulation of abortion 
ttplv cucjBticjiv eyyevecrOai Kal Ccjpv shows that his scruples were chiefly 
against the causing of suffering to a living, sentient creature, and this 
explains his readiness to acquiesce in the reluctance to expose.42
A strong distaste for exposure is expressed by Isokrates in his 
Panathenaikos (122), if it is to exposure of infants, and not expulsion of 
older persons, that he refers in his words eK0o\as cov eyewnaav. Isokrates 
lists this among the wicked deeds found in the legendary past of states 
other than Athens: murders of fathers, brothers and guests, matricide, 
incest, fathers eating the flesh of their own children, drownings, bllndings, 
and so many other evil deeds that playwrights never run short of plots for 
their plays. Exposure is probably meant by or at least included in the 
things meant by expoXai here, and Isokrates claims that there are no 
instances of this in the myths and legends that made up the history of 
Athens. So it was evidently possible in Athens of the later fourth century 
to view the kind of exposure found in myths and legends as cruel and
immoral.
As we have seen above, the laws of Thebes and Ephesos are the only 
known examples of legislation restricting exposure in the Greek world. 
Polybios in the second century BC may have been the firs t Greek to propose 
in writing that laws ought to be made throughout Greece making it 
compulsory for parents to rear their offspring.
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This proposal occurs In a remarkable passage In which Polybios 
expresses what is evidently a deeply held belief that the population of 
Greece had declined noticeably and that the two causes of this were the 
failure of many to marry and the refusal on the part of those who did marry 
to rear more than one or two children born to them.
"In our times", says Polybios, "the whole of Greece has been 
overtaken by childlessness and a general lack of population, as a result of 
which the cities have become deserted and it has come about that there is a 
dearth, even though we have been subject neither to continuous wars nor to 
epidemic conditions. Now If someone advised us on this matter to send and 
ask the gods what we must say or do to Increase our numbers and to 
populate our cities better, would he not seem stupid, since the cause Is 
manifest and the remedy Is In our own hands? For people have turned away 
to pretentiousness and love of money and even laziness, and are unwilling 
to marry, or If they do marry, to rear the children bom to them, but at most 
one or two, in order to leave their children rich and to bring them up in 
luxury - and so the evil quickly grew without being noticed. For in 
families where there were only one or two children and war carried off one 
and disease took the other, It Is obvious that of necessity houses were left 
empty and, just as happens to swarms of bees, In the same way gradually 
the cities became resourceless and Impotent. There was no need to ask the 
gods about this and find out how we were to be released from such a 
predicament. For anyone you chance to meet w ill tell you that people 
themselves have the most power to do this, by changing their priorities, 
and If not, by making laws that the children born shall be reared" (36. 17. 5 
-  10).
There has been much discussion of this passage and its 
implications.43 There are two Issues raised by what Polybios says. One is 
the question of the extent of cxTTai&ia and 6\iyav9pcjTua. The other is the 
attitudes and social mores underlying people’s decisions not to have and
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not to rear children, Most commentators accept that there had been a great 
decline in population throughout Greece by Polybios's day (though this is 
denied by Engels [1984] p. 392, who claims that Polybios is exaggerating). 
Many of them point out that emigration, especially by mercenaries and their 
families, must have had something to do with it. Probably Polybios is 
generalising when he says that cities have become deserted and that there 
exists dearth in the land. The real extent of this is difficult to quantify. 
What is of greater interest here is the insight of Polybios into the social 
and behavioural aspect of reluctance to have or to rear children. Many 
people are unwilling to marry; many who do marry are unwilling to rear the 
children born to them. The general background to this behaviour is an 
attitude of pretentiousness, love of money, and laziness, according to 
Polybios. The specific reasons for the desire of parents to rear at most one 
or two children is the desire to leave their children rich and to bring them 
up in luxury. When we make allowance for the "emotionally weighted" 
language here (Walbank [1979] ad Ioc ), we are left with the notions that 
certain men preferred to pursue what would nowadays be called an affluent 
and enjoyable "lifestyle" than to give themselves the trouble of raising a 
family, and that those who did marry and have children preferred to rear 
just one or two in order to remain prosperous and to leave their children in 
the same condition. There is nothing unworthy of belief in that. The 
conclusion may be drawn from Polybios's statement that the unwillingness 
for financial reasons on the part of people of means to raise a large family 
was one of the reasons for the exposure of infants in Greece in his day. 
This holds good even if we question Polybios's analysis of this attitude as 
the main or only cause of the 6\iyav9pcoTua, and even if we remain in doubt 
as to the extent of the oXiyavSpcoTua itself. We should be cautious, 
however, in taking Polybios's statement as evidence that families who 
reared only one or two children exposed a ll the others born to them (and 
Indeed he does not say this): then as ever In ancient Greece a high
proportion of newborn infants died through natural causes.
Polybios deplores the refusal to rear children for what he sees as 
selfish financial reasons. He says nothing about the other reasons which 
emerge from Athenian evidence and which would certainly s till have 
weighed in his day, namely exposure of infants "not worth rearing" because 
they were deformed or were thought non-viable, and exposure of infants by 
people in extreme poverty. He says nothing about exposure of illegitimate 
children. These motives for exposure had surely not been supplanted by the 
motive of which Polybios writes. The phenomenon which has aroused his 
indignation was that of families, who could have afforded to rear more 
children, dying out for lack of heirs, rather than exposure itself.
Polybios’s strictures take us up to the end of our period of inquiry, 
but it  is worth looking briefly at what was said on the subject by Plutarch, 
in the age of Greece's domination by Rome, and at the subsequent history of 
ancient attitudes to exposure. In his essay "On Affection for Offspring" 
(incomplete In the extant MSS.) Plutarch rejects the arguments that Nature 
has given animals a superior (in the sense of being disinterested) love of 
offspring and that humans love their children only for the benefits they can 
bring. ".. .They [i.e. fathers] do not cease rearing children, especially those 
who least need children", says Plutarch {M orA^l a). By these he means the 
rich, who least need to get themselves heirs by procreation, as there are 
always all too many seeking to become their heirs, and the birth of a child 
to a rich man can lose him most of his so-called "friends". This may appear 
to contradict what Polybios said; but in fact the Plutarch passage simply 
shows the other side of the coin. At 497 c - E Plutarch raises the subject 
of those who do not seem to love their offspring. If human feelings for 
offspring are not inferior to those of animals, how is this to be explained? 
Man’s natural condition can be obscured and distorted by evil, the fact that 
cruelty to offspring is regarded as unnatural shows that the norm in Nature 
is love for one's young. "For the poor", says Plutarch, do not rear children
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m the fear that if  they are brought up less well than they ought to be they 
will become slave-like and boorish and lacking in all the finer things, 
regarding as they do penury as the ultimate evil they cannot bear to 
communicate it to their children like some dangerous and terrible 
disease..." (here the MSS. run out). Plutarch's testimony here shows that a 
motive for exposure that had already existed when Menander presented his 
Perikeiromene in Athens (see pp. 159 - 161 above), and probably long 
before, s till continued in his day. Poverty had always been a factor in much 
of the exposure that went on throughout Greece, throughout the ages. 
Polybios does not even mention it - it could be taken for granted, like 
exposure of deformed and illegitimate babies.
Polybios had singled out the rich and selfish for his especial 
criticism, and a Roman Stoic philosopher of the firs t century AD, 
commenting in the Greek moralist tradition,added his voice to this. Gaius 
Musonius Rufus referred to Greek as much as to Roman practice in pouring 
bitter criticism on rich parents who refuse to rear all their children so as 
to leave more wealth to their firstborn.44 This he saw as not only sinful, 
but inexpedient too, since many brothers are more useful than much money. 
Musonius is unusual among moralists of the time in that he recommended 
ttoAuttcuGioc and not simply TTai&oTpoqna. He advocated the rearing of a ll 
children for three reasons: that not rearing them all harms the state (by 
causing a decline in population); that it is a crime against the race and a 
sin against the gods; and that rearing all one's children gains respect and 
support.
The evidence shows that exposure continued to be practised, 
whatever the moralists said.45 But in the passages of Plato, Aristotle, 
Isokrates, Polybios and Plutarch examined above, it is possible to detect 
stirrings of consciousness about the morality of exposure from the fourth 
century onwards. In Republic Plato justifies its use in his ideal state, 
while taking refuge at one point, as we have seen, in a periphrastic
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expression, probably for reasons of style and taste. In Timaios, some years 
later, he has apparently changed his mind about the use of exposure, though 
in his failure to make the change clear he may almost be said to have 
fudged the issue. In Laws he is deliberately vague about methods of 
population control. Aristotle was aware that exposure of physically 
perfect babies for the sake of population control might be morally 
unacceptable to some communities, is he perhaps conscious too that some 
people - a growing number perhaps? - deplored the exposure of healthy 
babies by families who claimed to have too many mouths to feed? 46 L. R. F, 
Germain ([1975] p. 235) may be correct in attributing to classical Athens, 
the "great seminary of thought", an incipient opinion more sensitive to 
issues such as exposure than places elswhere in Greece in the classical 
age. Judging by Thucydides's version of Perikles's Funeral Speech (2. 35 - 
46), Athenians in the late fifth  century liked to think of themselves as the 
educators of Greece. This kind of sentiment is attested for the following 
century by Isokrates, as we have seen. Polybios reserves his harshest 
criticism for the wealthy who lim it their families by refusing to rear some 
of their offspring. Plutarch shows some understanding for the motives of 
the very poor who expose their children.
The exposure debate
It is impossible to present a study of exposure in Athens without a 
thorough review of the 20th-century debate on the subject, for much of 
what has been written concerns the question of the prevalence of the 
practice in classical Athens (though some of the articles referred to here 
also discuss exposure in the wider Greek world)4^  G. Glotz in an article 
("Expositio") in Daremberg and Saglio's Dictionnaire des Antiquftesil. 1, pp.
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930 - 939) was the first to catalogue exhaustively all the literary 
references to exposure, and he concluded that it was an event in daily life 
in nearly all Greek towns and cities, motivated by feelings of shame and 
fear about illegitimate births and by poverty. Glotz noted that much of the 
evidence came from Athens, but stated his opinion that it applied to all of 
oreece, and mat me practice may nave been more restricted m Athens man 
e.sewnere (p ?30j Gmtz used all me available evmence, mc’ucing mat 
non New uomecy, m ^'3 study, and it was perhaps ms omission to :ust:fy 
ms .se on an equal motrng of ail types of evidence that pncvoxed 
subsequent attacks on the relevance of some of that evidence to historical 
fact,
In 1920 La Rue Van Hook published an article in which he claimed 
that the ancient evidence for the exposure of children in the Athens of 
Aristophanes and Menander, especially in citizen families, does not show it 
to be anything more than a quite rare occurrence,48 He did not deny that 
Infants would have been abandoned everywhere and at all times, including 
antiquity "by unmarried mothers, by prostitutes, by victims of poverty, 
vice, dissipation, brutality, war and slavery", but very much doubts that 
"the vote of the Athenian mother would be frequently cast for the 
repudiation of her own child, or that her influence, in the matter of the fate 
of legitimate offspring, would be without weight". He is correct to reject 
tragedy, comedy, myth and later authors as evidence for the prevalence of 
exposure in Classical and Hellenistic Athens, but he fails to take account of 
the passages in Plato's Theaitetos quoted at the beginning of Part Two of 
this chapter, These suggest that the influence of an Athenian mother might 
indeed be without weight in this matter. His assessment of the evidence 
also fails to accord Athenian comedy its value in helping to f i l l in the
picture of attitudes to exposure.
In 1922 H. Bolkestein agreed with Van Hook's verdict, contending 
that there is no evidence for the "unrestricted right of a Greek father of
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killing or exposing his legitimate children born in wedlock", and that 
exposure by parents in classical Athens was not a normal occurrence49 
Bolkestein devotes most of the article to a refutation of the notion, found 
in Scholiasts and lexicographers,50 that the literal meaning of xvTptfeiv 
and eyx^piCeiv is to expose babies in pots, and that eYXVTpicrrpiai were 
the women employed to despatch unwanted Infants in this way. Bolkestein 
prefers to derive the words from xOtpoq, which he defines as a hole in the 
ground, and concludes that eYX^Tptfeiv means "to throw into a pit, viz. a 
sacrificial pit, and hence to sacrifice to the dead", and that eYXVTpiOTpiai 
were the women who performed these sacrifices. Such sacrifices were 
burned up and destroyed, hence the figurative meaning of the verb in 
Aristophanes of "destroy". Bolkestein is right to deny that xvn-ptfeiv and 
eYXUTpicrTpiai have anything to do with exposing infants in pots. But a 
better explanation of the meaning of xvTptfeiv (used by Aristophanes, 
Wasps 289, meaning "destroy", and also, according to the Scholiast on this 
passage, by Sophokles, Aischylos and Pherekrates in the sense of "kill") is 
that It is a metaphor from cookery: to "pot" so-and-so.51 Bolkestein’s 
general verdict on exposure in classical Athens is unsatisfactory because 
he too ignores the evidence in Plato’s Theaitetos.
But an Athenian custom of exposing babies in pots is not entirely 
exploded. We s till have to account for a joke in Aristophanes's Frogs\ one 
of the misfortunes of Oedipus was
OT€ &f) TTpCJTOV ji6V  OOJTOV Y £V °IJL6V' 0V'
Xeiiicovo? o vtoq  e^eOeuav ev ocnpaKcp (1 1 8 9  -  1 1 9 0 ) .
A clay pot must at least sometimes have been the piece of household 
equipment that came to hand when a receptacle was needed for a baby that 
was to be abandoned out of doors. It may be from this reference that the 
Scholiasts and lexicographers derive their information that infants were 
exposed ev xvTpatg, which they then go on erroneously to apply to xvTptfeiv
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and eYx^ TPLCTTpicu A pot would have been all the more appropriate as a 
receptacle for exposing babies in, in that deceased infants were commonly 
put in amphoras to be buried. Thus an exposed child was in a sense being 
prepared for burial by being put into a pot.
In 1951 Rodney S, Young published an article describing funeral 
pyres found inside the ancient city of Athens.52 These included seventeen 
small pyres in s itu , together with ten other groups of remains of small 
pyres that had been disturbed and scattered; one of them dated to the mid 
5th century, the others from mid 4th to mid 3rd centuries BC. They 
contained remains of burnt bones, a few of which could be identified as of 
non-human origin. Most of the pyres had between one and two dozen little  
pots and vases (partially burnt, therefore thrown on at the time of 
cremation), some of them ordinary domestic items, some miniatures of 
domestic pots, and others, including the "dummy" alabastra, usually 
associated with graves. These pyres, says the author, "we have somewhat 
reluctantly concluded to be the remains of infant cremations". The 
reluctance stems from the facts that neither burial nor cremation was 
normally practised within the city walls after the archaic period, and that 
the bodies of infants were normally buried (usually in pots), not cremated. 
Nevertheless the number of these pyres found in the small area excavated, 
mainly in an area to the south-west of the Agora and west of the 
Areopagos, but also in places just outside the boundaries of the Agora 
itself, "would seem to indicate that the practice was fairly common in the 
second half of the fourth and the firs t half of the third centuries" ( ioc. cit. 
p. 110).
Some years later Jean Rudhardt attempted to identify who the 
infants of these puzzling cremations might have been.53 Young had 
considered that the remains, even though fragments of calcified bone were 
d ifficu lt to identify (and some were of animals), were definitely of human 
cremations, because of the presence of vases, and that they must be of
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young children because of the smallness of the graves. Rudhardt looked for 
an explanation of the circumstance that these infants are separated from 
their families in houses which must have been roofless and abandoned at 
the time of cremation (for surely cremation could never have taken place in 
dwellings with roofs and inhabitants), in an area which was apparently 
depopulated during the fourth century. He considers that Plutarch's 
information that infants are not given the customary funeral rites 
("Consolation to his Wife" 11, Mon 612 a) is further evidence that these 
burials are exceptional in character. Rudhardt concluded that the infants 
could have belonged to either or both of two categories: infants who died in 
the firs t few days after birth, before their formal introduction to the 
family (which was not, therefore, required to bury them among the family 
members); babies who had been exposed in the ruins of deserted houses, 
who had to be cremated, after their death, where they lay. In the latter 
case the burning of the bodies would have been carried out for hygienic as 
well as religious reasons, and the cremation does not necessarily conflict 
with the custom of not performing funeral rites for infants, since it may 
have been of a purificatory rather than funerary nature. He considers the 
presence of animal remains in some of the pyres confirmation that the 
burning had to do with purification rather than funerals.
Unfortunately not enough is known about classical and Hellenistic 
Athenian customs in disposing of the bodies of those many infants who died 
before being formally given a name and accepted into the family to enable 
Rudhardt's firs t hypothesis to be taken any further. And there is too much 
uncertainty about the nature of these pyres to make his second hypothesis 
more than a possibility. No contemporary literary source says that 
funerals were never given to infants in classical and Hellenistic Athens, 
and Plutarch's remarks are too general to be pressed into service as 
evidence for this particular period and place.54 In Greek burial customs, 
especially with regard to infants and children, there are too many
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exceptions to the rules to make it possible to say with certainty what the 
significance of the circumstances of these pyres might be. The idea that 
they are the remains of purificatory cremations of exposed infants is a 
possibility, though it raises the question as to who would have bothered to 
offer one or two dozen little  pots and saucers on the pyre of an infant 
exposed by its parent. The demarch, who, as Rudhardt points out, was the 
official with responsibility for burying unclaimed bodies and purifying the 
deme, was required to do so at the smallest possible cost, and to exact 
double the amount from those responsible for the dead person (the dead 
person's family, or, in the case of a slave, owner) or, failing that, pay it 
himself (Dem. 43. 58). Material remains of exposed children elude our 
grasp.55
One of the questions that has preoccupied those scholars interested 
in the subject of exposure has been: how common was it? As we have seen, 
Van Hook and Bolkestein were keen to disprove its commonness in the 
citizen families of classical Athens, and so was A. W. Gomme, who was the 
firs t to bring in to the debate arguments from the demographical study of 
classical Athens.56 Gomme believed the citizen population of Athens to 
have increased between 500 and 430 and between 400 and 320. This is the 
nub of Gomme's demographic argument against a high rate of exposure in 
classical Athens: "Assume a death-rate of 20 in classical Athens . ., and 
there must have been a correspondingly high birth-rate - effective 
birth-rate, that is, excluding the still-born and infants killed at birth; 
higher than In modern Greece [the table he prints shows 30.1 per 1000 per 
year for this] ; and we reach the conclusion that there is nothing in what 
we know of the population of Athens in the fifth  and fourth centuries to 
suggest that infanticide by exposure was at all common, was in any sense a 
regular practice" (p. 79). Gomme used inappropriate comparisons (tables 
from late 19th and early 20th century Europe) to give postulated birth and 
death rates for classical Athens,57 but even if they were right, his
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argument does not seem to work, He reasons that the effective birth rate 
that is, the live-birth rate excluding those exposed at birth - must have 
been as much as 10 per thousand per year higher than the death rate, and 
concludes that the numbers of those killed at birth can only have been low. 
But what is to preclude the actual live-birth rate from having been even 
higher - say, 35 per 1000 - so that as many as 5 per 1000 infants could 
have been killed at birth without diminishing that increase in population 
which is Gomme's starting point?
In an article published in 1980 Donald Engels made what is basically 
the same mistake.58 Engels puts forward the propositions that "the rate of 
natural increase for any ancient population was small or nonexistent" and 
that "the highest average population growth rate in antiquity was probably 
litt le  more than 1 per 1000 per year for any long period and for any large 
population" (pp. 115, 116). (It is conceded that higher rates of increase 
than this are possible in limited locations and for limited periods.) 
Arguing from the premise that the ancient Greek and Roman populations 
were largely stable (with a growth rate near 0, and the birth rate and death 
rate nearly in equilibrium), Engels concludes that there could not have been 
a high rate of female Infanticide - for this would have increased the death 
rate over the birth rate so much as to produce a decline in population which 
did not in fact take place. It is indeed likely that the growth rate of the 
ancient Greek population, including that of classical Athens, was very 
low59; but if the birth rate was that much higher than the death rate to 
begin with (say 45 and 35 per 1000 per year respectively),60 then an 
infanticide rate of 10 per 1000 per year would have the effect of 
stabilising population growth. There is nothing in Engels's argument to 
preclude this. The fallacy has been pointed out in three recent articles.61
In 1984 Engels responded with another article, in which he stood by 
demography as being of use In the debate on infanticide in the Greek and 
Roman world.62 He questions his critics' use of evidence from certain
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primitive societies which show that quite high rates of female infanticide 
are in fact possible and need not result in a fatal decrease in population. 
Engels points out the distinction between cultures which have stable 
populations as a result of the balance of high birth rate and high death rate 
("pre-transitional"), and those whose birth rate remains high while the 
death rate is in process of being cut, resulting in an era of population 
growth ("transitional"). He admits that high rates of infanticide are 
possible in transitional societies with large surpluses of births over 
deaths, but maintains that such rates are not possible in pre-transitional 
societies (except among small groups for short periods). We must look for 
demographical analogies to ancient Greece and Rome only among other 
pre-transitional societies, says Engels, and he cites Medieval and 
Renaissance Europe and early Ming China as two examples; in neither was 
infanticide practised extensively. Engels challenges those who posit a 
significant and sustained surplus of births over deaths in ancient Greece or 
Rome to explain what "unique factors" were at work to produce this 
unheard-of situation. Perhaps the cautions that Engels gives on pp. 389 - 
390 - against using modern underdeveloped societies as analogies for 
ancient societies that were so very different in their cultures - have 
some bearing on this problem. Do we in fact have enough reliable evidence 
about the complex cultural factors affecting population in any of these 
pre-transitional societies to make analogies about the birth rate or about 
specific practices such as infanticide? For example, is it known how the 
access of females of child-bearing age to useful gynaecological medicine in 
early Ming China or Medieval and Renaissance Europe compares with that in 
classical Athens? Until such factors have been examined and compared, 
doubts must remain about the usefulness for comment upon particular 
social practices of such generalised (and often hypothetical) evidence as is
given by historical demography.
The second part of Engels's article questions the value of literary
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sources (which Engels designates "anecdotes") as evidence about the 
structure of ancient populations, and in particular about the practice of 
infanticide or exposure. His conclusion is that "all the anecdotes, 
generalizations and specific cases in ancient sources concerning infant 
exposure tell us no more than that the practice existed; it is impossible to 
infer the rate of exposure". This last comment is correct, but literary 
sources do tell us rather more than that exposure existed, as I have 
attempted to show above. Engels is under the misapprehension that "no 
source from the classical era mentions the practice of infant exposure in 
classical Athens" (p. 393). The three passages about "not rearing" infants 
upon which he comments belong to Hellenistic and Roman times. He is right 
to remind us that exposure did not necessarily result in death, but in 
discussing the financial value of infants for the slave market as an 
indication that most unwanted children would be "sold, not killed", he 
neglects to take into account the different laws and different social mores 
in force in different parts of Greece, let alone "the Greco-Roman era". In 
concluding that a 10 per cent rate of Infanticide for healthy children in the 
Greco-Roman era cannot be demonstrated, Engels has modified his previous 
assertion of its impossibility. His approach to the subject of exposure and 
infanticide is in my view unsatisfactory, in that it  places too much value 
on historical demography and too little  on the literary evidence, with the 
consequence that almost nothing worth saying can, apparently, be said.
Between the appearances of Engels's two articles came one by Mark 
Golden (1981) in which the model life tables were again invoked to provide 
information about the practice of exposure, this time specifically in 
Athens. Golden begins by assuming that the passages in Plato's Theaitetos 
which mention the inspection and possible rejection of newborn infants 
(see p. 153 above) show that "healthy children ostensibly born within 
marriage could be exposed".^ His Interest in this article is in the question 
of whether more female infants tended to be exposed than male, and in
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historical demography as a method of determining the extent of exposure. 
Golden concentrates on marriage patterns as a cultural factor that would 
affect the birth rate, and, in classical Athens, affect the practice of 
exposure. He attempts to show by the use of demographic calculations that 
there would regularly have been an oversupply of women of marriageable 
age in Athens and asks us to consider the possibility that the easiest way 
for men to avoid this problem would have been for fathers to expose their 
baby daughters at birth, concluding t hat " . . .  10 percent or more does not 
seem unlikely". Cynthia Patterson ([1985] pp. 108 - 110) has shown that 
Golden's conclusions do not follow from the facts at his disposal, so that it 
is unnecessary to repeat her arguments here.
It w ill be as well to mention here two attempts to prove a high rate 
of exposure from demographical evidence of another kind (though they do 
not have to do with classical Athens). W. W. Tarn argued in Hellenistic 
Civilisation from inscriptions, especially those from third-century Miletos 
recording the names of Greeks granted Milesian citizenship, along with 
those of their families, that the small proportion of daughters to sons 
showed that "more than one daughter was very seldom reared; and 
infanticide on a considerable scale, particularly of girls, is not in doubt" in 
Hellenistic Greece.64 The motivation for this he attributes to poverty, to 
"the fear of too many mouths to feed". Recently Sarah Pomeroy has 
returned to the Milesian inscriptions recording the names of Greek 
mercenaries and their families enrolled as citizens in the third and second 
centuries.65 Boys greatly outnumber girls, and men outnumber women, as 
Tarn had noticed. Pomeroy suggests various possible explanations for this, 
and concludes that none reasonably accounts for it without the exposure or 
neglect of female offspring, and she goes on to outline various 
circumstances which would have discouraged the rearing of daughters in 
Hellenistic Greece, especially among mercenaries, soldiers and immigrants. 
The inscriptions discussed by Tarn and Pomeroy do not provide evidence to
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support their conclusions. Greeks were quite likely to overlook daughters 
when enumerating or naming the members of their families. 
Prosopographical evidence cannot be relied upon to mention all the 
daughters of a household, and the inscriptions "are not systematic records 
of mortality" as has been pointed out by Cynthia Patterson ([1985] p. 111). 
She also points out that the mercenaries were not typical of the Greek 
population as a whole, and if they did tend, because of the pressures of 
their mode of life, to expose many of their daughters such inscriptions do 
not provide evidence of it. Still less do they prove that the mass of the 
Greek population did so.
Historical demography cannot provide any answers to questions 
about the frequency of exposure in Greece or in classical Athens in 
particular. This is because we do not have the necessary precise 
information about such things as birth rate, infant death rate, percentage 
of population aged 0 - 5  years, and so on. Assumptions and model life 
tables are not enough to go on. And evidence culled from other sources, 
such as graves and inscriptions, is likely to be misleading.66 Another 
reason is that exposure did not always result in the death of the baby. 
Children of citizen families who were exposed were lost to the citizen 
population, it  is true, but many of them survived to enter the free 
non-citizen or slave populations. Even if it is about infanticide rather than 
exposure that we seek answers in demography, the attempt is futile, for 
the firs t reason given above. Furthermore, many and possibly most, of the 
infants selected not to be reared were those who suffered from a physical 
deficiency that would have prevented their surviving childhood in any case.
This last point is one of the many useful observations made by 
Cynthia Patterson in her recent article (1985), in which she addresses 
herself to the question of the causes of exposure in ancient Greece. This 
refreshing treatment of the subject reaffirms the importance of the 
literary sources and argues that the quest for quantification of the
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practice of exposure, with its underlying, and misguided, assumption that 
only if it  occurred at a rate of at least 10 per cent can it be deemed to have 
had social significance, has led to a neglect of questions which can be 
answered from the evidence at our disposal, namely those about the 
reasons for the practice. These are examined under the headings "The 
Physically Defective Child", "The Illegitimate Child", "Too Many Mouths" and 
"The Unwanted Female", and the following arguments are made: that 
physically defective children were routinely exposed, though judgements 
about likely viability and the necessary degree of deficiency must have 
been complex and involved female birth-attendants as well as the male 
head of the household; that illegitimate babies were at high risk of 
exposure, though many such healthy babies probably found their way into 
the hands of those who for one reason or another wanted them; that it may 
have been families with a certain amount of property rather than the very 
poor who were concerned to lim it the number of children by exposure, and, 
conversely, some households could make good use of the work obtainable 
from many sons and daughters; that pressure of increasing population may 
well not have caused individual families to sacrifice their children to the 
interests of the state; and that there is no evidence that, in general, the 
addition of daughters to a family was considered a problem or more of a 
future economic drain than numerous sons, so that it is impossible to 
generalise about the frequency of exposure of female infants. In 
concentrating on the "why" rather than the "how much", Cynthia Patterson 
steers the debate back to discussion of the real evidence and makes 
interesting and useful points.
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Part Three 
Exposure in myth and legend
Reports of the exposure of Greek newborn infants are most 
frequently to be found in myths and legends - legends not only about 
demi-gods and heroes, but also about certain historical characters said to 
have been exposed. Exposure stories are told about the infancy of at least 
thirty Greek deities and heroes, and this is a motif which Greek mythology 
has in common with tales told about kings, heroes and gods of the Near 
Eastern area, including Persia, some of which were also told by Greek 
authors for Greek readers. A few common features leap out at the student 
of exposure stories: many of the rejected children are the offspring of gods, 
often with a mortal mother, or of kings, and they themselves grow up to be 
heroes or rulers; they survive under the most unlikely circumstances, and 
although they are exposed in lonely and wild places where wild beasts might 
be expected to make an end of them, many are Instead suckled by the wild 
creatures and then rescued by hunters or herdsmen; when grown to adulthood 
they return to their rightful places and many go on to have distinguished 
careers, whether glorious or notorious. So their exposure and rescue are 
just the firs t amazing and miraculous adventures in their eventful lives, 
experiences which mark them out from the beginning as destined for future 
greatness.
There are also a few rulers who were in fact historical characters, 
and about whose lives a certain number of facts are known, about whom 
stories of exposure and rescue were told. These stories suggest something 
about their divinely favoured status: like the infant gods and demi-gods of 
mythology they were said to have been rescued from dangerous 
circumstances by what could only be a divine providence which had ordained 
that they attain glory and power despite human attempts to prevent it.
Let us look firs t at the mythical persons about whom stories of
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exposure and rescue were told. The basic elements in each tale are set out, 
along with the references to the literary source, in Table 2 (following p. 
228). In many cases more than one version of the story are extant, and I 
have listed alternative versions only where they differ markedly.
5ome aspects of exposure-mvths
Table 2 shows that the most common reason for exposure in myth is 
shame or fear at the birth of a child (sired, usually, by a god or hero) to an 
unmarried woman. Exposure in some of these cases is at the hands of the 
woman's father, in whose eyes she is disgraced, no matter how 
distinguished a personage her lover Is claimed to be. In some of these tales 
the woman herself is punished, sometimes by being cast out along with her 
child. In others of the unmarried-mother type, the infant is exposed by the 
woman herself, having concealed her pregnancy, in order to keep the birth 
secret. Rarely does the divine person who has thus fathered a child take any 
trouble over the mother’s fate, though in some exposure myths the divine 
father ensures the survival of his son. But in some cases the exposed child, 
when grown to manhood, comes to the aid or protection of his mother, or 
takes vengeance on her persecutors. These myths lent themselves to 
dramatisation in the Athenian theatre, and Sophokles and Euripides wrote 
several tragedies about such women as Danafc, Antiope, Auge, Melanippe, and 
others. The plots of such plays often begin with trouble and persecution for 
the child and his mother, and their separation, and end with reunion. In 
Epitrepontes Menander has one of his characters alert the audience to the 
parallel between the exposed Infants of tragedies and the possible fate of 
children exposed along with recognition tokens in more mundane 
circumstances. And in this play, as in others of New Comedy, the exposed 
child is indeed restored to his parents, and all ends satisfactorily. The
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exposure-plots of New Comedy derive from romantic tragedies, Put they had 
added point for an Athenian audience for whom exposure of babies by 
unmarried mothers (complete with little  ornaments and tokens, in some 
cases) was a familiar occurrence in real life (cf, pp. 172 - 173 above). The 
exposure-motif is prominent in myths that have survived partly because it 
was used so much by fifth - and fourth-century dramatists. Stories of this 
kind evidently had much appeal for the Greeks, and perhaps the stories in 
which an abandoned or doomed child survived, against great odds, were 
found especially satisfying.
An important element of the exposure-motif is the rescue of the 
child, often in glamorous or miraculous circumstances. Of course, in real 
life Greeks who exposed an unwanted child would certainly not have 
expected it to be tended by animals, and they could hardly even have hoped 
for it to be reared among herdsmen, but the popular stories of exposure and 
rescue of heroes and demi-gods presumably had some effect if only at the 
emotional level, at least on unsophisticated people. They are far from being 
dark tales of suffering and punishment for an act forbidden by the gods.
Table 2 also contains several examples of a certain variant in the
exposure-motif: casting out to sea in a chest Perseus and his mother met
this fate at the hands of Akrisios, and there is a version of the
Oedipus-myth in which Oedipus was set out to sea in a \apva£ and picked up
by Polybos's wife at the sea-shore. in Euripides's version of the story of
Auge and Telephos, both were put into a \apva$ by Aleos and submerged in
the sea, but Athene made the chest cross the sea to Asia, where Teuthras
married Auge and adopted Telephos as his son. There is a version of the
myth of Dionysos’s origins in which he was cast out to sea with his mother
in a \ocpva£, and washed up at Brasiai in Lakonia. The \ a p v a £  is also used at
sea in mythology for purposes other than exposure: Thoas the father of
Hypslpele was set adrift in a \apva$ to save him (Ap. Rh. 1. 622 ff ).
Deukalion's vessel is called a \apva£ by Apollodoros (1. 1:2) and Lucian
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(Syr D. 12). A \ocpva$ was often a coffin (Horn. //24. 795, Thuc. 2. 34), and 
like pots used for burials the \apva£ could be a coffin for the exposure of 
infants. The use of a coffin gave a kind of burial if the child died. So the 
\a Pva£ is associated with death, but its passengers in myth in fact are 
saved; and in Greek thought water too is often associated with death and 
rebirth. It has been argued that a "symbolism of death and rebirth is quite 
obviously operative in the case of Deukalion and other comparable 
Flood-myths, and by comparison, the ambiguity between destruction and 
salvation in the motif of exposure by larnax becomes perfectly 
comprehensible'’ 67
One of the reasons for exposure that is found in some myths is a 
prophecy about the killing or overthrow of a father or grandfather by the 
new member of the family, and examples can be seen in Table 2. The same 
theme of prophecy about overthrow gives rise to a variant on the 
exposure-motif, notably in the case of Zeus, who was hidden away by his 
mother in a wild environment to escape the murderous intent of his father 
Kronos. There are so many elements in the various versions of this myth 
that are familiar to us from exposure-myths, that it  is fair to regard it as 
an "inverted" exposure. Inverted-exposure stories are set out in Table 3.
The significance of exposure in myth
The theme of the threat to an elder member of the family posed by 
the birth of a child, of the child destined to kill its father, is a common one 
in Greek mythology. A psychological explanation has been advanced by P. 
Roussel, who says that the oracles which announce a newborn or unborn 
child’s destiny "expriment, en les exagerant pour des cas d’exception, les 
inquietudes plus ou moins precises que le cercle auquel il appartiendra 
eprouve a la venue d'un enfant charge de possibi 1 ites ambigues ([1943] p.
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12). The myths and legends give dramatic expression to the mixed feelings 
with which the family may greet the birth of a new member, with its 
potential for strength, alongside its present weakness and needs. Roussel in 
this context also discusses exposure for religious reasons, and the notion of 
the Tepag, the creature with an abnormality which was felt to be disturbing
and dangerous, and which was a sufficient reason for the casting out of a 
child.
D. B. Redford, using a historical and sociological analysis, has gone 
so far as to argue that It was in fact the social phenomenon of the exposure 
of unwanted infants that gave rise to the literary motif of the hero cast out 
as a baby.68 Such tales told of divine characters need not have been current 
earlier than those told about humans, and Indeed, he argues, the motif Is not 
really appropriate for the characters of mythology, who are powerful 
personages, unsuited to have been cast out themselves or to have had their 
offspring subjected to such treatment: "it is far more likely that those 
examples In which gods and goddesses play a part belong to an advanced 
stage in the humanization of the pantheon, and are patterned on tales told of 
human heroes" (p. 224).
Others have attributed the origins of the exposure-motif in myth 
and legend to ritual of a particular kind. Gilbert Murray believed that it  was 
connected with a fe rtility  ritual appropriate to the worship of Dionysos (see 
note 20 and pp. 170 - 171 above). Gerhard Binder has also noted that 
exposure and rescue played an Important part In the regular enacting of the 
myth of Dionysos in the Mysteries associated with that god ([1964] p. 36). 
But he connects this with Initiation, rather than fertility, ritual. Binder 
explores in depth the significance of the connection between kingship and 
exposure, especially In the legends told of Cyrus and Romulus. Cyrus, though 
a Persian, featured prominently in Greek culture, thanks to the attention of 
Herodotos and Xenophon, among others, and the story of his exposure, as 
well as that of his legendary forebears, may help to shed light on the Greek
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trad ition of exposure in myth and legend69
The exposure of Cyrus
The chief source for the exposure of Cyrus is Herodotos 1. 107 - 
122. The story goes, according to Herodotos, that Astyages, King of the 
Medes, had a dream that water flowed from his daughter Mandane to cover 
all Asia. This made him fear to give her in marriage to any Mede of an 
appropriately high rank, and he married her instead to Kambyses, a Persian 
of a rank lower than a Mede of middle class, Then, after another warning 
dream, Astyages, fearing that his daughter's offspring would supplant him 
as king, ordered the death of his daughter's firs t child. The child was given 
to the servant Harpagos decked out for burial, but he could not bring himself 
to k ill the baby and passed him instead to the cowherd Mi tridates and his 
wife Spako (which, Herodotos tells us, in Median means “dog"), with orders 
to expose him. But this woman had recently been delivered of a dead child, 
and she persuaded her husband to lay out the dead child instead, and keep the 
royal baby. The cowherd put his dead child into the vessel that the other 
was carried in, decked it with the ornaments, put it out in a wild place, and 
satisfied Harpagos’s officer that the exposure had been carried out as 
ordered. Thus Cyrus was secretly brought up in the cowherd's house.
The next episode in the story Herodotos tells as follows. When 
Cyrus was ten years old he was playing with other boys of his age in the 
herdsman's village, and in this game the others chose him as their king. He 
assigned tasks to his playmates such as housebuilding and acting as 
bodyguard. But one boy disobeyed and was severely punished by Cyrus, 
whereupon he complained to his father, a prominent man, who reported the 
outrage to Astyages. Astyages, when he had Cyrus brought before him, 
thought the boy looked familiar, and extracted the truth about the childs
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identity from the cowherd. After cruelly punishing Harpagos for disobeying 
his orders, he sent Cyrus, on the advice of the Magi, back to his real parents. 
They made up a story that Cyrus had been suckled, not by the woman Spako, 
but by a bitch, to make the story seem more amazing.
Pompeius Trogus gave the same story, up to the entrusting of the 
child to the herdsman (Justin Epit. 1. 4). He then told how the herdsman 
exposed the baby but later gave in to his wife’s pleading to retrieve it. 
When he went to the place in the woods he found the baby Cyrus being 
suckled and protected by a bitch. Moved to pity, he picked up the child and 
brought him home. His wife asked that her newborn child (which had been 
born alive, not dead) be exposed instead, and that she be allowed to bring up 
the other. This account says that the woman’s name was later Spakos 
because that is the word for dog. The account goes on the describe how the 
children’s game led to Cyrus’s recognition. (1.5, 6).70
One of the chief differences in the accounts of Cyrus’s early life are 
in the reports given of his lineage. Herodotos, writing just a century after 
Cyrus’s death, had heard that his maternal grandfather was Astyages the 
Median king, and his father was Kambyses, a Persian of non-noble family. By 
Herodotos's time there were several different accounts of Cyrus's life to 
choose from, as he tells us himself (1. 95). Xenophon wrote that Cyrus’s 
father "is said to have been Kambyses, King of the Persians", and his mother 
"it is generally agreed" Mandane, daughter of Astyages, King of the Medes 
( Cyropaideia 1.2. 1). Ktesias, writing at the end of the fifth  or beginning of 
the fourth century, said that Cyrus was not related to Astyages {EGrH 688 
fr. 9): Photios tells us this (but nothing else about Cyrus’s early life) in his 
summary of Ktesias (36 A 9 - 10). Ktesias's History was used as a chief 
source by Nikolaos of Damascus in his account of Cyrus’s history; Nikolaos 
says that Cyrus was descended from the Mardoi, that his father was 
Atradates a penniless robber and his mother Agroste a goatherd, and Cyrus 
himself was so poor that he went to the court of King Astyages to serve the
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king's servants in return for food and clothing {FGrH 90 fr. 66.2 - 4). The 
cuneiform inscriptions of the Achaimenids confirm that Cyrus was indeed 
the son of Kambyses, and the grandson of an earlier Cyrus; Kambyses was 
King of Anshan. Cyrus came to power after attacking Astyages while in his 
service, defeating him and taking him prisoner, It is probable that Cyrus 
was, as Ktesias says, not related to Astyages71 The legend that tells of 
his relationship to Astyages is an invention that puts Cyrus in the position 
of legitimate heir to Astyages's throne. The story that his father was a 
robber and his mother a goatherd is another fabrication; it endows Cyrus 
with excessively humble origins and makes his rise to power seem the more 
miraculous, and it connects him with lowly people of the countryside in the 
tradition of other great Persians of legend.
Xenophon's idealised account of Cyrus's education and life does not 
mention exposure. Xenophon is concerned to present Cyrus's greatness as a 
product of his education and upbringing, rather than a matter of destiny. But 
Xenophon does give prominence to hunting, which is an important feature in 
the myths and legends of other Persian rulers said to have been exposed and 
brought up in the wilds ( Cyropaideia 1.4. 15 ff.).
The account of Cyrus's early life which Herodotos had heard and 
passed on, together with a rationalistic interpretation of Cyrus's suckling 
by the bitch, is similar to stories told of many other Persian heroes and 
kings. Exposure is followed by tending by wild animals, and eventual 
restoration to the status of king. It is evident, as Binder explains, that the 
exposure legend that was attached to Cyrus was intended to place him in the 
tradition of the great Persian rulers of legend and history, who were said to 
have been rescued by or otherwise connected with humble people, especially 
herdsmen and their wives. The playing of a game with his peers in which 
the royal child distinguishes himself is also a feature of the stories about 
other Persian kings, and this king-game attributed to Cyrus certainly looks 
like much more than children's play when compared with Plutarch s account
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of customs attached to Persian royal inauguration at Pasargadai. Plutarch 
describes some elements in an initiation ritual that has explicit 
connections with Cyrus s kingship, and in which the ceremonial food and 
drink symbolise a hardy and rustic way of life (Artaxerxes 3, 1 - 2, cf. Hdt. 
1. 71, and Nikolaos of Damascus fr. 66). Underlying the king-game 
described by Herodotos is a ritual connected with initiation and accession 
to the throne, For example, in the king-game the chosen person assigns the 
task of house-building to one of the others, and Binder interprets this as a 
ritualised repetition of one of the basic skills which the mythical kings 
were thought to have taught to men, in common with skills such as 
fire-making, agriculture and the making of clothes from hides. The 
Persians, according to Binder's explanation, liked to make ritual repetitions 
of aspects of the simple and hardy way of life, because it represented for 
them the ideal, brought from the steppe-lands where their ancestors had 
wandered centuries before as herdsmen and nomads.
Binder also sees in this evidence of a more general initiation and 
training that was a feature of Persian education of nobles and princes. It 
certainly seems to have some elements in common with the description of 
Persian education given by Strabo (15. 3. 18). We read here that Persian 
education trained boys from the age of five until they were twenty-four in 
the use of the bow and the javelin, in riding and in speaking the truth. Myths 
were used in education to present the deeds of gods and men, evidently by 
acting them out as well as telling them. The teachers divided the boys into 
groups of fifty , and appointed the sons of kings and satraps as their leaders. 
They were given training in endurance, in tending flocks and staying out all 
night, and in surviving on wild fruits such as terebinth, acorns, and wild 
pears.
The exposure of Cyrus and the other Persian kings and heroes can be 
seen in this context as a transplantation of an understandable motif onto a 
cultic myth that had lost its original significance. The exposure-motif is
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thus a traditional and romanticised expression of a very ancient custom of 
sending a child away into a pastoral or wild environment for a primitive 
form of education that involved practical training and some form of 
initiation into adulthood.
Greek mythical exposure and initiation ritual
When we turn back to Greek myth and legend we find the same 
exposure-motif and related motifs as are found in the legends about Cyrus 
and other Persian kings and heroes. If the Persian myths are connected with 
initiation ritual, might not the same be true of the Greek? Bruce Mitchell, 
in a thesis which sets out to explain the significance of the role of the 
herdsman in literary bucolic poetry, uses an analysis of a similar type to 
Binder's to explore in some depth the correspondence between puberty- 
initiation and the exposure-motif with its related variants in Greek myth 
([1985] pp. 26 - 33 and 272 ff., see note 67 above).
Mitchell rejects the notion that the exposure-myths, with their 
common sequence of miraculous but ostensibly fortuitous events could have 
been based directly on the social phenomenon of exposure, though the latter 
certainly existed (p. 29). And the recurring motif of the herdsman requires 
a more subtle explanation than the obvious appropriateness of his presence 
in the narrative. Besides those myths in which herdsmen are given a baby to 
expose, there are those in which they get custody of a child by means other 
than finding them in the countryside, and also those in which exposed 
children are not rescued by herdsmen or hunters but later become such 
themselves. There are also many young men of noble birth in myth and 
legend who become herdsmen, without having been exposed as babies. In 
explanation for the attribution of one of the humblest occupations of 
antiquity to so many mythical princes and heroes, Mitchell suggests that
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the exposure motif has been adduced as a rationalisation of this manifest 
incongruity" (p. 29). The exposure-motif was attached to some stories 
which tell of princes and heroes living apart from their families and 
society, often as herdsmen and hunters, in order to make sense of their 
circumstances. The parallel motif of the education in the wilds, for 
example by Cheiron of Jason, Aristaios and many others, shows "the same 
apparently incongruous combination of high culture with a remote and 
uncivilized setting" (p. 31), and the kourotrophic function of the rescuer or 
educator gives a clue to the significance of the exposure-motif, which 
Mitchell concludes has to do with a regular process of education. The 
pastoral work of these princes and heroes tends to be a temporary episode 
in their lives which ends at adulthood, and the theme of transition to 
adulthood suggests that this motif in myth reflects the most primitive form 
of education - the ritual of puberty initiation. Mitchell outlines the 
striking structural correlation between the exposure-motif and puberty 
initiation, and he also deals with those aspects of the exposure-myths 
which do not at firs t sight seem to share the theme and structure of 
initiation ritual. The exposure of infants is not training and initiation, but 
there is a common underlying structure in the expulsion of child by parent, 
"and it is quite possible that with the degeneration of formal initiation 
ritual, the myth became rationalized by importing the most obvious type of 
situation which could give a comprehensible motive to a function which had 
lost a meaningful referent" (p. 274). The theme often found in 
exposure-myths of fear that a newborn child w ill kill or overthrow its 
father corresponds to the feelings of hostility between successive 
generations which are given ritual expression in puberty initiation. There is 
a further connection between putting out a newborn infant to die and the 
symbolic death undergone by an initiand, which is often followed by a period
when infancy is imitated.
The analyses of Binder and Mitchell do appear to provide a credible
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bridge between myth and custom. Mitchell is careful to point out that not 
all myths have a corresponding ritual, but that some basic human phenomena 
have found expression in both myth and ritual, both of which may then 
develop, interact, and diverge. The exposure-myths make sense, at the level 
of narrative, on their own. But they also contain, Mitchell argues, certain 
explicit themes, such as education and training for adulthood, and it is 
legitimate to look for the social institution which was related to these 
themes, and with which the myths themselves interacted (pp. 272 - 273).
The exposure-myths in the form in which we have them have been 
crystallised at a stage at which their connection with puberty initiation 
was long forgotten, The phenomenon of the exposure of unwanted infants, on 
the other hand, persisted throughout classical antiquity. It must have been 
the familiarity of the Greeks with this phenomenon that in part at least was 
responsible for the popularity of the exposure-myths, their frequent 
retelling, their powerful appearance on the dramatic stage, and their 
survival in the works of post-classical mythographers, There is one further 
context in which the exposure-motif surfaces, which remains to be explored 
in this chapter.
Characters in Greek history said to have been exposed
We have seen that legends about the exposure and rescue of Cyrus 
had arisen soon after his death, putting him in the tradition of great Persian 
rulers and heroes. The legends suggested that Cyrus's special destiny had 
singled him out from among other boys and that his great future had been 
foreshadowed by portent ous episodes. The impulse to wrap the cloak of 
heroic status and divine election around other historical figures can be seen 
in the accounts of the early lives of three Greek rulers: Agathokles, Hieron II 
and Ptolemy I Soter.
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Agathokles was born about 361 BC and became tyrant of Syracuse in 
317/16. Diodoros tells us of the miraculous events surrounding his birth 
and rearing (19, 2. 2 - 7). His father Karkinos had troubled dreams about the 
child his wife was about to bear. He sent to Delphi to ask about the baby, 
and was told that he would cause great misfortunes to the Carthaginians and 
all Sicily. Karkinos exposed the baby and set a watch over him to ensure his 
death. But when after some days the child was s till alive and while the 
watchers were neglecting their task, the child's mother came secretly by 
night and took him to her brother. The child was named Agathokles and grew 
up excelling others in strength and beauty, When he was seven years old, 
Karkinos noticed him playing with children of his own age, and when he 
realized that his own child, if he had lived, would have been the same age, 
Karkinos regretted his action and wept; whereupon his wife revealed what 
she had done, and Karkinos accepted his son, and took his household to 
Syracuse. Diodoros also records that Karkinos was a poor man and taught 
his craft of pottery to Agathokles.72
Attempts have been made to unravel the various sources which lie 
behind Diodoros's account.73 Agathokles had favourable accounts of his life 
written by his brother Antandros, and by another contemporary, Kallias. One 
of the sources used by Diodoros was Timaios, and Polybios (12. 15) quotes 
him as saying that Agathokles was a potter. Timaios was very hostile to 
Agathokles, and so he is unlikely to have transmitted the story about the 
foiled attempt to k ill him at birth, with its details that reflect glory on the 
tyrant. Douris was another source of Diodoros, and the exposure story may 
have come through him: he had a penchant for bizarre and miraculous stories. 
The connection of Agathokles's family with pottery-making may be correct, 
but it  has been doubted that his family was a poor one: family connections 
mentioned by Diodoros (19. 3. 1, 3. 3) perhaps make humble origins unlikely. 
It has been suggested that Karkinos owned a ceramics factory and was a 
wealthy man, and that the young Agathokles learned the trade in order to
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take his place in the family business (Berve [19521 p. 22). Timaios distorted 
this to pour scorn on Agathokles's origins; but it was incorporated into the 
exposure story for the same reasons that humble origins were attributed to 
Cyrus. The similarity of the story told of Cyrus to that of Agathokles has 
been noted by Bauer ([1882] pp. 564 ~ 565). Ure prefers to trace the 
Influence back to the story of Kypselos ([1922] pp. 209 ff., cf. pp. 225 - 228 
below). It is not impossible that motifs from both Herodotean accounts 
influenced the tale of Agathokles’s exposure.
Hieron II came to power as strategos of Syracuse soon after 276 
BC. After some notable military successes in Sicily, he was elected king in 
269 or 265 (the date is uncertain). He ruled t i l l  his death in 215. Justin’s 
Epitome of Pompelus Trogus gives the following account of Hieron's origins. 
His father Hierokleitos was a nobleman descended from Gelon the former 
tyrant of Sicily, but his mother was of a very low family, and this was a 
source of shame - for she was a slave, and for this reason Hieron was 
exposed by his father as a source of disgrace to the family ("velut 
dehonestamentum generis", 23. 4. 6). (We are not told whether Hierokleitos 
had married the slave woman, nor precisely in what the "disgrace" lay.) As a 
helpless infant he was fed for many days by bees. When his father was told 
of this miraculous happening he retrieved the baby and reared him for the 
glorious career that was foreshadowed by It. Once when he was at school 
with other boys of his age a wolf snatched away his writing tablet. As a 
young man going Into his firs t battles an eagle sat on his shield and an owl 
on his spear. There follows a eulogistic passage about Hieron's qualities.
This story of Hieron’s origins was Invented either by Hieron himself 
or by his admirers. Hieron probably claimed descent from Gelon in order to 
add prestige to his kingship. The claim that Hieron's mother was a slave is 
probably equally spurious; and the precise nature of the disgrace of Hieron’s 
birth Is not really clear from Justin's account. It provides some sort of 
motive for exposure by his father, but as a coherent and plausible
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explanation it leaves something to be desired. The feeding by bees has been 
inspired by the story of Zeus's miraculous nurturing (see Table 3 below), 
The eagle on Hieron s shield represents the presence of Zeus, and the owl 
that of Athena. Like Cyrus and Agathokles, Hieron was said to have been 
singled out from among his schoolboy-peers, The inventor or inventors of 
this tale were evidently not content with only one miraculous token of the 
child Hierons future destiny, The legend which told of the direction of 
Cyrus to Pasargadai by birds of omen probably also furnished the 
eagle-and-owl motif for the story of Hieron's military debut. The 
connections with earlier exposure-type legends, especially with that of 
Cyrus, are unmistakable.74
Aelian tells the story of the exposure of Ptolemy 1 Soter: Lagos 
"married Arsinoe the mother of Ptolemy Soter. Lagos exposed this Ptolemy, 
as not being his son, on a bronze shield. An account has leaked out from 
Macedonia which says that an eagle made frequent visits to the baby, and, 
stretching out its wings and hovering over him, it sheltered him from the 
violent rays of the sun and, when it rained, from the heavy rain. It 
frightened off the flocks of birds, and tore apart quails and fed the baby on 
the blood, as if it were milk" (Ael. fr. 285, Souda A 25 Adler, cf. Souda A 
963, 965 Adler).
This legend belongs to the tradition that Ptolemy was really the son 
of Philip II, who having made his mistress Arsinoe pregnant, gave her to 
Lagos as wife. Quintus Curtlus Rufus says that Ptolemy was related by 
blood to Alexander, and that some people believed him to be Philip's son; it 
was certainly known, he says, that he was the offspring of a mistress of 
Philip's (9. 8. 22). This tradition Is also reported by Pausanlas: "The 
Macedonians consider Ptolemy to be the son of Philip, son of Amyntas, but in 
name the son of Lagos, for his mother was pregnant with him when she was 
given as wife to Lagos by Philip" (1.6. 2). An entry in the Souda reports 
that Philip consorted with ArslnoS, left her pregnant by him, and married
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Olympias (E 74 Adler). In fact Arsinoe herself seems to have belonged to a 
branch of the Macedonian royal house, and so, through his mother, Ptolemy 
really was descended from the Argeads, The story of direct descent from 
Philip II, as a bastard son of his, may have been put about around the 
beginning of Ptolemy's reign In order to surpass Antlgonld claims to Argead 
blood, or it may simply be a later third century invention designed to add to 
the prestige of Ptolemy 175
The Macedonian house traced Its ancestry back to Herakles, and 
through him to Zeus. This Is why the eagle, the bird of Zeus, was said In the 
legend to have been the infant Ptolemy's saviour. The story of Ptolemy's 
exposure adds another dimension - miraculous Intervention and a 
suggestion of divine favour - to the tale of his origin as a bastard son of 
Philip II.
Cyrus the Great was heir only to the throne of Anshan, but 
overthrew Astyages to become King of the Medes, and went on to build up 
the Achalmenid Persian Empire. Agathokles, Hieron II and Ptolemy I Soter 
set themselves up as kings and attempted to found new dynasties (In which 
only Agathokles failed). In this common feature of their histories lies the 
significance of the exposure-story connected with each of them. They could 
not be said to have been born Into the succession and reared as princes; 
therefore an origin of another kind had to be ascribed to them, an origin 
outside kingship, which would nonetheless mark them out as f i t  for 
kingship.76 Having thus been placed outside the kingship In the tradition, 
they could also be readmitted to It: In the case of Cyrus and Ptolemy I, 
reputed descent from Astyages and Philip II, respectively, was incorporated 
into the story. The manner of Its Incorporation In the narrative owes 
everything, in each case, to the exposure-myths and legends associated with 
Persian and Greek heroes (see Table 2). Indeed most of the elements in the 
stories of the exposure of Cyrus, Agathokles, Hieron II and Ptolemy I can be 
paralleled from the exposure-myths and legends of gods and heroes (and that
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of Cyrus also influenced the legends about Agathokles and Hieron). These 
mot 1 fs are incorporated into the narratives with, in some places, patchy 
results: for example, we have seen that the motive ascribed to Hierokleitos 
for exposing his son does not entirely make sense; in the Cyrus-story, 
Cyrus’s maternal grandfather, although he has no son, is depicted as fearing 
overthrow by the grandchild who might naturally have been considered 
simply his heir; in the stories of Agathokles and Hieron, their fathers having 
exposed them later change their minds about rearing them; and as for 
Ptolemy, we do not hear, in the story that has come down to us, how he 
re-entered human society at all. Be that as It may, however, the tales 
served their purpose in adding to the prestige of a kind of divine election 
and to the kingly claims of their subjects.
Before we leave this subject, mention must be made of one other 
Greek historical figure to whose early life exposure-type motifs were 
attached. Like the other historical figures mentioned in this section, 
Kypselos, tyrant of Corinth, founded a new dynasty (albeit short-lived). He 
was himself related to the Bacchlad line only on his mother’s side. 
Herodotos (5. 92) tells the story of how Labda the lame, daughter of 
Amphion the Bacchlad, was married out of the Bacchlad line, to Eetion of 
Petra. Eetion went to Delphi to ask why the couple had had no children, and 
was told that Labda would bear a rock which would fall on the rulers and 
bring justice to Corinth. The Bacchlads, who had already been given an 
oracle to similar effect, heard and understood this one. They sent ten men 
to k ill the child, and they planned that the firs t one to hold the child should 
dash him to the ground; but the baby smiled at the man who held him and he 
could not bring himself to kill him but Instead passed him on to his 
neighbour; and the child was likewise passed on to each of the ten, none of 
whom would do the deed. Later they came back, resolved this time to carry 
the plan through, but meanwhile Labda had overheard their plan and hid the 
baby in a Kvv^n- The men ^  not f1nd h<m> ancl the chj1c1, cal,ed Kypselos
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after his hiding place, grew up to Pe tyrant of Corinth. There follows an 
extremely abbreviated account of Kypselos’s outrageous behaviour as tyrant.
Nikolaos of Damascus {FOrH 90 F 57), whose account comes from 
Ephoros, tells that after the men out of compassion for the baby, which had 
held out its arms and smiled, had abandoned their intention of murder, they 
told Aetion the truth. He then removed the child for safety ( u t t e k t lOetoci ) to 
Olympia, and brought him up there as a suppliant to the god. Later he took 
the boy Kypselos to Kleonai; he was distinguished in appearance and apETf). 
Pausanias (5. 17. 5) describes in detail a \apva£ in the temple of Hera at 
Olympia, which he claims Is the KuveXn in which Kypselos was hidden by his 
mother. Pausanias also passes on the information that the chest had been 
dedicated by the Kypselids. He explains that toiveXn was the old Corinthian 
word for chest. Plutarch (Mor 163 F - 164 a) has “the poet Chersias" 
mention, in the context of people who had been saved from apparently 
hopeless circumstances, Kypselos, who as a newborn baby smiled at the men 
who had been sent to take him away whereupon they turned back; and when 
they changed their minds again and came to look for him they did not find 
him, for he had been put away (cnroTe^vTa) into a kxj^Xt] by his mother. 
Chersias adds that Kypselos erected a building at Delphi, in thanks to the 
god for having stopped his crying and prevented the men who were looking 
for him from finding him. (This passage does not mention the dedication of 
the chest at Olympia.)
What exactly was the KuveXn of Hdt. 5. 92, and did it have anything 
to do with the \apva$ described by Pausanias? The KvveXn was probably not 
a chest. Herodotos's story says that Labda hid her baby in the last place 
that she thought the men would look. They searched the house thoroughly, 
and failed to find the baby. They would hardly have overlooked a household 
chest. The only authority equating kvyeAxi with an old Corinthian word for 
what other Greeks called a \dpva$ is Pausanias (5. 17. 5), and this
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definition has probably been invented to bring the connection of the chest at 
Olympia into line with the story of Kypselos as told by Herodotos. The
of Herodotos was probably a beehive or a large terrracotta 
storage-jar. Georges Roux has argued most persuasively for the former.77 
It is highly improbable that the \apva£ described by Pausanias had anything 
to do with Kypselos's hiding-place; it has been questioned whether it was 
even dedicated by the KypselIds. Plutarch does not mention it, when he 
remarks on Kypselos's offering at Delphi. The scenes depicted on the chest 
described by Pausanias had evidently not been interpreted in ancient times 
as having anything to do with Corinthian history or legend, and the 
resemblance of the decoration to the Franpois Vase indicates a date after 
550 BC 78
A discussion of the different traditions behind the accounts of 
Herodotos and Ephoros has been given by A. Andrewes, in which he points out 
that Herodotos, although his account is very hostile to Kypselos, tells a 
story which portrays the baby Kypselos as the hero and his persecutors as 
the villa ins79 This tale and the two oracles favourable in tone to Kypselos 
which Herodotos recounts were, Andrewes argues, already traditional 
elements in the history of Kypselos before Herodotos’s time, and probably 
belonged to the early tradition which saw Kypselos as a beneficent and 
popular ruler. Herodotos uses the "fairy-tale" about Kypselos's escape from 
danger, apparently unaware that it does not accord in tone with the 
(probably later) version of Kypselos's badness which he chooses to transmit. 
Herodotos's use of the "fairy-tale" can be explained by his obvious 
enjoyment of anecdotes like this for their own sake.
Kypselos's story is not an exposure-legend.80 Yet it does contain 
some motifs reminiscent of the exposure tales told of gods and heroes. In 
some ways it is like what we have called the inverted exposure of Zeus and 
Poseidon (see Table 3) in which the infant under threat because of a 
prophecy about his future overthrow of the old order is put away into a
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place of hiding. J.-p, Vernant, analysing the myths from a psychological 
perspective, has pointed out several correspondences in the narrative 
structure between the legends of Kypselos and Oedipus.81 They were 
respectively son of Labda the lame and grandson of Labdakos the lame, and 
both are named after an incident in their danger-ridden infancy. In both 
cases a prophecy was made about a threat to their elders from the child that 
was to be born. Each is passed from hand to hand by those instructed to k ill 
him (Oedipus from one herdsman to another, Kypselos from nine of the ten 
men each to his neighbour). He does not mention the variant on the Oedipus 
myth which tells of Oedipus's exposure in a \apva£ and casting out to sea 
(see Table 2). But the \apva£-connection probably is a red herring, since 
Kypselos's taiyeXn was not a chest, and he was not rejected and cast out on 
water, but hidden from his persecutors for his safety.
The legend of Kypselos in its turn probably influenced one of the 
versions of that of Cyrus: in Justin's account, epitomising Pompeius Trogus, 
the baby Cyrus smiles at the herdsman's wife, thus evoking her pity (1.4. 
12). In the main Greek version of the Cyrus-story, as given by Herodotos, 
Cyrus is passed from one man to another, because the firs t cannot bear to 
k ill him, and we have seen above that this is a motif also found in the 
Oedipus myth. Kypselos as a boy was said to have been distinguished in 
appearance and apeim, as were Cyrus and other survivors of exposure. There 
may then have been some influence from the Kypselos-story on later 
exposure stories, but there was also a pool of exposure motifs in myth and 
legend which all such stories could and did draw upon.
What is the meaning of the prevalence of exposure as a motif in
Greek myth and legend, and its appearance in historical biography? Exposure
in myth does not merely reflect reality.82 The prevalence of this motif
shows that it  was a practice known and understood throughout the ages of
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myth-making (including the period of classical tragedy), probably grafted on 
to replace an ancient ritual of a kind no longer known or even intelligible. It 
was a theme that happened to lend itself to the dramatic reversal of 
fortunes that made such effective plots for classical drama and rather 
clumsier ones for the biographies of a certain type of ruler. Its immense 
popularity as a motif for tragedies and comedies in the classical and 
Hellenistic theatre partly accounts for its employment in the reports of the 
early lives of fourth- and third-century kings, which also had the stories of 
Cyrus as a precedent. The relationship between exposure in myth and legend 
and exposure in real life  is, then, a rather distant one. From the treatment 
of the exposure stories in mythical accounts, and in particular their 
treatment in drama, we may draw some conclusions of a very general nature 
about popular attitudes to unwanted children. With only one exception (that 
of Linos), the rejected infants are rescued, and this makes possible a fairly 
cheerful treatment of the theme in the stories and plays. This accords with 
a generally sanguine attitude to exposure (cf. p. 211 above), and indicates 
that the distaste expressed by Isokrates for such stories (12. 122, cf. p. 192 
above) was not typical of his age, but was perhaps fe lt only by a minority of 
people, mostly the educated and sophisticated. It has been said that there 
was no tragedy of an unwanted baby in Greek drama, and this has some truth 
in it: pathos expressed for children is reserved for the wanted children, 
those already part of a family.83
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Table 2: Exposure of mythical persons
PERSON
EXPOSED
Telephos
BY WHOM HOW AND WHERE REASON FOR SUBSEQUENT REFERENCE
EXPOSED EXPOSURE FATE
Aleos On Mount Shame at pregnancy Suckled by a Apollod.
(grandfather) Parthenios of unmarried Auge doe,taken up 2. 7. 4 ,
in Arkadia (by Herakles) and reared by 
herdsmen
3. 9. 1
Auge In bushes on Aleos would not Suckled by a doe Diod. Sic.
(mother) Mt. Parthenios believe that it was and rescued by 4, 33.
where she had 
just given 
birth
Herakles who had 
made Auge pregnant, 
and sent her away 
with Nauplios to be 
drowned; she gave 
birth on the way
herdsmen, given 
to King Korythos
7 -  12
Aleos With mother Shame at rape of Chest carried Eur.
Auge,in a unmarried Auge safely across sea, Telephos
chest, cast out 
to sea
(by Herakles) cast ashore at 
River Kaikos in 
Teuthrama; 
mother and son 
rescued by 
KingTeuthras
as
recorded
by
Strabo, 
13. 1. 69 
(cf. Eur.
(Other variants: Paus. 
vol. 2, pp. 75 - 76)
8. 48,
frr. 696 
ff. Nauck) 
Paus.
8. 4. 9
7; Sir J.6. Frazer Pausanias 's Description o f Greece, Commentary,
Asklsplos His mother 
Koronis
On a mountain 
near Epidauros 
called Titthion
Koronis wished 
to keep secret 
from her father 
Phlegyas that 
she had borne 
a son by Apollo
Suckled by a 
goat, guarded 
by the goat­
herd's dog; 
rescued by 
goatherd (who 
saw lightning 
flash from the 
child)
Paus. 2. 
26. 4 - 5
(Alternative version in Paus. 2. 26. 6 and Pind. Pyth 3. 24 - 46: Koronis while pregnant by Apollo 
slept with Ischys; Artemis killed her in punishment, but when she was placed on the pyre Hermes 
(Paus.) or Apollo (Pind.) snatched the child out.)
Table 2; Exposure of mythical persons
PERSON
EXPOSED
Aiolos and 
Bolotos
Amphlon 
and Zethos
Ion
Atalanta
BY WHOM HOW AND WHERE REASON FOR 
EXPOSED EXPOSURE
Melanippe
(mother)
Given by 
Melanippe to 
her Nurse to 
put into a 
cowshed, on 
Poseidon's 
orders
Melanippe’s fear 
of her father 
after being made 
pregnant by 
Poseidon
SUBSEQUENT REFERENCE
FATE
Suckled by a 
cow, found by 
cowherds and 
given to M.'s 
father, who 
ordered them 
to be burned 
as monstrous 
births
Eur.
Me/.
Soph.
Antiope
(mother)
Kreousa
lasos
(father)
Found by a 
herd and reared 
by Theano, 
Queen of 
Metapontos
Eur,
Mel. 
Desm., 
cf. Hyg. 
Fab. 186
In a cave at Antiope's fear Found and Paus.l.
Eleutheral, of her father, rescued by 38. 9.,
where Antiope after being made a shepherd cf. 2. 6.
gave birth as pregnant by 1 - 4
she was being 
taken to 
Thebes
Poseidon Evidently
the
version 
in Eur. 
Ant/ope, 
cf. Hyg. 
Fab. 8
1 n a cave on Shame or fear Rescued by Eur. /on
Akropolis of of father, after Hermes, at esp. 10-
Athens being made Apollo's 50,338
pregnant by behest; taken - 352,
Apollo; desire 
for secrecy
to Delphi 897 - 
918,947 
- 965, 
1398 ff.
Because she was Suckled by a Apollod.
a girl, and her bear; rescued 3. 9. 2,
father wanted and reared by cf. Theog.
On Mount 
Parthenios 
(Ael. m
male children hunters 1290 - 
1291,
Ael. VH 
13. 1
Table 2. Exposure of mythical persons
PERSON BY WHOM HOW AND WHERE REASON FOR SUBSEQUENT REFERENCE
EXPOSED EXPOSED EXPOSURE FATE
Aigisthos Pelopia Prophecy to Found by Hyg. Fad,
(mother) Thyestes that herdsmen and 87, 88
his daughter's put to a goat's (Rose)
son would be udder to feed;
his brother's reared by
avenger Atreus
Oedipus Lai os and Ankles Prophecy to Passed on by Soph. OT,
Jocasta pierced, given Laios that his herdsman to a Diod. Sic.
(parents) to servants to son would kill servant of King 4. 64. 1,
expose on him Polybos, reared Eur.
mountainside by Polybos Phoin.
2 2 - 2 6
Thrown into Washed up at Schol.
a chest and cast Sikyon; Oedipus Eur.
out to sea reared by Phoin
Polybos 26, Hyg.
Fat, 66
Mlletos Akakallis In a wood Fear of her Suckled by Ant. Lib.
(mother) father Minos, wolves (Apollo's 30. 1
after having a plan); found by
child by Apollo herdsmen and
reared
Hippothoos Alope Given to Presumably Suckled by a Hyg. Fat.
(mother) Nurse to because Alope was mare, picked up 187
expose unmarried and had by a herdsman; (Rose)
been made pregnant given to another cf. Rose's
by Poseidon herdsman note**/
!cc
( Hippothoos was exposed again, after the Nurse had confessed to Alope's father ( Kerkyon) who the 
baby was: Hyg. has the story of the double exposure)
Partheno-
paios
Atalanta On Mount
(mother) Parthenios
Presumably 
because Atalanta 
had been made 
pregnant by 
Meleager, who 
was not her 
husband
Found by 
herdsmen and 
reared
Hyg. Fat. 
99, 
cf. 70 
(this is 
a late 
version: 
Rose, 
note)
Table 2: Exposure of mythical persons
PERSON BY WHOM HOW AND WHERE REASON FOR SUBSEQUENT REFERENCE
EXPOSED EXPOSED EXPOSURE FATE
Lykastos Phylonome Cast into the Fear of her Borne along by Plut.
and (mother) River father, because the river, and Mor.
Parrhasios Erymanthos she had been made 
pregnant by Ares 
(in the guise of a 
shepherd)
washed up in a 314 e - f ,  
hollow oak tree; (said by 
a wolf threw her him to be 
cubs into the from 
river and Zopyros's 
suckled the Historw) 
babies; a shep­
herd saw this and 
reared them
Pelias and Tyro To keep secret the The babies were Apollod.
Neleus (mother) birth of the twins, picked up by a 1.9,8, 
Tyro having been horse-keeper cf. Soph, 
made pregnant by and one was Tyro 1 
Poseidon in the guise named Pelias and II 
of the River Enipeus (after a mark on
the face, it having 
been kicked by a 
horse); the other 
he named Neleus
Neleus was Eust. on 
suckled by a bitch Horn. OA 
who had lost her 11. 253 
puppies
Peliaswasfed 
by a horse
Ael. YH 
12. 42
Tyro In a crKacpri Soph. 
Tyro 
acc. to 
Schol. 
Ar. Lys. 
138
Meliteus The nymph 
Oth re)'s 
(mother)
In a wood The Nymph’s 
fear of Hera, 
because Zeus had 
slept with her 
(the Nymph)
Found and fed Ant. Lib. 
by bees, (Zeus's 13 
plan); then found 
by Phagros, son of 
Apollo and Othreis, 
while herding 
flaks, and picked 
up, reared and 
named by him
Table 2; Exposure of mythical persons
PERSON
EXPOSED
BY WHOM 
■ EXPOSED
HOW AND WHERE REASON FOR 
EXPOSURE
SUBSEQUENT REFERENCE 
FATE
Daphnis Mother To keep secret 
the birth from 
her father, know­
ing that he would 
not believe that 
she had been made 
pregnant by 
Chrysos
Schol.
Theok.
7. 78/79 
A
Mother Presumably 
because she had 
been made 
pregnant by 
Hermes (Mercury)
Found by 
herdsmen among 
the laurels and 
named Daphnis
Serv. ad 
Verg.
Eel 5. 20
Parents, 
Dionyso- 
phanes and 
Klearista
Given to the 
Nurse, Sophrone, 
to expose in the 
countryside, with 
tokens
Dionysophanes 
thought that three 
children were 
enough, and 
exposed the fourth
Suckled by a 
goat and found by 
the goatsherd 
Lamon; reared 
by Lamon and his 
wife and nursed 
by the goat
Longus
Daphnis
andChloe
Chloe Her father In a cave of the 
Nymphs, with 
ornaments
Father claimed to 
have been too poor 
to rear a daughter, 
having spent what 
little he had as 
trierarch and 
choregos
Suckled by a ewe; 
found by shepherd 
Dryas; reared by 
Dryas and his 
wife
As
above
Euadne Pitane
(mother)
Given to maid­
servants to 
expose In a 
deserted place
Presumably to 
keep the birth 
secret, after being 
made pregnant by 
Poseidon
Picked up and 
reared by 
Aipytos
Schol. 
Pind. 01 
6, p. 156 
2 5 - 2 9  
Boeckh
(Pind. 016. 31 - 34 says Pitane sent Euadne to Aipytos for him to rear: the Scholiast on Pindar 
claims that the alternative version above is the true one.)
lamos Euadne On the ground Euadne was Two snakes fed Pind. 01
(mother) where he had unmarried and him with honey 6. 44 ff. 
just been born, had been made
hidden among pregnant by
rushes and Apollo
pansies (Meanwhile her
guardian Aipytos 
had gone to Delphi 
to seek an oracle 
about the birth)
Table 2, Exposure of mythical persons
PERSON
EXPOSED
Linos
Paris
BY WHOM HOW AND WHERE REASON FOR 
EXPOSED EXPOSURE
Psamathe
(mother)
Fear of her 
father Krotopos, 
after she had been 
made pregnant by 
Apollo
P r iam Given to a P rophecy that
(father) servant to Paris would bring
expose on ruin on Troy
Mount Ida
SUBSEQUENT REFERENCE 
FATE
Found and Paus. 1.
destroyed by 43. 7
sheepdogs of (Linos
Krotopos not
named)
Picked up by a Konon
herd and reared Of eg. 19,
among the lambs; cf.
later destroyed by Kallim.
Krotopos's dogs A ft frr. 
2 6 - 2 8
Suckled by a Apollod. 3
bear, then 12.5
rescued by the (cf.
servant who had Frazer's
exposed him note dd 
Joe. in 
Loeb edn. 
for more 
refs.)
Found and Hyg. Fed
reared by 91 (from
herdsmen Eu r. Alex­
and named Paris andres.
Snell,
Hermes
Einzeh
schriften
5,1937)
Table 2: Exposure of mythical persons
PERSON
EXPOSED
Hekate
BY WHOM 
EXPOSED
Pheraia
(mother)
HOW AND WHERE
At the meeting 
of three roads
REASON FOR 
EXPOSURE
Because Pheraia 
had been made 
pregnant by Zeus
SUBSEQUENT REFERENCE
FATE
Found and reared 
by a herdsman of 
Pheres
Schol.
Theok.
2. 35/36 
A
Aichma-
goras
Alkimedon Along with 
(grandfather) Phialohis 
mother, 
on Mount 
Ostrakina in 
Arkadia
Because unmarried A jay heard the Paus. 8.
Phialohad had a 
child (by Herakles)
Herakles Alkmene
(mother)
Antilochos
(son of Nestor)
In the place 
that was later 
named the Plain 
of Herakles
On Mount Ida ?
Fear of the jealousy 
of Hera ( because 
Zeus had slept with 
Alkmene)
baby cry, 1 2 . 2 - 4
imitated its cries, 
and alerted the 
passing Herakles, 
who then saved the 
mother and child
Picked up by Diod. Sic.
Athena and 4. 9.
returned to 6 - 7
Alkmene to rear
Suckled by a 
bitch
Hyg.
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Fad.
0Phylakides The nymph Suckled by a Paus.
and Akakallis? goat 16.5
Philandros (mother)
(No exposure is mentioned by Paus., our only source for this story, in his brief allusion to the tale, 
but it is possible that, like Asklepios, the twins were exposed and found by a goat, or like Aigisthos 
found by a herdsman who fed them at a goat's udder.)
Perseus Akrisios With mother Prophecy to Chest washed Apollod.
(grandfather) (Danae), in a 
chest, cast out 
to sea
Dionysos Kadmos In a chest 
(grandfather) with mother,
Semele.cast out 
to sea
Akrisios that his 
daughter would 
bear a son who 
would kill him; 
Akrisios did not 
believe that it was 
Zeus who had made 
Danae pregnant
Discovery of the 
birth by Kadmos
up on Seriphos, 
Dictys took the 
boy and reared
him
Chest washed up 
at Brasiai on 
southern 
promontory of 
Lakonia, with 
Semeledead, but 
Dionysos alive; 
the inhabitants 
reared Dionysos
2. 4. 1 
( cf. note 
ad Joe. in 
Loeb 
edition 
for more 
refs.)
Paus. 3 
24. 3 
(Paus 
says this 
story is 
unique to 
this part 
of
Greece.)
Table 3; Inverted exposure in myth
PERSON
EXPOSED
Zeus
Poseidon
BY WHOM HOW AND WHERE REASON FOR 
EXPOSED EXPOSURE
SUBSEQUENT REFERENCE
FATE
Rhea In Crete 
(mother)
To prevent Kronos Suckled by a Lucian
Rhea On Mount Ida, 
given by Rhea 
to the Kouretes 
to rear
from swallowing 
him (after a pro­
phecy to Kronos 
that he would be 
overthrown by one 
of his children); 
Rhea gave Kronos a 
stone to swallow 
Instead
As above
goat Sacr 5 
(he uses 
the word
eKTeOeig) 
cf. Arat, 
Pham. 163 
- 164
Taken by the 
Kouretes to a 
cave and given 
to the Nymphs 
who gave him 
honey and milk, 
and fed him at 
the udder of the 
goat Amaltheia
Fed by bees
Diod. Sic.
5. 70. 2 - 
3; cf.
Kallim. 
Hymn to 
Zeus 32 - 
53; cf.
Ovid Fasti
3. 443 f.
Ant. Lib. 19 
Serv, ad 
Verg. Georg.
4. 150
Born on Mount Athen. 375 
Dikte in Crete, F - 376 A 
and suckled by a 
passing sow
Rhea In Arkadia, To hide him from Paus.
(mother) amonga' his father Kronos, 8.8.2
flock of lambs who was intent on
devouring all his 
children; Rhea gave 
Kronos a foal to 
swallow instead
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Chapter Three
Ceremonies Performed for Infants
Children born into Greek families embodied hope for the future, a 
fact of which Homer and Hesiod leave us in no doubt. They were the heirs, 
the future workers and providers, and the promise of continuation of the 
family, the kinship group, and the community. In a world in which many 
fathers died young in battle, and mothers in childbirth, it  was natural that 
children should have had their places in the family and kinship group 
secured for them from earliest infancy. The desire to secure the child in 
its place in the hyxicnzi<x, the immediate family group, with all the 
important consequences of this, was expressed in certain simple 
ceremonies, given solemnity by their religious content and by the presence 
of witnesses from among the family members and kinship group. From 
babyhood Greek children were Introduced to the gods and spirits who 
protected the household, and to the household itself, of which they were 
formally recognised members.
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Part One 
Amphidromia
Evidence for the amphidromia
The amphidromia is referred to three times in classical Athenian 
authors, and their evidence of a custom that was practised in every 
household of their day is supplemented by the remarks of lexicographers and 
scholiasts of later centuries who attempted to explain what the 
amphidromia was. From the apparent copying of second-hand information 
about this subject by the latter it seems that the custom had fallen into 
disuse by their time. The evidence about the amphidromia is all from 
Athens, and if other states celebrated certain family rites for newborn 
infants, as is likely, nothing is known about them.
The most informative classical reference is found in Plato's 
Theaitetos 160 E - 161 A. Sokrates has been comparing his services in the 
argument to those of a midwife, and likens Theaitetos's definition of 
knowledge to a newborn infant, which they have with difficulty brought into 
the world. “After the birth", he says, "we must run round in a circle 
performing the amphidromia for it [literally: we must run round its 
amphidromia] in our argument, examining it lest we fail to notice that that 
which has been born is not worth rearing but windy and false." Or does 
Theaitetos think that he must without fail rear his offspring and not expose 
it, or w ill he bear to see it examined and not be too angry if someone takes 
it away, even though it is his firstborn? (see p. 153 above for the text of 
this passage).
It is interesting that another scrap of classical evidence about the
amphidromia also presents it as a ceremony that was the concern of women.
In Aristophanes's Lys/strata, 757, Lysistrata jokingly refers to the helmet
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which one of the women has put under her dress to simulate pregnancy: 
"Won't you stay here for the amphidromia of the helmet?"
The amphidromia is also mentioned in a fragment of the comic 
playwright Ephippos which is also (apart from the firs t three lines) 
ascribed to Euboulos (Athenaios 9, 370 C - D, 2. 65 C - D). A character in the 
play asks:
"Then why is it 
That there's no garland on the front of the doors,
And no smell of cooking smites the prominent nostrils,
If there's an amphidromia on, in which it is customary 
To roast a slice of Chersonese cheese 
And to boil a cabbage adorned with olive oil 
And to bake litt le  breasts of plump lambs 
And to pluck doves and thrushes and chaffinches too 
And to nibble litt le  cuttlefish along with sprats 
And to beat lots of octopuses very hard 
And to drink lots of cups of unmixed wine?" (Ephippos fr. 3 Kassel 
and Austin, Euboulos fr. 148 Kassel and Austin). 
Euboulos fr. 2 Kassel and Austin, from Ankulion, may belong with this 
fragment, since It refers to the "tenth day" of a baby.1 In fr. 2 someone 
addresses a group of women and exhorts them to dance the whole night 
through on the baby’s Sexa-m, and the speaker promises to give as a prize 
three fille ts  and five apples and nine kisses (see p. 256 below).
A few more details are given by lexicographers and scholiasts, but 
It is d ifficu lt to tell whether they drew from some source or sources 
unknown to us, or whether their explanations of the amphidromia are simply 
the result of conjectures based on the scant evidence outlined above (or. as 
is likely, both influences are at work in different parts of the lexical 
references).2 According to most of the references, it  was round the hearth
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that the baby was carried at a run (schol. Plat. Tht. 161a, Harpokration s.v. 
6c(i(pi6p6(iia (I. 27. 6 - 9 Dindorf), Hesychios A 95 Latte, Souda A 1722 Adler, 
Photios a 1317 Theodoridis). Hesychios, under 6po(jia|jcpiov huap (a 99 
Latte), says that those who ran round the hearth did so naked.3 The scholion 
on Aristophanes Lys. 757, however, says that they ran round the baby as it 
lay. Most scholars accept that the amphidromia did involve running round 
the hearth, and reject the testimony of the scholion on Lysistrata. 4 The 
hearth in a Greek household was a holy place, and it has been thought 
appropriate in various ways as the centre of this ceremony, On the other 
hand, there is nothing inherently inappropriate about putting the infant in 
its cradle or directly on the ground and running round it. Soranus in his 
Gynaecology notes, in the context of how to recognise that which is worth 
rearing, that one of the firs t things to be done by the midwife after the 
birth of a child is to place it upon the ground (I 26. 79 = 248. 14-15 Rose). 
There are a few Roman references to this, and to the related custom of 
standing a newborn infant upon the ground, but it is impossible to say 
whether it  was really a Greek custom also, and, if it was, whether it was 
connected with the running round.5
Two of the late sources give the information that the women who
had assisted at the birth purified their hands on the day of the amphidromia
(schol. Plat. Tht 161 a, Souda a 1722 Adler). Presents were given by the
members of the household and relatives (schol. Plat. Tht 161a says that the
presents were given to the child; Harpokration loc. c /t and Photios loc c/t
that they were given to those who carried the child round the hearth; Souda
a 1722 Adler and Hesychios a 95 Latte do not specify to whom the presents
were given). All the above sources except Hesychios add that the presents
were usually octopuses and cuttlefish, which seem unlikely gifts for a baby.
The lis t of things to eat at the amphidromia in Euboulos fr. 148 includes
octopus and cuttlefish. Probably guests usually contributed to the feast,6
and if octopus and cuttlefish were traditional constituents of it, they would
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often have brought these. But there is reason to believe that other gifts 
besides eatables were brought, especially for the child - as presents from 
the relatives, friends and members of the household.7 In Bekker, Anecdota 
Graeca I. 207. 14 and Photios a 1317 Theodoridis, a sacrifice to the gods is 
said to have taken place during the amphidromia.8 According to the 
reference to the amphidromia in Etymo/og/con Magnum (Q9. 54 - 90. 5), a 
loaf was baked in the ashes during this ceremony.
The date of the amphidromia
Accounts vary as to the date on which the amphidromia was held. 
Some say it was on the fifth  day after the birth (schol. Plat. Tht 161 a, 
Souda A 1722 Adler), Hesychios (A 99 Latte) that it was on the seventh, and 
the scholiast on Ar. Lys. 757 says it was held on the tenth. The others do 
not specify the day. In some of the above sources the occasion of the 
amphidromia is said to have been the day on which the baby was also named 
(schol. Ar. lys. 757, schol. Plat. Tht 161 A, Harpok. I. 27. 6 - 9 Dindorf, and 
Hesychios a 95 Latte). Only Souda A 1722 Adler (followed exactly by 
Apostolios 2. 56) makes a definite distinction between the amphidromia, 
held on the fifth  day, and the naming ceremony held on the tenth. The rest of 
the evidence seems to indicate that the two ceremonies may often have 
coincided, but that the usual day for naming was the tenth day, with the 
occasional alternative of the seventh (cf. pp. 257 - 259 below).
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Women's role in the amphidromia
The reference to the amphidromia in Plato's Theaitetos shows 
that it was at least sometimes the job of the midwife to assist the mother 
with this ceremony, and that it was connected with the decision to rear a 
healthy and well-formed child. That women played the most prominent role 
in the amphidromia is suggested by several other passages. The women who 
had assisted at the birth purified their hands for the amphidromia (schol. PI. 
Tht, Souda loc. c/t., see p. 249 above): this was to cleanse themselves of the 
ritual pollution that attached to birth, and it would be a prerequisite of 
every Greek rite, as it was of Roman religious ceremonies, that those about 
to pray or take part in a ceremony must firs t wash their hands.9 It is likely 
that it was one of the women involved in the birth - possibly the midwife, 
possibly accompanied by the mother of the woman who had given birth, and 
perhaps often by the baby's mother herself - who carried the child round 
the hearth. The Theaitetos reference suggests this. The feminine gender of 
the participle, Tpexoucrai, in the Scholiast's commentary on this passage, 
need not be a careless corruption of TpexovTe?, but could well be a 
straightforward, and correct, interpretation of what Plato in fact 
indicated.10 The other commentators may simply use the masculine gender 
for a generalised, undetermined subject: none of them states precisely who 
did the running round. In Euripides's Elektra (652 - 654), Elektra pretends 
that she has given birth to a son, so as to bring Klytaimestra to her: she 
requires her mother's help for the purification ceremony after the birth, and 
when Klytaimestra arrives, asks her to perform the sacrifice for her, since 
she does not know how to, not having borne a child before (1124 - 1127). 
Klytaimestra replies that the midwife should have done this (1128), but 
agrees to perform it herself (1132 - 1133). Here there is no suggestion of a 
carrying round the hearth (and since the baby did not exist that would have 
been impossible anyway), but this rite of purification and sacrifice
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performed by women may also have been part of the amphidromia in the real 
households of classical Athens.11 This is not to say that men were not 
present at the amphidromia, or took no part in the proceedings - it seems 
to have been a family ceremony to which relatives and friends were invited 
but on the whole the evidence leads to the conclusion that women did the 
"running round" and performed whatever rites of purification and sacrifice 
belonged to the occasion. And the task of cooking the feast (cf. Euboulos fr.
148 [see p. 248 above]) probably fell to the women members of the family in 
many households.
The significance of the amphidromia
As for the significance of the amphidromia, Plato's reference in 
Theaitetos suggests that it was linked with the acceptance of a newborn 
child by its parents and its reception into the family.12 Plato's reference to 
the amphidromia also suggests that it may have involved a kind of ritual 
inspection (cf. pp. 254 - 255 below). The actual acknowledgement by a 
father that the child was his own offspring was part of the naming 
ceremony (see Part Two below), which probably often occurred on the same 
occasion as the amphidromia. But the act of carrying round the hearth, even 
if it was performed on the same day, was distinct from the act of naming, 
and was, as we have seen, performed by women. The amphidromia would 
never have been performed for a child whom it had been decided to expose, 
and exposure was the alternative to holding the amphidromia: this is the 
point of the Theaitetos passage. The amphidromia then was not the official 
acknowledgement of paternity, but it was a ceremony of acceptance into 
the household and of introduction to the family cult.13 Family religion was 
one of the most important fundamentals of Athenian private life. It was 
appropriate that the hearth should have been the focal point of this
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ceremony, since it was the holy place of the house and acceptance there 
meant acceptance by the whole family.14 h. J, Rose ([1957] p. 110) 
interprets the run round the hearth as a ritual for "blowing off [the baby’s] 
strangeness and at the same time exposing it to the beneficent radiation of 
Hestia , and the nakedness of the runners as a magical way of eliminating 
hindrances and promoting the influence of the ritual; "thus at one and the 
same ceremony he is rid of whatever is strange and uncanny in his newness .
.. and assimilated to his human status as a member of a particular family".
The amphidromia may also have had the significance of a
purification rite. Birth like death carried pollution.15 The women who had
assisted at the birth purified their hands for the amphidromia, since they
had been polluted by contact with the birth. Presumably the baby and its
mother also required purification, as well as anyone else who had come into
contact with them. Some scholars have argued that this was the purpose of
running round the hearth, with its purificatory and apotropaic fire.16 Others
deny that the run round the fire in the hearth had any such significance.17
The purification of the women's hands was probably done by washing, but it
is possible that carrying the infant round the hearth was thought to have
cathartic significance, and to be an apotropaic measure too, to keep hostile
the
daimones from harming ^vulnerable child.113 From Hesychios (I 1791 
Schmidt) we learn that It was the custom in Attlka whenever a boy was born 
to put a garland of olive before the doors, and for a girl, wool, because of 
the wool-spinning she would do later in life. This is a rationalistic 
explanation for the custom and not its original reason, according to 
Deubner.19 He says that the woollen fille t would originally have been 
attached to the wreath to enhance its effect, which was apotropaic. To the 
apotropaic function of the olive and wool, others have added the suggestion 
of their cathartic value.20 By classical times they were probably also seen 
as symbols of the child's future sphere of activity. They may also have been 
useful as a means of indicating to outsiders that a child'had Just been
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born,21 and of announcing its sex, and, to anyone sharing the fears and 
scruples of Theophrastos's Superstitious Man, as a warning not to set foot 
inside the house! Photios II 128. 6 - 9  Naber says that when a child was 
born the house was daubed with pitch to drive away the daimones.
Other suggestions have been made about the religious significance 
of the amphidromia. Glotz wished to see in it the last vestige of a very 
ancient superstition, that of the trial or ordeal by fire, which both tested 
the child's descent from good stock, its legitimacy, and at the same time 
tempered its body, to make it strong and vigorous. He cites the mythical 
testing by Thetis of her offspring in boiling water and fire as an example of 
a belief which, he says, was shared by Greeks and Semites. C. Gruppe saw in 
the amphidromia a clear suggestion of decision by ordeal whether to rear 
the child: originally, he conjectures, the child was held, perhaps in a 
winnowing fan, long enough over the fire for the participants to complete a 
quick run round the altar, and the less harsh customs of later times 
modified this to the carrying round of the child. J.-P. Vernant expanded this 
hypothesis into a ritual in which the infant was both carried round the fire 
and deposited on the ground by the hearth, both of which actions have, in 
myth, the significance of a trial imposed on the child. In the amphidromia, 
he says, this was a ritual test of legitimacy, at the end of which the child 
has been connected to the domestic hearth and is accepted and acknowledged 
by its father.22 Vernant does not say what the sign that the child was 
illegitimate would have been in this test. The amphidromia was only 
performed for an infant whose father had already decided to accept and not 
expose it, as Vernant acknowledges, so presumably the trial was purely 
symbolic, and its outcome already known. Whether the ritual element of the 
amphidromia really did have such a significance for the Greeks who 
practised it is impossible to know for certain. But it is certainly connected 
by Plato in the Theaitetos with an inspection of the child (160 E 6 - 161 a 
1), which suggests that the ceremony of the amphidromia’did include at
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least a ritual inspection (even if not a test). This could have been a 
symbolic re-enacting of the actual inspection carried out at birth: a ritual 
that was carried out only for infants that had passed their initial 
examination and had survived the first few days after birth, a ceremonial 
inspection whose outcome was in fact already known.
Not content with ordeal by fire, lustration, catharsis, apotropaic 
power, or ritual of acceptance, as the possible significance of the 
amphidromia, some scholars wish it to be regarded as a ceremony in which 
the important element was the running23 According to this explanation, the 
relation with the hearth was of secondary importance. The significance of 
the running by the participants lay in the power that was supposed to be 
transferred, by sympathetic means, to the development of the child's limbs, 
and in particular to his ability to run in later life. Various examples are 
cited of the belief found in other cultures that a certain act performed by a 
newborn child's parent w ill influence in a mystical or magical way the 
child's health and welfare.
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Part Two 
Naming
The naming of a newborn infant must have been carried out at all 
times and in all places, The ancient Greek evidence for the family ceremony 
and the legal significance of naming all comes from Athens, though it is 
likely that naming in other Greek states too was marked by a ceremony of 
some kind within the family, and that it also had significance for a father's 
acknowledgement of paternity elsewhere in Greece,
The frexaTn
Euboulos fr. 2 (Kassel and Austin) shows that the GeKa-rn was 
connected with dancing festivities, which could be prolonged into the night:
eiev y w a iK e g - v w  orrcoq i f ]v  v v x § ‘ oAnv
ev to  Gekocto toO ttoci6 io u  xopeucreie.
0f)aco 6e viKT|Tf)piov TpeiQ T a iv ia g
Kal pfjAa tt£VT6 Kal evvea.
In Aristophanes's Birds 494 - 498, Euelpides tells how the crowing of a 
cock in the evening was the occasion of his losing his best cloak of Phrygian 
wool. He was once invited to a baby's 8eKorrn, he says, and he had a bit to 
drink in town, and then he fell asleep, and before the others dined the cock 
crowed. And thinking it was dawn, he set off home to Halimous. It was on 
his way home that he was attacked and robbed of his cloak. This vignette 
also suggests that the festivities connected with the 8eKdTn took place in 
the evening. At lines 922 - 923 of the same play there is a fanciful 
reference to the naming of the imaginary city of Nephelokokkygia and the 
celebration of its be\<cnr\\ the expression used is 8Gco Thv 6ekccttiv, which
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shows that a sacrifice was offered. This brief passage makes it perfectly 
clear that the 6ei<aTn was the occasion on which a baby was given its name:
oOk a p n  Bucj Tf|v 6eKaTr)v T a u ir ig  eycb,
Kal ToOvop' coaTTep r r a i6 ig  vOv 6 h 'Beuev;
The scholion on Birds 494 quotes a line from Euripides's lost Aigeus\
T L  CT6 (jaTq p  ev 8eKccT<? t o k o u  covopaCev; (fr. 2 Nauck).
These references to naming on the tenth day are corroborated by a couple of 
passages in Attic orators. In Demosthenes's speech Against Boiotos (39. 
2 2 ,  cf. 40 . 2 8 ) ,  Mantitheos says that Boiotos claimed that his (Mantitheos's) 
father observed the tenth day for Boiotos and named him: to testify to this 
Boiotos had produced witnesses. Mantitheos adds that no one would observe 
the 8eKaTri for a child whom he did not believe to be his, nor, having 
observed it and loved the child as his own, would he afterwards deny him. In 
Isaios's speech On the Estate o f Pyrrhos (3 . 3 0 ,  7 0 )  the speaker says that 
witnesses have given evidence that they were present at the 8eKaTq of the 
child claimed to be their nephew's daughter, and testified that the child was 
given the name Kleitarete by her father, after her grandmother24; these 
great-uncles claimed that they took part in the celebrations on this 
occasion.
The date of naming
The testimony of a passage in Book 7 of Aristotle's HA, however, 
muddles the waters a little  with regard to the date of naming (cf. chapter 1 
note 2 on the authorship of HAD. In a brief passage on convulsions in 
babies, their frequency and causes, the author makes the following remark:
Ta TrAelcTTa 8' a v a i p e i T a i  TTpo t h q  e08opr)g- 8 id  « a i  t o c  o v o p a i a  
t o t e  T iB e v T a i ,  cog TTicrTeOovTeg f|8r| paA A o v  T f j  acoTqpigc (7. 12,
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588 A 8 - 10),
This is usually taken to mean that most of the infant deaths that occur, 
occur before the seventh day (rather than that most infants born die before 
the seventh day). For this reason their parents give them their names then 
(that is, on the seventh day), relying on their greater chance of survival. 
This offers an explanation for the custom of waiting a few days before 
performing a ceremony for a newborn infant: when neonatal mortality was 
so high, it was prudent, no doubt for emotional and psychological reasons, as 
well as economic, to hold the required ceremonies only after the infant had 
shown a sign of its ability to survive (the hebdomad was important in this 
context in popular belief and had found its way into medical thought too, in 
some circles, cf. pp. 41, 46 above), and this had become a custom followed 
by everyone. The choice of the tenth as the day for naming may have been 
more usual, but it cannot have been universal, even in Athens, in the fourth 
century BC, if we are to trust the unknown Peripatetic who was responsible 
for this passage in HA Book 7.
The lexicographers and scholiasts reflect this difference: all give 
the tenth as the date of naming, and some also give the seventh as an 
alternative (schol. Ar. Lys 757, schol. Ar. Birds 494, 922, Harpok. s.v 
e08oueuopeva [1 102. 14 - 103. 4 Dindorf], Hesychios A 67, cf. E 73 
Latte, Souda A 1722, A 186, E 26 Adler, Bekker, Anecdota Graeca I. 237. 26).
Probably, then, the name was normally given on the tenth day, but 
could be given as early as the seventh, but not normally earlier than that. 
The naming occasion possibly sometimes coincided with the amphidromia. 
Even if we disregard all the post-classical sources as being untrustworthy, 
the distinction between amphidromia anddeKd-rn is not quite so clear-cut as 
has recently been maintained.25 Feasting is mentioned for both festivals 
(see pp. 248, 256 above). The participation of women seems to have been a 
part of both (see pp. 247 - 248, 251 - 252, 257 above). The name could be 
given on the seventh day (see pp. 257 - 258 above). A sacrifice was offered
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in connection with the women's purification ceremony, and also at the 
naming (see pp. 251 - 252, 256 - 257 above). Would many households have 
stretched to two separate feasts within days of each other, in honour of the 
same newborn infant? Richard Hamilton offers the suggestion that "the 
whole ritual complex - the running around, sacrifice, preparation for feast, 
feast - could take several days" (Hamilton [1984] p. 250), But then what 
are we to make of Plato's contrasting of the conspicuous pomp and feasting 
enjoyed by the Persians for the birth of an heir to the throne with the 
home-life of the typical Athenian: "when we are born, as the comic 
playwright says, even the neighbours hardly notice anything" {Aik. I 121 C7 
- D 2)? It is probably safe to assume that when the amphidromia and the 
naming were performed for the same infant on different days, the feasting 
would not have been done twice over, and that it would normally have been 
reserved for the tenth-day naming, as being the more social occasion, the 
occasion on which friends and relatives were required as witnesses26
The significance of the naming ceremony
But as far as the significance of the rite is concerned, there is 
indeed an important distinction between naming and the amphidromia. It 
appears from two speeches of Demosthenes (39 and 40) that a father's act 
of naming his child had special significance for his acknowledgement of 
paternity. The firs t speech, Against Boiotos, concerning the name, was 
delivered by Mantitheos, the son of Mantias, against a man who claimed also 
to be the son of Mantias and to be entitled to call himself Mantitheos. The 
speaker was unsuccessful, and Boiotos, alias Mantitheos, was thus 
recognised by the court as being Mantias's son (by another woman) and as 
being entitled to use the name Mantitheos. The second speech, Against 
Boiotos, concerning his mother's dowry , probably not by Demosthenes
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though attributed to him, was also made by Mantitheos against the same 
man, as a claim to withhold from his two half-brothers the portion of his 
father's estate which was brought by his mother as her dowry - since his 
mother was not their mother. The verdict in this case is unknown.
A detailed explanation of all the circumstances surrounding both 
speeches and of the significance of the speeches for filiation and paternity 
has been given by Jean Rudhardt.27 He shows that Boiotos (as we shall call 
him to distinguish him from Mantitheos the speaker of the speeches) was 
the son of Mantias by his firs t marriage to Plangon, and that when he 
celebrated the 6e«6:Tri for him, Mantias gave him the name Mantitheos, his 
own father's name, as was customary for the firstborn son in Athenian 
families. Soon afterwards he began to suspect Plangon's fidelity, and 
repudiated her, all the more readily since her dowry had never been paid, and 
he then ceased to regard the boy as his son, no longer believing himself to be 
the father. The boy spent his childhood with Plangon and her family, and 
became known as Boiotos, the name of one of his uncles. Mantias married 
again, and when a child was born of this union he named him Mantitheos, and 
presented him to his phratry and had him registered in the deme under this 
name, thus declaring his paternity. But at a later date Mantias resumed 
relations with Plangon, and another son, Pamphilos, was born. Mantias 
maintained her In comfort with her two sons, and,although he was probably 
s till living with his second wife, again treated Plangon as a wife, as if he 
had never divorced her. But Boiotos had not been introduced by Mantias to 
his phratry and was thus not officially recognised as his son - a very 
serious matter, as it deprived him of Inheritance rights. When he attempted 
to force Mantias by means of legal action to acknowledge him, Mantias asked 
Plangon, who was required to take an oath before an arbitrator, not to swear 
that Boiotos was his son. Plangon agreed, with the inducement of a payment 
of 30 minas. But when called upon to take the oath, she broke her promise 
to Mantias and swore that Boiotos, and Pamphilos too, were sons of Mantias.
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This act compelled Mantias to acknowledge Boiotos.
Mantias had already acknowledged Boiotos in the private family 
ceremony of the 66k6:tti (39. 22 and 40. 28). This was not enough in itself to 
make him legally recognised as Mantias's son, although together with 
Plangon's oath that Mantias was the father it probably would have been. 
When presented as evidence in a court of law, these two things would 
probably have gained a verdict that Mantias must acknowledge him as his 
son: the threat of such legal action was sufficient to make Mantias attempt 
to persuade Plangon not to take the oath. There is mention in the speeches 
of TToietCT&ai as the act of "making" someone one's son (39. 35, 40. 29); this 
ttoipcTiQ signifies the making of an Athenian child of legitimate birth the 
member of a family and the son of a particular father, either by 
acknowledgement of a child of the same blood or by adoption. Leaving aside 
adoption which does not apply here, the ttoithjiq which Boiotos demanded and 
eventually obtained was constituted by a number of acts, the firs t of which 
was the celebration of the 8€kcctti. The next was the introduction to and 
registration in the phratry (see Part Three below). Over the years other 
acts completed the ttoitictiq, including registration in the deme; eventually 
its subject was accepted into the family, the phratry and the city.
The celebration of the 8ei<6cTn was the firs t step in this process,
but it was not an irrevocable one, as is shown by Dem. 39. 39:
6L 8 ’ o  p e v  v o p o g ,  o v  n a v i e ?  e t t i o t c x c j 9 '  o p o i c j Q  e p o i ,  t o u q  
y o v e o c Q  u o i e l  i o j p i o \ j < ;  o O  p o v o v  9 e c r 9 a i  T o u v o p '  e $  a p x h s .  a A A a  
kc xv  u d X i v  e $ a \ e l v o u  0 o \j \ c*d v t o c i  K a T T O K f j p u ^ a i  k t \ .
But, having acknowledged a child at the naming ceremony, a father could 
revoke this probably only if he had reason to believe the child was 
illegitimate, by the formal act of repudiation, anoxripviSiQ. Aristotle says 
that the witness of legitimacy or illegitimacy always rested with the 
mother: "As far as children are concerned, it is above all the women that
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define the truth" (Rhet. 2. 23, 1398 B), and he gives a few examples of this, 
one of which is the present case. Plangon's oath seems to bear this out. Had 
she refused to swear that Boiotos was Mantias's son, Boiotos's case would 
have been ruined. Since she swore that he was his son, and Mantias had 
already given him a name, Mantias was left with no option but to introduce 
and register him in the phratry. But in Andokides's speech On the Mysteries 
(1. 125) we find a man swearing on oath that a child is not his, even though 
the mother claims that he is. However, the details of this case are not 
completely clear, and the man later did acknowledge his paternity of the 
boy, In practice one can imagine few mothers testifying that a child was 
illegitimate. Revocation of acknowledgement of paternity must have been 
very rare, and when it did happen, it was a very serious matter, which would 
have affected a man’s whole life: in his family relationship and place in 
family worship, in his claim to inheritance, and in some cases in his ability 
to prove his right to citizenship if this were contested28
The significance for the firs t speech of Mantias's celebration of 
the 8£k6:tti for Boiotos - a point evidently made much of by Boiotos in his 
own speech (39. 22, 40. 28) - lies In the proof it gives of Boiotos's 
entitlement to the name Mantitheos, which is the subject at issue. (Boiotos 
had refused to accept an earlier verdict about the inheritance which was 
given against him, claiming that he was not Boiotos but Mantitheos.) For 
Boiotos was born firs t - Plangon having been Mantias's firs t wife - and so 
was given his paternal grandfather's name. The significance of the 
celebration of the deKdin with regard to Boiotos’s eventual full 
acknowledgement lies in the fact that the name was never formally 
withdrawn by Mantias (by diTOKripv^ i?) - if it had been, Mantitheos would 
certainly have used it as his chief weapon in his firs t speech. Having 
carried out the firs t step in acknowledgement, Mantias was obliged, since 
he could not obtain Plangon's word that the boy was not his, to carry out the 
completion of acknowledgement. This must have been the general rule that
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applied in such cases in Athens.
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Part Three 
Registration in the phratry
The amphidrorrha was performed for a child whose father had 
decided to acknowledge it, and he declared his acknowledgement of the baby 
by giving it a name in the presence of the family members. But these were 
only the firs t steps in the formal acknowledgement of a legitimate child, 
and for a son so acknowledged, and perhaps also for a daughter, a father was 
obliged to perform certain other acts during the course of its childhood, in 
order to ensure its public acceptance as a legitimate child born of citizen 
parents, with important consequences for the inheritance rights and 
indirect significance for the citizenship of the child. We are concerned here 
only with events in infancy, and it appears that one of the acts which 
confirmed a Greek person's filiation was usually performed during infancy, 
namely registration in one of the phratries (c p p a T p ia i) ,  the ancient 
"brotherhoods" or kinship groups, which persisted In importance long after 
Klelsthenes had substituted organisation Into geographical, rather than 
tribal, units as the prerequisite of citizenship. From the references to 
phratry membership In Attic orators It appears that In the fifth  and fourth 
centuries In Athens It could be Invoked as evidence of legitimate birth as 
acknowledged by the father, and of entitlement to citizenship. Evidently it 
was a universal custom among Athenian citizen families to enrol their 
young In the phratries.
At Athens, and In other Ionian cities, the Introduction of children 
into their father's phratry took place during the annual festival of the 
Apatouria, in the month of Pyanopslon (corresponding to October/November). 
This festival was celebrated over three days, the last of which, designated 
KoupewTLQ, was the day for introduction to the phratry. The phrase used for 
this was ayeiv or eiaayeiv elg toOq cppaTepocQ. For the rules and procedures of
2 6 4
the phratries with regard to admission there is scattered evidence in the 
literary sources, in particular in the orators, supplemented chiefly by an 
inscription recording decrees made by a phratry in Dekeleia in Attika in 
396/5 BC and after, the so-called "Demotionid Decrees"29
The aae of admission
The age at which a person was admitted to the phratry was 
evidently important. Lysias in his speech Against Nikomachos (30. 2) uses 
the following insinuations to cast doubt on Nikomachos's origins: "Now, to 
tell how Nikomachos's father was a public slave, and what kind of things he 
himself practised when he was young, and what age he was when he was 
introduced to the members of the phratry, would be a long story."30 It was 
normal to be introduced to the phratry by one's father when one was a young 
child, and a late introduction suggested to suspicious minds that one's 
qualifications for membership were dubious. The references to admission 
to phratries found in classical literature indicate that it  was done in 
infancy, probably soon after birth. In Demosthenes's speech Against 
Eubouiides 57. 54, Euxitheos makes the point that his relatives are helping 
him because it is right, and not because he has induced them to: "When 1 was 
an infant they introduced me at once to the members of the phratry (noci&iov 
ovTa p ' eOOecjQ rjyo v  e ig  touq (ppaTEpas), and they took me to the [shrine] of 
Apollo Patroios (or, perhaps, they introduced me to the cult of A. P.: eig 
’AttoAA covoq uocTpgou p 1 rjyov), and to the Other holy places (e lg  T a W  i.epd). 
And yet I do not suppose that as a child I induced them to do these things by 
giving them money. In fact my father himself when he was alive swore the 
oath customary to the members of the phratry and introduced me, knowing 
that 1 was a citizen born of a citizen woman married to him, and witnesses
have testified to these facts".31 In Andokides's speech On the Mysteries (1.
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126), Kal 1 ias's son was a ttcciSiov when his relatives first attempted to get 
him introduced to the phratry. Kiron was also introduced to the phratry 
when he was an infant: in Isaios's speech On the Estate o f Kiron (8. 19) he 
says that his father introduced his children to the members of the phratry 
eTTei5fi eyevoijefta. Similarity, Sositheos introduced his son Euboulides into 
the phratry of Hagnias (in order to make a claim on the boy's behalf to the 
estate of Hagnias, whose etukAtipoq. he claimed, was Sositheos's wife and 
the boys mother) when he was born" ( e t t e i S t i  8 '  o O t o o T  o  u a t ?  e y e v e t o )  
according to Demosthenes's speech Against Makartatos, regarding the Estate 
o f Hagnias (43. 11). In the speech attributed to Demosthenes, Against 
/Veaira(59. 57 - 59), the speaker tells how Phrastor had taken as wife the 
non-citizen daughter of Neaira, having been told that she was a citizen, 
when Phrastor found out the truth he sent away his wife, who was now 
pregnant. But when he fell ill and was nursed back to strength by his wife 
and Neaira, he decided to take back the baby ( t o  t t c c i & l o v )  and make him 
(noifjaacr&ai, cf. p. 261 above) his son, since he thought that he would not 
last long and did not wish to die without an heir. It was while he was s till 
In a state of weakness from his Illness that Phrastor attempted to 
introduce the child to his phratry: the child was therefore s till in its 
Infancy, probably In its firs t year. Presentation at this age is confirmed by 
a phrase in one of the Demotlonld decrees, enacting that the name of each 
candidate for introduction was to be inscribed and posted up "in the first 
year or the year in which he offers the k o O p e o v "  ( t u i  t t p u t c j i  e t e i  n coi <xv t o  
koupeov ctyEi, /£ i i21 237. 118 - 119).32 So, when we hear the Chorus in 
Aristophanes's Frogs insulting Archedemos
OQ ETTTETFIQ C J V  O U K  ECpUCTE CppOCTEpaQ (line 422),
the point of the insult is clear: Archedemos, though seven years old, had not 
grown - and we expect the word "teeth" to follow, instead of which 
Aristophanes slyly slips in "phratry members"33 The joke -depends on the
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fact that anyone with a claim to legitimate birth may be expected to be a 
member of a phratry (which Archedemos apparently is not); and furthermore 
that introduction to a phratry regularly took place within the firs t few 
years of life. The joke does not rely on seven years being the upper 
age-1 im it for introduction to the phratry; seven being rather the significant 
age for cutting one's second teeth34
The entry in the EtymoJogicon Magnum under ’A ttoctoO pic c  (118. 54 - 
119. 1) says that at this festival Athenian fathers registered children born 
in that year. But Proclus in his Commentary on Plato's Timaios (27 e, 88.
11 - 23 Diehl) records of the Apatourla, among other things, that on the 
third (KovpecoTiq) day of the festival boys (koupouq) were registered in the 
phratries at the age of three or four (Tpieiett; f\ TeTpaeietq ovtocq) (cf. schol. 
PI. Tim, 21 B, where the same information is given).35 L, Deubner, 
interpreting this as "in their third or fourth year" adduced as confirmation 
of this Philostratos’s statement (Heroik, 12. 2) that Athenian children were 
crowned with a garland of flowers at the Anthesteria in the third year from 
their birth.36 Deubner interprets this as a ceremony of blessing for 
children, who by their third year had survived the most dangerous years of 
infancy, and he connects it with Proclus's testimony about the age of 
introduction to the phratry, arguing that the ceremony at the Anthesteria in 
early spring for each child preceded his Introduction to the phratry in the 
Apatouria of the following autumn: children whose third birthday fell after 
the Anthesteria and before the Apatourla would be presented to the phratry 
in their fourth year, and those who had their third birthday between the 
months Pyanopslon and Anthesterlon would have been presented in their 
third year. But even If the ages f i t  this suggestion (though tpietelq fj 
TeTpaeTet? is better understood as three or four years old ), they are 
attested only by late sources, and there is no evidence that children were 
always presented to the phratry in the autumn following their garlanding at
the Anthesteria. The classical sources suggest that the introduction to the
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phratry was done earlier in infancy than the third year (as we have seen 
above). Beauchet is probably right in saying that there was no fixed rule 
about the age of introduction.37 But there was presumably a general custom. 
Beauchet points out that it was in the interest of the establishment of the 
child's legitimacy for the parents to present it to the phratry as soon as 
possible {ibicf). And the evidence comes down in favour of introduction at 
the next Apatouria after the child was born.
It was certainly possible to depart from this norm, and introduce a 
child at a later age, if  for some reason it had not been possible to effect the 
introduction in early infancy, for example, in introducing an adopted son (cf. 
Is. 7. 16). Several references in Attic orators show that phratries accepted 
people introduced even in adulthood (and in each case the speaker is able to 
use the late introduction to suggest serious irregularities in the person's 
status or claims).38
A second presentation
In one of the decrees made by the Dekeleia phratry in 396/5 a 
resolution was passed that notice was to be given to the phratry members 
of candidates about to be introduced, whose names were to be posted up "in 
the firs t year or in the year in which he offers the xo vp e o v ". It appears from 
this phrase that there were two different occasions when a child could be 
presented to the phratry. One was in its firs t year, as we have seen. The 
other, the year in which the x o u p e io v  was offered, may have been a second
presentation, or an alternative occasion of presentation.
Pollux (8. 107) records only one presentation for boys, which
happened els hA iK iocv TTpoeXBovTcov, and the x o u p e io v  was sacrificed. Part of
Pollux's testimony In this passage, about an offering called yaw iki* made
for girls on coming of age, Is Inaccurate (see p. 272 below). But it is
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possible that he does preserve an account accurate in part, and that the 
Kodpeiov really was offered for boys when they "came of age", which here 
probably means the age of puberty.
Rudhardt discerns confirmation of a double presentation In some 
words used by Demosthenes In Against Boiotos (39. 4)39 It seems, he says, 
that the two ceremonies were normally separated by many years: the firs t 
in infancy, the second at puberty. But in the case of a late presentation, like 
that of Boiotos, the two ceremonies were performed much more closely 
together - either within a year or two of each other, or even at the same 
Apatourla. Rudhardt wishes to assign two distinct functions to the two 
ceremonies: the firs t was to present, the second to register. He bases this 
interpretation on a sentence in which the speaker recalls how it was that 
Boiotos and Plangon's other son Pamphilos came to be given full recognition 
as Mantias's sons:
e lcrfjYaY ' , eTTOificraTO. iv a  T ap  p e a g  arwTepco, eYYPa<pei to iq  
’ATTaTo^pioiQ  t o u t o v I  pev B o ico tov  e lg  tov jq  (ppcaepac, t o v  8* 
eTepov ndpcp iA ov k t \ .
Rudhardt translates: "Mantias les introduisit; il les reconnut, bref, pour 
passer sous silence les intermediates, il les f i t  inscrire dans sa phratrie, 
celui-ci sous le nom de Boiotos, le second sous le nom de Pamphile".
But I do not think that registration could normally have taken 
place only years after the Initial introduction and acceptance by the phratry. 
The phrase in Dem. 39. 4, iv a  T ap  peacp cn jv iepco , may naturally be taken as 
going with the whole sentence, not just with eYYP®<PeL- If ttiere had been no 
registration on the firs t occasion, the phratry members would have had only 
their own memories on which to rely for the firs t introduction. On the firs t 
introduction the father swore the oath and the phratry members voted: what 
was the purpose of this if not to get the child registered? References to 
introduction and registration in the orators do not suggest that they were
separate functions of two distinct ceremonies.40
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If a child presented to the phratry in infancy was registered on 
that occasion, what need was there for a second presentation at the end of 
childhood? This question is not directly answered by the sources, but it is 
not d ifficu lt to envisage an occasion which would have necessitated a 
second presentation, accompanied by sacrifice, to the phratry. Boys who had 
been introduced to the phratry in infancy must at some point have become 
full participating members, with the privileges and responsibilities (such 
as voting) attached to phratry membership. This would have been a natural 
occasion for further sacrifice and a second "introduction" ("presentation" is 
a better term) to the members, and it probably took place at 
coming-of-age.41
The existence of two presentations to the phratry is relevant to 
the distinction between the two sacrifices of which we hear in the context 
of introductions to the phratry: j j e t o v  and x o O p e i o v .  A distinction is drawn 
between them in the firs t decree of the Dekeleia phratry, in the context of 
the priest’s perquisites (/61121237, 5 - 6, cf. p. 273 below). Scholiasts and 
lexicographers mention both j i e t o v  and x o u p e i o v ,  without making clear in 
what the distinction between them lay { ft. Mag 533. 29 - 40, Harpokration 
s.v. p e t o v  and p e i a y c o y o s  (I 200. 15 - 201, 9 Dindorf), schol. Ar. Frogs 798), 
Some scholars follow certain ancient commentators in deriving xoupeiov 
from KoOpos, and Wyse points out an analogy with the corresponding 
TTai5nLov at Delphi.42 Others derive x o u p e i o v  from x e i p e i v ,  and conclude that 
it was a sacrifice connected with the cutting of hair, a rite performed at 
puberty.43 The latter derivation Is convincingly argued by Jules Labarbe, 
who connects a reference to a pastoral sacrifice called x o u p e i o v ,  in an 
inscription from the Mykale peninsula, with the annual shearing, x o u p a ,  and 
concludes that this confirms that the x o u p e i o v  of the phratries was 
connected with a rite of hair cutting. He goes on to confirm, from the 
reference to the x o u p e i o v  in Is. 6 .  2, and his interpretation of the
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complicated chronology of this speech, that this was normally offered at 
the introduction of boys who had reached the age of puberty, which in 
official terms at Athens coincided with the end of their sixteenth year (cf. 
the phrase em 6lgtgq hencroa for the completion of the eighteenth year).44 
The (j.6lov, the "lesser" sacrifice, was the smaller of the two, and the 
priest of the Dekeleia phratry was given smaller perquisites from it than 
from the x o u p e i o v  (see p. 273 below). The p e t o v ,  then, was the sacrifice 
offered at the introduction of infants, and the x o u p e i o v  the larger sacrifice 
made at the presentation of boys after their sixteenth year.45
The introduction of girls
Phratries, societies of cppaiepeq, a word which originally meant 
"brothers" (though it had lost this application in most of the dialects by the 
historical age), evidently did not include women among their full 
participating members, and the oath recorded by one of the Dekeleia decrees 
that had to be taken by witnesses at the Introduction of children mentions 
only the son (uov) and not the daughter of the Introducer { /0 \\2 1237. 109 - 
111). The omission of females Is also noticeable In a definition of awoixetv 
in [Dem.] 59. 112: It is to live together so as to have children and introduce 
the sons to the phratry members and demesmen. But there is one piece of 
evidence for the introduction of girls to phratries, in Isaios's speech On the 
Estate o f Pyrrhos (3. 73 - 80). The speaker argues that his opponent’s claim 
to the estate of Pyrrhos, which is based on the claim that Phile is Pyrrhos’s 
legitimate daughter, is false. If Pyrrhos had been regularly married to the 
woman who bore Phile, he would have recognised the girl as his daughter and 
introduced her to his phratry as his legitimate daughter, making her
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6ttlk\ f)poq and leaving instructions that a son born to her should inherit the 
estate (3. 73, 75). But in fact, continues the speaker, Pyrrhos neither 
contributed a ya^A ia  to his phratry when he married, nor did he introduce 
his daughter to the members of the phratry. This he would obviously have 
done if he had really married and the girl really was his legitimate daughter 
(79), Isaios's argument is dubious: Pyrrhos may have died before he could 
introduce his daughter to the phratry.46 Nevertheless the accusation does 
show that it  was possible to introduce a daughter to one's phratry.47 But we 
should be warned against accepting that it was invariably done for 
legitimate daughters by the falsity of I saios's other argument, that an 
offering called yapmXicc was invariably made to the phratry by Athenian 
citizen men on the occasion of their marriage. The offering of a yapnAia, 
probably accompanied by a feast, may have been a common custom, but it 
was neither a legal requirement nor an act invariably performed.48 Perhaps 
only those girls who were in a position to be gtukAtipoi were given an 
introduction to their fathers' phratries, that is, girls whose fathers, at the 
time of their birth, had no legitimate male offspring.
Pollux (8. 107) records that Kopai as well as kopoi were 
introduced to phratries at comlng-of-age (elg hAiKiccv ttpoeAOovtcov) (cf. 
Souda A 2940 Adler), and he goes on to say that the KoOpiov was an offering 
sacrificed for males and the yapnAia for females. The yapqAia was, as we 
have seen, an offering connected with marriage, and it is not relevant to a 
father's Introduction of his Infant daughter. So the passage in Isaios 3 is 
the only reliable evidence that girls could be Introduced to phratries in their 
childhood. Upon marriage It may have been usual for a man to enter his 
bride's name on the phratry’s register.
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The procedure
From scattered references in the orators and the Demotionid 
decrees a picture, albeit filled out by a certain amount of conjecture, can be 
built up of procedure for admission, though we have to bear in mind that 
phratries were independent of each other, and that variations in procedure 
from phratry to phratry probably existed. Common to all of them seems to 
have been the sacrifice of an animal. Part would have been given to the 
priest of the phratry. The priest of the phratry of the Dekeleians also got a 
specified amount of money (3 obols from the netov sacrifice, one drachma 
from the K o O p e i o v ) ,  and from the « o O p e i o v  also a specified quantity of wine 
and a certain weight of cake UG i i2 1237. 5 - 8). The rest of the sacrifice 
would have been distributed among the members of the phratry.49 The oath 
taken by the person who was doing the introducing (usually the father) was 
an important part of this ceremony. Placing his hand on the victims or the 
altar50, he swore that the child being introduced was the legitimate son of a 
citizen woman.51 The Dekeleia phratry required witnesses to swear also, 
using the following oath: "I testify that he whom he is introducing is his 
own son born in wedlock from his lawful wife. This is the truth, by Zeus 
Phratrios. Many blessings on me if  my oath is true; if  it  is false, the 
opposite" UG i i2 1237. 109 - 113): for their regulations on witnesses see 
pp. 274 - 275 below). In some phratries, and perhaps in all, any member who 
objected to the introduction of a candidate, on the ground that he was not 
the legitimate son of a citizen woman, could make his objection known and 
prevent the introduction from going ahead, perhaps by personally removing 
the sacrificial victim from the altar.52 The objection could perhaps be 
argued by the objector, and debated by the phratry on the spot53 Then the 
question of admission was put to the vote by the phratriarchos. In at least 
one of the phratries, and possibly in all, the vote was taken while the victim 
was burning on the altar: the phratry members each took a voting pebble
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from the altar, and, presumably, deposited it  in one of two urns.54 It was a 
secret ba llo t55 If the vote was favourable - and it  would presumably be 
unanimous unless someone had objected publicly - the name of the boy was
inscribed on the register of the phratry56
Among the Demotionid decrees is one providing that phratry 
members must be given notice of candidates about to be introduced: 
"Menexenos proposed: the phratry members have decided concerning the 
introduction of children that the other things according to the previous 
decrees [shall stand]; but, in order that the phratry members may know who 
are those about to be introduced, in the firs t year or in the year in which the 
KoOpeov is brought, the name shall be listed by the phratriarch along with 
the name of the father, and of the deme, and of the mother and her father 
and deme, and when they have been listed the phratriarch shall inscribe 
them and post them up publicly in whatever places the Dekeleians frequent, 
and the priest shall also post up the names having inscribed them on a white 
tablet In the shrine of Leto" ( 16 i l2 1237. 114 - 125). This regulation 
represented a tightening of the controls on admission, since it  gave 
potential objectors notice of Intention to Introduce.
Another of the Demotionid decrees also concerns the admission of 
new members, Including Infants. Nlkomachos proposed (lines 68 - 113) that 
the three witnesses to the suitability of the candidate for admission (who 
must have been referred to in a decree now lost, oc eipnlTai, lines 71 - 72) 
must come from the (Kacroc of the man who is Introducing. A diacro? was a 
smaller group than the phratry, a private association which worshipped a 
particular deity. The fellow SiacnaToa would be closely acquainted with the 
introducer and his family circumstances. The decree goes on to say that 
these witnesses are to give evidence on the questions asked and take the 
oath by Zeus Phratrios. At the examination of the candidate the OuxcicjTai of 
the introducer must vote firs t by secret ballot on the admission of the
candidate57, and may take part in the debate of the whole phratry that
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follows the public counting of the votes of the diacroQ. They may not take 
part in the subsequent vote of the phratry on admission. If the Qiaaoq votes 
to admit and the phratry as a whole disagrees, the (Kccctoq is fined 100 
drachmas, with exception of any OiaauTrig who had argued against 
admission in the debate. If on the other hand the (Kaoo? votes against 
admission, the introducer may accept their decision and withdraw, or appeal 
to the whole phratry: if they then vote for admission, the registration goes 
ahead, but if  they too reject the candidate, the introducer is fined 100 
drachmas.58 The principle, which has been explained by Wade-Gery (see note 
58), was that the vote of the Suxctcotou is substituted for the conscience of 
the Introducer: "The Phratry was too big to trust its own Judgement, so the 
Thiasoi are made responsible for their members", and the decree proposed by 
Nikodemos gives "more precaution against Intruders". Andrewes has pointed 
out that this function of the Biacroi of this phratry was exceptional: 8iaaoi 
are not mentioned in the orators in this context, as we should expect had 
they generally played any part in admission to the phratries59
Admission to other bodies
Some of the references in the orators to admission of children to 
phratries include allusions to other bodies to which they were presented, 
most notably to a clan ( y e v o s ) .  According to I saios’s speech On the Estate o f 
Apollodoros (7. 15 - 16), Apollodoros, having decided to adopt his sister's 
son Thrasyllos, brought him to the altars and introduced him to the 
clansmen and to the phratry members (fiyocye pe cttI touq Pcopouq €lq touq 
yevvfiTa? Te «a! (ppaiepag); after the proper ceremony had been observed, 
Thrasyllos was admitted and his name was entered on the common register 
(e iQ  t o  k o iv o v  ypappaTetov). In the speech Against Neaira ([Dem.] 59. 59) it
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is Phrastors fellow clansmen (the Brytidal) who are said to have refused 
admission to Neaira's daughter's son, when Phrastor presented him "to the 
phratry members . . .  and to the Brytidai". Some details are given here about 
the actions of the yewniai in impeding the child's registration among 
themselves (oOk eveypatpov auTov eiq crcpaq oojtouq). No more is heard of the 
attempted introduction elg (ppdiepocQ, and it looks as if the refusal of the 
clansmen of entry into the yevog automatically barred the child's admission 
to the phratry. In And 1. 127 Kallias is said to have introduced to the 
Kerykes (a yevog), despite the objection of one member, the boy, f£n peyav  
ovTa, whom he had disowned as an infant before the phratry; Andokides 
adduces this as an example of disgraceful behaviour. A different group, the 
opyecoveg, Is mentioned in the context of introduction to the phratry in 
I saios's speech On the Estate o f Menek/es (2. 14), where the person whom 
Menekles had adopted, insisting on the legality of his adoption, holds up, as 
evidence of its regularity, his introduction by Menekles to the phratry and 
his registration among the demesmen and the opyecoveg ( . . . TToincrapevoc
e lc ra y e i pe e lg  toOq (ppocTepag uapovTcov to utcjv , koc!  etg touc  & n p d T®Q pe 
eyypa ipe i K a l etc to \jq o p ye co va g )60
There has been much discussion of the yewfiTai and 6pyeC>ve<; and 
their relation to the phratries.61 All three groups are mentioned in a 
fragment of Philochoros {FGrH 328 fr. 35 a):
toijq  &e cppocTopag eTTavayKeg 6 e xe c r8 a i K a l Tovq opyecovaQ K a l
t o v <; o p o y a X a K T a ? , oOq yevvf)Ta<; KaXoOpev.
"It is compulsory for the phratry members to admit both the orgeonesmti 
the milk-brothers, whom we call clansmen." This fragment has been 
interpreted as a clause of a law which compelled the phratries to admit 
these groups, the yew fiTa i and opyecoveg. Andrewes has argued that 
opyecovec were small groups of upper-class men, who, like the members of
clans, guarded jealously access to their ranks. The phratry was constrained
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to accept these people, because their rules for admission were even more 
stringent than those of the phratries.’ acceptance by one's fellow opyecovEg 
or yewf|Tcu guaranteed fitness for membership of the phratry. The mass of 
phratry members belonged to neither kind of group, and only became 
members of sub-groups within phratries after the creation of BCaaoi, which 
may have happened during the Periklean period (Andrewes [19611).
If someone qualified for admission to a yevog or a group of 
opyecoveq, it  seems that there was no need for a further ceremony of 
admission to the phratry. And when a candidate was introduced to both 
yevog and phratry in the kind of joint admission mentioned in Is. 7. 15 - 16, 
his name was entered on a register held In common by yevog and phratry (Is, 
7. 1, 16, !G i i2 1237. 98, cf. note 56 above).
The significance of phratry membership for legitimacy
In Athens legitimate children (yvnaun) were those born to a 
woman properly married by e y y u q  or £ t t i6 u « x (tlo c . The law about children 
born to a woman married by eyyvn is quoted In a speech of Demosthenes (46. 
18):
fjv ccv eyy\jf|OT) €Ttl &ii«xioig 56cpapTcc etvou f\ TT<xTr)P h a&e\(pdg
OpOTTaTCOp fj TTCCTTTTOg 0  TTpog TTOCTpOg, 6K TOCUTT)Q eiVCCl TTal&CCg
yvrjcrioug.
A woman who was an eniKAripoQ was awarded to the man who was to be her 
husband by em&iKaata , and the children produced by such a marriage were, 
likewise, legitimate. Bastards (v69oi) were those born outside marriage, 
and they suffered from various disabilities resulting from their exclusion 
from the legal relationship with the family (ayxtcrTGia), in particular their
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inability to inherit if  yvncxioi existed (and after 402/1 to inherit even in the 
absence of yvncrioi ).62
A father's introduction of his child to his phratry was part of his 
acknowledgement of paternity, part of the process of ttoltictis, of making the 
child his, that started with the formal naming of the child (see p. 261 
above). This process could not be performed on behalf of an illegitimate 
child, for a father could not lawfully get an illegitimate child registered in 
a phratry, even if he wished to. It was in order to prevent the introduction 
of illegitimate children that the phratries made those introducing new 
members swear an oath that the candidate was born in wedlock, and gave 
the members an opportunity to scrutinise the candidates. In Isaios's speech 
On the Estate o f PhiJoktemon (6. 21 - 22) Euktemon did succeed in getting 
an Illegitimate child introduced to his phratry, but only by swearing a false 
oath and inducing his legitimate son Philoktemon not to obstruct the 
introduction. (Philoktemon had at firs t prevented Euktemon's introduction 
of the boy by removing the victim from the altar, but later he agreed to the 
introduction on condition that the boy's inheritance rights be restricted, 
fearing that if he did not comply with his father's wishes the latter would 
in any case beget other, legitimate, children to share the inheritance.) 
Precautions against introduction of illegitimate children by evasion of 
phratry law evidently did not exist or were not enforced to the same extent 
in all phratries at all times in the classical age. We have seen (pp. 274 - 
275 above) that the Dekeleia phratry tightened its precautions in the fourth 
century by replacing the father's oath by the testimony under oath of three 
witnesses, who risked incurring a fine if  their testimony was thought by the 
rest of the phratry to be false. From the evidence available it seems that in 
classical Athens the phratries' laws and procedures on admission were for 
the most part s tric tly  enforced, with the effect that a person's registration 
in the phratry lis t counted in the eyes of the world, or at least in those of
juries, as evidence of legitimate birth.63
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A father who believed a child to be his own lawful issue born in 
wedlock, and who had chosen to rear him and perform the naming ceremony, 
was not able to persist in a refusal to introduce the child to his phratry and 
thus deny him public acknowledgement of paternity, This is evident from 
Dem, 39 and 40. As we have seen in Part Two above, Plangon's oath that 
Boiotos was Mantias’s son, along with the fact that Mantias had already held 
the naming ceremony for him, compelled him, under threat of legal 
proceedings, to introduce him to his phratry (39, 2 - 4). The fact that a 
father did not have the right to refuse this acknowledgement of paternity to 
his legitimate issue means that non-membership of a phratry was in effect 
evidence of illegitimacy, If, on the other hand, a man had declined to 
acknowledge a child borne by his wife and give him a name, the child would 
probably never be able to compel him to introduce him into a phratry, for 
such a child was, by reason of his father's original omission of 
acknowledgement and naming and continued refusal of acknowledgement, a 
voBoq .64
The significance of phratry membership for citizenship
The content of the oath demanded by the phratries shows that 
phratry membership also had some significance for a person’s citizenship. 
The introducer had to swear that the candidate’s mother was a woman of 
citizen status (acnT), see note 51). The citizen status of an Athenian mother 
was made a prerequisite of citizenship by a law proposed by Perikles in 
451/50. The law said:
l i f |  p ieT6X^LV ttoAecoq oc a v  p fi e£ apcpotv a o r o iv  g yeyovcoc
(Arist. AtA Pol 26. 4, cf. Plut. Per.Zl).
Before that date, it  is likely that having a citizen Athenian father had been 
sufficient qualification for citizenship. The stress on the mothers
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citizenship found in the phratry oaths must have been added after this date, 
and A. Andrewes has argued that It shows that the Periklean legislation 
affected the phratries and possibly even "imposed explicitly an amendment 
of their old oath".65 The legislation was probably not retrospective in 
effect: those born of non-Athenian mothers before the passing of the law 
were not disfranchised. But this put in a potentially d ifficu lt position those 
who had been born before 451/50 of a non-Athenian mother but not enrolled 
in the deme by then: they were entitled to citizen status, but might have 
d ifficu lty In proving It. If they had been registered in a phratry, this would 
be useful evidence In their claim to entitlement to membership of a deme, 
and thus to citizenship. Disputes about the entitlemen t to citizenship of 
MnTpo^Evoi claiming to have been born just before 451/50 may have 
necessitated legislation on the matter, and to this legislation, Andrewes 
argues, probably belong Phllochoros fr. 35 (see p. 276 above) and Krateros fr  
4 {FGrH 342 F 4 )66 The latter, he conjectures, may be an appendix to the 
law, providing as It does "that phrateres alleged to be of foreign birth on 
both sides should be dealt with not by the phratry but before the nautodlkai 
by any qualified citizen" (Andrewes [1961] p. 13).
Another view, though, has recently been advanced by Cynthia 
Patterson.67 She argues that membership of a phratry had always been the 
key to citizenship, and that until 451/50 when "Pericles set forth his 
requirement for ‘having a share In the city' " there had been "no po lis  law 
defining or controlling membership of the demes and phratries": "until the 
m id-fifth  century traditional rules and Identity (both deme and phratry 
membership) were sufficient to determine who was an Athenian citizen" (pp. 
3 - 4). Membership of a phratry was not Just useful when it came to 
presenting one's claim to be enrolled In a deme, and thus the citizen body - 
It was a prerequisite. Since illegitimate children were not accepted by the 
phratries, It follows that Illegitimate children could not become citizens. 
Patterson interprets Perlkles's citizenship law, Phllochoros fr. 35 and
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Krateros fr. 4 as evidence that the Athenian state In the mid fif th  century 
"began to take a direct role In setting criteria for Its membership" (p 28).
But If it  is true that bastards could be Athenian citizens, provided 
they were born of two Athenian citizen parents, it  is evident that, 
membership of a phratry was not a prerequisite for citizenship. The 
evidence that being a voQoc was not a bar to citizenship has been brought to 
light by D. M, MacDowell.68 It is threefold: Arist. Ath Pol 42. 1 says that 
those born of two citizen parents and registered in the deme at eighteen 
years of age qualify for citizenship, without any mention of phratry 
membership; two Athenians were condemned to disfranchisement along with 
their descendants both illeg itim ate and legitimate ([Plut.] Ethika 834 a - 
B); In Isalos 3. 45 we learn that Nlkodemos had allowed Pyrrhos's daughter, 
who If legitimate had to be taken In marriage by a relative, to be given in 
marriage Instead to a non-relative, who was a citizen, at a date when it was 
against the law for a citizen and non-citizen to marry. P. J. Rhodes has 
attacked each of these as evidence that bastards could be citizens, but his 
objections were not accepted by K.R. Walters In a recent article.69 The 
evidence that Illegitimate birth was not a bar to citizenship s till stands 
When a man wished to demonstrate his entitlement to citizen status, before 
a deme or In a court of law, It would have been very helpful if  he could cite 
his registration In a phratry, since the criterion for cltlzen-quallflcatlon 
after 451/50 (birth from two Athenian citizen parents) was also one of the 
requirements of the phratries. When Boiotos compelled Mantlas to Introduce 
him to his phratry and thus acknowledge him as his son, he was able to 
claim citizen rights as well as an estate and a father (Dem. 39. 34, cf. 39 
31 and 2). If Boiotos had not been able to demonstrate that Mantlas was his 
father, It might have been d ifficu lt for him to prove that his father was an 
Athenian. But non-membership of a phratry did not In Itself disqualify a 
man from citizenship. It might, though, make It d ifficu lt for some 
non-members to prove their citizenship, If It was contested.
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the birth itself.
12 Cf. M. Schmidt, "Hephaistos lebt - Untersuchungen zur Frage der 
Behandlung behlnderter Kinde in der Antlke", Hephaistos 5, 1983, pp. 133 - 
161, see p. 135: a positive decision to rear the child already taken after 
birth was repeated in a symbolic and celebratory form. L. R. F. Germain 
("L'expositlon des enfants nouveau-n6s dans la Gr£ce anclenne. Aspects 
sociolog I ques", Rejue/7 de Ja Socidtd Jean Bodin pour r  Histo ire Comparative 
des Institutions L ' Enfant. l*r Partie: Antiquitd - Afrique -  As/e 
Brussels 1975, pp. 211 - 242, see pp. 226 - 227) sees in Plato's testimony 
to the amphidromia a trace of a ceremony that at some time before the late 
5th century had entailed the compulsory exposure of certain Infants by an 
unknown third party. He is unable to say what were the origins of this 
"eugenic control". But his conjectures about the origins of the amphidromia 
are backed up neither by Plato's text itself nor by any other source.
13 Relnach (1908) p. 138 rejects this notion, on the ground that the 
amphidromia was celebrated for children of both sexes and girls could not 
carry on the domestic cult. But the women of the household certainly took 
part In family religion, and although most girls married and were 
transferred to their husband's hearth, those who did not marry and lived on 
in their father's house, and those who were widowed or divorced, and so 
came back to it, would have been important participants in the family 
religion. So there is no reason to believe that girl babies did not require 
introduction to the domestic cult.
14 Cf. E. Samter (1901) p. 62: comparison with the introduction of a
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bride to the hearth of her new home.
15 Theophrastos, Characters, 16. 9: the Superstitious Man w ill not set 
foot on a tomb or come near a dead body or a woman in childbed, but says he 
must keep himself from being polluted. Eur. Elektra 651 - 654:
EX. X ey ' a  yepcue , T&Se KXuTaipf|crTp<?; poXcbv- 
\ e x 6  p 1 a T rd y e X X 1 odcrav  apcrevoQ Toxcp.
Ffp. TTOTepa r rd X c a  TEKoOcrav f\ v e c o c m  8f];
EX. S e x '  pX icn jc;, ev o l a i v  d y v E u e i  XeycS.
S e x '  is Elmsley's emendation of the MSS.' Xey- (in Euripidis HeracJeidae et 
Medea, Oxford 1828, comm, on HeracJ. line 602). See the remarks of 
Denniston {ad foe) on the sense of ayveOetv here: he concludes that Elektra 
means, not that she must undergo purification, but that she must abstain 
from sexual intercourse for this period. Cf, E. Fehrle, Die Kultische 
Keuschheit im A lte r turn, Reiigionsgeschichtiiche Versuchungen und 
Vorarbeiten, vol. 6, Giessen 1910, p, 49, who points out that o y v e i a  and its 
cognates signify religious purity, and that the commonest forms of pollution 
in everyday life were sexual intercourse and contact with the dead, and that 
ayveuEiv commonly means to keep oneself pure from these two forms of 
pollution, and sometimes simply to abstain from coppoGicnoc, But since birth  
was a third carrier of religious pollution it seems more likely that this is 
the one from which Elektra says she requires to be purified. (On Elmsley's 
emendation, accepted by most editors, cf, R. Hamilton [1984] p. 246 n. 19).
16 C. Bottiger, Amalthea, vol. 1, Leipzig, 1820, p. 56; A. Preuner (1864) 
pp. 53 - 61, E. Rohde (1925), p. 295; cf. J. Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, 
translated by J. S. Stallybrass, London, 1883, vol. II p. 625.
17 E.g. L. Deubner's article in Encyclopaedia o f Religion and Ethics
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(1909) II pp. 648 649; Schoemann and Lipsius (1920) p. 590: purification
by means of purificatory objects,
18 Cf, J, G. Frazer, "Putting children on the fire", App. I to Loeb edition 
of Apollodoros vol. II, pp, 311 - 317; also, Frazer, "The youth of Achilles", 
Classical Review, 7, 1893, p, 292 - 294; on the apotropaic force of the 
circle, cf, W. Pax, "Sprachvergleichende Untersuchungen zur Etymologie des 
Wortes appiTToXog", Worter undSachen, 18, 1937, pp, 29, 52 - 53, He points 
out that another power of the circle was to radiate upon those within it the 
beneficent force of the centre,
19 Hastings's Encyclopaedia o f Religionw p. 648.
20 Rohde (1925) p. 295; Pauly's RE I, 1901; H. Diels, Sibyllinische
Blatter, Berlin, 1890, p. 120, shows that both the olive wreath and the 
w ool-fille t are symbols of expiation having been sought or obtained.
21 Hermann and Blumner (1882) p. 281.
22 G. Glotz, L 'Ordalie dans la Grece Primitive, Paris, 1904 (reprinted 
1979, Arno Press, New York), pp. 105 - 106; C. Gruppe, Berliner 
Philologische Wochenschrift, 26, 1906, p. 1138; J.-P, Vernant, Mythe et 
Pensde chez les Grecs, Paris, 1971, vol. I pp. 159 - 163.
23 Proposed by Reinach (1908) pp. 139 - 145; accepted by Deubner,
Hastings's Encyclopaedia o f Religion II p. 648; objected to by Gruppe, 
Berliner Philologische Wochenschrift, 26, 1906, pp. 1138 - 1139, Eitrem 
(1915) p. 175, and Vurthelm (1906) p. 77.
24 Children were often named after their grandparent or another
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relative. On names given to children, see Hermann and Blumner (1882) pp. 
284 - 285, I. von Muller (1893), p. 162, L. Beauchet, H/stoire du Droit Prive 
de Ja Repubiique Athenienne, Paris 1897, vol. I pp. 341 -342; and, most 
recently, Golden (1986) pp. 257 - 267, who publishes research on the 
frequency of 'linked" names within families during the classical period.
25 Golden (1986) pp. 253 - 255.
26 Cf. Rose (1957) p. I l l :  " . . .  it  may be that practice varied in 
different families, some getting all the ceremonial over at once, others 
dividing it".
27 "La reconnaissance de la paternite, sa nature et sa portee dans la 
societe athenienne", Museum Helveticum, 19, 1962, pp. 39 - 64.
28 A. R. W. Harrison, The Law o f Athens; Oxford, 1968, vol. I p. 175.
29 iG i i2 1237. Wllamowitz {Ar/stote/esundAthen, Berlin 1893, vol. 
II, pp. 259 - 261) argued that "the Demotionidai" mentioned in the 
inscription is the name of the phratry, and the "house of Dekeleia" a 
department of the phratry. But H. T. Wade-Gery (Essays in Greek H istory, 
Oxford, 1958, pp. 116 - 134) refuted this and argued that the phratry must 
be the "Dekeleleis" of the inscription, and the "Demotionidai" a fairly small 
aristocratic body of men within this phratry who formed a sort of panel of 
experts and court of appeal against a negative decision of the phratry on 
membership. A. Andrewes ("Phllochoros on phratries", JH5 81, 1961, pp. 1 - 
15) agrees with this explanation and suggests that the Demotionidai are a 
yevoc in this phratry (p. 9), cf. pp. 276 - 277 above. The decrees are also 
discussed, with agreement on the identity of the Demotionidai, by W. E. 
Thompson, "An interpretation of the ’Demotionid’ decrees", Symboiai
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OsJoenses42, 1968, pp. 51 - 68.
30 Nikomachos's father, if  he was a slave, could neither have belonged 
to a phratry nor Introduced his son. E. S. Shuckburgh, Lysiae Orationes XV! , 
London, 1882, p. 337, suggests that Nikomachos may have been enrolled in 
his maternal grandfather's phratry. Later in the speech (30. 27), Lysias says 
that Nikomachos's ancestry fits  him to be sold (i.e. as a slave), and that he 
has become a citizen from being a slave. If this is true, Nikomachos may 
have entered a phratry after he became a naturalised citizen. But it is 
possible that Lysias is not telling the truth in his allegations about slave 
status. They are the only evidence for It: cf. Kirchner's PA 10934.
31 On this passage cf. the remarks of Andrewes (1961) pp. 6 - 7. 
Apollo was worshipped under the tit le  naipQoc in Attika as an ancestral god 
(in legend he was the father of Ion, founder of the lonians). The 
presentation of children to Apollo Patrolos may have taken place at the 
annual Thargelia, in which the phratrles played a part: cf. Is. 7. 15; H. W. 
Parke, Festivals o f the Athenians, London 1977, pp. 148 - 149. According to 
Arist. Ath Pot 55. 3, the question put to magistrates (on examining them on 
their suitability for office) Immediately after the question about parentage, 
was "whether he has an Apollo Patrolos and a Zeus Herkelos, and where 
these shrines (Lepd) are".
32 See note 29 and p. 274 above for discussion of the inscription and
this decree. Other interpretations have been made of the meaning of tcol 
TrpcoTcoi 6T 6 i fj coi to  Koupeov a y e i:  see W. W. Wyse, The speeches o f isaeus\ 
with C ritica l and Explanatory Notes, Cambridge 1904, pp. 358 - 359 for a 
discussion of them.
33 The scholia ad toe tell us that cppdiepag is a comic substitution for
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"teeth"; the Gouda holds the additional information that it  is a pun on 
(ppaoTfjpeQ, "the teeth that te ll the age", referring to this passage ($ 692 
Adler), Archedemos "the blear-eyed" was a demagogue, who earned 
unpopularity In some circles for his activities (especially being the leading 
accuser of one of the generals of Arginoussai); doubt was cast on his 
Athenian origins by Eupolis (fr. 80 Kassel and Austin); see Klrchner's PA 
2326 for literary references to him.
34 Cf, Solon 27. 1 - 2: t tc c Iq  i j lg v  a v n 0 O Q  ecbv g t i  vfinl o q  g p k o q  o & o v tc o v
(pucrocQ g k B o c A A g i t t p c o to v  g v  g t t t '  g t g c t l v .
35 We learn a litt le  about another event of the Apatouria in the passage 
in Timaios (21 B): Kritias, reminiscing about an incident at the Apatouria on 
the Koureotis day when he was ten years old, says that on that day there 
was a traditional event for children, when their fathers organised contests 
for them in poetry recitation.
36 L. Deubner, AttischeFeste> Berlin 1932, pp. 115 - 116. Illustrations 
of children participating in the Anthesteria (of which the second day was 
called Xo g q ) are found on numerous small jugs: these feature children with 
Jugs In their hands, and children walking or crawling to a low table on which 
stand presents for them, including jugs of wine and fruit; others show 
children playing with toy carts and pet animals. Some of the children in 
these vase-paintings wear garlands, and In some the garland Is around the 
neck of the litt le  jug in the picture: Hilde Rilhfel, Kinderlehen im 
klassischen Athen: Bilder auf klassischen Vasen, Mainz am Rhein 1984, pp. 
125 - 174, Abb. 71 - 83, 96 - 99; Anita A. Klein, Child L ife in Greek A rt New 
York, 1932, pp. 25 - 26. Ruhfel suggests (pp. 165 - 166) that the small jugs 
which depict crawling Infants were designed for children under the age of 
three, who at least In late-5th-century Athens (to which these vases
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belong), with its turmoil of plague and war, were included in the blessing 
and protection given by Dionysos at this festival.
37 L. Beauchet, Histoire du Droit Prive de Ja RepubJique Athenienne, 
Paris, 1897, vol. I, p. 344.
38 And. 1. 127; Dem. 44. 41, 44; Dem. 39 and 40.
39 Rudhardt (1962) pp. 56 - 57.
40 Dem. 43. 11, 14: Sositheos introduced his son to Hagnias's phratry 
eTTei8fi. . .  eyeveTo, and the sacrifice was made and the vote taken that the 
child was rightly and properly Introduced, cf. 43. 81. [Dem.] 59. 59: on the 
attempted introduction (eicrfjYev) of Neaira’s daughter's infant son to 
Phrastor’s phratry and yevog, the yevvfjTai voted against the child and did 
not register (oO« ev£yp<x(pov) him. Is. 7. 16: there is the same law whether a 
man introduces (eicxccYia) his natural son or adopted son: he must swear the 
oath, etc., and when he has done this the others must vote, and if the vote is 
favourable then and only then register (eyypoupeiv) him on the common list.
41 These functions are assigned to the two ceremonies by: A. Mommsen, 
Heortologie: Antiquarische Untersuchungen Oder die stddtischen Feste der 
Athenep Leipzig 1864, p. 310: Samter (1901) p. 71 - 72; and P. Stengel, Die 
Griechischen KuItusaitertQmep 3rd edition, Munich 1920 (Handbuch der 
Aitertumswissenschaft MQller V. 3) pp. 233 - 234.
42 Wyse (1904) pp. 359, 364; Beauchet (1897) p. 344.
43 Mommsen (1864) p. 310; Wllamowltz (1893) II p. 271, n. 16; Samter
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(1901) pp. 72 - 73, Stengel (1920) p. 233.
44 Jules Labarbe, "L'age correspondant au sacrifice du KoOpeiov et les 
donn£es historlques du six1£me discours d’ls6eM, Bulletin de la Classe des 
Lettres de L 'Academ/e Roya/e de Belgique 39, 1953, pp. 358 - 394.
45 That netov and Koupeiov were, respectively, smaller sacrifice for 
introduction of infants, and larger offering for introduction of older boys is 
the position taken by most authorities: Mommsen (1864) p. 308; Wilamowitz 
(1893) II p. 271 n. 16; Samter (1901) pp. 70 - 73; 3. Busolt, Griechische 
Staatskunde, 3rd edition, Munich 1920 (Handbuch der 
Altertumswissenschaft, Muller, VI 1. 2) p. 961; Stengel (1920) p. 233; cf. 
the discussion in Wyse (1904) pp. 358 - 359.
46 The speaker claims that Pyrrhos had died at least twenty years 
before (3. 1, 57), and that Phile had been married more than eight years (3. 
3). Most Athenian girls were probably married at about the age of 14, some 
as young as 12. Wyse concludes that Phile was an infant when Pyrrhos died 
(1904) p. 276, c f. notes on 3. 31. 2 and 3. 73. 6, 7.
47 Ulrich Kahrstedt, Staatsgebiet und Staatsangehdrige in Athen, 
Studien zum Offentlichen Recht Athens, Stuttgart 1934, vol. I, p. 240, 
accepts the Isaios reference as evidence that girls were regularly 
introduced, "wie zu erwarten" - for, he thinks, the phratry-1 ists of women 
would have given the information about the mothers of genuine citizens that 
was necessary for the operation of Perikles's citizenship law.
48 A. R. W. Harrison, The Law o f Athens, Oxford, 1968, vol. I, p. 7 and n.
2 .
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49 Cf, Dem. 43. 82: Makartatos was far from objecting at the time of 
Euboulidess introduction to the phratry: aWoc kocI Tf|v p£pi8oc tcov xpecov 
cpX£T 0  A apcbv n a p a  t o O T rai& dg t o u t o v a , GSonep x a l  o i  a \ \ o i  cppaTepeg. f la p a  
here cannot mean "from the hand of", as Euboulides was introduced eneiim .. 
eyeveTo (43. 11, cf. p, 266 above), but perhaps means "from the registration 
of the child".
50 Is. 7 . 1 6  ( x a r a  tcov iepcov); And. 1. 12 7  (A a fto pe vog  to O  PcopoO).
5 1  IS. 7 . 16 : e t  a c jT fjg  . . . x a l  y e y o v o ia  op9cog. Is. 8. 19: a c n f ig  x a l
eyyuriTfjg y w a ix o g .  Dem. 5 7 .  5 4 :  a o r o v  aCTTfjg eyyuriTf)g a d ic p  y e y e v p p e v o v .  
[Dem.] 5 9 .  6 0 :  ac rT fjg  y w a ix o g  x a l  eyyvriTfig xaToc tov v o p o v . Cf. And. 1. 12 7 ,
and Wyse ( 1 9 0 4 )  p. 5 5 9 .
52 Dem. 43. 14, 82: Makartatos declined to remove the victim from the 
altar, which would have been the action to take if the candidate was being 
introduced improperly. Is. 6. 22: Euktemon could not at firs t get the boy 
whom he claimed to be his son introduced, because his son Philoktemon 
would not agree, and the phratry members would not admit him, but the 
Kodpeiov was removed. Cf. Wyse (1904) note ad Joe According to Dem, 43. 
82, Makartatos, if  he had removed the victim, would have made himself 
vned&wog, "answerable". Perhaps an objector had to justify his objection 
before the phratry, and if he failed had to withdraw his objection and/or 
submit to a fine - cf. Wyse ib id
53 Is. 8. 19: Kiron mentions that when his father introduced him to the
phratry and took the oath, "none of the phratry members made any objection 
or argued that this was not true, although there were many of them and they 
examine such matters with great care".
2 9 3
54 Dem. 43. 14: "the phratry members . . . took the pebble while the 
victims were burning, and carried it from the altar of Zeus of the Phratry ., 
and cast their votes. . .". Cf. 16 i i2 1237. 29: "they shall take the pebble 
from the altar", when voting after examining cases of alleged wrongful 
admissions.
55 Dem. 43. 82 :... Kpu^nv ecpepov Tf)v vfypov.
56 Is. 7. 16: "when the man who is introducing has done this (i.e. 
sworn), nonetheless the others must decide by vote, and if it  is in favour, 
then and not until then inscribe him (i.e., the new member) on the common 
register (elg t o  k o i v o v  ypappaietov): so stric t are the rules they observe". 
Cf. [Dem.] 59. 59: an adverse vote by the yewfjTai. 16 ii2 1237. 96 - 98: if 
all the phratry members vote in favour, the new member is to be inscribed 
on the common lists (eig t& k o i v o c  ypamjocTeta).
57 /£ Ii2 1237. 78 ff. The 9uxctcotou who are required to vote firs t by 
secret ballot are presumably the whole (Kacrog, rather than the three 
OiacrcoTcu required to take the oath and act as witnesses.
58 Wade-Gery (1958) pp. 125 - 126.
59 Andrewes (1961) p. 12
60 Wyse (1904), note ad/oc, rejects the notion that the opyeuveg here 
are a group within the phratry, because admission to their ranks is 
mentioned separately from admission to the phratry: they must rather be, he 
says, the other kind of 6pyeC>veg, the members of a private religious 
association who worshipped a particular deity, like the (Kacrog of Herakles,
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into which Astyphllos was introduced, Is. 9. 30. But Isaios is concerned at 
2. 14 to make as much capital as possible out of his client's acceptance by 
these bodies, and so it is not unnatural that he should string out the list of 
bodies to which he was admitted, cf. Andrewes (1961) p. 9.
61 Especially by Andrewes (1961), who cites references to previous 
discussions. On pp. 3 - 9 he marshalls the evidence for the relationship 
between phratries and yevp, pointing out its strong suggestion "that 
gennetal were admitted automatically to the phratry".
62 Harrison (1968) I pp. 61 - 68 gives a full account of the law on this 
matter.
63 Cf. Harrison (1968) I pp. 68 - 70.
64 The continued refusal of acknowledgement must have been of great 
significance in this matter, if we are to trust the testimony of New Comedy, 
In which a father who had not acknowledged a child and had had it exposed 
might, on rediscovering the child, simply resume relations with It and begin 
to treat it  as his own. The rediscovered child is, apparently, not a vo8oq. 
Cf. pp. 177 - 178 above.
65 Andrewes (1961) pp. 13 - 14. Andrewes does not say why it  would 
have been found necessary for legislation to prescribe an amendment to the 
phratry oaths. According to him, phratries In the classical age performed a 
social function, rather than providing an essential qualification for 
citizenship (that was the function of the demes). Perhaps Perlkles's 
citizenship law had an indirect effect on the oath: after his proposal became 
law, the principal and avowed purpose of marriage, namely the procreation 
of legitimate children, became impossible for a marriage between a citizen
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and non citizen, and this may have effectively prevented such marriages 
being contracted; some scholars have even maintained that the law must 
have contained a clause outlawing marriage between a citizen and a 
non-citizen. Some phratries, In line w ith their concern not to admit the 
illegitimate, may have voluntarily amended their oaths to include the phrase 
e£ acjTfjQ in order to lay emphasis on the requirement for legitimate birth. It 
is well to remember that the witnesses' oath of the Dekeleia phratry, as 
recorded in the Demotionid decrees, (and possibly also the Introducer's oath) 
simply declared that the candidate was Yvf|<riov ^y Y<xneTfjg ( /£  11^  1237. 
1 1 0 - 1 1 1 ).
6 6  eocv 6 e Tig e£ ocmpoiv £evoiv yeYOvdjg (ppaTpift), 6 l 6 kciv eivai Tcp 
0o\Ao|jevcp 'Adqvcucov, 015 6 iKai elcrL \ayxaveiv 6 e tq evi] Kal vegc npdg toug 
vauTo6 iKag.
67 Pericles' Citizenship Law o f 451 - 50 B. C. , (Monographs in
Classical Studies, Arno Press), New Hampshire 1981.
68 "Bastards as Athenian citizens", CO N.S. 26, 1976, pp. 88 - 91.
69 P. J. Rhodes, "Bastards as Athenian citizens", CO N.5. 28, 1978, p. 89
- 92; K. R. Walters, "Perlkles1 citizenship law", Classical Antiquity 2,
1983, pp. 314 - 336. The comments of Patterson ([ 1981 ] pp. 31 - 33, notes 
20 and 29) do not succeed In refuting MacDowell’s interpretation of the 
evidence.
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Chapter Four
Orphans
The Greek word optpocvog has a slightly different meaning from the 
English word orphan", In that a Greek child became an opcpavoq when Its 
father died, whether or not Its mother was s till alive.1 A motherless child 
whose father was living was not an 6p<pav6g. Throughout this chapter the 
word "orphan" w ill be used In Its Greek sense.
Nearly all the evidence available to us on the treatment of Greek 
orphans Is Athenian. Hardly anything Is known about orphanhood In other 
cities, and so It Is to orphans In Athens that this study Is restricted. Much 
of the evidence happens to be about orphans who were past the years of 
Infancy, but this evidence holds good for Infants too and so It Is legitimate 
to use it  In a study of the treatment of Infants. The manner in which 
orphans were treated under the laws made by the Athenian people provides 
an Insight Into the attitudes of Athenians towards this particular category 
of children, and this Insight Is useful to have when we wish to contemplate 
classical attitudes to children In general.
Under Athenian law, guardians, eTUTpoTToi, had to be appointed for 
orphans, to carry out the duties of a father. There were no orphanages.
Appointment of guardians
Often a father would appoint guardians for his children when he
thought his death was imminent. Demosthenes provides us with a picture of
the entrusting of himself, aged seven, and his sister, aged five, to guardians
by his father when he knew that his Illness would be fatal. Demostheness
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father gave his children into the hands of his chosen guardians, and placed 
Demosthenes on Aphobos's knees (Dem. 28. 15 - 16, cf. 27. 4 - 5). Diodotos 
made a similar arrangement when he was called up for service as a hoplite 
(Lys. 32. 5). That such an arrangement was quite common is suggested by 
the words attributed to Sokrates by Xenophon {Mem. 1. 5. 2), where he talks 
about the qualities anyone would look for in a man to whom he entrusted his 
children and property at the end of his life. It was probably common 
throughout the Greek world: Pindaros, tyrant of Ephesos, is said to have left 
his son and most of his property in the guardianship of a relative before 
going into exile - exile being a kind of civic death (Aelian, 1/H3. 26).
This oral agreement could be supplemented by a written will. 
(Indeed if there was no written w ill It could easily be contested after the 
father's death. 2) Demosthenes claims that his father left a w ill containing 
instructions to his guardians, which the guardians destroyed (Dem. 27. 40 - 
41, 64; 28. 4 -6 ;  29. 42 - 44). Diodotos gave his brother Diogelton, whom he 
appointed as guardian, a w ill, but we do not hear that Diogelton, on being 
challenged as to his management of the property, produced this w ill or was 
ever asked to (Lys. 32. 5, 22).3 Pasion the banker died leaving a w ill to the 
effect that Phormion his trusted freedman was to marry his widow and be 
one of the guardians of his younger son (Dem. 36. 8, 30). Aristotle provided 
for the guardianship of his children In his w ill, which is preserved by 
Diogenes Laertlos (5. 11 - 16). Aristotle had two children of his own, a son 
Nikomachos (s till an Infant, tto ci8 i o v  , at the time of the writing of the w ill) 
and a daughter Pythias, for whom he nominates as guardian (and as future 
husband of Pythias) his already adult adopted son Nlkanor; Nikanor was 
evidently absent when the w ill was made, and five other men were 
appointed to act as temporary guardians of the estate and the children until 
Nlkanor should arrive.4 We may deduce from Isalos's speech On the Estate o f 
Astyphilos (9), that if Theophrastos was Astyphilos's guardian as well as 
his stepfather - and he certainly performed the duties of a guardian (27 -
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30) - he would have been appointed by the w ill of Euthykrates, Astyphllos's 
deceased father. Otherwise the guardianship would have fallen to 
Thoudlppos, Euthykrates's brother5 (See pp. 301 - 302 below.) In such 
cases a guardian is often spoken of as having been '‘left" as guardian 
(KaT<x\eup&eLs), as Perikles was by Alkibiades's father6 We may assume
that anyone nominated as guardian in a w ill would have given his consent 
before the w ill was drawn up.
A father's choice often rested on a near relative, but he could also 
appoint one or more friends not related to the family.7 Demosthenes's 
guardians were two of his father's nephews and one of his friends from 
boyhood. In Lysias's speech Against Diogeiton (32. 5) the close family ties 
of Diogelton to his brother's children are stressed: Dtogelton’s daughter 
married his brother, so that he was both uncle and grandfather to his three 
wards. The banker Paslon appointed his freedman, who was at that time not 
a citizen, to marry his widow and be one of the guardians of his 
ten-year-old son; we do not know If the other guardian or guardians, 
Including Nlkokles, had citizen status.8 In Isalos's speech On the Estate o f 
Hagnias (11), the defence speech in the prosecution of a guardian by a 
fellow-guardlan for maltreatment of an orphan, Theopompos Is one of the 
guardians of his brother's son and Is prosecuted by another guardian, 
apparently not a brother; since only one guardian was a brother, it is likely, 
as Harrison points out, that both were appointed by the father.9
But there must have been orphans whose father had made no 
provision for their guardianship. It was the duty of the archon to see that 
they were provided with a guardian.10 Aristotle lists among actions which 
are brought before the archon, which he would preside over in court, actions 
for establishing guardianship (els emipoTTfis KcaauTacjiv), and for deciding 
between claims to guardianship (els ettitpotttiq 6ia6iKa<jiav) {Ath Pol. 56. 
6). A statement in Demosthenes 44. 66 suggests that services to relatives, 
possibly Including guardianship, could be Imposed by law, just as the law
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conferred rights of succession.11 In Lysias's speech On the Property o f 
Aristophanes (19. 9) the speaker, who has charge of his sister's orphaned 
children, says, "We are compelled to bring up three litt le  children". This can 
only mean that the duty has been laid upon him by law. Such language could 
hardly be used of an agreement with the deceased father. The speaker's 
father, the children's maternal grandfather, had previously been their 
guardian, until his death. In Isalos's speech, On the Estate o f Kiron (8. 42), 
Diokles had become the guardian of his adoptive sister's son, although the 
boy's father Lyslmenes had been in dispute with him over some property. 
This makes it  unlikely that Lyslmenes would have nominated Diokles.12 The 
language of Isalos 1. 9 perhaps suggests that Delnlas automatically became 
the guardian of his brother's children.13 When Delnlas died, Kleonymos the 
brother of the children's mother, took charge of the children's upbringing and 
interests, which means that he became their guardian (1. 12); he is unlikely 
to have been nominated by Delnlas, since the two men were enemies (1.9). 
In the Hypothesis to Isalos's speech On the Estate o f Aristarchos (10) we 
are told that when Aristarchos died his brother Arlstomenes became the 
guardian of Arlstarchos's children kcct& vopov (although this may just mean 
"in accordance with custom", and In any case a hypothesis is not necessarily 
a reliable source of Information).
It Is likely that In all these cases the guardian was appointed by the 
archon In accordance with a law that laid down the order of precedence for 
guardianship. Probably If the orphan had an elder brother who had attained 
the age of majority he would have headed the list. In Lysias's speech 
Against Theomnestos (10. 5), the speaker says that, on the death of his 
father, o npecjfluTepoQ a5e\(p6g Pantaleon took over everything and became 
"our" guardian. It is possible that Pantaleon was the father's elder brother, 
rather than the speaker's, but the fact that the speaker specifically calls 
him TTpe(jf3LiTepo<; perhaps swings the balance In favour of his being the
speaker's brother; the fact that he was an eider brother would have much
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less significance and perhaps be unworthy of mention if he was the father's 
brother. If we do accept that Pantaleon was the speaker's elder brother, we 
s till have no means of knowing whether Pantaleon was nominated by his 
father, or was assigned the duty by the archon.14 Diogeiton, as soon as the 
eldest of his wards came of age, handed over to him the responsibility of 
finding the means to support himself and his younger brother (Lys. 32. 9). It 
is d ifficu lt to determine what the legal position is here. It is unlikely that 
it  happened automatically that when the eldest ward attained the age of 
majority, he took over the guardianship of his younger siblings from the 
existing guardian. This is Schulthess's theory, but it  is inconsistent with a 
situation in which a guardian is appointed other than an elder brother, when 
an adult brother exists, as is the case in Dem. 36. 8.15 If a guardian 
appointed by w ill wished to resign his guardianship as soon as a relative 
nearer in kin to the wards appeared, we should expect that he would have to 
notify the archon of this wish to hand over the guardianship, yet according 
to Lys. 32 Diogelton simply informs the young man of his intention. But 
Lysias is not concerned to go into the details of procedure here, and it suits 
his purpose quite well merely to mention Dlogeiton's act, perhaps glossing 
over the legal process by which he did it; it  is significant that he does not 
actually accuse Diogelton of breaking the law by passing on the 
guardianship. The full thrust of his accusation is directed at Dlogeiton's 
mismanagement of the property and his pretence that the children had only 
been le ft 20 silver mlnas and 30 staters. The most likely conclusion, which 
necessarily contains a large element of conjecture, appears to be that a 
guardian could resign his guardianship, at least when there was a nearer 
relative able to take It over, and that the archon would then appoint a 
guardian according to the legal order of precedence - In this case the elder 
brother of the ward.
The next in order of precedence would have been the brothers of the 
deceased. What happened if there were more than one brother is uncertain:
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the guardianship may have devolved on the eldest, or they may all have had 
to share the duty. Deinias, as we have seen, became guardian of his 
brother's children (Is. 1. 9), as did Aristomenes (Is. 10 Hyp.). In Isaios's 
speech On the Estate o f ApoUodoros (7) we find that Apollodoros was under 
the guardianship of his father's brother Eupolis, whether by w ill or by legal 
appointment by the archon it is impossible to say.
It is likely that if  there were no adult male relatives on the father's 
side, it  would have fallen to brothers of the orphan's mother, and failing 
these, to other adult males on the mother's side, to take on the guardianship, 
and that the order of precedence was the same as it  would have been, in the 
absence of orphans, for inheritance of the property. Whether paternal and 
maternal grandfathers figured in this lis t is unknown. In Lysias 19 we find 
that a man became guardian of a daughter's children: he may well have been 
appointed by the orphan's father before he met his death by execution. When 
the grandfather died, his son, the children's maternal uncle, was compelled 
to take over, being, evidently, the children's closest adult male relative, 
according to the order of precedence (see p. 300 above). Diokles was 
guardian of his adoptive sister's son (Is. 8. 42). The relationship of 
Dikaiogenes III to his wards, In Isalos's speech On the Estate o f Dikaiogenes 
(5), is that of firs t cousin to the orphans' mother. It has been conjectured 
that the guardian may have been related In some way to Theopompos, the 
children's father.16
Returning to Aristotle's lis t of cases which fell to the competence of 
the archon, It is to be expected that actions eig ettitpott^ q KaTdcrTaaiv 
occurred firs tly  when one claimant (or two or more Joint claimants) 
emerged: either by virtue of nomination in a w ill, or by virtue of close 
relationship to the orphan. Although no definite example exists of would-be 
guardians who had been nominated In a w ill presenting themselves before 
the archon for their guardianship to be confirmed, It is likely that, given the 
archon's duty to look after the Interests of orphans, the ratification of
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testamentary guardianships would have been one of his duties.17 As for the 
claimant who would have presented himself before the archon by virtue of 
his relationship to the orphan or orphans, several cases have been mentioned 
above, many of which w ill have come into this category, and there are two 
cases in which a claim before the archon is reported (see note 17). 
Secondly, when neither had any guardian been appointed by the father, nor 
did any relative appear before the archon to assume the duty, it  would have 
fallen to the archon to appoint a suitable guardian. Although it is not 
possible positively to identify any such case from the evidence about 
non-testamentary guardianship, it  could be that the compulsion referred to 
by Lysias (19. 9) falls into this category (see p. 300 above).
The action elg eiuTpoTTfjQ &ia&iKcccnav w ill have taken place when 
more than one claimant to the guardianship appeared: whether a w ill was 
produced by one of the parties, or the claims were made simply on the basis 
of relationship. A &ia6ii«xcna was presumably needed also If two relatives 
each said that the other ought to be the guardian. A disputed case would 
have been referred by the archon to court for decision by the jury.18 An 
outline has been given above, as far as Is possible from the evidence, of the 
order of priority in accordance with which the jury was required to give its 
verdict. A w ill, of course, if accepted as genuine, took precedence over any 
other basis of a claim.
What the archon’s duties were beyond this in relation to the 
appointment of guardians, the paucity of evidence prevents us from saying 
with certainty. Aristotle lists shortly after the actions for establishing 
guardianship and for deciding between claims to guardianship, a case simply 
called £ t t i T p [ o T r ] o v  o c O t o v  What this accusative and Infinitive
construction grammatically depends on Is not clear from the context, which 
begins by listing ypcccpcu and &u«xi with the genitive, as in op<pav<2>v 
kockcoctecos, then slips into the construction els with accusative, as in eIq
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eTUTpoTTfjQ KaTacrTacriv, and then has this isolated accusative and infinitive. 
Beauchet says that it  refers to the obligation of every testamentary or 
statutory guardian to declare to the archon his intention of exercising the 
guardianship, so that the archon might confirm his claim.19 But It seems 
more likely that that would be the firs t step in what would become an 
action e ig  eTUTpoTTfjQ KccToccrTacriv or e lg  eTTiTpoTTfjs 6 ia & iK a c n a v ,  rather than a 
completely separate action.20 Harrison suggests that the expression might 
refer to cases which arose out of the compelling of a reluctant guardian to 
undertake his duty, perhaps through the action of o pouXopevog, or out of a 
challenge to the right of one who had assumed the position of guardian to 
hold it.21 None of the other interpretations given by translators and 
commentators appears to explain the phrase satisfactorily22
Duties of a guardian towards his ward's person
A guardian's duties with regard to his ward were twofold: the care of 
the person of the orphan, and the administration of the property until the 
orphan came of age. One of his primary duties in the former of these 
aspects of guardianship was the provision of a home for the orphan under his 
care. From the orphan's point of view, especially an infant orphan, one of 
the most significant aspects of life must have been the place of the orphan's 
mother in his or her life, in particular the mother's continued presence or 
her removal to another household. It often happened that the widowed 
mother married her children's guardian, In which case the orphans would 
have had the same home as their mother. Phormlon, as we have seen, was 
made the guardian of Paslon's child and given the child's mother In marriage 
(Dem. 36. 8). A similar arrangement was made by Demosthenes's father 
before he died (Dem. 27. 5, 28. 16), although Aphobos apparently did not 
marry the widow, after taking, according to Demosthenes, her dowry (27. 13
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- 17, 56).
These provisions are sufficient to show that the law attributed to 
Solon (D.L. 1. 56), that a guardian may not marry the orphan's mother (and 
that the person to whom the estate passes on the orphan's death may not be 
his guardian) either never existed or had become obsolete by the fourth 
century, I. E. Karnezis has attempted to show that this law s till operated in 
Athens in the age of the orators, but the evidence contradicts the 
conclusions which he draws.23 Karnezis’s argument that Aphobos was not 
entitled to marry Demosthenes's mother while Demosthenes was a minor is 
based partly on the assertion that the testament of a father with minor sons 
was not valid unless the sons died before reaching puberty. This contention 
appears to be supported by Dem. 46. 24:
0 t l  a v  y v r ic r ic jv  o v t c j v  i/iecov o t t o c t t i p  6 io c8 fjT a i eav aTTo&avcocjtv
0 1  u L e i s  T T p lv  e m  & L E T e g  T ) 0 a v ,  t t )v  toO  7 T a T p d < ;  & ic c 8 t )k t )v  t c u p t a v
etvou.
But even if the &ia8ecr8ca of this law is taken to mean testamentary 
bequest of goods rather than creation of an heir by adoption, it must be 
admitted that in the fourth century at least, a man was free to make limited 
bequests to his widow, as is shown by the w ill of Paslon (Lys. 32. 6; cf. Dem. 
36. 34, 45. 28). Such bequests did not greatly detract from the value of the 
estate. (Konon’s bequests to his nephew and brother were rather large - 
though s till less than a fifth  of his estate - but the fact that much of his 
property lay outside Attlka, in Cyprus, may be significant: Lys. 19. 39 - 40.) 
Accordingly Demosthenes does not object to his father's bequests to his 
widow and daughter and to the guardians24 Karnezis furthermore would 
have his readers believe that the giving of Demosthenes's mother to Aphobos 
was done merely by w ill, and says that If Demosthenes's father had wished 
them to marry at once he could have given Kleoboule in marriage on his 
death-bed. But that is precisely what he did, according to Dem. 28. 15 - 16. 
Finally, it  is inconceivable that Demosthenes should represent his father as
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having given his wife In marriage to Aphobos, along with the use of the 
family house, with the Idea In mind that "If he made these men even closer 
in their relationship to me, their guardianship of me would be none the 
worse because of this additional relationship" (27. 5), If marriage between a 
guardian and his ward's mother was prohibited In Demosthenes's day.25
There was, then, no legal obstacle In the way of Aphobos's
marriage to Demosthenes's mother while Demosthenes was a young orphan In 
his care. There are further indications In the orators that such an
arrangement was fairly common. When the brothers Nauslmachos and 
Xenopelthes claimed damages against their guardian's children after the 
guardian's death, one of those claimed against spoke of the disgraceful 
business of bringing such an action so many years later, when almost 
everyone who had knowledge of the guardianship was dead, Including the 
orphans' mother who "knew all about It" (Dem. 38. 6). This Is similar to
what Is said of the mother of Paslon's children In Dem. 36. 14, who had
married the younger boy's guardian, and it  probably implies that the mother 
of Nausimachos and Xenopeithes was living In the same household as the 
guardian and her children, although there Is no direct evidence of this. 
Astyphilos, In lsaios 9. 27 - 29, was taken into the home of Theophrastos, 
who had married the boy's mother. Although the speech does not state that 
Theophrastos was guardian to Astyphilos, he is recorded as having 
performed the duties of guardianship: he educated him, planted his estate 
and farmed It and handed over the property to Astyphilos when he came of 
age. We may assume, therefore, that Theophrastos was his guardian, and 
that he had been appointed as such by a w ill or possibly by the archon. There 
Is no evidence to support the Idea that the man who married an orphan's 
mother automatically became the child's guardian.26
On the contrary, when a widow married someone other than her 
children's guardian, the mother and orphans could be separated. It was the 
duty of guardians to decide where their wards should live, unless specific
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arrangements had been made In a w ill, and most would have taken them Into 
their own houses. The speaker of Lysias 32 gives the Impression that after 
the firs t year of their orphanhood the children of Diodotos had a different 
place of residence from that of their mother and her new husband. During 
the firs t year mother and children had all lived In Pelraleus, presumably 
together, but afterwards, when their stock of supplies there began to be 
exhausted, their guardian sent the children up to the city and gave their 
mother, his daughter, In marriage (toOq | j e v  TTcct5a<; e lg  a c j r u  ocvocTTeuTTei, t f )v  
6e p riT ep a  ocOtcov 6k6 i6c jc tiv , 32. 8). Demosthenes says of his mother, "We 
are her only children, and for our sakes she passed her life In widowhood", 
perhaps implying that If she had been remarried her children would have 
suffered In some way, perhaps by being deprived of her company (Dem. 29. 
26). But Apollodoros, whose guardian was his father's brother Eupolls, was 
taken In by his mother's new husband Archedamos to live with his mother 
and stepfather, because Archedamos could see that Eupolls was depriving 
Apollodoros of all his property (Is. 7. 6 - 7). That Archedamos probably did 
not become Apollodoros's legal guardian is shown by the fact that he waited 
until Apollodoros came of age before helping him to recover his property. 
This case shows that a man who married a widow could, presumably with 
the consent of the orphans' guardian, take his wife's children under his roof. 
For young children, accustomed to spending all their time In their mother's 
company, It would have been more traumatic to be deprived of her presence 
than of their father's. Perhaps It was customary for infants whose father 
had died to remain with their mother while very young, and only later to 
take up residence with the guardian - but this Is only conjecture. It was 
also at the discretion of guardians whether orphan siblings were kept 
together or assigned different homes. We learn from Plato's Protagoras 
(320 A) that Perlkles removed Klelnlas from the Influence of his brother 
Alklblades by sending the former to live with Arlphron, Perikles's 
fellow-guardlan.
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Another of the guardian's most important duties was to provide 
food, clothing and other necessities for the orphan or orphans in his care. 
Lysias's speech Against Diogeiton (32) gives us a good idea of what a 
guardian was expected to provide, and of the probable expense. Diogeiton had 
denied part of his debt to his wards' estate, but eventually admitted to the 
rest and produced receipts and expenses amounting to 7 talents and 7000 
drachmas for the maintenance of two boys and their sister for eight years. 
This works out at 5 obols a day for food; for shoes, laundry and hair cutting 
he had no monthly or yearly account but reckoned it all together for the 
whole time, at more than a talent. He said that he paid 5000 drachmas for 
the father's tomb, of which only half came out of the children's money 
(although the speaker alleges that Diogeiton did not pay anything towards 
the tomb, which cost 2500 drachmas). For the Dionysia he produced an 
account of 16 drachmas as the price of a lamb and charged half to the 
children. For other festivals and sacrifices he charged the children over 
4000 drachmas, counting In other sundries to make this total. He also 
equipped a trireme, along with another citizen, for 48 minas, and charged 
half of this to the children's account (20 - 22, 24). This inflated account of 
expenses is rejected by the speaker, who gives his own reckoning of what 
ought to have been spent, at the very most, on two boys and a girl, a 
paidagogos and a female slave, at 1000 drachmas a year, a litt le  less than 3 
drachmas a day (28). This evidence was being presented to a jury well 
acquainted with the cost of living, and so we have to accept that it  would 
have been possible to provide for three children for such a sum. 
Demosthenes does not mention that he and his sister had slaves to attend 
them while they were under guardianship, but they probably had. He 
certainly had teachers, though he claims that Aphobos deprived them of 
their wages (27. 46). Perlkles provided a paidagogos, a slave, for his ward 
Alkibfades (PI. AlkA 122 a).
Lysias 32 shows that the expense of maintaining orphans was to
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be defrayed from the orphans' property. If the orphans had none, the 
guardian apparently had to provide It himself, which could In some cases 
prove a heavy burden: the speaker In Lysias 19 claims that he has none of the 
property of Aristophanes, the wards' deceased father, but Is In fact owed 
money from the estate, and has not recovered their mother's dowry (32). All 
of the family property that appears to have survived Is about 1000 
drachmas' worth of personal effects (31), hardly enough to support three 
children for several years.
If a guardian neglected to maintain his ward, It was the archon's 
duty to exact maintenance, according to Arlst. At/?. Pol. 56. 7: tovq
e n i T p o T T O u q  eocv p f |  5 i & c j c t i  t o l q  t t o c I c t i v  t o v  c t i t o v  o v t o q  e i c m p a T T e L
Presumably failure to provide adequate maintenance was one of the things 
for which a guardian could be prosecuted by e lC T o c y y e X ia  x a x u o e c o Q  o p c p a v c b v , 
over which the archon presided (see pp. 315 - 316, 320 - 322 below). A &ixn 
ctltovj is mentioned in Bekker's Anecdota Graeca (238. 7 - 9) as a kind of 
suit instituted against guardians who did not provide maintenance ( c t i to v  x a l  
Tpocpag) for orphans and their mothers. A 6Cxn could not be brought by o 
3ovj\6nevo<;. But presumably It could be brought by a guardian against a 
fellow-guardlan who refused to provide his share of the maintenance. 
Perhaps It could be brought by a relative of the orphan who was not one of 
his guardians: In Dem. 27. 15 we learn that Demochares, the husband of 
Demosthenes's aunt, "had words with" Aphobos over his failure to provide 
c tito q  for Demosthenes's mother (and about his unwillingness to let the 
property). Perhaps Demochares was able to threaten Aphobos with a 6ixn
C T I T O V .
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The property of orphans
The subject of the administration of the property of orphans by 
their guardians is a large one and various aspects of It have been examined 
by scholars in detail.27 The succession of orphans to their fathers’ estates 
upon coming of age, and the problems that might be encountered, are outside 
the scope of this thesis, which is concerned only with the Infancy of 
children. It w ill suffice therefore to give a fairly general account of the 
duties of guardians towards their wards’ property, and the legal redress 
available in cases of maladministration.
It was the duty of a guardian to look after his ward’s property and 
to hand it  over to the ward when the latter reached the age of majority, 
along with an account showing how much had been spent on the ward's 
maintenance and how much Income the estate had generated.28 The guardian 
had certain powers over the property - he became kvploq of it  (Is. 1.10; 
Dem. 28. 16,36.22) - and certain obligations. The prime obligation and the 
most general one was to look after the Interests of his ward: thus when an 
orphan’s adult brother was found to be dissipating their common, as yet 
undivided, estate at an alarming rate, the guardians, against the 
instructions In the w ill, divided the property Immediately between the two 
sons, In order to preserve for their ward his share of the capital (Dem. 36. 
8). Kleonymos looked after the affairs of the orphans In his care "as if they 
were his own" (Is. 1. 12). Guardians had a specific obligation to manage 
their wards’ estates In such a way that, If at all possible, they produced 
Income. Theophrastos, we are told, acting In the capacity of guardian to 
Astyphilos, planted the boy's estate and farmed it and doubled its value (Is. 
9. 28). It Is part of Demosthenes’s accusations against his guardians that 
not only did they misappropriate much of his capital, they also mismanaged 
his property In such a way that a potentially profitable estate produced 
nothing (Dem. 27. 47 - 48, 50, 60 - 61). Demosthenes claims that questions
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about the mysterious non-existence of income from a large estate were 
asked by the arbitrator, and that Aphobos had no reply to make (27. 50).
One way of obtaining Income from an orphan's estate was to let 
the entire estate out, t 6 v  o i k o v  (iicrdoaai, land, liquid assets and all. A 
father might Instruct that this be done In his w ill, as Demosthenes claimed 
his father had done (Dem. 27. 40; 28. 15; 29. 29, 42, 59), although his 
guardians denied It (28. 5, 7). If there was no mention of leasing the 
property in the w ill, a guardian might s till arrange for this to be done, thus 
ensuring a return on the orphan's capital and ridding himself of the burden of 
managing the estate. Laws existed about the leasing of orphans' estates, 
but they no longer survive (Dem. 27. 58). It appears that the laws permitted, 
but did not compel, a guardian to have his ward's estate leased.29 A guardian 
who was accused of neglecting his ward's Interests by falling to have the 
* estate leased could defend himself by showing that he himself was 
managing the estate profitably (Dem. 27. 59; 38. 23). A guardian did not let 
the estate himself. The procedure for leasing was laid down by law: the 
guardian requested the archon to lease the estate, and an auction was held 
under the archon’s supervision and In the presence of a jury. Objections 
could be made by anyone who had evidence of an Irregularity in the request. 
The lease went to the highest bidder. Two or more persons could put in a 
joint bid for the lease, and the guardian could bid for it  himself, as is 
evident from Isalos 6. 36 - 37, where the speaker accuses his opponents of 
attempting to get hold of Euktemon's property by having themselves 
registered as guardians of two boys whom they claimed had been adopted by 
Euktemon’s deceased sons: .. they requested the archon to let the estates
as being the property of orphans, so that part of the property should be 
leased In the children's names, and part put up as security and mortgage 
stones set up while Euktemon was s till alive, while they themselves, 
becoming lessees, would receive the income. On the firs t day that the 
courts met, the archon put the lease up for auction and they attempted to
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get the lease. But some who were present reported the scheme to the 
relatives, and they came and unfolded the business to the jurors, and so the 
jurors voted that the estate should not be leased". Insufficient detail about 
the plot makes it impossible to ascertain just how this scheme was to 
work, but it  does show that it was at any rate legal for a guardian to bid for 
the lease of his own ward's estate. This did not put guardians in an 
anomalous position, as has been claimed, since the transaction was not a 
private contract between guardian and lessee, but an arrangement made by 
the archon, at the request of the guardian, or at the request of another 
person (cf. prosecution by (pacnQ, see pp. 313 - 314 below), In the ward's 
interest.30 The leasing was In the orphan's Interest because It guaranteed 
the preservation of the estate and a certain Income from It: the lessee had 
to put up security - cnTcmnTuia - of an amount sufficient to guarantee the 
return of the estate. It could be In the guardian's Interest since, as we have 
seen, it  freed him from the responsibility of managing the estate, and It 
would have furnished him with an excellent line of defence If the orphan 
were to attempt to bring a 6 C k t i e m T p o T T n ?  against him In later years. A 
guardian who took the lease himself similarly simplified his 
responsibilities, In that, having returned the estate to the grown-up ward 
and paid the rent, he had satisfied his ward’s claims as far as property was 
concerned, while cutting the complications of his account and the risk of 
prosecution for bad guardianship to a minimum. Moreover, If he could 
extract more profit from the estate than was due In rent, he could get for 
himself an Income, unlike the guardian who managed his ward’s estate 
himself without taking the lease.
A number of open, mortgage stones, from Attlka and several other 
places exist, which were set up on property used as security against the
lease of an orphan’s estae. At the time of leasing the prospective lessee had
k
to offer to the archon security, usually in the form of real property, roughly
equal, presumably, In value to the orphan's estate, and the archon sent
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valuators to value both the property offered as security and the estate up 
for lease (Harp. s. v,ocTroTijiriToci k t \ . ,  I 51. 12 - 52. 6 Dindorf). It is possble 
that only the liquid part of the estate had to be secured In this way; any 
landed property would Itself have to be returned, so that all that would have 
been required was a prohibition on the lessee's alienating the orphan's 
land.31 In Isalos 2. 9 and 27 - 28 reference Is made to the partnership of 
Menekles In the lease of the estate of Nlklas's children: evidently Menekles 
was obliged to sell the property he had put up as security when the time 
came to deliver back the orphan's estate. The property he had put up as 
security was his share of some land owned Jointly by himself and his 
brother, and Menekles found himself Involved in a dispute with his brother 
about the sale of this land, but eventually he sold part of It and handed over 
7 mlnas and a talent to the orphan. Demosthenes tells us that the orphan 
Antldoros got over 6 talents out of an original estate of 3 talents and 3000 
drachmas, as a result of the letting of the property; Theogenes, who took the 
lease, counted out this money publicly In the Agora (Dem. 27. 58). This 
shows that the total rent due was paid as a lump sum when the lease 
expired.
Legal action could be taken by anyone who wished against a 
guardian who was required to have his ward's estate leased but did not do so 
(Including, presumably, those who failed to have the estate leased although 
It would In fact have been better to lease It, cf. note 29 above), or who 
acted Illegally In regard to the leasing. This was done by <pdcriQ and was 
called (potQiQ op<paviKoO o u o u  Whether It resembled other types of (pdais, in 
which a successful prosecutor received half of the sum paid In penalty by 
the defendant, Is unknown. H. J. Wolff argues that the (pdaig In connection 
with orphans' estates was quite different from the other known (pdaei?, and 
that It was not a criminal accusation, basing his argument on Harpokratlon’s 
wording 5 . Kcpdcns: K i y e i ( x i  pev k < x I e t t i  8 t i u o c t l o u  eyKXfinaTog, • • ■ ^ E Y E T a i  8 e
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kocI  € tti t q v  6p(p<mi«2>v oikcov (I 299. 7 ff. Dlndorf). He suggests that when the 
court decided In favour of the prosecutor of a guardian who had failed to 
have his wards estate leased, the conseguence was that the estate was 
then leased, not that the guardian suffered a penalty.32 Against this, if  we 
accept that Plato's provision on this matter In the Laws accurately reflects 
Athenian practice, It Is possible to hold that half of the penalty exacted 
from the convicted defendant went to o cpaivcov33 The only mention of cpacru; 
op(paviKoO olkoxj found In the orators Is In Dem. 38. 23, where the speaker 
anticipates and counters his opponents' claim that their guardians had not 
let their property with the explanation that "your uncle Xenopelthes did not 
want this, but after Nlkldes prosecuted him by cpaaig, he persuaded the 
jurors to let him manage It himself.'*
The speaker In Lys. 32 points out that the guardian Dlogelton "was 
permitted under the laws which deal with orphans . . .  to let the estate ..., 
or to buy land and bring up the children on the Income" (32. 23), cf. note 29. 
The wording of this shows that, like leasing of orphans' estates, the buying 
of land with orphans' money was permitted but not Insisted upon by law. 
The Lysias fragment (91) quoted In the Souda (E 55 Adler), which says, 
"Although the law Instructs guardians to put the property of orphans Into 
land ( eyyeiov), this man made us known as people with property at sea 
(vcojtikoOq)" should not be Interpreted to mean that all property of orphans 
had by law to be put Into land. This oratorical fragment does not contradict 
the Interpretation that the law mentioned the buying of land with orphans' 
money as a permitted course of action (perhaps laying down that i f  the 
money of orphans was Invested, It must be invested In land); the strong 
wording used Is intended to point the contrast between the sensible type of 
investment provided for by the law and the risky business of venturing 
orphans' money on bottomry, which If not explicitly forbidden by law, would 
not have been sanctioned by It. One of the accusations made against
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Dlogeiton was that he "sent off to the Adriatic a cargo worth 2 talents and 
at the same time he told their mother that the risky venture was the 
children's, but when It arrived safely and was doubled In value he claimed 
that the transaction was his own" (Lys. 32. 25). An example of the buying of 
landed property with orphans' assets Is provided by Dem. 38. 7, where the 
speaker claims that the guardians of Nauslmachos and Xenopelthes collected 
the debts owed to the orphans and sold some of their movables and slaves, 
and with the money bought landed properties (xcopta) and tenements
(c rw o iiaou  ).
The elcrcpopa property tax was one to which propertied orphans 
were liable, and their guardians took responsibility for paying It on their 
behalf (Dem. 27. 7 - 9, 36; 28. 4, 11; 29. 59; Is. fr. 23. 2 - 3). The speaker in 
Lys. 32. 24 evinces great Indignation In his accusation that Dlogeiton used 
some of his wards' money for his share In equipping a trireme: the state 
exempted orphans from Aqtoupyicci while they were children and for a year 
after they came of age.
Maltreatment of orphans by their guardians
The general term for maltreatment Is k o c k c o c jl q , but no definition of
exactly what constituted this exists in the ancient sources. There Is litt le
evidence for the maltreatment of the persons of orphans by their guardians.
Most of the speeches about orphans and guardians deal with disputes about
property rather than accusations of wrongdoing against orphans' persons.
The latter type of accusation Is mentioned In passing In Isalos 5, where
Dikaiogenes, the next of kin and guardian of Kephlsodotos and others, Is
accused of robbing his wards of their rightful property, and of depriving
them of the dally necessities of life, of buying up their family house and
demolishing it  to make a garden for himself, and of sending Kephisodotos to
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Korinth (In the army) with his brother Harmodioc instead of a follower (dvr 
cxkoKovQov). "This", says the speaker, "is the extent of his hybris and 
villainy" (10 - 11). Two of these specific accusations are about his 
treatment of his wards’ persons, and the significance of the charge about 
sending Kephisodotos in place of a follower lies presumably in Imposing on a 
person of citizen birth a duty normally assigned to a slave, perhaps implying 
meanness on the part of Dikaiogenes. In imputing oppu; to Dlkalogenes, the 
speaker is accusing him of wantonly depriving the children of their rights, 
but Dikaiogenes was not prosecuted for this, so that we cannot know 
whether a jury would have judged him responsible for serious harm to his 
wards. The allegation of OBpig was made, no doubt, with an eye to the fact 
that it was something which the law specifically required the archon to 
protect orphans from (Dem. 43. 75, cf. p. 318 below). One of the accusations 
against Dlogeiton touched on in Lysias’s speech of that name (32. 16) is that 
when Dlogeiton sent his wards away to provide for themselves, they were 
wearing worn-out clothes and had no shoes on their feet. The most common 
form of maltreatment to a ward's person would probably have been 
deprivation of adequate food and clothing. But there are few complaints of 
this in extant speeches, and no means of knowing how common it  was.
Another possible form of maltreatment of orphans would have been
their sexual exploitation, and Aischines mentions a law which says that if  a
parent or guardian hires a boy out for prostitution, the person who does so
and the person who hires him are both to be prosecuted (1. 13). But there is
no evidence that orphans were commonly the victims of sexual exploitation.
In a Lysias fragment (75), Pytheas, who was left as guardian of Teisis by
the latter’s father, is said to be Telsls's lover. But the ward, Teisis, is
already grown-up at the time of the incident recounted In the fragment, and
the guardian is not actually accused of having been his ward's lover while
the ward was a minor. Aischines (1. 158) recounts an Incident in which
Diophantos "the so-called orphan" brought a foreigner before the archon and
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accused him of having robbed him of 4 drachmas In an affair of male 
prostitution, and quoted the laws that Instruct the archon to take charge of 
orphans. But the details of the case are not known, In particular whether 
Dlophantos was prostituted by his guardian, or was already adult when the 
Incident described by Aischines occurred: the malicious litt le  story is only 
mentioned by Aischines In an attempt to associate Tlmarchos with male 
prostitutes. Protection of an orphan In such circumstances could be 
achieved not merely by means of the ypaqjfi ^Taiphaecjg, but by the 
e ic r a Y Y e \ ia  KaKQ creoQ  6p < p av6v , which was much more advantageous for the 
plaintiff.
When Menander makes one of his characters say, "If you are eager 
to do your duty by your son, you w ill have for him a true protector, not 
someone watching for him to die" (fr. 605 Koerte), he must have had In mind 
the sinister fate to which orphans with greedy and unscrupulous guardians 
were thought to be at risk. In Athens an orphan's guardian was often none 
other than the person who would Inherit the orphan's property If the child 
were to die. It Is possible that the law Diogenes Laertlos ascribes to Solon, 
that an orphan's guardian may not marry the orphan's mother and that the 
person to whom the estate passes on the orphan’s death may not be his 
guardian, discussed on p. 305 above, did once exist at Athens but had been 
repealed by the age of the orators, or It may be that a law similar to one 
known to have existed at Thurloi and ascribed to Charondas was mistakenly 
attributed to Solon.34 This law of Charondas stated that the property of 
orphans was to be looked after by the nearest relatives on the father's side, 
but that the orphans themselves were to be In the care of the relatives on 
the mother's side. The explanation given for this law Is that the mother's 
family had no interest In the Inheritance, and so would not plot against the 
orphan's life, while the arrangement deprived the father's relatives, who 
would Inherit, of the opportunity to plot, and encouraged them to administer 
the property well In case they should one day succeed to It (Dlod. Sic. 12.
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15), There is no reason to doubt the existence of this law. H. F. Jolowlcz 
suggests that it is spurious because there is no evidence that there was any 
need to protect orphans from the evil intents of those who stood to inherit 
their property.35 This seems an insufficient basis on which to declare that 
the law never existed; rather we should interpret the law as an indication 
that the lawmaker of Thurloi considered that some orphans did require to be 
protected from unscrupulous guardians.36
But in classical Athens, as we have seen, there was no prohibition 
on the care of an orphan by the person who would gain if  the orphan died. In 
fact this was the very person who was often required by law to act as 
guardian. The orphan was protected from ill-treatment at the hands of his 
guardian by the action eia-aYYeAToc xaK ucrecjg  6p<pav<3v, which could be brought 
by anyone who wished. The law which describes the archon's duties in 
respect of orphans and epiklerol says that he is to take action e& v &e T ig  
oppift) n Trent) t i  n a p d v o f io v  (Dem. 4 3 .  7 5 ) .  Although the definition of xaxcocrig  
is nowhere explicitly set out, It is, as we have seen, possible to Infer that 
it Included the starvation or malnourlshment of an orphan by his guardian, 
as well as serious cases of deprivation of the other necessities of life; an 
action, probably also e ia o c Y Y e X la , for maltreatment of parents (x o c x u a ig  
yov€uv) was possible In cases where aged parents did not receive the 
necessities of life, Including a home, from their son.37 (The possibility of a 
6Ckti c j it o v  for orphans deprived of adequate maintenance has already been 
mentioned, p. 3 0 9  above.) It would also have been possible for an accuser to 
argue that the sexual exploitation of an orphan, and violence done to him, 
were examples of x d x u a ig .  There can be litt le  doubt that the eiacxyyeXia  
KocKGOCTecog opqwcvcov could have been used In all the circumstances outlined 
above, even though all the cases In which It figures in the orators are to do 
with the protection of the orphan's property rather than person. This may 
have been partly because x&xudig of this kind would have been d ifficu lt to
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prove. It Is also possible that the availability of such an action, extremely 
favourable as It was to the accuser and perilous for the defendant, did much 
to prevent crimes against the persons of orphans (which would, after all 
have been so much less financially rewarding than stealing their property), 
and one would like to think that this accounts for the dearth of examples. 
But another possible explanation Is that Athenians were more concerned 
about protecting the property of orphans than about taking an interest in 
their personal welfare, and that they tended to leave the latter to the 
orphan's guardian or guardians. It has been conjectured, on the basis of 
phrases In Arlst. Ath. Pol. 56. 7, that the archon himself had a direct role in 
ensuring the welfare of orphans and eplklerol (and widows pregnant at the 
time of the death of their husbands), besides his duty to preside over the 
6 lkocl, Ypcc(pcci, e taocY Y eX ia i. and so on, that were brought before him.38 The 
same term Is used of his rdle both In this passage and in the law from which 
It appears to be derived: after listing the court cases about orphans and 
eplklerol over which the archon presided, Ath. Pol sums up
e m n e \e t T ] a i  6e koc!  tc jv  opcpavcjv kcci tc jv  ettLKXripcov . . . kcc!  
ic jp io g  6CTTL t o lq  oc&ikoOctlv eTUpaXXeiv f) e la c r /G iv  elg  t o  
fciKcccnripiov ( Ath. /to /56.7).
The law said:
o apxcov 6T ii|je \eLC j9c j t <3v  opcpavcjv koc!  tcjv eTUK\f)Pwv • • • 
to Otcjv eTTiiieA eiadcj kcc!  pr| eaTCJ O 0p i£e iv  |jr |6 € v a  TTep! t o v t o v q .
£&v 6e tlq  OPplCq n ttoiQ  tl Trapdvojiov, kOploq ^cttcj e u iB d W e iv  
KccTa t o  T e \o g  k t \ .  (Dem. 43. 75).3^
The term eTnpeXetcjQcxL may be understood as Indicating the archon s general 
duty to "have charge of" or "look after" orphans and epikleroi, which Is 
specified by the law, and by the Ath. Pol's lis t of cases, as his duty to hear 
and deal with cases of maltreatment, referring them on to the court where 
necessary, and his duty to appoint guardians In accordance with the law
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(this latter duty is not mentioned in the part of the law quoted in Dem. 43. 
75, but is clear from the Ath. Pol. 's catalogue). It is not necessary to 
interpret the archon's duty of eTupeXetadcci as an additional obligation to 
care for orphans in a direct, practical, or executive capacity, and Indeed it 
is d ifficu lt to see how he could have done so. The archon was, after all, not 
a social worker, and cannot be supposed to have been acquainted with the 
personal circumstances of all the orphans, eplklerol, and widows pregnant 
at the time of the husband's death during the year of his office. He had to 
rely on those who did have knowledge of these persons and their 
circumstances to bring any abuses to his attention.
The e iu q y v e X ia  KaK6crecjc oofflavcjv
The procedure in this kind of elaayyeXia was that any volunteer 
informed the archon of the maltreatment of an orphan by his or her guardian 
or guardians. The archon made a preliminary enquiry (ccvaKpiaig), and had 
the power to impose on an offender a penalty up to a certain lim it 
prescribed by law. But If he deemed the offence to deserve a greater 
penalty than that which he himself was empowered to Impose, he summoned 
the accused before a jury, giving him four days' notice, and stated the 
penalty which he thought appropriate. The accuser then conducted the 
prosecution. The jury gave its verdict, after hearing speeches from both 
sides, for conviction or acquittal. If they convicted, they voted again to 
choose between the penalty proposed by the offender and the penalty that 
had been proposed by the archon.40 It may have been the case that at some 
time before the fourth century when these rules obtained, it was entirely up 
to the archon to impose a fine or secure a conviction.41
The procedure was made attractive to the champion of the orphans
cause by the rule that the prosecutor did not have to pay the usual fees
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(irpvjTccvetov and TTapacrTacriQ) which were forfeited if the case were lost. 
Nor was he subject to the fine of 1000 drachmas, as was the prosecutor in a 
Ypouph, if be failed to get a fifth  of the votes. The time lim it set by the 
water clock was not used. If the prosecutor abandoned the case he was not 
subject to the usual penalty42 Thus the procedure by eiaayYe i^oc was much 
more advantageous to the prosecutor than was a ypoccpo. Even when the 
indictment or the action itself is called a YP«vh, It is safe to say that the 
actual procedure in such a case was by et(jaYYE^ T<x ^
In the event of conviction the jury selected the penalty by choosing 
between the respective proposals of archon and defendant. No particular 
penalty was specified by law. The firs t consequence of conviction must 
surely always have been that the guardian was deprived of the guardianship, 
and the penalties exacted could be severe, Including cmpTa, heavy fines, and 
confiscation of property.44 Juries were inclined to be sympathetic to 
orphans and to deal severely with those who wronged them.45
It seems likely that plaintiffs in such cases often exploited the 
tendency of juries to be swayed by feelings of pity for orphans. In Dem. 53. 
29 the jury is warned that the defendant and his friends w ill procure some 
orphans or eplklerol to s tir their feelings. Sokrates disdained to parade his 
sons before the jury and beg for acquittal (PI. ApoJ. 34 D), but others were 
not so scrupulous. The mock-trial scene in Aristophanes's Wasps (891 - 
1008, especially 976 - 978) gives us some idea of the scenes that took 
place in Athenian courts when children were brought in as mute but 
snivelling witnesses. Orphans presented in this way must have been the 
most effective means of all of Inducing juries to cast their votes for 
sympathy. The effect aimed at would have been very much like that of the 
appearance of children on the tragic stage, where they were always 
represented as undeserving victims of misfortune and usually remained 
entirely silent - small figures of considerable pathos. 46
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Isaios's speech On the Estate o f Hagnias (11) is a speech in defence 
against an elaayyeXla for maltreatment of an orphan. Theopompos was 
being prosecuted in this way by his fellow guardian, on the ground that he 
had not given their ward, the orphan son of Theopompos's brother Stratokles, 
a promised half-share in the estate of Hagnias, an estate which Theopompos 
had succeeded in having adjudicated to himself in a S i a S  i K O c c r i a  . 
Theopompos defends himself by denying that he had ever made such a 
promise and by pointing out that Stratokles's son had no claim to the estate 
in law: if he had had such a claim, he would have been able to put in his 
claim to the estate in the SiaSuacria . He rejects his opponent's suggestion 
that he is much wealthier than Stratokles's son and his four sisters and that 
he has been mean in his dealings with them, and claims that he has managed 
the orphan's property so as to increase its value. This part of the argument 
is not strictly relevant to the accusation and defence, but it  must have been 
usual in such cases for the jury to hear affirmations and denials about the 
relative wealth of guardian and ward, and accusations of meanness about 
money bandied about. Since Theopompos's son Makartatos later Inherited the 
estate of Hagnias along with the rest of this father's property, it is evident 
that Theopompos was successful In his defence against the ziaayyzXia.
The Sun eTKTQQTTfte
The etcjccYYeXia KaKucjecjs was available, as we have seen, for 
redressing wrongs against orphans while they were s till minors. But many 
orphans who fe lt that their guardianship had been badly managed were left 
to take action themselves when they reached adulthood. With the Sun 
eTUTpoTTnQ the law provided a means for them to sue their guardians for up 
to five years after the guardianship had ended (Dem. 38. 17).47 The most
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famous such cases are those instituted by Demosthenes against his 
guardians: "I instituted actions for guardianship against Demophon and 
Therippides and against the defendant (Aphobos) because I had been robbed 
of all my property. When my action against Aphobos firs t came to court, I 
proved clearly to the jury . . . that he along with them had robbed us of all 
that was left us . , (Dem. 29, 6).
Lysias s speech Against Dlogeiton (32) is a Siko eTTupoTTfjQ against 
Dlogeiton brought by the eldest of his wards, in which the speaker on his 
behalf is the female ward’s husband. In Isaios 7. 7 - 10 we learn that 
Archedamos saw that Apollodoros was being deprived of his property by his 
guardian and took him into his care, and when he became a man helped him to 
bring an action for guardianship, which was successful. In Lys. fr. 43 the 
speaker complains that the sons of Hlppokrates are bringing a groundless 
action against him, and that he had managed their property well and had 
handed It back to them.
The action provided a means for the plaintiff to compel the guardian 
to submit an account of his management of the guardianship and to pay 
damages if the court upheld the orphan’s claim. The two parties had to come 
before an arbitrator before the matter came to court (Dem. 27. 49 - 51). If 
the p la intiff failed to receive a fifth  of the votes, he had to pay a penalty 
(eTTcopeXia) of one sixth of the damages claimed, which went to the 
successful defendant.48 Damages were fixed by assessment and 
counter-assessment (Dem. 27. 67; 29. 8, 30). The speaker In Dem. 38, the 
defence speech in a 5uo which arose out of claims for damages
against the sons of Nausimachos's and Xenopeithes's guardian, mentions 
some of the advantages enjoyed by plaintiffs In a 6 u<ti eTUTpoTTfjQ: they play 
on the sympathy fe lt by juries for orphans, and even though Nauslmachos and 
Xenopeithes are now grown men they may be expected to weep before the 
court to e lic it pity (38. 19 - 20, 27).
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Female orphans
Everything that has been written so far in this chapter applies to 
male orphans, and to a large extent also to females. But whereas a male 
orphan on reaching manhood became legally responsible for himself, an 
Athenian citizen woman never did, and so the treatment of the orphanhood of 
females must have differed to some extent from that of males. Since we 
are concerned here with the infancy of children, it  w ill not be necessary to 
discuss in depth the marriage of female orphans - the area where the 
distinction between male and female orphans is most acute - but it is 
necessary to ask to what extent the guardianship of girls departed from the 
rules and conventions described so far in this chapter.
We saw at the beginning that Demosthenes's father provided for the 
future care of both his children before he died. He gave his five-year-old 
daughter to Demophon in marriage (^yyugjv) with a dowry, with instructions 
that he marry her when she reached a suitable age, in ten years' time (Dem. 
27. 5; 29. 43). Dlodotos Instructed that his young daughter be given a dowry 
of one talent, but did not betroth her to anyone (Lys. 32. 6). Aristotle's w ill 
gives his daughter to Nlkanor to marry when she is old enough, and in the 
meantime nominates him as her legal representative (kO p io ? ) and guardian, 
and gives further Instructions about her marriage If Nikanor should die 
before marrying her or before children are born (D. L. 5. 11 - 12).49 That a 
father could appoint for his young daughter a guardian other than the man 
who was eventually to marry her Is shown by Lysias 32; but it  would 
probably have been common for a father to do as Demosthenes's father did, 
appointing as guardian or one of the guardians, the man to whom he also 
betrothed his daughter by Although Demosthenes is not explicit about
the eTUTpouf) of his sister by his three guardians, his phrase Taa6pa9'hucov 
e l< ;  to c q  x £ tp o c< ; e v e 9 r |K e  T T O c p o c K a T a 9 f)K f|v  e T T O v o p a ^ c jv  ( 2 8 .  1 5 )  Strongly suggests
that the appointed guardians were to perform the same function towards
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both children.
When a female orphan's father had failed to appoint a guardian for 
her by w ill or inter vivos before his death, we must assume that, unless she 
was an epikleros, a guardian was appointed for her in exactly the same way 
as for a male orphan. When the girl grew up, her paternal grandfather or 
adult brother would have given her in marriage (Dem. 46. 18), if neither of 
these existed, and the girl was not an epikleros, perhaps she was given in 
marriage by her guardian.50 Presumably the guardian could marry her 
himself, if he wished. If a young girl's father died leaving no legitimate 
male heirs, the girl was an epikleros as well as being a female orphan. Such 
a girl was given in marriage by the process of eTu6iKacncc, with the object 
of providing a male heir to her father's property. It Is impossible to say 
with certainty from the available evidence whether the epikleros was 
assigned to her future husband by em5iKacrCoc as soon as she became an 
epikleros or only when she reached the age for marriage. If the former was 
the case, the successful claimant would have exercised the functions of 
eTTLTpoTTo? until he married her (unless he was himself a minor, in which 
case his guardian would have looked after the girl as well); if the epikleros 
was not given In marriage until she reached maturity, the question arises as 
to who looked after her t i l l  then, and there is no evidence to answer it.51 
The archon was of course responsible for male and female orphans alike: 
that Is, for seeing to It that they were provided with a guardian and dealing 
with complaints about the mismanagement of their guardianship. He also 
received the claims to the hand of an epikleros In em&iKacria or 6ia5iKccaia.
The duties of guardians toward female wards were the same as 
toward males, except that guardians had to continue providing for girls until 
they were married, and had to arrange the marriage of their female charges 
(unless the father had done this before he died). It would have been usual 
for the guardian to provide a dowry, if the girl's father had not already done
so in his w ill. If the orphans in his care had some property, the guardian
3 2 5
could have provided dowries for the female orphans out of this.
Female orphans could not be heirs to property in their own right as 
boys could. It would however have been possible for a father to leave his 
daughter a limited bequest in his w ill, as well as her dowry: any such 
property the guardian was required to preserve and defend. A considerable 
amount of property might be attached to an epikleros. This had to be 
inherited by her male issue, if she had any, and in the meantime would have 
been administered by her future husband or her guardian.
A female orphan could be maltreated in the same ways as a male, and 
it  would surely have been possible for an outsider to come to her defence by 
means of the elaayyeXia kcck6cjeco<;, even if  she was not an epikleros. 
Aristotle's words in Ath. Pol 56. 6 have been Invoked to maintain that, of 
female orphans, only eplklerol were entitled to such protection.52 But this 
Is not at all clear from the simple statement that the archon dealt with and 
referred to a court cases of maltreatment of orphans and maltreatment of 
eplkleroi. As a special category of orphan, with special rules governing the 
disposal of her property and her hand In marriage, it  is quite natural for the 
epikleros to be listed separately alongside the ordinary orphans of both 
sexes. The presence of ETUKXhpou kockuctecIn the lis t does not eliminate all 
other females from op<pavftv KaKuaecjg. If, as we have argued, the action 
opcpavcjv KaKCjaecjc applied to cases of offences against the person as well 
as property, It seems reasonable to believe that girls were afforded such 
protection too.
It Is likely that actions emKXripov; KaKuaecj? were only those brought 
against etutpottoi and kOploi for maltreatment to which only epiklerol were 
liable, that is, mismanagement or misappropriation of the property 
connected to the epikleros, or failure in some way to do their duty by her as 
an epikleros, and that maltreatment of eplklerol which did not involve 
Infringement of the special rules about eplklerol was dealt with by actions
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opcpavftv KaKticrecjQ.53 There is no extant speech belonging to a case of 
doayyeXla eTTLK^ npov KaKuaecog. In Demosthenes 37 we hear that 
Pantainetos had lumped in with various other charges against Euergos, an 
accusation that he had entered the apartments of the epikleroi and his 
mother, and apparently Pantainetos read out the laws about epikleroi in 
court. But he never brought the case before the archon, who was competent 
to deal with offences against epikleroi. This suggests that the ettiTpoTTog or 
k O p i o q  of an epikleros could himself accuse a person of an offence against 
the epikleros, such as a personal affront; this would not have been by 
eicraYYeXia, which was only used against guardians and relatives, but would 
nevertheless have been done before the archon.54 Epikleroi would have been
considered particularly to deserve legal protection, both because they were 
unable to defend themselves and because they were the vehicles by means of 
which an estate was kept in the family and transmitted to Its heirs.
Dem. 27 - 30 and Lys. 32 show that a grown-up male orphan who 
brought a 6 C kti ETUTpoimg against his former guardian would include the 
wrongs perpetrated against his sister in his accusations. Probably a 
grown-up female orphan could, in theory, have had her husband bring a 6 lkti 
eTTiTpoTTfjQ against her former guardian (if the two were different people) on 
her behalf, but this would seldom, if ever, have occurred, if only because of 
the extreme unlikelihood of a female orphan having anything but an 
insignificant amount of property.
In Gortyn the regulations for "heiresses", there called t t o c t p o i o k o i , 
were slightly different from those at Athens. In the Gortyn Code we find 
regulations for the treatment of ttoctpoiokoi too young to marry. When a 
girl became a t t c c t p o i o k o ? while not of marriageable age (that is, under 
twelve), her father's brothers administered the property, giving her half the 
produce, but if  there was no eTuf&Mcov - the kinsman entitled to claim her
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hand in marriage - the t t o c t p o i o k o q  had charge of all the property and 
produce and remained with her mother until reaching the age for marriage, 
and if she had no mother she was brought up by her mother's brothers 
(Gortyn Code VIII 51 53). A later modification of this law rules that in
default of an e-ruBaMcov or opTTavo&LKacrTai (not mentioned in the earlier 
codification), the ttoctpoiokoq shall be brought up by her mother, but paternal
and maternal relatives were to take charge of the property until she was 
married (XII 6 - 19).55
State maintenance of orphans
There Is some slight evidence that In an age prior to that of the 
orators, the Athenian state may have provided food for orphans (as distinct 
from M?r-orphans, a subject that w ill be dealt with shortly). Aristotle In 
the Ath. Pol. (24. 3) lists orphans among the beneficiaries of practical 
arrangements made by Arlsteldes In the early fifth  century for a sufficient 
food supply:56
KorrecTTricrocv 6 e  koc!  T O iq  n o M o t q  e v n o p ia v  Tpotpfjq, cScmep 'Ap ic t t £ l6 tic 
ei<jr)Yf|CKXTO- . . . 6 T i 6e  n p v iT a v e to v  koc!  o p tp av o ! « a l  & 6cj|jc jtc jv  
(pOXaKEQ- ccTTOtoi y & p  t o Ot o l q  a n d  t <2v  k o iv Q v  f) 6 iolktictl<; fiv*
These orphans were given maintenance at public expense. The source does 
not tell us when this privilege was firs t granted to orphans, nor that the 
orphans were those whose fathers had been killed In war, though it has been 
assumed by modern scholars that they were.57 Solon's name is connected 
with food (citToq) for widows and orphans by a late source (Harpokratlon sv. 
c j it o q , I 274. 1 - 4D1ndorf, repeated inSouda I  502 Adler): the information 
that Income for feeding women and orphans is called ctltoq Is here 
attributed to Solon's firs t axon and Aristotle's Ath. PoJ. This reference of
the lexicographers to Ath Pol. Is probably to 56. 7 (rather than to 24. 3,
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where the word c r t io g  is not used), where we are told that the archon exacts 
c t i t o q  from those guardians who neglect to provide it for their wards (cf. p. 
309 above). The ctitoq referred to In Solon's law need not have been given to 
orphans and widows bereaved by war. So, nothing is certain about cjitoq for 
ordinary orphans in Solon's time, except that it was the subject of a piece 
of legislation. It may be that Solon instructed that food be provided by the 
city for orphans and widows who had no other means of support and were in 
danger of starving.58
There is, on the other hand, abundant evidence that at Athens the 
children of men who had died in battle, fighting for their country, were 
given maintenance and education at public expense until they reached 
adulthood. A close look at the evidence is necessary to determine when and 
how this arrangement operated.
We learn from D. L. 1. 55 that Solon enacted that the sons of those
who died in battle be maintained and educated at public expense. We have
already noted Aristotle's reference (Ath Pol 24. 3) to the arrangements
made by Arlsteldes for the securing of a food supply, the beneficiaries of
which included orphans, though, as we have seen, ^/"-orphans are not
specified.59 The firs t mention of public maintenance of war-orphans by an
author referring to a practice of his own day is in Thucydides’s version of
the funeral oration of Perlkles (2. 46), where it is stated that the city w ill
henceforth ( t o  octto t o 0 6 e )  maintain the children of the fallen until they come
of age. What Perikles refers to here is a current practice already well
known to his hearers. The funeral speech of Aspasia, as reported by
Sokrates in Plato’s Menexenos, refers to the state maintenance of
war-orphans, in a context whose vagueness appears to embrace the
Peloponnesian War as well as later wars (cf. 246 A - c). The city, it  is
claimed, acts as a father towards the orphans while they are children, and
when they reach manhood sends them away with full military equipment
(248 D - 249 B). The character in Kratinos's comedy Pylaia must have been
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addressing a war orphan when he said, the city has educated you and 
maintained you with public money until adulthood (fr. 183 Kassel and 
Austin).
When war-orphans who had received public maintenance came of age, 
they paraded into the theatre at the Dionysia and a herald announced them, 
calling them by their patronymics, as young men whose fathers died in 
battle fighting for their country, and whom the city has maintained until 
adulthood (Lys. fr. 42 b, see note 60 below; !sok. 8. 82). At this ceremony the 
orphans wore the full armour given them by the city (Aischin. 3. 154).
In the Lysias fragment referred to, which comes from his speech 
Against Theozotides, we find vigorous opposition to what appears to be 
Theozotides's proposal to restrict the privilege of public support to exclude 
voQoi and adopted sons.60 Theozotides also appears as proposer of a decree, 
partly preserved on a stele excavated from the Agora, to give the sons of 
Athenians who "died violent deaths in the oligarchy coming to the aid of the 
democracy . . . because of their loyalty and bravery" an obol per day for 
maintenance.61 R. S Stroud has attempted to show that it was this decree 
for which Theozotides was opposed by Lysias’s client, rather than a decree 
restricting state maintenance to legitimate sons of those who died in wan 
He rests this Identification chiefly on the stipulation In the decree that the 
obol per day be given to sons of Athenians, thus excluding sons of metlcs, 
slaves and foreigners, and, as Stroud thinks, Illegitimate sons of Athenians, 
who met their deaths In this way. But even vo8oi and ttolotol could be 
Tiat8eQ ’A8rivaLcjv, and there Is in fact nothing in the decree to exclude them. 
Furthermore, when we look at the Lysias fragments, we find the speaker 
presenting the picture of the herald at the Dionysia ceremony proclaiming 
that the city has maintained these youths whose fathers died iv t v  ttoAeuv 
nayoiievoi, and then having to announce that bastards and adpoted sons are 
excepted because of Theozotides. This certainly gives the impression that
it was the privileges given to n^r-orphans from which Theozotides wished
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to exclude bastards 3nd sdopted sons, 3nd we should therefore reject 
Stroud's theory that identifies the propossl attacked in the speech with the 
decree of Theozotides found in the Agora. There is unfortunately no means 
of giving 3 secure dste to the proposals of Theozotides opposed in the Lysias 
speech, and Stroud's suggestion thst they belong to the period soon 3fter 
403/2 is on his own admission tentative. The dating of the decree found in 
the Agora to 403/2, on the other hand, based on the theory th3t the oligsrchy 
referred to is likely to be thst of the Thirty 3nd their successors the Ten, is 
rather better established. We do not know whether Lysias's client won his 
esse, but since no mention is made, in later references to the custom of 
giving war-orphans stste maintenance, of the exclusion of bastards and 
sdopted sons, it perhaps seems likely thst he did.
There is, however, some evidence, slbelt fragmentary, in the decree 
of Theozotides which is relevant to the question of stste msintensnce of 
orphans whose fathers were killed in war. If Stroud's reconstructionsof 
lines 10 - 11 and 16 - 19 are correct, it appears, respectively, that the 
amount given to war-orphans by the state was an obol per day and that it  
was distributed from the Prytaneion, and that before 404 they were paid 
this sum by the Hellenotamiai.
State maintenance of war-orphans, and the ceremony in the theatre 
that marked the end of the orphans' dependance, was, therefore, an 
institution s till alive at the end of the fifth  century. Did it  continue during 
the fourth century? In a speech of 330 BC, we find Aischines (3. 154 - 155) 
referring to the proclamation in the theatre as a thing of the past62 
Isokrates (8. 82) some years earlier, in 355 BC, also made a reference to 
this ceremony at the Dionysia, though in much vaguer terms than Aischines, 
in the past tense (TTapeicrfiYov). Some scholars have inferred from this that 
state maintenance of war-orphans had ceased by this time.63 But all that 
can be inferred from the Aischines and Isokrates passages is that the 
practice of making a proclamation and holding a parade had been
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discontinued. That war orphans continued to receive state maintenance 
during the second half of the fourth century (in particular during the years c. 
336 - 322) is proved by two pieces of evidence. Aristotle ( Pol 2. 5. 4) says 
that Hippodamos of Miletos proposed a law that the children of those killed 
in war should receive maintenance at public expense, as if this law had not 
previously been enacted anywhere else; but in fact this law exists at 
present in Athens and in other cities.64 And it is to state maintenance of 
war-orphans that Hypereides refers in his Funeral Speech, where he says of 
the dead of the Lamian War, in 322 BC, that the goodwill of their country 
w ill be established as their children's guardian:
ocroi 6e  T Tat6ag  K a T a \e \o iT ra C T i, f) T f j g  rra T p i& o g  e w o ic c  e t t it p o t t o q
oajTotg  tcov ttccl6 gov KccToccrrfiaeTcci (42).
The future tense of the verb has the same significance as onto toO&e in Thuc. 
2. 46, namely that state maintenance of the orphans to whom Hypereides 
alludes w ill begin now, from their orphanhood. (It should not be taken, as it 
seems to be by Stroud (1971) p. 289 n. 23, to mean that state maintenance 
of war-orphans had fallen into disuse until this point.) Public maintenance 
of war-orphans, therefore, continued throughout most, and perhaps all, of 
the fourth century.65
We know from literary texts of war-orphans who do not seem to have 
collected their daily obol. The children of Diodotos, who was killed fighting 
at Ephesos, did not receive any public money for their maintenance, as is 
shown from the detailed scrutiny to which their expenses are submitted by 
the speaker (Lys. 32. 20 - 28), Diodotos left enough money for this to have 
been unnecessary. Alkibiades and Kleinias, whose father was killed at 
Koroneia, were war-orphans, and it is highly unlikely that they, as children 
of a wealthy family, would have collected an obol each a day from the state. 
This was a means of support of which wealthy families would have declined 
to avail themselves. Indeed it is likely that the obol was intended only for 
those poor enough to need it.
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According to Plato (Menex. 248 E - 249 A) the responsibility for the 
care of war-orphans In Athens fell to the highest office of the state:
6ia(pep6vTCjQ tcov cxM cov tto\ itg 2>v ttpocttetocktcci (puXo ctteiv  ocpxo 
fjirep |jeYiCTTr| e c tt iv .
This can only mean the eponymous archon, who, as we have seen, was 
responsible for looking after all orphans of citizen families. The schollon 
on Dem. 24. 20 refers to the polemarch as the official In charge of 
war-orphans, but that Is probably a mistake.66 There Is a reference In 
Xenophon's Poroi (2. 7) to an ocpxh nowhere else attested for Athens: the 
6p(pavo(p\j\aKEQ. The context tells us litt le  about them. They must have 
existed at Athens as an apxh-' Xenophon mentions them by way of a model 
for a proposed board of pETou<o<p\j\aKe<;, saying, "And If we set up 
metolkophylakes as an office of state, just like orphanophylakes, and If 
there was given some mark of honour to those who brought forward the 
greatest number of metlcs, this too would make the metlcs more 
well-disposed . . .". The opcpavcxpOXaKE? have been discussed In the most 
recent commentary on Xenophon's P o ro i, by Philippe Gauthier.67 He 
concludes that the suggestion by J. H. Thiel, that the op(pavo<p\jXaKE<; were a 
board of officials with responsibility for war-orphans, Is the best 
explanation of their existence. The alternative, that 6p<pavo<pGXaKE<; played 
an Intermediate r61e between archon and etutpottoi for the care of all 
orphans, may, as Gauthier rightly says, be discounted because there is no 
mention of them In Arlst. Ath Pol 56. 6 - 7 ,  nor In Demosthenes’s speeches 
against his guardians, nor Indeed In any of the oratorical sources on the care 
of orphans.68 On the other hand, the omission of Aristotle In Ath Pol to 
mention the officials with responsibility for war-orphans Is not surprising, 
since he does not mention this special category of orphans at all.69 The 
conjecture that the 6p<p<xvcxpGXcckeq were responsible for war-orphans Is a 
plausible one, especially since It Is d ifficu lt to see what other functions
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they could have fulfilled. If this was the case, what exactly were their 
duties? Gauthier mentions the administration of war-orphans' property, but 
war-orphans would surely have had e t u t p o t t o i , just as ordinary orphans had, 
who would have managed any property belonging to their wards In the usual 
way. Another duty suggested by Gauthier is the overseeing of the proper 
distribution of public funds. This is something that did not have to be done 
for ordinary orphans, and so it may have required the attention of a 
war-orphan-official or officials. If Stroud's reconstructions and 
conjectures about lines 15 - 18 of the Theozotides decree are correct, the 
officials who had until 404 been responsible for paying war-orphans their 
dally obol may have been the Hellenotamlal. It could be that after the 
disestablishment of the board of the Hellenotamlal, optpavotpuXccKe? were 
appointed to discharge this duty.70 If Xenophon intended the comparison 
between (jletoikckpOXcckeq and op<pavo<p\jXaKe<; to extend beyond the firs t 
clause of his sentence, this might be evidence of a further duty discharged 
by op(pavo(pOXocK6Q, namely the keeping of a lis t of war-orphans, just as each 
of the (jeToiKO(p\jXaK6Q of Xenophon's proposal was to produce some kind of 
lis t of metics under his charge.71 There probably was a register of orphans 
entitled to draw a daily obol from the state, and if the 6p<pavo<pOXaKEs were 
Indeed responsible for war-orphans, they may well have been the officials 
charged with keeping the register. These, then, are two specific duties 
which can be conjectured to have belonged to the opcpavocpOXocKEQ. They may 
be reconciled with the passing reference In Plato's Menexenos to the duty of 
the [ieyiCTTri ocpxh to (puXaTTeiv war-orphans if we bear in mind that the 
ultimate responsibility for the welfare of war-orphans, as of ordinary 
orphans, did indeed lie with the archon, while the duties of the 
optpocvocpuXocKEQ were probably limited to the executive business of doling out 
obols and keeping a register. In time of war the large number of 
war-orphans may well have necessitated the appointment of special
assistants to the archon fo r th is  purpose.
If there was a l is t  of war-orphans, some kind of o ffic ia l enquiry 
would have to have been held into the status of children who claimed to 
qualify fo r it. There is in fact a reference to an inspection of orphans in the 
Constitution o f the Athenians fa lse ly a ttribu ted to Xenophon. W riting of 
annual business, the author says:
npog 8e t o u t o i q  ocpxocg 8oKipacjoci k o c !  8ia8tKaaat k o c !  opcpocvoug 
8oKipcccroci k o c i  cpuXccKocg 8ea|jcoTCOV KCCTCcCTTfjaoci. t c t O t c c  pev ocrcc 
ETF| (3. 4).
War-orphans are not e xp lic itly  mentioned, but i t  is d if f ic u lt  to seewhat 
other orphans would have required a &oKipcccncc. In Lys. 32. 24 the speaker 
mentions a 8oKipacncc which applied to orphans in general:
opcpccvotg o\)g t\ noXig oO povov TToci5ccg ovTccg oaeXelg
euoiriCTev, aWoc Ka! 6TT6i5ocv 8oKipoccj9cjaiv e v i o c v t o v  acpf|Kev 
aTTaacov t c o v  XqToupYiuv.
On the basis of th is  passage i t  has been maintained that a ll orphans had a 
special 6 o k i p c c c t i c c  to c e rtify  that they were able to take over the ir own 
property from  th e ir guardians. But Lysias's words do not say that they were 
scru tin ised qua orphans. A ll Athenian youths were subjected to a 
5oKipoccrioc on reaching the age of eighteen, before being registered in the 
deme. Orphans would have been scrutinised in th is  way along w ith  everyone 
else, so that there would have been no need fo r a special SoKipaaia of 
orphans to determine whether they were of age and en titled  to take over the 
management of th e ir property.72 The Lysias passage simply means that 
a fte r the 8oKipaaia to which a ll youths were subject, orphans were exempt 
from XflToupYiou fo r a fu rthe r year. The only orphans who required a special 
8oKipocoToc were war-orphans: they would each have undergone th is  only 
once, at the beginning of orphanhood, to ascertain that the fa ther was 
Athenian and had Indeed died figh ting  fo r Athens73
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None of the sources on war-orphans at Athens makes any explicit 
mention of female orphans. The reference is usually to ol TTcct&es, although 
sometimes to uietc (PI. Menex. 248 D; D. L. 1. 55). The ceremony in the 
theatre was obviously intended only for male war-orphans. But there is no 
reason to believe that their sisters would have been allowed to starve, and 
we may assume that a daily obol was allocated to girls too. it is possible, 
although there is no evidence, that female war-orphans whose families 
could not afford to dower them, were given a dowry by the state on reaching 
marriageable age, as was enacted in Rhodes in 305 BC (Diod. Sic. 20. 84. 3: 
cf. note 64 above).
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Notes to Chapter Four
1 E.g., Diodotos's children are orphans, and have a mother living, Lys. 
32. 23, 24; Charidemos is called an orphan, and his mother is s till living, 
Dem. 58. 32.
2 It appears that in the classical age the making of an oral w ill was
legal, though it  was more common to make a written one. I am indebted for
this information to Miss Denise Tucker, whose thesis Testamentary 
Inheritance in Athenian Law (University of Glasgow, M. Litt. 1988) I read 
before making the final revision of this chapter.
3 It is true that Lys. 32 does not explicitly say that the appointment
of Diogeiton as guardian was one of the provisions of the w ill left by 
Diodotos, but I think it is safe to assume that it was. Denise Tucker, 
though, doubts that it  was ([1988] pp. 207 - 208).
4 This is the Interpretation of Aristotle's w ill and household affairs 
in Tucker (1988) pp. 231 - 257 and Appendix I, "The positions of Nicanor and 
Nicomachus in the household of Aristotle", pp. 542 - 550. I have benefited 
in this chapter from her analysis of Aristotle's w ill and her discussion of 
the previous scholarship on the subject.
5 W. Wyse, The Speeches o f isaeus, Cambridge 1904, note on 9. 27. 6,
7 (p. 624).
6 Plato Aik. I 104 B, cf. Plut. Aik 1; also Lys. frr. 43, 75 (Thalheim).
7 Cf. Lys. 32. 3: outcjq a lc rX P ^Q  • • • eTTiT6TpoTrev|jevo\jQ Otto toO ttccttttou
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GJQ 0 \ j8 eiQ TTQTT0 T6 UTTO TCJV (JT|&ev TTpOOTIKOVTCJV 6V TT] TT6 A.6 L
8 Dem. 36. 8; 45. 37. Harrison, The Law o f Athens Vol. I, p. 99 and n. 
4 thinks that at least one of the guardians of a citizen boy had to be a 
citizen.
9 Harrison (1968) vol. 1 p. 101.
10 H. F. Jolowlcz, "The wicked guardian", Journal o f Roman Studies 37, 
1947, pp. 82 - 90) asserts that, although guardianship of this kind existed 
at Athens, it was not always needed, especially where there was little  
property Involved: if  a family was reasonably united, they might manage 
without much regard to the law (p. 83). I agree that It would have been 
possible for relatives of Athenian orphans who had litt le  or no property 
simply to assume responsibility for their care without recourse to the 
archon. But we must bear In mind that in some fairly poor families there 
may have been reluctance to undertake the care of unpropertied orphans, and 
that when two such sets of relatives each said that the others ought to be 
guardians, resort would need to have been made to the law, via the archon.
1 1 &IKCUCJQ y a p  o vo p o G e T fig , o ip a i ,  c jorrep  kcc! T a g  aTux^occ tcjv olkeicov 
K a i T a g  eK&ocjeig tcjv y w a iK c o v  T o tg  e y y v iT a T a  y e vo u g  n p o a e T a T T e  T T o te ta O a i, 
ovjTcog « a i  T a g  K X riP o voH L ag  K a i tt|v tcjv a y a d c jv  p e T o u a ia v  T o ig  a u T o ig  
aTTo8e8cjKev.
12 Cf. Is. fr. 6, from the speech Against Diok/es Concerning some Land
13 A e iv ia g  o toO TfaTpbg a5e \(p6g  eueTpoTTewev fp a g  8e tog  cjv optpavoOg 
o v T a g . Cf. 0. Schulthess, Vormundschaft nach attischem Recht, Freiburg
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1886, p. 65, L. Beauchet, Histoiro du droit pnvd do Id rdpublipuo dthdnionno, 
Paris 1897, Vol. II, p. 170.
14 Beauchet remarks that an Athenian would hardly have bothered to 
make a w ill if  he already had a son who was of age ([1897] II p. 175), But 
Aristotle made a w ill when his adopted son Nikanor was already adult (see 
p. 298 above). Although a man with sons had no need to make a w ill to 
dispose of property, he could make a w ill for other purposes, e.g. providing 
guardians for his young children, nominating a husband for his daughters and 
wife, freeing slaves, making small bequests, etc. Even though in the 
absence of a w ill the guardianship would devolve by law on a certain person, 
such a father might s till wish by means of a w ill to make his choice clear 
and make absolutely certain that no rival claims would be countenanced.
15 Schulthess (1886) p. 67.
16 Wyse (1904) note on 5. 10. 1, 2 (p. 417).
17 Is. 6. 36 has been used as evidence that registration of testamentary 
guardianship was required: Androkles and Antidoros (and possibly others not 
named) have themselves declared guardians of Euktemon's two sons (said to 
have been born of a liaison with Alke) after Phlloktemon and Ergamenes, the 
boys' guardians, had died (though the main thing that is here registered with 
the archon Is the posthumous adoption of the two children by the deceased 
elder sons Of Euktemon): cxTToypatpoucJi t u  TTat&e to u tc j  npos to v  a p x o v T a  tig  
et<7TT0if|Tcj t o Iq  to O  EOkttiijlovo? u e a i to iq  TeAevTfiKOCTiv eTTiypavocviec crcpag 
ocutoOq GmTpoTTouQ. But If this action Is a 1 so a registration of guardianship 
it is not necessarily a testamentary guardianship: there is no mention in the 
speech of the w ill which some scholars have Imagined Androkles and 
Antidoros produced on this occasion (Beauchet [1897] II, p. 184, Schulthess
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Nikostratos's estate was Amenlades, who "appeared before the archon with 
a son of Nikostratos's under three years old, although Nikostratos had not 
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for marriage (otocv hXuaccv €X0 - toOto 8' ejaeMev elg 6toq 86k6ctov
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Horos Inscriptions, New Brunswick 1951, pp. 38 - 44; H. J. Wolff, 
"VerpSchtung von MundelvermGgen In Attlka", Festschrift Hans Lewa/d, 
Basel 1953, pp. 201 - 208; 0. Schulthess In Pauly’s RE s v MictBcoctiq oikov.
28 Dem. 27. 48 - 50, 60 - 61; Lys. 32 passim; Lys. fr. 43; Is. 9. 28 - 29; 
Is. frr. 22, 23.
29 Lys. 32. 23: kcutoi el e0ou\eTO 5ikocioq eivoci nepl touq ttcciSocq. e£fjv
( X U T ( £  KOCTOC TOVQ VO^tOV^, oi K61VTOCI TTepl TGJV OpqKXVUV KOCl TOIQ OC&VVOCTOIQ TCJV 
ETTlTpOTTCJV KOCL TOIQ 8\JVOCp6VOlQ, pLCJ^COCJOCl TOV OIKOV a T T f|\\0 C y (i6 V 0 V  TToWcOV
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T T p a y iia T c o v  f| yf\v  n p ia p e v o v  ek t q v  ttpoctiovtcov toOq T T a i5 a g  Tpecpeiv. Cf. Dem. 
27. 5 8 .  to u tc p  y a p  E $n v  p r |8 e v  toOtcov tcov T rp a y p a T c o v , ( iiC T Q c o a a v T i to v  
oiko v  KaTd ToxjTouai toO ? vopov;?. When Demosthenes in his third speech 
against Aphobos points out that Aphobos did not lease the estate "although 
the laws ordain it and my father wrote it in his w ill" (tgov vopcov keXeOovtcov 
Kal toO  TTaTpo? ev Tfj 5ia8f|Kf) ypavavToq, 29. 29), he is evidently not saying 
that the laws compel guardians to lease their wards' estates. The verb 
keAeveiv here means something like "permit" or "provide for": it  signifies 
that if  the guardian decides to lease the estate, the laws prescribe the 
procedure by which it must be done. D. M. MacDowell has shown that this 
usage is known from several other classical references to laws, and that it 
must be the sense of Demosthenes's words here. He suggests that the law
on the leasing of orphans' estates may have read "If it  seems better
(BeXtiov) for the estate to be leased", followed by the procedure to be used: 
"The authenticity of Demosthenes 29 {Against Aphobos HD as a source of 
information about Athenian law", in the forthcoming volume of Symposion 
(1985). I am grateful to Professor MacDowell for letting me see the 
typescript of this article.
30 Pointed out by H. J. Wolff (1953) In answer to reservations such as 
that expressed by Wyse (1904) pp. 526 - 527. Cf. also Finley (1951) pp. 38 - 
44, especially p. 42, and Harrison (1968) I, pp. 105 - 107, 293 - 296.
31 Harrison (1968) I, pp. 256 - 257, 293 - 296 gives a full discussion.
32 Wolff (1953) p. 207.
33 PI. Laws 928 C. Cf. Harrison (1968) I, p. 116 and n. 1.
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34 Cf. F. E. Adcock, Literary tradition and early Greek code-makers", 
Cambridge H istorical Journal 2, 1927, pp. 95 - 109, see p. 107; E. 
Ruschenbusch, Z o A o v o g  N o j j d i, Die Fragmente des SoJonischen
Gesetzeswerkes m it einer Text- und Uber/ieTerungsgescbicbte, Wiesbaden 
1966, F 131 and p. 44.
35 Jolowicz (1947) pp. 82- 90.
36 See pp. 327 - 328 above for the care of ttcxtpolokoi at Gortyn by the 
maternal relatives. But this is not really similar to the Charondas law, 
since the t t c c t p o i o k o q  was not an ordinary orphan, and her person would in 
any case be handed over to the man who would, in the event of her death 
before bearing children, probably inherit her property, when she reached 
marriageable age and married him.
37 Lys. 13. 91; Aischin. 1. 28; Dem. 24. 103, 107; Arlst. Ath. Poi 56. 6.
38 Rhodes (1981), comm, on Atb. Pol 56. 7, pp. 633, 635: eTrmeXeiTjai 
h i  kccI t c jv  [opcpjavcjv k t \ . :  “It is easy to understand that in archaic Athens 
the archon's obligation to care for those who had been bereft of their kO pioq  
may have Involved substantial executive duties; what duties he retained in 
the classical period beyond acting as eicrayoucra apyh for lawsuits 
concerning them Is not clear On «od touq eTTupoTTovg,] eav pf| [Si]8cocri . . . 
eicjTTpaTTei: "Wards during their minority were not legally In a position to 
complain of Injustice on the part of their guardians, so this may be a 
matter in which the archon had the right of Initiative and was expected to 
see for himself that wards were not deprived of their due . . .: no doubt he 
would only exercise this initiative In particularly flagrant cases of 
injustice". Harrison (1968) Ip. 102 n. 2 says of eTupeXeiTkci h i  kcc! t c o v
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[opcpjocvcjv Kcu tcjv eTTiK\f|pcov Kai tcjv ywccikgjv octocl a v  Te\e\ji[r|CTavTOQ toO
av6p]og o-kt^ [tttco]vtocl kueiv: "th is indicates clearly that the archon's duty to 
look a fte r the interests of orphans, heiresses and pregnant widows was not 
confined to his d irection of court proceedings"; cf. p. 103: "s ign ificant 
executive duties" are suggested by the above passage.
39 Cf. Aischln. 1. 158: Diophantos Quoted Toug vopoug  . . .o'C k6\€uouot 
tov a p y o v T a  tcjv o p tp avu v  eTTi|ie\etcr8cci (Cf. p. 317 above). Also Dem. 37. 46: 
Pantainetos never brought a case of alleged wrong-doing against epikleroi 
to the archon ov tcjv toioxjtcjv o l vojjol KeXevovcnv eTupe\eio,8ai.
40 Dem. 43. 75; A ris t. At/). Pol. 56. 6. Cf. Dem. 37. 46. Harrison (1971) 
II pp. 4 -  5, (1968) I pp. 117 -  119; Beauchet (1897) II pp. 276 -  290.
41 E. Ruschenbusch, Untersuchungen zur Geschichte c/es Athenischen 
Strafrechts, Koln 1968, pp. 54 -  55; Harrison (1971) II p. 4; MacDowell 
(1978) p. 94.
42 Is. 3. 46 -  47, 11. 31; Harpokratlon S. K e L a a Y Y e A i a  and xcxKCJcrecjg (I 
104. 17 -  19 and 167. 5 -  13 Dindorf); Dem. 37. 45 f., 58. 32.
43 Dem. 58. 32; Men. fr. 279 Koerte; Is. 11. 28. Harrison (1968) I pp.
117 -  119; MacDowell (1978) pp. 94 -  95.
44 Is. 11. 31: "he hopes to take my property and deprive me of the 
guardianship"; Dem. 58. 31: a fine of 10 talents; Is. 11. 13, 35: "to place me 
in serious danger" (ttepI  tcjv peyicrTCJv elg kiv&uvov «a9icjTavcci), "to undergo 
personal danger" («tv8vveveiv nepl toO crupcaog) -  he probably has in mind 
here the kind of r isk  to the ctcjmcc that meant aT ip ia , loss of c itizen  rights,
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rather than death, Is. 3. 47, 62: the severest penalties" ( ecrxocicu n^copiai), 
"he would have risked his person (cjcbuaTog) and his entire property", Is. 1. 
39: "the greatest penalties and the most extreme disgrace" (tcci? peyiaTocK; 
CnM-tocug koc! toiq ecrx&Toig 6vei5e(ji).
45 Dem. 58. 31, cf. 38. 20 and 53. 29.
46 I. Weiler, "Zum Schicksal der Wltwen und Waisen bei den Volkern der 
Alten Welt: Materialen fur eine verglelchende Geschlchtswissenschaft", 
Saeculum 31, 1980, pp. 157 - 193, see pp. 163 - 181, argues that the 
Greeks keenly appreciated the pitiableness of widows and orphans and that 
this motivated their practices towards them. For the representation of 
children in tragedy, see G. M. Sifakis, "Children in Greek tragedy", Bulletin o f 
the Institute o f Classical Studies 26, 1979, pp. 67 - 80.
47 5. Humphreys, The Family, Women and Death, London etc. 1983, p. 5 
points out that it  was often impossible to find a man oijside the household 
to champion the orphan’s cause against the guardian, and that the five cases 
for which detailed evidence exists In the orators were brought by the wards 
themselves against their guardians for mismanagement. "No one took action 
... while the wards were s till children."
48 That the eTioBeXta was Imposed in guardianship cases is shown by 
Dem. 27. 67: "If my opponent is acquitted . . .  I shall be liable to pay 
eTTuBeAta of a hundred minas". That it was paid to the defendant is shown by 
Dem. 47. 64.
49 The law that a female orphan may not marry her guardian (or her 
guardian's son) (Syrianus on Hermog. 2. 72 Rabe) was evidently not an
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Athenian one.
5 0  Dem. 4 6 . 18. fjv av  ^ y u ^ o n  s ttl 8 ik o u o iq  8 a p a p T a  e tv a i f| TraTfip fj 
aSe\(pog opcoTTaTOp h TTaiTTTog 0 TTpog TiaTpog. ek TauTTig e tv a i TTat8 ag yvrioTovg. 
eav 8 e pn^cig tl to O tc o v , eav pev eTUKXripog Tig 13, t o v  kO p io v  exeiv, eocv 8 e pf] o, 
otcp a v  eTTiTpev^, to O to v  kO p io v  e tva i. If otcp av  eTTupevn means "to 
whomever [her father] has entrusted her" this law gives no clue about the 
appointment of a husband for a female orphan for whose marriage her father 
had not made provision before his death. But such a girl must have had a 
guardian, on whom the duty of disposing of her hand would surely have 
fallen. Cf. Harrison (1968) I p. 20 n. 3 for a different view, that the duty 
would have devolved on the archon.
51 The father of Kalllppeleft her in Euktemon's care when he went to 
Sicily, where he died. Euktemon later claimed her hand as an epikleros, and 
married her. She had two sons, but they, according to the speaker, were 
born more than 30 years after her father’s death: Is. 6. 13, 46. All this 
shows is that a suitably qualified guardian could claim his ward’s hand in 
marriage, if  she was an epikleros.
52 Harrison (1968) I p. 112 n. 4, p. 117.
53 Is. 3. 46: Kai oOk av elcrhyyeAXeg updg t 6 v  apxovia KaKoOcr&ai t f|v
£TUK\ripov O tto  to O  ei,OTTOif|Tou oOTcog O0pi£opEvriv Kai a x X n p o v  tcov eaoTfjg  
TTaTpcpcov KaOiorapevriv, aMcog t e  Kai povcov to O tg o v  tcov & ik w v  a K iv 50 vc o v  Totg 
&lcokovjctiv oOacov Kai e^ ov t£> Bov>\opEvcp 8 o t |8 e iv  T a tg  eTTLKXfipoLQ;
54 Cf. Arlst. Ath Pol 56. 7.
55 Cf. R. F. Willetts, The Law Code o f Gortyn Berlin 1 9 6 7 , Kadmos
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Suppl. 1, PP. 26 -  27.
56 Plutarch in his Life o f Aristeides (37) reports that the statesman's 
own daughters were given in marriage from the Prytaneion and given 
dowries by the city of 3000 drachmas each, because Aristeides died a poor 
man, and that his son Lysimachos was given money and land, as well as 
payment of four drachmas per day. When Lysimachos died his daughter is 
said to have been granted state maintenance, "as much as the Olympic 
victors". No doubt these honours were bestowed out of a feeling of 
gratitude to Aristeides.
57 R. S. Stroud, "Greek inscriptions: Theozotides and the Athenian 
orphans", Hesperia A0, 1971, pp. 280 - 301, see p. 288; Rhodes (1981) 
commentary on 24. 3.
58 Stroud (1971) p. 288 cites Solon’s concern for the preservation of 
Athenian o I k o i  in support of this possibility.
59 A decree of c. 460 BC by the Eleusinians gives orphans some kind of 
special privileges In the Eleuslnlan Mysteries: !G I3 6c. 41 (= 5EG X. 6) lines 
122 - 125. Again, the orphans are not actually designated as the children of 
men killed In battle, but most commentators have assumed this to be the 
case. Entirely different reconstructions are glvenby each editor. Not in 
doubt is the reading toq 6pcpav6<; (line 124). But the lack of evidence about 
the context does not allow us to talk of an "explicit mention of 
war-orphans", Stroud (1971) p.288.
60 [o  & e ] t t o c v t c jv  8 £ i v 6 t o c t o v  e I  [ t o  kcc\ ] \ i c j t o v  t c o v  e v  t o i q  [v o p o li?  
K f i p v i y p a  0 e o £ o [ t i 8 ] t i<; 6 iocPccA.e I  K a i  v e O G o q  [ K a ] T a a T f ] ( T E i -  A i o w c t Co i q  y & P  
[o T a jv  6  Khpu£ a v a y o p E u n  t o v q  [opltpavouQ  u a T p o S E v  O tteittcov  [ o t i ] t £>v 5 e t c j v
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veaviCTKUv o'l TfaTepe? aTTeSavov ev Tcp no\epcp paxopevoi Cmep Tf|g ttcctpi6o<; 
av&peQ ovteq ayaOoi [Kai] toOtouq h TioXig eTpetpe |je[xpl] rj0f|g. evTaOOa 
TTOTepoc x^PLQ fTepi tcov TToiriTcov Kai tcov v6[9]cov avepel \eycov oti Toua&e 6ia 
0eo£cm6r|v oOk eTpecpev ^ TtavTag a[vayope]Ocov oijlolcoq [to\jq opcpavou? tcov] 
ttoititcov Kai tcov [v6]9cov [KaTaveucrebai nepl Tf|g Tpocpng Ottocji[cottcjv];
61 The Inscrip tion  Is published w ith  a commentary by Stroud ( 1971).
62 AiSChin. 3. 154: T i g  y a p  o w  a v  a \ y f | c r e i e v  d v d p c o t r o Q  ‘ E W r i v  K a i  
T T a i 6 e v 9 e i Q  e \ e \ j 9 e p i c o ? ,  a v a | i v r | ( j & e l Q  e v  t £> 8 e a T p c p  e K e t v o  y e .  e l  p r } 6 e v  e T e p o v .  
o ti to u tt] ttote tiq r i j j ie p c x  p e M o v T c o v  u c r n e p  v u v l  tcov T p a y c p 6 c o v  y i y v e a d a i .  . . . 
o  K f j p u ^  . . . 6 K f | p u T T e  to  kccMicttov K r i p v y u a  k t \ .  3. 155: to te  p e v  tocOt' 
e K n p u T T e v .  a \ \ '  o b  v O v .
63 Stroud (1971) p. 289 and n. 23.
64 Exactly which other c itie s  remains unknown. At Rhodes a decree 
was passed In 305 BC that the parents and children of those who died In 
ba ttle  should be maintained at public expense, the ir daughters given a dowry 
by the sta te , and th e ir sons, on reaching manhood, crowned In the theatre at 
the Dlonysla and presented w ith  a fu ll su it of armour (Dlod. Sic. 20. 84. 3).
65 It  has been suggested that when the ins titu tion  of the e<pn8eux 
operated In Athens, there would have been no need fo r public support of 
war-orphans: A. A. Bryant, "Boyhood and youth In the days of Aristophanes", 
Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 18, 1907, pp. 73 -  122, see pp. 87 - 
88 and p. 88 n. 2; G. Mathleu, Mdianges offerts d A - i i  Desrousseaux, Paris 
1937, pp. 315 -  316. This argument Is refuted by Chr. PSlekldls, Histoirede 
I'fyhebie attique, Ecole franpaise d'Athenes 1962, pp. 16 -  17, who points
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out that state maintenance of war-orphans would have ceased as soon as 
they reached adulthood (u^xpt h&ns) and became ftpnfloi.
66 Stroud (1971) p. 289 discusses the point and gives references to 
scholarship on the matter. It is, as he says,"difficult to see how [the 
polemarch] could have been called the (jeYiorri &PXh in Plato's day".
67 Phi 1 Ippe Gauthier, Un Commentairehistorique desPoroi deXenophon, 
Hautes Etudes du Monde Grdco-Romain III 8, Paris and Geneva 1976, 
commentary on 2. 7, pp. 68 - 72.
68 Schulthess (1886) p. 8 takes the view that the 6p<pavo(pCi\cci<eg might 
either have been officials appointed shortly before 355 (the date of Poroi) 
and after Demosthenes's speeches against his guardians 9 years previously, 
perhaps created to deal with a sudden upsurge in maltreatment of orphans, 
or simply a term for the archon and his TTape&poi, who together assumed the 
character of an orphans' commission. Schulthess (p. 9) backs up these 
suggestions by referring to Photios s. Kop<pavujTai- apxh £tt!  tcov optp avucov  
iva (jir|6ev a6iKcovTai (II 30. 10 Naber), saying that opqxmaTou was probably 
another name for op<pavo(p\j\aKeQ. But the classical sources are unanimous in 
attributing this function to the archon, and their testimony is to be 
preferred to that of Photios, as also to that of the Souda o 652 Adler:
OptpOCVlOTCOV- OpCpaVlOTOCL ElOTV o'l TOUQ Op(paVOUQ TpetpOVTEQ. 0  o p c p a v io ra i,
apxh AOfivn^L T& tgov opq>avcov Kptvouaa. Gauthier (1976) p. 70 suggests that 
the lexicographer mistakenly ascribed to Athens functions of officials 
outside Athens: op(pccvo(pO\ocKe<; existed at Naupaktos In the 2nd century BC 
where it  seems they had a role in protecting orphans' property, and also at 
Gorgippia (on the Bosphoros); optpavicnai at Histria protected the interests
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of orphans; and opTTavo& iKaciTcu were created at Gortyn (cf. Willetts [1967] 
p. 27).
69 The absence of references to opcpavotpGXaKeQ in sources later than 
Xenophons Poroi need not be attributed to the supposed discontinuation of 
state support for war-orphans in the fourth century, as Stroud thinks (1971) 
p. 290. The scarcity and nature of references to war~orphans themselves 
makes this absence understandable.
70 Stroud does not find it possible to restore the title  of the 
officiaKs) responsible for paying the orphans of the men who fell fighting 
for the democracy. The space in which their name must have appeared is 15 
letters long (tooiort for toq opcpavcKpOXaKocQ - though the right length for
to v  o p (p a v o (p u \a K a  !):
8 i8 o v o c i o a j [T o tg ...................... ^ ...............................« a ]8
aTTep [ t ] c j v  ev t c j i  [ ........................^ ............................ ]t
o q ‘EWnvoTaiJiia? (lines 16- 18).
It is also possible, as Stroud points out, that the same official or officials 
were responsible for paying war-orphans and orphans whose fathers were 
killed fighting the oligarchy, and that they were not the Hellenotamiai (if 
there Is a full stop before the end of line 17, with t Io q  ‘EWnvoTapiag 
starting a new sentence on a different subject).
71 Gauthier (1976) pp. 71 - 72 suggests that there may have been ten 
opcpavocpuXaKec, one to take responsibility for the war-orphans of each tribe. 
The idea of a distinction for the official representing the largest number of 
persons applies only to the putative lieToiKocpGXaxes, and not to the 
6p(pocvo<pG\oci<e<;, since no one would dream of congratulating the latter for 
having in his tribe a longer lis t of war-orphans than any of his colleagues.
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72 The information in Bekker Anec Or I 235. 11 ff, has probably been 
wrongly surmised from the Lysias passage: A c ^ t- i ia o ra ' 5 o K i| ja £ o v T a i  8e K a i
o i  etp' h ^ L K ia i;  o p q ja v o t, e l  8 w a * r a i  T a  u aT p cp a  n a p a  tco v  e m T p o n c jv  
aTToXaiiBavetv.
73 For different views see E. Kalinka, Die Pseudoxenophontische 
'Adrjyaicjy rioAireicc, Leipzig and Berlin 1913, pp. 283 - 284; Stroud (1971) p. 
291 and n. 30; Wilamowitz, "Von des attlschen Reiches Herrllchkeit", 
PhiioJogische Untersuchungen 1, 1880, pp. 1 - 96, see p. 26 n. 47; cf. W. G. 
Forrest, "The date of the Pseudo-Xenophontlc Athenaion Polltela", KJio 52, 
1970, pp. 107- 116, see pp. 113- 114.
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Conclusions
Of all the aspects of the ancient treatment of infants, exposure 
and infanticide have in the past been singled out for attention. It has 
naturally been found provoking that a barbaric practice should flourish in 
an immensely civilised culture. The incongruity is real, and attempts to 
diminish it,by showing that exposure was not significant or claiming that 
it  was not cruel, have not been found satisfactory.1 At best, they beg 
questions about what constitutes significance or cruelty. Much valuable 
research and many useful insights into Greek exposure of newborn infants 
already exist. I hope to add a litt le  more understanding to the problem by 
considering it in the context of the treatment of infants in general, 
especially of the newborn.
The most profound difference between newborn infants in ancient 
and modern times is in their chances of survival. The firs t question to be 
asked is, how did adults in classical Greece react to the problem of a very 
high neonatal death rate?
Ancient midwives and doctors alert us to the precariousness of
neonatal life  by their concern with the viability of the newborn infant.
Birth-attendants acquired a certain skill in giving a prognosis for viability
within the firs t few hours of a baby's life. For parents, the firs t few days
made the issue even clearer: they gave their child a name only on the
seventh day, because only then did they dare begin to believe in the
likelihood of its survival (Arist. HA 7. 12, 588 A8 - 10). Faced with their
inability to help very weak or sick newborn babies, doctors as well as
parents resigned themselves to the neonatal deaths. This attitude of
resignation in the medical professions meant that they did not attempt to
intervene to save certain babies, those who had been pronounced
non-viable. The fact that they had almost nothing to offer in the way of
therapy does not mean that they were uncaring. It was an important tenet
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of Hippokratic 6thics to refrain from medical intervention rather than to 
do harm, and doctors were particularly reluctant to attempt to treat 
newborn infants who were almost certain to reward their efforts by dying 
in any case. They show their concern in another way, by attempting to 
explain, with the aid of their research on reproduction and embryology, 
cases of non-viability and perinatal death: the Hippokratic authors of 
Gen it. and Nat Puer. and of Oct., for example, offer some such 
explanations. Doctors and scientists in the fifth  and fourth centuries 
were interested in infant pathology and physiology. But they do not seem 
to have challenged the popular view that it was not wrong to let newborn 
infants die.
Parents must in general have shared this attitude of resignation to 
neonatal deaths. But this is not to say that they were untouched 
emotionally or psychologically by the experience of their own offspring's 
death and of high neonatal mortality all around them. It is interesting to 
speculate on what effect this harsh fact of life might have had on parents' 
attitudes to their newborn children. Did it, for example, incline them to be 
indulgent and over-protective, or did their fears surface in repressive 
attitudes and practices? There is of course no simple answer to such 
questions, both because of the sparseness of evidence, and because they 
are about complex psychological and anthropological matters. But that 
does not mean that there is nothing to be said about them.
It is useful, firs t, to consider what might have been the response 
of parents who were told that their newborn child was non-viable or not 
worth rearing. Such a prognosis or opinion might be given by the midwife, 
joined perhaps by other female birth-attendants. When a prognosis of 
non-viability was given, some parents probably chose not to trust it 
entirely, but instead to adopt a wait-and-see approach. They would care 
for the baby, feeding it if it  was able to suck the breast, and swaddling it. 
If the baby was s till alive at the end of a few days - seven or ten days,
3 5 3
perhaps - they might go ahead with the usual family ceremonies of 
celebration and acknowledging acceptance, including the giving of a name. 
This may indeed seem to us the only sensible - the only possible - 
approach. But for the ancient Greeks another possibility existed. A 
decision might be made very soon after the baby had been pronounced 
non-viable not to attempt to rear it at all. Inhumane as such a decision 
may appear to us, it  was not entirely illogical. For some people, the low 
probability of the baby's survival made the child not worth the trouble of 
attempting to rear. Other parents, for whom this was in itself an 
insufficient reason not to rear, may have been put off the attempt in the 
belief that, in the unlikely event of survival, the child would never be 
healthy or strong, and that its life would either not be worth living or 
would be too much of a burden to themselves. There is another 
consideration which may sometimes have been added to the previous one, 
namely that in attempting to rear a weak or a very il l baby they risked 
keeping it  alive for some days, weeks or even months, only to lose it 
during its infancy, when they had already become fond of it  and would 
accordingly suffer more grief at its death. If a newborn infant was found 
to be viable, but was deficient in some other way, for example by reason 
of deformity, the midwife might In such a case also tender her opinion 
that the baby was not worth rearing. In making his decision, the head of 
the household must have taken several other factors into consideration, 
such as the degree of deficiency with which the baby was afflicted, 
whether the child was male or female, whether It was his firstborn, the 
number of children already in the family, whether an addition was very 
much wanted, and the degree of health and strength of the mother and the 
likelihood of her bearing healthy children in the future.
In one sense the acquiescence in the death of a newborn infant 
thought to be non-viable and the act of exposure are equivalent: they are 
simply a matter of letting a baby die. In the modern civilised world and in
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Christian ethics they are by no means morally equivalent. In the ancient 
Greek world, the uses of and judgements about exposure are usually 
expressed in relation to the various possible motives behind it: some 
motives among the medical, social and economic ones were considered to 
justify exposure, some of them of greater significance than others for 
different communities and at different times. In many circumstances the 
two things were evidently morally equivalent, in a society in which the 
extreme precariousness of the lives of newborns was not balanced against 
a view of them as inherently precious to an all-loving God. No: Nature, by 
being so unsparing of them, almost seemed to endorse the low value put 
upon them by human society,
From an anthropological point of view, infanticide might be 
considered the ultimate form of repressive behaviour towards children. 
What of the children who were reared - do we have evidence of repressive 
behaviour in the treatment of infants by ancient Greeks? We certainly do 
for Sparta, where, Plutarch tells us, nurses bathed babies in wine as a test 
of their strength and in order to weed out those prone to convulsions. They 
did not indulge their charges in food preferences. They taught them to be 
unafraid of the dark and of being left alone, and disinclined to ignoble 
bad-temper and crying {Lyk. 16. 3 - 4). Plutarch's tone is approving, but he 
does not mean that Spartan nurses eliminated fear of the dark and of being 
alone and temper-tantrums and crying by protecting infants from these 
things and giving them no occasion for them. It is more likely that what he 
means is that they refused to indulge these fears and kinds of behaviour by 
giving in to them. Plutarch is writing about customs reported of Sparta in 
an earlier era, and insofar as the tradition behind the reports is reliable, it 
provides evidence not of the actual effect of Spartan upbringing but of the 
methods of training used on infants. These are characterised by a low 
degree of indulgence from early infancy (that is low "initial indulgence ), 
an early age of socialisation, and, probably, a fairly high degree of severity
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in socialisation, in the area of dependence training.2 Plutarch also tells us 
that it was for these training practices that some people bought Spartan 
nurses for their children: evidently some Greek families craved this kind of 
upbringing for their infants in preference to that obtainable at the hands of 
non-Spartan nurses.
So Spartan austerity, extending even to the care of infants, was 
remarkable in the ancient world and evidently not typical of Greek life 
elsewhere. But it  did influence Plato's thinking on institutions desirable 
for good government. Plato must have been the firs t to express ideas on 
the treatment of infants with a view to producing specific effects on their 
souls, though he does not entirely follow the Spartan model for the 
treatment of infants. Crying, for example, he regards as a sign of pain, 
unhappiness and fear, and he deduces that this is so in infants from his 
observation that nurses can quieten a crying baby by offering it what it 
wants. Good effects - cheerfulness and courage - are to be produced in 
infants by protecting them from the kind of thing that makes them cry, 
though not by indulging them with many pleasures, which w ill have a 
lasting effect of ruin upon their characters (Laws 791 E - 792 E). 
Aristotle in the P olitics  makes an explicit criticism of the Laws' 
recommendation to prevent crying: on the contrary, crying in babies 
contributes to their growth and gives them a kind of exercise (1336 a 34 - 
39). Greek nurses must have been oblivious to this kind of argumentation, 
and continued to check crying by rocking their babies and giving them 
things to suck, or to leave them to wall, according to their own convenience 
and habits. Aristotle's recommendation to begin inuring children to cold 
from their earliest years and his approval of the barbarian practice of 
dipping infants in a cold river may have helped introduce the custom to 
Greece, for by Soranus we are told some of the Greeks did this. But 
otherwise there is no evidence that Plato and Aristotle changed the 
treatment of infants. Both remark that habits are formed from earliest
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infancy, but there was nothing new in that observation.
Aristotle s brief remarks at P olitics 7. 15 show that he had given 
some thought to the nature of infancy and made some observations of 
infants. Fairly close observation of young children and some 
thoughtfulness about their nature by artists are attested by Athenian 
vase-paintings of the last quarter of the fifth  century3 Both Aristotle and 
the vase-painters recognised that play was one of the most important 
elements in the lives of infants: they seem to have observed that it was the 
nature of infants to play. Aristotle in his remarks on the inappropriateness 
of teaching children under five and of giving them difficult tasks, and the 
appropriateness of play, rather records observations than produces original 
ideas on the upbringing of infants.
In the classical and Hellenistic ages parents and nurses reared 
infants without the benefit of the advice of philosophers, moralists and 
politicians. The freedom from intellectual and professional interference in 
child-care was balanced by the standardisation achieved by the influence of 
tradition. Traditional practices in infant-care were handed down by the 
experts - that is, the people, predominantly women, experienced in the 
practical care of children. It was the power of tradition rather than the 
reasoned ideas about its benefits that gave swaddling its centuries-long 
grip on babycare. From a psychological point of view, it is possible to see 
swaddling as the response of adults to their own profound fears about 
newborn babies. Babies in ancient times were highly susceptible to illness 
and sw ift death. The fears are sublimated as a concern with the bodily 
frame of the newborn, with its supposed fragility: if left to itself, it w ill 
grow crooked and twisted, or it w ill break easily. It must be moulded and 
encased in bands. The same is true of the rubbing and stretching found 
necessary for infants' bodies. The treatment thus meted out to newborn 
infants has a characteristic of repression, in that it was physically severe, 
and at the same time exhibits the indulgent quality of an extreme form of
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protectiveness.
Greek nursing and weaning practices (outside "Lykourgan" Sparta) 
exhibit the general characteristics now found in primitive societies the 
world over. The latter have been analysed to show a high degree of initial 
indulgence (that is, a high degree of indulgence of the child's natural 
behaviour in feeding for a certain duration, the granting of considerable 
freedom to the child in performing this initial behaviour, and a high degree 
of encouragement of the initial behaviour, along with a low amount of 
anxiety in the adult about the behaviour [see note 2]). The characteristics 
of initial indulgence in feeding found in primitive societies correspond 
closely to ancient Greek practices: the mother or wet-nurse assumes the 
duty of being continuously near the infant and feeding it whenever it seems 
hungry; she uses the breast to pacify the child when it cannot be quietened 
any other way. Greek babies were probably given free indulgence in oral 
satisfaction: we do not hear of rigid feeding schedules, nor of deliberate 
neglect or rejection (though the latter two things may of course have 
happened in individual cases). Also in age of socialisation and severity of 
socialisation, Greek feeding practices seem to correspond to those found in 
primitive societies. The average age of weaning in the latter is about two 
and a half years, and in ancient Greece it was usually not much less. The 
pattern of severity In socialisation typical of primitive societies (given a 
median rating of 11 on a scale of 3 to 21), is similar to the pattern found in 
ancient Greece: food supplementary to breast-milk is introduced fairly 
early (during the firs t year), especially starch-based gruel and 
premasticated solids, and the proportion of this supplementary food is 
gradually increased. Finally a means of discouraging suckling is used, such 
as daubing a bitter substance on the breast, but rarely more severe than 
this.
In places other than Sparta, Greek training practices with regard to 
the tendencies of infants to behave in a dependent way also seem to
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correspond in some respects to dependence training in primitive societies. 
As tar as the sparse evidence shows, Greek practices possibly share the 
following common characteristics with practices in many primitive 
societies: the infant until weaning is never far from the mother or nurse, 
it is usually in physical contact with her and sleeps with her, she always 
responds to its crying (for example by offering the breast and removing the 
source of discomfort), and she responds to the child's demands and attends 
to its wants. This adds up to a high degree of initial indulgence. But it is 
d ifficu lt to be certain about this, and it may be that some chi 1 d-carers in 
ancient Greece were near the lower extreme of indulgence, in that, for 
example, they put infants into cradles and left them to scream. The 
practice of swaddling babies makes it easier to leave them unattended; on 
the other hand, swaddling makes babies less demanding and more passive.
There is almost no evidence for Greek practices in dealing with the 
other areas of infant behaviour thought by most human societies to require 
regulation (anal, sexual and aggressive behaviour). According to Protagoras 
in Plato's dialogue of that name, the parents, nurse and paidagogos begin to 
exert discipline over the behaviour of children as soon as they are able to 
understand what is said to them. The teaching proceeds by means of 
example and exhortation, and disobedience earns corporal punishment: "they 
straighten him with threats and blows as if he were a bent and twisted 
piece of wood" (325 c - D). The image of the twisted piece of wood is 
probably Plato's own (he uses it elsewhere: Gorg. 525 a, Tht 173 a), but 
this attitude is by no means a Puritan belief in the fundamental badness of 
the child, whose w ill requires to be broken from infancy: only the 
disobedient are to be punished. But this passage shows that corporal 
punishment was not reserved for children past the years of infancy. The 
favourite means of instilling obedience into children was to frighten them
with stories about bogeys such as Mormo and Lamia.
Protagoras's mention of the father, alongside mother, nurse and
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paidagogos> is a useful reminder that Greek fathers did not live a life 
remote from their youngest children, it is true that most of the practical 
child care was administered by women, but it is important to remember 
that the role of fathers was not confined to acknowledging, naming and 
introducing into the phratry. The evidence is scattered, and partly 
anecdotal: the image springs to mind of Agesilaos astride a stick, playing 
horse with his litt le  children (Plut. Ages, 25. 11). Among Aristophanes's 
ordinary Athenians, the doting father Strepsiades in Clouds claims credit 
for performing the most basic tasks in the care of his baby son. 
Theophrastos, in his sketch of the Unpleasant Man, shows the father 
premasticating food and taking (to Theophrastos's mind) a vulgar delight in 
his baby. It is a fair guess that Aristotle and some of the Hippokratics 
derived much of their knowledge of infant physiology and pathology from 
close observation of their own offspring (there were in those days no 
Foundling Hospitals to provide doctors with opportunities for observation 
of infants en masse). Apparently, small children did not spend a ll their 
time out of sight in the women’s rooms of the house. No doubt some of 
them made their presence fe lt as much as Themistokles’s young son seems 
to have done, according to the rueful remark attributed to the Athenian 
statesman by Plutarch: he said that his son was the most powerful 
individual in Greece, for the Athenians dominated the Greeks, he, 
Themlstokles, dominated the Athenians, the boy’s mother dominated him, 
and the boy dominated his mother (Plut. Them, 18. 5).
Several such vignettes show the amusement and pleasure taken in 
young children by their parents, but the predominant impression of the 
general parental mood is of anxiety about the early years. Plato in the 
Republic (450 C) puts into Glaukon’s mouth the request to Sokrates to 
explain his views "about the rearing of children while they are s till young, 
in the interval between birth and education, which is thought to be the 
most troublesome part" U ttittov' cjtoctti).
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Having children was extremely important. The main reason for a man 
to marry was to produce legitimate offspring, as the formal expression 
used in betrothal makes clear. The desire for children for their own sake 
may have existed, but it is not actually adduced in the sources, because 
there existed a specific reason for having legitimate children that was 
universal and of overwhelming importance. Sons, or failing these, 
grandsons, inherited the family property and the duty to observe the family 
cults. They looked after the living occupants of the household, in particular 
their aged parents, and paid the due respects to the dead. A man with a son 
could die in the expectation that all he had worked for in life would be 
preserved and that his memory would be honoured. The firs t formal act of a 
father towards his legitimate child was to acknowledge and name the child 
in the presence of witnesses, and this secured the child's place in the 
immediate family (ayxtcne ia ). The second was his presentation of his baby 
son to his phratry, giving him his place in that more artificial or distant, 
but very Important, kinship group.
The obsessions with legitimacy and citizenship ensure that little  is 
heard In the sources about children who were born outside these states. 
Almost nothing Is known, for example, about slave children, except that 
they were the property of their mother's master. Nearly all the evidence 
about orphans applies to legitimate children of citizen families, and it 
leaves the distinct Impression that they were the orphans thought to 
deserve the most sympathy. Theozotldes even wanted to exclude the 
illegitimate and adopted children who had been orphaned by war from state 
benefits. Most Athenians who knew their Homer would have been stirred by 
the pathos of Andromache's lament for the orphaned Astyanax, made 
especially poignant for them, as for the bard’s original audience, by the 
great contrast of the Infant's once-privileged treatment and great
expectations in life with his present plight (//22. 499 ff.).
The care of orphans of citizen families at Athens may have been a
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concern of Solon s legislation, as part of his attempt to preserve Athenian 
o i« o i .  Throughout the fifth  and fourth centuries the care of these orphans 
was considered a very important matter, the responsibility of the highest 
official of the state, and the subject of special legislation. In the speeches 
of the orators we usually find orphans mentioned In the context of property 
disputes. We sometimes find their status as orphans being manipulated by 
litigants In order to gain some stake In a considerable estate for 
themselves, as In Isaios 6. There can be no doubt that much of the interest 
In the welfare of orphans arose from an appreciation of their importance as 
heirs to family property. But It would be too cynical to maintain that this 
was the only reason for the Athenian desire to protect orphans. Their very 
helplessness recommended them to the Athenian state as candidates for 
special protection. If Athenian juries were capable of being stirred to pity 
by the sight of them, concern for their fatherless state must have been one 
of the motives for the public desire to protect them.4 Their practical care 
was primarily the responsibility of their own family, but the state, in the 
person of the archon, exercised an overriding responsibility towards them, 
and the ordinary citizen was at liberty to use the law to defend them and 
their property.
It Is very d ifficu lt to tell what life was like for the individual 
orphan. Much must have depended on the character of his or her guardian, 
and on the presence or absence of the mother. A gloomy note is sounded by 
Krlton in Plato's work of that name (45 D), where he appeals to Sokrates 
not to betray his sons (one of them a pieipdKiov, the other two infants, PI. 
Apol. 34 D, Phaid 116 B) by accepting the death penalty: "as far as you are 
concerned, they w ill have to suffer whatever chance brings them. Probably 
they w ill meet with the kind of fate that usually happens to orphans in 
their orphanhood." But Kriton leaves this fate unspecified, and his words do 
not bear the weight of an impartially considered judgement.
It was recognised that children, being unable to help themselves,
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required special protection and care from adults. Adults were motivated by 
affection and pity for children, but these feelings were not generally 
allowed to transcend practical and social considerations, which might 
dictate a different form of treatment from that prompted by disinterested 
affection.
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Notes to Conclusions
1 A, W. Gomme and D. Engels are two scholars who have tried to show
that exposure was not significant in terms of the numbers exposed: 
Gomme, The Population o f Athens in the F ifth  and Fourth Centuries BQ 
Oxford 1933; Engels, "The problem of female infanticide in the 
Greco-Roman world", Classical Philology 75, 1980, pp. 112 - 120, and 
"The use of demography in ancient history" Classical Quarterly 34, 1984, 
pp. 386 - 393. Cf. A. Cameron, "The exposure of children and Greek ethics", 
Classical Review Ah, 1932, pp. 105 - 114: "the cruelty involved in 
infanticide even by exposure is very slight", p. 105.
2 John W. M. Whiting and Irvin L. Child, Child Training and Personality
Yale University Press 1966, especially pp. 63 - 68.
3 Hilde Ruhfel, Kinder lehen im k/assischen A then: B ilder auf
klassischen Vasep Mainz am Rhein 1984, pp. 168 - 174.
4 A funerary stele from Peiraieus of the last quarter of the fifth  
century well illustrates the sadness fe lt at the death of a father, the 
relief shows a bearded man (representing the deceased) leaning on a stick 
and holding the hand of a small girl, the two figures gazing intently into 
each other's eyes: H. Ruhfel, Das Kind in der Briechischen Kunst: Von der 
minoisch-mykenischen Zeit h is zum Hellenismus, Mainz am Rhein 1984, 
Abb. 52, p. 128.
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28,40
107 n. 22
115 n. 53
27
50
35, 111 n. 41
Aristotle / / 4 5 8 5 A 2 6 -2 8  11 On. 37
585 A 2 9 -3 1  60
587 A 9 -  25 16, 100n.4
587 A 27 40 -41
587 A 28 -  33 60
587 A 34 -35  41
587 B 16 -  18 8 4 -  85
587 B 27 -  30 82
587 B 30 -  31 133 n. 119
588 A 1 -  12 101 n. 5
588 A 5 -  8 46,88
588 A8 -  10 257 -  258,352
//4 7 1 0 B 5 -  18 121 n. 72
Pol 1268 A 6 -  11 332
1270 A 16 ff. 1 4 6 -1 4 8
1270 B 1 - 6  141 -  142, 149
1319 A 11 -  12 148
1335 A - B 189
1335B5 11
1335 B 19 -  25 183, 18 9 -  192, 196 -
1 9 7 ,2 3 6 -  7 n. 41,42 , 
238 n. 46
1336 A 3 ff. 71 ,88 ,3 5 7
1336 A 10 ff. 5 2 - 5 4
1336 A 12 -  18 20
1336 A 3 4 -  39 356
1340 B 27 ff. 119 n. 69
Rhet. 1398 B 2 6 1 -  262
1407 A 2 -  3 94
1407 A 8 -  10 136 n. 136
Rh.Al. 1421 A 29 234 n. 28
Son?/?. Vig. 457A 4  -  21 120 n. 72
457 A 7 -  16 7 8 -  79
ap. Herakleides Lembos 12 Dilts ( fr. 611. 12) 147 -  148
Arnobius 3 .10 104 n. 12
Athenaios 65 C -  D 248
370 C -  D 248
375 F -  376 A Table Z, s v  Zeus
530 C 94
sou IV 1058, pp. 8 6 -  89 83
Caecilius fypobohmaios or Pastrana 176
4
Censorinus
Cicero
[Cornutus]
Curtius
Demokritos
Demosthenes
Dedienat. 6. 3
1, 2 - 1  
Brutus 313 
Div. 1. 78
Denat. deor. 10 Osann 
9. 8. 22
#?.Arist. £4788 B 10 ff. 
V5 68 A 144 D-K
21. 149 
24. 103, 107
27
2 7 . 4 - 5  
27. 7 -  9 
27. 1 3 -  17 
27. 36 
27. 40 -  41 
27. 46 
27. 47 -  48 
27. 48 -  50 
27. 49 -  51 
27. 56 
27. 58,59 
27. 60 -  61
27. 67
28
28. 4 -  7 
28. 11
28. 1 5 -  16
29
29.6
29.8
29. 26 
29. 29
29. 30
29. 42 -  44
29. 59
30
36. 8
62
23, 109 n. 30 
233 n. 25 
126 n. 96 
104 n. 12 
223 
84
6 3 - 6 4
175
343 n. 37
327.333
2 9 8 ,3 0 4 ,3 0 6 ,3 2 4
315
3 0 4 -  305,309 
315
298,311
308
3 1 0 -3 1 1  
341 n. 28 
3 1 0 -3 1 1 ,3 2 3  
3 0 4 -  305
311 .31 3 .342  n. 29 
3 1 0 -3 1 1 ,3 4 1  n. 28
323,345 n. 48
327.333
298 .311 .315  
315
298 ,30 4 ,3 0 5 ,3 1 0 , 
3 1 1 ,3 2 4 -  325
327.333
322 -  323
323 
307
311.342 n. 29 
323
2 9 8 ,3 1 1 ,3 2 4 ,3 4 0  -  
341 n. 23
311.315
327.333
2 9 8 ,3 0 1 ,3 0 4 ,3 0 6 , 
310,338 n. 8
5
Demosthenes 36.14 306
36.22 310
36.30 293
36. 34 305
37 327
37. 45 f. 344 n. 42
37. 46 344 n. 39, n. 40
38.7  315
38. 17 322
38. 19 -  20 323, 345 n. 45
38.23 311,314
38.27 323
39 2 5 9 -  263,279,291 n.
38
39. 2 -  4 279
39.4  269
39.22 257 ,261,262
3 9 .3 1 -  34 281
39.35 261
39.39 261
40 2 5 9 -  263,279,291 n.
38
40.28 257 ,261 ,262
40.29 261
43. 11 266,291 n. 40, 293 n.
49
43. 14 291 n. 40, 294 n. 54
43.18 293 n. 52
43.75 316, 344 n. 40
43.81 291 n. 40
43. 82 293 n. 49, 293 n. 52,
294 n. 55
43.58 202
43.75 3 1 8 ,3 1 9 -  320
4 4 .4 1 ,4 4  291 n. 38
44.66 299 -  300, 338 n. 11
45.28 305
45. 37 338 n. 8
46. 18 277, 325, 346 n. 50
46.24  305
47. 55 -  56 75
6
Demosthenes
Didymos 
Dio Chrysostom 
Diodorus Siculus
Diogenes 
of Apollonia
Diogenes
Laertios
Diokles of Karystos
Dionysios of Thrace 
Diphilos
47. 64 
53. 29 
57. 35 - 45
57. 54
58. 31
58. 32
59. 57 -  59
59. 60 
59. 112
dp. Lactantius Div. inst. 1. 22 
64. 23 
4. 9. 6 -  7
4. 3 3 . 7 -  12
4. 64. 1
5. 70
5. 70. 2 -  3
12. 15 
19. 2. 2 -  7 
19. 2 .8
19. 3. 1,3
20. 84. 3
VS 64 A 25 D-K 
VS 64 A 28
1.55
1.56
5. 11 -  16
8. 29
9. 19
ap. Censorinus Dediendt 7. 2 ff.
dp. Galen Phil hist 122 (644. 23 Diels)
fr. 27. lOff. Wellmann
fr. 174. 1-5
fr. 177
Ars Grdmmdticd 6 (Uhlig, Oram. Or) 
fr. 73 Kassel and Austin 
fr. 75
7
345 n. 48
321,345 n. 45 
7 7 - 7 8  
265,293 n. 51 
345 n. 45
337 n. 1, 344 n. 42, n. 
43
266,275 -  276,291 n.
40 ,294 n. 56
293 n. 51
271
67
126 n. 95
Table 2, sv. Herakles 
Table 2, sxTelephos 
Table 2, ^ k Oedipus 
67
Table3, sv. Zeus 
3 1 7 -3 1 8  
221
242 n. 72 
221
336, 348 n. 64 
64
36,41
329,336
305,317
298,324
104 n. 14 
42
23, 109 n. 30
105 n. 17 
64
28
2 4 ,4 1 ,4 6 ,  1 1 3 -1 1 4
n. 49
6 8 - 6 9
50
93
Dlphilos fr. 134 164
Donatus Comm. Ter. fan. 753 49
Empedokles ap. Censorinus Dedienat. 1.2  ff. 23
Dox. fir. 411. 2 6 -  412. 18 11 1 n. 43
425. 23 -  426. 4 36
K5 31 A 74 D-K 111 n. 43
K? 31 A 75 23
K5 31 A 79 62
K5“ 31 B 68 62
K5 31 B 69 23
Ephippos fr. 3 Kassel and Austin 248
Epikouros ap. Galen Phil hist 122 (644. 23 Diels) 105 n. 17
Epinikos Hypoballomenai 176
Etymo log icon
Magnum 89 .54  -  90 250
118. 5 4 -  119. 1 267
533. 29 -  40 270
Euboulos fr. 2 Kassel and Austin 248,256,
fr. 80 78, 132 n. 116
fr. 148 248 ,249 ,252
Auge, Danae, ion, Xouthos, Antiope 234 n. 26
Eudoxos Hypoboiimaios 176
Eupolis fr. 112 Kassel and Austin 175
Euripides Aiexandros Table 2, s. v. Paris
Antiope Table 2, s. v. Amphion
and Zethos
Auge 234 n. 26
Eiektra 651 -  4, 1124- 33 251 -  252,284 n. 11,
286 n. 15
ion 48 -  49, Table 2, s v.
ion
6 5 1 -  653 283 -  4 n. 8
805 -  807 ’ 283 n. 8
1127 283 n. 7
Mel Soph, Mel Desm. Table 2, s k Aiolos and
Boiotos
Phoin. Table 2, & v. Oedipus
Teiephos Table 2, s. v. Telephos
Tyro 233 n. 22
fr. 2 Nauck 257
frr .  696 ff. Table 2, s r. Telephos
8
Euryphon of Knidos ap. Censorinus Dedienat 7. 2 ff. 23
Eustathius Commentary on / /  6. 399 74, 129 n. 108
Od. 11.253 Table 2, s.v. Peliasand
Neleus
Vit. Rind. 126 n. 95
Favorinus ap.GeU. 12. 1 83
Focas Vit Virg 28.32 126 n. 96
Galen PM  hist 122 (644. 23 Diels) 105 n. 17
Gellius, Aulus 3 .1 6 .3  103n. 12
' 3. 16. 7 25
12.1 83, 128 n. 106
GortynCode Col. Ill 44 -  col. IV 27 178 -1 7 9 ,1 8 3
Col. VIII 51 -  53 3 2 7 -  328
Col. XII 6 - 1 9  328
Harpokration s. k oc|jupi8p6|jia , I 27. 6 -  9 Dindorf 248 -  250
5. v. aTTOTi|jLr|Tai, 151. 12 -  52. 6 3 1 2 -3 1 3
s. v. ep&opeuopeva ,1 102. 14 -  103. 4 258
s. v. elcrayyeXia: ,1 104. 17 -  19 344 n. 42
s. v. KocKcbcjeciOQ, I 167. 5 - 1 3  344 n. 42
$v. |i£iov. laeiaycoyog, I 200. 15 -  201. 9 270
s.v. criTog, I 274. 1 -  4 328
s.v. (pdcrig, I 299 7 ff. 3 1 3 -3 1 4
Herodian 7 .1 .2  Stavenhagen 118 n. 62
Herodotos 1.71 217
1.95 215
1. 1 0 7 -  122 2 1 4 -  217,228
2. 2 85 -  86
4 .1 1 0 - 1 1 7  57
5.41 234 n. 28
5 .92  225 -  227,228
6 .69  22
Hesiod Theog. 8 1 -  84 126 n. 97
Hesychios A 95 Latte 248 -  250
A 67 258
A 99 249
E 6 8 , 6 9
g
2 3 9  n. 5 0
Hesychlos E 73 258
I  1791 Schmidt 253
HippokratlcCorpus Aer. 4 (II 22. 6 -  8 Li.) 91
9 (1 1 4 0 .2 -  42 .6 ) 88 ,89
14(1158. I I  -  60 .8 ) 5 6 -  57
1 7 (1 1 6 6 .4 -  68 .2) 57
2 0 (1 1 7 2 .2 2 -  74 .8) 57
(1 1 7 4 .8 -1 1 )  54, 119n. 70
Alim. 33 (IX 110. 7 - 8 )  88
4 2 ( 1 X 1 1 2 - 1 1 6 )  24
Aph.Z. 26 (IV 498. 4 -  5) 90
5.39 132 n. 117
5.49 105 n. 19
5. 50 (IV 550. 5 -  6) 135 n. 132
Art 3 (VI 4. 1 8 -  6. 1) 157
11 105 n. 19
13 (VI 2 6 . 7 - 9 )  157
Arthr. 12 (IV 114, 1 ,8) 156
21 (IV 134. 5 ff.) 156
28 (IV 138. 1 4 -  15) 156
29 (IV 140. 2 - 4 )  I l 8 n . 6 6 . l 5 6
53 ( IV 232. 7 - 1 3 )  121 n. 75
( IV 236. 5 -  238. 1) 156
(IV 238. 2 -  6) 118 n. 66, 156
55 (IV 240. 19 ff.) 156
(IV 242. 11 -  14) 1 5 6 -1 5 7
56 (IV 242. 1 8 -  244. 10) 156
58 (IV 252. 8 - 1 7 )  157
(IV 252. 17 ff.) 156
60 (IV 258. 1 3 - 1 4 )  118 -119 (1 .66
62 (IV 262. 1 0 -  264. 10) 51 ,156  -1 5 7
72 (IV 296. 6 -  7) 156
82 (IV 326. 14 -  15) 156
85 (IV 324. 1 -  2) 156
87 (IV 326. 1 4 -1 5 )  156
Carn. 6 (VIII 592. 1-16) 39, 112 -  113 n. 47
(VIII 592. 1 1 -5 9 4 . 4) 64
12 (VIII 598. 7 - 1 1 )  133 n. 120
(VIII 598. 11 -  17) 8 4 -  85
19 (VIII 610. 3 -  5, 10 - 12) 110n. 33
10
HippokraticCorpus Carn. 19 (VIII 612. 1 ff.) 23-24
(VIII 614. 8 - 1 2 )  101 n. 7, 102 - 3 n. 11
(VIII 614. I I )  16
(VIII 614. 2 2 - 2 4 )  29
Dent. 116 n. 55
Epid. 2 108 n, 24
2. 1.7 (V 78. 13) 26,31
2. 3. 17 (V 116. 10 ff.) 26
(V 118. 9 -  10) 124 n. 82, n. 83
2. 6 .4  (V 134. 2 - 4 )  107 n. 21
3 .4  105 n. 19
4. 10 (V 148. 24) 81
5.11 (V210. 1 2 -2 1 2 .4 )  35, 111 n. 41
6. 3 .7  (V 296. 3 -  4) 90
Fract. 1 105 n. 19
22(111492.1) 52, 117 n. 60
Genit. 46
5 Jo. (VII 476. 23 ff.) 110(1.33
9. 1 (VII 482. 3 -  9) 45
9. 2 (VII 482. 9 -1 4 )  45
10. 1-2 (VII 484. 1-14) 45
Jusj. IV 630. 11 90
Morb. 3. 2 (VII 120. 9) 135 n. 132
4 46
4. 54. 1 (VII 594. 2 2 - 2 3 )  21
4. 54. 2 (VII 594. 2 4 -5 9 6 .  10) 125 n. 90
(VII 596. 5 -  6) 21
4. 55 1 - 7  (VII 600. 3 -6 0 4 .  17) 8 9 - 9 0
flu i 1 46
1.27 (VIII 70. 1 8 - 2 1 )  33
1. 44 (VIII 102) 81
1. 46 (VIII 106. 6 - 8 )  100 n. 4
(VIII 106. 7) 16
1.68 (VIII 144. 22 -  24) 101 n. 7
1.73 (VIII 152. 2 2 - 1 5 4 .  8) 133 n. 120
I. 74 (VIII 156. 10) 135 n. 132
1. 84 (VIII 206. 13, 19,208. 10) 135(1. 132
1. 105 (VIII 228. 1 2 - 1 3 )  135 n. 132
2. 158 (VIII 336. 8) 135 n. 132
2. 162 (VIII 340. 7) 135(1.132
2. 179 (VIII 362. 13) 135 n. 132
I 1
Hippokratic Corpus Mui 2. 205 (VIII 394. 9 - 10, 396. 5) 135 n. 132
Nat. Horn. 12 (VI 62. 21 -  64 1 0 )  89
N atM u l 32 (VII 352. 13) 135 n. 132
93 (VII 410. 10 ff.) 81
109 (VII 426. 6) 135 n. 132
NalPuer. 46
12. 1 -  5 Jo. (VII 436. 1 - 488. 13) 112 n. 46
13. 1 -  2 (VII 532. 14 ff., 534. 8ff.) 110 n. 33
1 3 .4 -  15 (V I I492. 7 -  494. 8) 63
14. 1 - 2  (VII 492. 8 - 2 1 )  63
17. I - 3  (VII 496. 17 -  498. 17) 112 n. 46
17. 2 -  3 (VII 498. 2 -1 5 )  3
18. 1 - 8  (VII 498. 27 -  506. 2) 115 n. 54
19. 2 (VII 506. 9 - 1 1 )  110 n. 37
21. 1 (VII 510. 1 8 -2 1 )  110 n. 37
21.2 -  4 (VII 510. 24 -  512. 23) 63
21. 3 -  4 ( VII 512. 7 -  23) 60
22. 1 (VII 514. 6 - 8) 4 5 ,5 5 ,6 3
30 (VII 530. 20 - 538. 23) 115 n. 54
30. 5 (VII 534. 1 4 -1 5 )  63
Oct. Table 1, 106 n. 20
1 Gr. (VII 446. 12 -  452. 3) 107 n. 21
1. 1 -16  (VII 446.12 ff.) 25
1. 3 -  4 (VII 446. 19 -  448. 4) 107 n. 21
1.8 (VII 448. 11 -  21) 107 n. 21
1 .9 -  16 (VII 448.21 - 450.27) 106. n. 21
1. 14 (VII 450. 11-16) 46
2. 1 (VII 452. 4 - 6 )  25,31
2. 1-2 (VII 4 5 2 .4 -  8) 25
2. 3 (VII 4 5 2 .9 -1 3 )  2 6 ,3 0 ,3 8 ,4 6
2 .4 -7 (V II  452. 13-454 . 13) 44
2. 4 -  3. 8 (VII452. 13 ff.) 25
2. 8 -  9 (VII 454. 14-456. 3) 45
3. 1 ( VI1456. 4) 37
3. 1-3 (VII 456. 5 -1 7 )  37
3. 3 (VII 456. 11-15) 41, 113 n. 48
3. 4 (VII 456. 17 -  20) 45
3. 5 (VII 456. 2 0 -  458 2) 62
3. 5 - 7  (VII 456. 20 --453. 9) 38
4. 1 (VII 458. 11-13) 26
4. 2 - 7  (VII 458. 13 -  4 6 0 .  9) 26 ,32
12
Hippokratic Corpus Oct. 4. 6 -  7 ( VII 460. 4 -  9) 26
4. 8 (VII 436. 1-2) 26
5. 1-6 . 2 ( VII436. 8 -  433. 21) 28
5. 1-6. 3 (VII 436. 8 -  440. 4) 25
5. 4 - 5  (VII 436. 15 - 438. 8) 31
5. 6 (VII 438. 9) 31
6. 1 (VII 438. 1 2 -1 7 )  107 n. 22
6. 3 (VII 438. 2 1 -  440. 4) 26
6. 4 - 7 .  3 (VII 440. 4 -  442. 4) 25
6 . 5 -  6 (VII 440. 8 -1 2 )  26
6. 6 (VII 440. 9 - 1 2 )  26
7. 1-2 (VII 440. 13 -442 . 4) 29
7. 2 (VII 442. 1 - 4) 22
9 (VII 444. 1 -  15) 107 n. 21
9. 1 -  2 (VII 444. 1 -  8) 25 ,29
9. 4 (VII 444. 12 -  15) 25,31
10. 1 - 3  (VII 444. 17-446 . 1) 31
10. 4 (VII 446. 1 -  5) 26,30,31
Salubr. 6 (VI 80. 18) 87
Sept. 106 n. 20
Stent 214(VIII 414. 18) 135 n. 132
243 (VIII 458. 2) 135 n. 132
Superf. 110 n. 35
I (VIII 476. 1 -1 2 )  34-36
3 (VIII 478. 1 -3 )  32, 110 n. 36
I I  (VIII 482. 2 3 -  484. 2) 33
15 (VIII 484. 9 -  17) 3 3 -  3 4 ,4 0 ,4 3 -  44
17 (VIII 484. 21 -  486. 6) 33
kl218 (III 250. 9 - 1 1 )  54
Vict.\. 19 (VI 492. 23 -  24) 20 ,56
1.26 (VI 498. 1 7 -2 3 )  27
1. 31 (VI 506. 8 - 1 3 )  111 n. 41
Hippon ap. Censorious Dedienat. 7. 2 ff. 23
VS 38 A 17 D-K 64
Hipponax 12.2D (19 West) 16,19
Homer / /  6. 388 -  389, 466 -  467, 22. 82 - 83,
503 129 n. 108
9 .4 8 9 -  491 87
19. 114 - 124 103 n. 12
22. 499 ff. 3 6 1
24.795 212
13
Homer
Homeric Hymn 
Hyginus
Hypereides
[lamblichos]
/nscriptiones
Graecae
Isaios
Oct 11. 448 -  449, 19. 482 - 483 
To Delian Apollo 120 -  122 
To Hermes 151, 237 - 241,301, 305 -  6 
552 -  563
Fab. 8 Rose
66
70
87
87,88
91
99
186
187
252
42
Th.Ar. 61. 5 ff.
129 n. 108
47
47
126 n. 94
Table 2, SK.Amphion 
and Zethos
Table 2, £ v. Oedipus 
Table 2, sv. 
Parthenopaios 
86
Table 2, SKAIgisthos 
Table 2, s v. Paris 
Table2, sv. 
Parthenopaios 
Table 2, SKAiolosand 
Boiotos
Table 2, s.k Hippothoos 
Table 2, sKAntilochos 
332 
24
12 115. 2 0 - 2 3
13 6c. 41. 122- 125 
i i2 1237
1237. 5 - 8  
1237. 29 
1237. 68 - 1 1 3  
1237. 78 ff.
1237. 96 -  98 
1237. 109- 113 
1237. 114 -  125 
1237. 118 -1 1 9  
i i2 7873
i i2 9079,9112,9271, 10843,
12330,12682,12812,12813,
12387,12996,13065
i i2 1559
i i / i i i 2 6873
iv2 122. 26 ff.
1. 9
1. 10
234 n. 30 
347 n. 59
265,288 n. 29 
270,273 
294 n. 54 
274 - 275 
294 n. 57
277,294 n. 56 
271 ,273 ,296  n. 65 
274 
266 
74
1084,12242, 
2815,12816,
129 n. 109 
129 n. 110 
101 -  102 n. 7 
232 n. 12
300, 302, 338 n. 13 
310
Isaios 1. 12 300,310
1. 39 345 n. 44
2.9 313
2. 14 276,295 n. 60
2. 27 -  28 313
3. 1 292 n. 46
3.3 292 n. 46
3. 30 257
3. 45 281
3. 46 -  47 344 n. 42, 345 n. 44, 
346 n. 53
3. 57 292 n. 46
3. 62 345 n. 44
3. 70 257
3. 73 -  80 271 -  272
4.8 340 n. 17
5 302,315
5. 1 0 -  11 3 1 5 -3 1 6
6.2 270
6. 13 346 n. 51
6.21 - 2 2 278,293 n. 52
6. 36 -  37 311 -  312, 339 n. 17
6. 46 346 n. 51
7 302
7. 1 277
7 . 6 - 7 307
7. 7 -  10 323
7. 1 5 -  16 268 ,275 ,277 ,289  n. 
31,291 n. 40,293 n. 
50, 51, 294 n. 56
8. 19 266,293 n. 51,53
8. 42 300,302
9. 27 -  30 2 9 4 -  295 n. 60,298 -  
299 ,306 ,310 ,341  n. 
28
10 hyp. 300,302
11 299,322
11. 13 344 n. 44
11.28 344 n. 43
11. 31 344 n. 44
11.35 344 n. 44
15
Isaios
Isokrates
Justin
Juvenal 
Kallias 
Kalli machos
Konon
Krateros
Kratinos
Ktesias
Lactantius
Longus
Lucian
Lysias
fr. 6
frr . 22, 23 
fr. 23. 2 -  3
5 . 66 
8. 82 
12 . 122 
Epit. 1 . 4 - 6
1. 4. 12 
17. 3. 1 6 - 2 2
22 . 1
23. 4. 6
23. 4. 7 
Sat. 15. 139- 140 
fr. 18 Kassel and Austin 
A it f r r .  26 -  28 
Epigram51 
Hymn to A rtem is ia  
Hymn to Zeus 32 -  53 
4 7 - 5 3
Dieg. 19
F G rH M l fr. 4
Hypobolimaios
fr. 183 Kassel and Austin
FGrH 688 fr. 9
Div. inst 1. 22
Daphnis and Ch Joe
1 . 2 - 3 , 3 9
4. 24
D. Deor. 9
Sacr. 5
Syr. D. 12
1 .9 - 1 0
10.5
13.91
19
19.9
19. 31 -  32
19. 3 9 - 4 0
30. 2
30. 27
338 n. 12 
341 n. 28 
315
242 n. 70 
330 -  331 
192,197 
215 
228
244 n. 76 
242 n. 72 
222 
68
239 n. 54 
117 n. 60 
Table 2, s k Linos 
75
283 n. 7
Table 3, s.v Zeus 
67
Table 2, s v. Linos 
280 -  281, 296 n. 66 
176
329 -  330
215
67
Table 2, s v. Daphnis and 
Chloe 
86
233 n. 25 
104 n. 12 
Table 3, sv. Zeus 
2 11  - 2 1 2  
71 -  72 
3 0 0 -  301 
343 n. 37 
302
300,303
309
305
265,289 n. 30 
289 n. 30
16
Lysias
Macrobius
Menander
32.3
32.5
32.6
32.8
32.9 
32. 16
32. 20 -  24
32. 25 
32. 28
fr. 8a Thalheim 
fr. 42b
fr. 43
fr. 75 
fr. 91
Insomn, Sc/p. 1. 6. 63 ff. 
1 .6.67
Daktylios
Encheir/dion
Ep/tr.
303
325 -  343 
fr. 8
Heautont/moroumenos 
Hypobolimaios or Agroikos 
Kekrypnaios 
Perikeiromene
15, 352ff.
742 -  744 
755 - 773 
796 -  812 
82-4 
P/okion 
Sarnia
54 ff.
323, 324, 327, 337 n. 
3,341 n. 28 
337 -  338 n. 7 
298,299
305,324
307 
301 
316
298 ,308 ,314 ,315 , 
332, 335, 337 n. 1,
341 -  342 n. 29 
3 1 4 -3 1 5
308
102 n. 7
3 3 0 -  331,347 -  348 
n. 60
299, 323, 337 n. 6,
341 n. 28
299 ,316 ,337  n. 6
314
24
113 - 114 n. 49 
233 n. 23 
233 n. 23
167 ,171 ,172 ,210
233 n. 25
172
167
161,177 
176
233 n. 23
159 f f . , 163, 171, 172, 
196
49
160 
160
160- 161, 183 
161
233 n. 23 
1 6 8 -1 7 0  
129- 130 n. 111
1 7
Menander
Musonius 
Nikolaos 
of Damascus
Nikomachos 
of Gerasa
Olympiodoros
Ovid
Papyrus 
Oxyrhynchus 
Paul us of Aigina 
Pausamas
8 4 - 8 5  
225 -  226
237,302 
301 -  303 
Sikyonios 
Synaristosai 
fr. 18 Koerte 
fr. 54 
fr. 279 
fr. 335 
fr. 343 
fr. 396 
fr. 454 
fr. 581 
fr. 605 
fr. XV B
fr. 15. 12-13 Dindorf 
PGrH90 fr. 57
66. 2 -  4 
66
6 1 .5 -  13 de Falco
64. 19 -  65. 3
ap. [Iambi.] TP A r 61.5 ff.
V it P lat 382 -  383 Westermann 
Fasti 3. 443 f.
1 .37,38
1.5
1. 6 . 2  
1. 38. 9
1. 43. 7
2. 6. 1 -  4
2. 26. 4 -  5
3. 24. 3
5. 17. 5 
8. 4. 9
8 . 8. 2
77,169 
121 n. 76 
76, 132 n. 115 
78 
173
167,171 
164
164 
344
165
103 n. 12
173
78
164
317
196, 237 -  8 n. 44
49,51
226
2 1 5 -2 1 6  
242 n. 70
114 n. 49 
114 n. 49 
24
126 n. 96 
Table 3, s. y. Zeus
131 n. 112
127 n. 99 
223
Table 2, 5.KAmphion 
and Zethos 
Table 2, s v. Linos 
Table 2, s^Amphion 
and Zethos
Table 2, SKAsklepios 
Table 2, sv. Dionysos 
226 -  227 
Table 2, s v. Telephos 
Table 3, &v. Poseidon
18
Pausanias
Philemon
Philochoros 
Philolaos of Kroton 
Philostratos
Photios
Pindar
Plato
8. 12. 2 - 4
9. 23. 2
10. 16. 5
Daktylios 
Hypobolimaios 
FGrhR>2§ fr. 35 a 
VS 44 A 27 D-K 
Her o ik  12. 2 
!m. 2. 12
A 1317 Theodoridis
II 30. 10 Naber 
II 128. 6 -  9 
Hem. 1 .3 7 -3 8  
016. 44 ff.
4 5 - 4 7  
Pyth. 4. 114 
fr. 193 Snell 
A lt I 104 B 
121 C - D
1 2 1  D
122 A 
Apol 34 D 
Oorg. 525 A 
K rit. 45 D 
Laws 666 A
684 D
740 B -  741 A 
788 C
788 C - 791 C
788 D
789 E -  790 B 
791 E -  792 E 
794 D 8 ff.
928 C
Menex. 246 A -  249 B 
Phaid 116B 
Prot. 320 A 
325 C -  D
Table 2, 5; v. Aichmagoras 
126 n. 95
Table 2. s. v. Phylakides 
and Philandros 
233 n. 23 
176
276,280 -  281 
36 -37 ,41 , 112 n. 44 
267
126 n. 95 
248 -  250
349 n. 68
254
47
Table 2 , s v  lamos
68,70
47
118 n. 62 
299, 337 n. 6 
259, 284 n. 8
57 
308
321,362
359
362
89
146
188 -  189, 191, 196 -
197
10
55
54
54
356
58 
314
329 ,333 ,334 ,336
362
307
96,359
19
Plato
Plautus
Pliny
Plutarch
Rep. 414 A -  C 185 - 186
450 C 360
457 C - 461 E 181 - 188, 191, 196 - 
197, 235 -6  n.34 -  38
460 C -  D 86
461 D 103 n. 12
Tht. 149 ff. 98 n. 1
150 A -  B 154
150 C 2 154
151 B -C 18,46, 153 - 154, 176
157 C -  D 102 n. 8, 154
160E- 161 A 102 n. 8, 153 - 154, 
176, 183, 198 -  199, 
205,247,251 -  252, 
2 5 4 -  255
173 A 359
210 B 102 n. 8, 154
Tim. 19 A 185 -  186, 196 -  197, 
236 n. 38
21 B 290 n. 35
Amph. 500 -  501 167
1094 284
Cist. 173
635 233 n. 25
636 -  664 167 -  168, 171, 173
///fey 1398 -  1399 233 n. 25
Rud. 173
True. 176
902 - 908 78,165
Vid. 173
NH1. 72 239 n. 54
11.55 126 n. 96
Agesiiaos\. 2, 2. 3 152
25. 11 360
Ag/s 4. 2 152
5.2 149 ff.
5 . 3 - 4 146, 148 ff.
Aik. 1 299,337
1.2 75
Aristeides l  1.4 101 n. 5
37 347 n. 56
20
Plutarch A r taxerxesZ. 1 -  2 217
Lyk. 8. 7 146
16. 1 183
16. 1 -  2 139 -  142 and ff., 18<
16. 3 20, 134 n. 128,355
16.4 56 ,97 ,355
Per 37 279
Pyrrh. 2 - 3 244 n. 76
Them. 18.5 360
Thes. 4. 1 233 n. 25
M or 3 C - F 128 n. 106
5 A 95
163 F -  164 A 226 -  227,245 n. 80
238 E 148
314 E -  F Table 2, s. v. Lykastos ai 
Parrhasios
337 D 48
497 A -  E 195- 197
608 D 82, 128 -  129 n. 106
609 E 128 -  129 n. 106
610 E 82
612 A 201
680 0,682 A 136 n. 133
819 E 101 n. 5
[Plutarch] Ethika 834 A -  B 281
Pollux 8. 107 268 -  269,272
Polybios 6. 45 146
12. 15 221
36. 17.5 183, 192 - 197
Poseidippos fr. 11 Kock 163- 164, 183
P rod us Comm, on Hes. WD 494 180- 181
Comm, on PI. Tim. 27 E, 88. 11 -  23 Diehl 267
Rufus ap. Oreibasios 3. 156 ( C k f.fiV1 2. 2. 136) 64
Scholia Aristeides 458. 21 Dindorf 172
Ar. Ac/?. 463 6 9 - 7 0
Ar. 3irds484 257,258
Ar. Frogs 422 289 -  290 n. 33
798 270
Ar. L)<s. 138 Table 2, 5: k Peliasand 
Neleus
757 249 ,250 ,258 ,282  n.
4
Scholia Ar. Peace 123 95
Ar. Thesm. 506 69 - 70
Ar. Wasps289 \ 99, 239 n. 50
Dem. 24. 20 333
D.T. 6 69
Eur. Photo. 26 49, 51, Table 2, ^ k
Oedipus
Kali. Hymn. A. 251 1 0 3 -1 0 4  n. 12
Pind. 016, p. 156 25 -  29 Boeckh Table 2, s.KEuadne
Pyth. Hyp. 103 n. 12
P I . /W w  315 c 239 n. 50
PI. Tht. 160 E 284 n. I I
161A 248 -  251
PI. 7/ot. 21 B 267
Theok. 2. 3 5 /3 6 A Table2, .SKHekate
7. 78/79 A Table 2, s.v. Daphnis
Servtus CommentaryonVirg. fc/.5.20 Table2, s.v.Daphnis
CeorgA. 150 Table3. s.v. Zeus
Sextus Empiricus Adv. math. 1.41 118 n. 62
2.42 136 - 1 3 7  n. 136
Hypot. Pyrrh. 3. 211 177, 2 3 4 -2 3 5  n. 32
Solon 27. I -  2 290
Soranus Gyn. 12,13,17
1.3. 14(180. 2 0 -1 8 1 .  3 Rose) 64
1. 10. 38(204. 4 -  6) 114 n. 50
1 .1 7 .5 7 (2 2 5 .1 6 -1 9  ) 62, 114 n. 50
1 .1 7 .5 8 (2 2 6 .2 6 -  227.6) 114 n. 50
1 .22 .73 (244 .5  - 1 3 )  100 n. 4
1.26. 79(248. 14ff.) 1 8 -1 9 ,1 5 5 ,2 4 9
( 2 4 9 .2 - 4 )  30
(2 4 9 .7 -  8) 42
1.27. 80(250. 4 ff.) 17
(2 5 0 .9 - 1 0 )  41
(250. 19- 21) 114 n. 50
<251. 2 ff.) 100 n. 4
1 .2 8 .8 1 (2 5 1 .8 -1 2 )  20
(251. 12 - 252. 4) 21
(2 5 1 .2 2 -  25) 114 n. 51
1 .28 .82 (252 .9  -  23) 20
(2 5 2 .2 3 -  25 ) 19
22
Soranus 1.29.83(253.16 - 23) 52
(254.7- 8) 50
1.29.83 - 84(253.14 - 256.15) 55
1.29.84(256.9 -15) 51
1.29. I l l  (285. 16-18) 58
1.30.85(256.17 - 25) 52
1.31.86(258.6 - 20) 67
1.31.86 - 87(257. 19- 259.21) 60, 122 n. 80
1.31.87(259. 9 - 14) 61, 124 n. 85
(259. 14 ff.) 67
(259.21- 260.21) 73
1.32.88(263.7 - 21) 79,82
(264.1- 3) 83
1.34.96(272.3 - 7) 79
1.35.98(274.6- 7) 79
(274.8- 9) 132 - 133 n. 118
1.36.101-103(275.26 - 278.27) 56
1.37 105(279.17- 21) 133n. 118
1.38.110(285.3- 4) 99n. 3
1.39.111(286.7-10) 58
(286.16-19) 51
1.41.115(287.26- 288.5) 91
(288.14- 24) 88
(288.20- 23) 91, 134 n. 126
(288.23- 26) 94
1.41.115 -116(287.25 - 289.17) 82
1.41.116(289.13 -17) 93
1.41.117(289.24- 290.2) 97
ap. Muscio 99 (35. 21 Rose) 79
Sophokles Oedipus Tyrannos Table 2, sv. Oedipus
1035 49
Tyro I and 11 Table 2, 5: k Pelias and
Neleus
Souda A 963,965 Adler 223
A 1722 248 - 251,258
A 2940 272
A 4265 233 n. 22
A 186 258
23
Souda E 26 258
E 55 314
E 74 223 -  224
E 191 239 n. 50
A 25 223
0 652 349 n. 68
1502 328
T 687 94
$ 692 290 n. 33
Stobaios Flor. 103. 3 233 n, 22
Strabo 13. 1.69 Table 2, s v  Telephos
15. 3. 18 217
Straton ap. Censor in us Dedienat. 7. 2 ff. 23
Stobaios Florilegiurn4. 34. 72 Hense 80
Syrianus On Hermuy. 2. 72 Rabe 345 -  346 n. 49
Telekleides fr. 41 Kock 175
Teles ap. Stob. Flor. 4. 34. 72 Hense 80
Terence Andr. 218 -  219,401 -  402,721 - 796 166 -  167
Heaut. 626 -  667 162 -  163, 171, 173, 
177
Hec. 397 -  400,570 -  571 1 6 5 -1 6 6
769 78
Phor. 46 -  50 283
Theognis 1290 -  1291 Table2, s v .Atalanta
Theokritos Id. 3. 1 5 -  16 84
Theophrastos Characters 16.9 286
20.5 94,360
Thucydides 2. 34 212
Valerius
2. 35 -  46 197,329,332
Maximus 1. 6 ext. 3 126 n. 96
Xenophanes VS 21 A 1 D-K 42
Xenophon Cyr. 1.2. 1 215
1.4. 15 ff. 216
Lak. Pol. 1. 3 96
2. 1,5, 6, 7 97
Mem. 1.5.2 298
24
Xenophon Mem. 2. 2
Poroil. 7 
[Xenophon] Ath. Pol.Z. 4
72,80, 117 n. 61 
333 - 335 
335
25
